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FOREWORD

The increasing contribution of,thatheffiatics to then culture of
thd modern world, as well, as its Importance as a vital part of
scientific and humanistic education, -has made it essential that
the mathematics,in our schools -be both well selected and well
taught.

With this in mind; the various mathematical organizations.in
the United States cooperated in the formation of the School
Mathematics, lStudy Group (SMSG).. SMSG includes college and univer-
sity mathematicians, teachers of,mathematica at all levels, experts
in education, and representatives of .science and technology,. The
general objective of SMSG is the improdement of thd teaching of ,,'
mathematics inthe schools of this country. The National Science
Foundation has provided substantial funds for the stpport of this
endeavor.

One of the prerequisites for the improvement of the teaching
of mathematics iniour schools is an improved siorriculum-,-one which
takes account of the increasing use of mathematics in science and
technology and in other areas of knowledgeand at the same time
one which reflects recent advances in' mathematics itself., One 'of
the first Projects undertaken by,SMtGswas to enlist a,grqup of.
outstanding mathematicians and mathematics teachers to prepare a
series of textbooks whiCh would illustrate such an improved
curriculum.

The professional mathematicians in SMSG believe that the
mathematics presented in this text is valuable for all well-'
educated citizens in our society to know and that it'is important
for the precollege student, telearn in preparation for advanted
work inithe field: At the same time, teachers in SMSG believe,
that it is presented in such a form that it can be readily grasped '

bystudents._
'

In most instances the materi 1 will have, A famaiar note, but
the presentation and the point of view wig be different.. Some
material will be entirely:new to the traditional curbiculum. This
is as it ,should be, for mathematics is a living and an ever-growing
subject, and not a dead and frozen productof antiquity.. This
healthy fusion of the old)and the new should lead students to a
better understanding of the basic concepts and,structure of
mathAmatiod and provide S. firmer foundatidn for understanding_ and
use of mathemAics in a scientific society.

Itols not intended that...this book be regarded as the. only
definitive way,of presenting good mathematics to students at this
level. Instead, it should be thought of as a sample of the kind
of improved curriculum that we need andgas a source of suggestions
for the authors of commerciaY textbooks. It is 'sincerely hoped-
that these texts will lead the way toward inspiring a more meaning-,'
ful teaching of 'Mathematics, the Nen and Servant of the. Sciences.

r
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PREFACE

1 Asone of its contributions to the imptovpthent of mathematics in
,, .

the schooas'of thn'AcountCry,
0

. 'School Mathematics Study Group
,

-has, prepared a, series of sample text materials for grades 4

through 6. These are designed to'illArate a kind of
,

mathe-
y ,

,matics curriculum that we believe appropriate f_ or..jlementary

schoOls.
;

his volume ls pOrtion of these Niaterials which were prepared

bya group qf 30 individuals, divided almost equally be'tween

distinguished college and university mathematicians and master

elementary teachers and consultants. 'A:strong ,effort has been

made onthe-part of all to make the'content of this text material

. mathematically sound, appropriate and teachable. Prellminary

versions were used in numerous classrooms both tb strengthen
.

and to modify these judgments.

,,The content fs designed to give the pupil a much broader concePe,

than .has been traditi nally given at this level, of what' mathen

".matics really is. Th 'ess emphasis on rote learning(and

more emphasis oh the construction ,OP models and symbolic repre-
.

senth-tion,of ideas and relatidnphips from which pupils can drg'w

t

. important mathematical generalizations.

The basic content is aimed at the development of some of the,

fundamental concepts of mathematics. These include ideas about:

number- numeration; the operations ofarithmetic.; and intuitive

geometry. The simplest treatment of ,these ideas is introduced

early. They are 'frequently re-examined at -each succeedinglevel
4 I *6
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4,

and-opporttipitie;are provided throughout the texts .to explore :

them more ful.ly:anp apply them effectively in solving probltms.,7.

These bagic mathematical unglerstanding.gandskiils ard,con-
,°

tinually developed and extended throughout the entire mathematips

curriculum, from grades ,K tbsough 12 and beyond.

Wg firmly believg mathematicg can and should be studied with
. . .

success and enjoyment. It is, our hope
).t

hat'thege texts may

greatly assist all pupile.and teachers whd use them to achieve

this goal, and' that they experience something oftdijoyof
, a

discovery and accomplis ent. that oan be realized through ,the

study >of Jae thematic s

ek,
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Chapter 1

EXTENDING SYSTEMS OF -NUMERATION

,PURPOSE OF UNIT .
,-..

This tinit is ah extension yf the work of. Chapters 2 and 10'

of Fourth Grade. .;

a . 0
(a) The decimal system of numeration, with its principle

,

of place-value, is /extended to involve numerals for

whole-numbers larger than those considered in Chapter 2.
A

(b) The decimhl system of numeration, with its principle

of'place-value, is extended to the right of. the ones,

*column to embrace the writing,of numerals in decimal

form for' tenths, hundredths, and thousandths.

o
(c) 1Non- decimal systems of numeration,.witfi a principle

of place-valu, are extended"to.cover the writing of

three.%pihte humerals: This is intrdduced primarily as

a means to a greater understanding of'the decimal

systim particularly And thoi nature of numeration

generafiy.: Only when the decimal system isstudied

in the context of place-value systems do certain of -

its properties emerge Clearly.

In addition to the mathematical bapkground *lob followS,

you will find it helpful to study, Chapter 2 (pages 17-49) of

1 Number Systems (,SMSG' Studies' in Mathematics,: Volute yi).

4

4 4

3

/
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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

Principles of numeration cannot be developed effectiVely if
confusion exists' regarding the term& number and-numeral. These
ki-e'not synonlimouslIrA number is a Concept, an abstraction. A.

numeral is a'symboli a'name for a AuMber,. A numeration system
is. a numeral system (not a number system), a system for naming
numbers.

° 0

Admittedly, there are times when makingthe distihction

between "number" and "numeral" becomes somewhat cumbersome.

However,, an attempt hai been made,'in this unit to use terms such
as umber, numeral, and numeration With precise mathematical
meaning.

This may be'an appropriate time to comment on slur use of
the equals sign (=). For example, when we,write

5 2 8,= l

we assert that the symbols "5 + 2" and "8 - 1" are each
names for the same thing - the number 7. In general, when we
write

.
..

A = 3

we do not mean.that the letters of symbols "10 and "B" are
the same. _They very evidently are not What we do mean is that
the letters "A" and "B" are synonyms. That is, the equality.

A = B

asserts precisely that the thing named by the symbol "A" is
identical With the thing named by the symbol "B". The equals. .

,

sign always should be used only in this sense. ,*

'The naming of numbers, is a problem lhat'has received atten--..

tioivOyer a period of many, Many years. :Sources such as the one

mentioned earlier (Studies in Mathematics, 'Volume VI) give.

interesting and helpful information in this connection. For our
immediate purposes it will suffice to consider only,the under-

..

lying nature of the scheme for naming numbers trait we use
commonly today.

We are so faMiliar With our decipal system of numeration
that me may fail to sense clearly 'that it is ,only one instance

2

13



of.the class-of numeration systemb.. These are called place- value,

,systems,because they use the same idea of place-value.

we learn, for example, thatthe.Symbol 213 (eed "two one

three") means
.

2(ten x ten) +:1 .ten + 3 .ones.

It is beCause the base of our numeration system is by convention

ten and not nine tha we-give 213 this interpretation and not

gnine x nine) 4 1(nine) + 3(ones).
,

Both interpretations belong to what can:be called place-value.

mimeration,system8., In any Such system 213 would designate

2(n x n) *\1(n) + 3(ones):

The diffeY.ent systems. correspond to .the possible choices of the

number n, called the base of the numeration syqtem. . .

Because the numeral 213 has different meanings in'different.'

place-value systems, it is necessary 'to indicate the base of the

system which is intended. We do this by writing he word name

for the base as a subscript if the base is not ten; Thus

213 = 2(ten x ten)(hundreds) + 1(ten) + 3(ones),

213nin4 2(nine x,nine) + 1(nine) + 3(ones),

2I3eight = 2(eight x eight) + 1(eight) + 3(ones).

(The symbol 213nfile is read "two one.hree, base nine".-.)

In any place-valt* system arbitrary symbols are needed as

numerals'for whole, numbers less than the base of ,the system.'

These numbers are called the digits of the numeral system. Since

there are available conventional symbols for the digits of the

decimal system, we can adopt these as the numerals for the.digits

4,9ther systems..
4
No near symbols will be needed provided we

'restrict _consideration
-

to systems with baSes no greater than ten.

' Thus In the base eight System we name the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, and 7. 4 In the base five system we name the digits 1,
0 '

2, 3, 4.

Sirice symboVsuch as. 3,; whenever used as the.numeral

for a digit will namethe-same number in every system,in which

3 it appears, this convention is unamtiguous. The numerals for

A

a
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digits therefore require no subscript.--.. As is often done in th

chapter the subscript,may, howev4r,.be added as a reminder of he
system under consideration.

In giving the interpretation of a place system numeral lik

213nine
it an be confusing to use numerals from another place\

system. Thus

213
nine . (2 x. 81) +_(1 x' 9) + 3 ' .

involves the decimal'numerals. 9 and 81, and the latter re-
quires for its interpretation the very idea it is assisting 'to
explain. This difficulty arises because all ple,cesystems derive

from the same principle'of construction and because one of these
systems, the decimal system, is our "native" system.

In such a situation it seems preferable to restrict the
, explanatory use of'numerals to the single digit numerals common
to.all placesystms under consideration. The other _lumbers
involved are named 'by fiords which are not part of any of the

.systems being.discubse . :Thus we prefer ,to write %

213.. = 2( ine x nine) + 1(nine) '+ 3(pnes)nine

or 213
nine'

. 2( ighty-ones) 1(nine) 3(ones)

This is of course Just the sort of explanation we are com-.

pelaed to give for dec 1 numerals, and it therefore has the

Added advantage pf reve ing without bias the common aspects of
e11 place systenis.

A wordabout the distinction between syMbols and names may
'be in order. In any po4itext where a symbol is used in mort than
one way it important todistihguish the symbol as an object
in .itself from the symbol 'as a name of something. ,Tnat is why
the symbol 213 is read "two one three" and not "two hundred*

thirteenh. Tne 14tter is appropriate only when tne symbol is
employed is a 'acicimal num0f4al. Similarly, to read '213nine

as
"two hundred thirteen, base\\ nine" would 6e to 'suggest a decimal,

interpretation which is not intended., That is-why we red_
213

nine" ',two one three, base nine. It .is important that '-

such distinctions be made from the beginning in any discussion'
of numeral systems.

15
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A chart_ such as the followifig-one is helpful ilifsensing

better the numeral sequehde for place-value numeration systems

with-4ifferent bases.

Ease

Ten'. Nine Eight Seven Six Five Four 04ee.
. .

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3.

2 2 2 2 *2 2 2 2 ',
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 10
4 4 4 4 4 . 4 . 10 Tr
5 5 5 5 5 10 IT 12
6 6 6 6 10 IT 12 20

IT
IT
12 13 208 .. 10

7 10 12 13 217
22,

9 10 IT 12 13 14 21 100
L0 IT 12' 13 14 20 22 Tar
Tr 12' 13 14 15 21 23 .102
12 13 ,1.4 15 20 22 30 110
13 14 15 16 21 23 31 111
14 15 16 20 22 24 32 112
15 16 17 21 23 30 33 120

_ J.16 l7 20 22 24 ' 31 100 121
17 18 21 23 25 32' TUT , 122
18 20

, 2g,, 24 30 33 102 200
19 21 23 25 31 .34 -103 201
20 22 24 26 32 4o 110 202
21 23 25 , ' 30 33 41 '111 210
22 24 26 31 34 42 112 211
25 25 '27 . 32 35 43 113 212
24 26 30 33 40 . 44 120 220
25 27 31 34 41 ,' 100 121 221

As seen from'the chart, the base numeral aiiiays appearsas
- ,

10 written in that particular base system. Similarly, in

b a particular base system the numeral 10Q always designates the

base squared i.e., the base times, itself. In the chart, all

numerals in the same row name the same number. .

Extension of a place value system of_pumeration,to the right

of the ones' column is not restricted to,a system whose base is

ten. As before, a numeral such as ,13.24 may be interpreted in'

various ways depending upon the base used.

5
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13.24 = (1 x lo) x 1) (2 x 1.16-) + x 3+40)

13.2kahe (1° X .9) X 3.) .+ X + X t)
1324eight (1 X 8) + x + (2 x + (4 x tir)

13.248eveh= .(1 -x 7) -r. (3 x J.) + (2 x + (4 x 4-9-)

13.24six = (1 + x 3.) + (2 x .36-) + (4 x )

13.24f.,ive = (1 X 5) + (3 x 1) + (2 x 4) + (4) )

TT- Notice that, or,symboiic simplicity, we have used decimal
numerals %in explaining other place-value numerals. In some
respects it may be clearer to write ,

13 . 24nine =4,1 (nine) + 3 (ones) + 2 ( one -ninthe )..+ 4(one-eighty firsts ).

and

13.24 = 1.( ten) + 3 (ones) + 2 (one-tenths ) + 4(one-hundredths )

'Aloe the deciroalsystem is in"nearly universal use the
value in introducing -airy other base may be questioned. The
principle object In doing so is to improve understanding of the
properties of the decimal system by relating it to a general
scheme. This .provides a perspective which Should promote useful
insights such as:

,;

(1) the distinction between properties Of:numbers hand

properties of numerals. For example the statement 3 + 7 = 7 + 3
reflects a. number property which is independent of the language
(numeral system)- inwhich it is expressed.

(2) the distinction between general properties of all
plane-value systems and particular deoiMai properties. For
example, the statement 3.+ 7 = 10 is peculiar to the decimal
system, while the procedures for adding, subtracting, mulltiplying,

.;

and ,dividing ape the same in any piece system.

Such inskghits should help to reinforce the learning of both
number properti6s' and computation.al,,skills.
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TEACHING PROCEDURES

UNDERSTANDING OUR sYsTarppliUMERATION

Objective: TO review-the stru'eture of the decimal numeral system

Materials: Place-value chart

- .
1

.Exploration :

t

The numerals used in the folloWing discussion
should'be written on the chalkboard and a'place_
Va'lue chart should be ,used.

In a numeral suih as 436, there are two
things to be stressed in relatido to-the idea of ,

place-value. One of these deals only with the
place-value associated with each digit. For
.example, in. 436 the 4 is ,in the hundreds' place,

the 3 id in the tens: place, and the 6 is in
the ores' place. The other. thing to be stressed is
the number represented by each digit in relation to
plice-value. For example, in 436 the, 4 repre-
sents 4 hundreds, or 400' the '3 represents
3 tens or 30, and the 6 represents 6 ones

or 6. Both,of these ideas are stressed in the
following' discussion.

Let us review our decimal system of numera#on. Look at- 'the

numeral 936,427. In what position is the 9 located?

(hundred-thousand's place) In what position is th 3 locateq?

(ten-thousand's place) In what position is the 6 located?

(thousand's place) In what position is the 4; located?

(hundred's plact) In what position is the 2 located? (tenAs

place) In what position is the 7 located? (one's place)

What is the value of the place in which the 3 is written?

.(ten,thousand) What is the'value of the place in Which the 2

is written? (ten) What isthe value of the place in, which the

It is written?. (One hundred) <What, is the value of the plade'in

Which the 9, is written? (One hundred thousand) 'What is the

value of the p/ace in which the 6 is written? (One thousand)

t is the value of the place in which the 7 is written? ,

(on,
Write the numeral, 444,444 on the chalk,

board:,, Pofht to each four and ask: "What number

is represented by this 4?" (4;,40;' 400; 4,000;

40,000; 400,000) Point to two separated fours,

for instance,, the It in thithotsandsi place and

18
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the 4 in the tense place. This 4 means
4,000 aid this 4 means. 40. Point to the 4
in- the thousands" place and to the 4-in the
tense place. The number represented by this 4
is how many times as large as,the number repre-
sented by this. 4? (100) Follow this with other
examples.

Suppose we write a 1 to the left of the numeral 936;427.
Can you read this numeral? (One million, nine hundred thirty-

six thousand; four hundred twenty- seven) In what place is the
digit '1? (million) What number is repre'iented by this 1?,
(1,000,000) If you had 936,42( .and wrote a 1 to the Night"

of the numeral (9,364,271), or wrote a 1 to the left ofIthe .

numeral (1,9364427), which numeral would represent the larger
number? (9,364,271) Why? (When the 1 is written to the left

of the numeral, it is in the millionst place, and the place7valUee
'of the rest of the digits remain the same value. When the 1 is 4,
written to the right of the numeral, all the digits represent

numbers that are ten times as large-as they'webqktfore.)

Provide further practice in. analyzing other
-seven-place numerals.

°

8

19
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Chapter.a.
- .

'" EXTENDING SYSTEMS OF NUMERATIO
L

UND.k.RSTANPINGOUR SYSTEM OF NUMERATION .

,

Place Value

Name _.

.

o
ri
ri

ri
z
'SS

2

g

:V)

o
ri

r-1

gl

CO

o
ri ,

1-1

1

g

g 0 0
Z '0 TS ,

6 0 es
co

'0 0 0
2 6 ,6

A A "A

.

r0
1)

k
g 0

.1 A s
.,

Digit 1, 2 3 1,
-(

5 6 7

.

In our decimal system &h place or position In a numerala ,

I ,'

has a name. This name tells its value o4es, tens, hundreds,

etc. For instance, in 24, the 4 means 4 ones. In .421,

the 4- means 4 hundreds.

Look at the chart above. Tell what number is represented

by each digit in the numeral 1,234,567.

(//.0.00,ocro) 4,30, oe-o; o d 0; %Cs 0 0) Go o 60; 7)

If the 5 in the numeral above is 'changed to 9, how much
)

was added to the original number? (441'10)

What happens ,to the number, if the 3 is replaced ilith

a 0?
\

,f

s,

9
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READING LARG NUMBERS

Objective: "ro learn the reason for the;4use of "periods" in

marking off groups of onekandthousands--

Vocabulary: Period'

Ekploration:

Wnen!we,read small numerals as in "one hundred:sixty-seven",
.

we use the place-value name with each digit.

However., thil is not convenient withvery large numerals. 7-

To make the reading of large numerals easier, we group the'

numerals in sets of three. These groups of thi,ee digits are
.called periods and are separated by commasas shown:

C. '
12,406,037.

Tome reading easier and clearei this numeral is interpreted
,-as

-

12 and .46 thousands and 37 ones.

In the reading of the numeral this is modified slightly to:

'fltweIve million, four'hundred six thousand, thirty-seven.
'f

( Write 1814695 '_on the chalkboard withoUt'
--:--eommas.' Ask a child to read it. Rewrite the

numeral, using"commas. Ask a child to read it.
Discuss which is easier to read.

10

21

0
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RPADING LARGE NUMBERS

,

Period

Mace

Name

,

.
"t

'Million
...

m.
II

v4

o ° m
C4;

A 4g 8

Thousand

.

%

.,
m

.., T
.2)

L

v4
rd CA rt0

z oI g .. 8

.

,

Units

, ,..

m
'CI .

v4
IZL, m, ' "mom

.. a)

S
.

g- 8,

Digits

. ,

1, 2. 7 4, 3 6 5

. -

To make-it easier to road humerals for large *pumpers, the

,

o ;

.

names of thi-digits, the pltace=value name, and the periood.name
.,; c . , '

.1.%.. .

are, used.' To, read the numei'al in
4'
the'table above begin with the

t.

.

.

periOd on thelaeft. Read the digit :or digits in the first period 7

as one numeral, followed by the name, of the period,, as "'one .

ci

4"

Million'''.
.

, .

',i' ..
:. .

Then react the second group of digits as one 'numeral, followed
kb. 0, ,

.

period, as two hundred seventy -four:thousild".
. .

-,2,
Now read the third group of digits as One numeral without

by the name-of the

'the period name, as "three hundred sixty-five". .4!

. N

The complete numeral is read, "one million, twcy hundred

seventy=four thousand; three hundred sixty -five"

t .e.
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In what plaizlseagh digA4,14ntee112
he nlinxa.2.51,2zia,74.mst,366154:11

ce'''atLtr"ZiImany were utifre-&ii;e'Lalir-)ang thn- rrtagfaki1(2)r Vcr

A-e-ezzy.)Why is each period separated by a comma.

Explain how to place the commas to help you read a-nUmeral.

( t;;v 4R.Z.)

-/Lea-d.e.. 4=13,141

A- Read each, of the followihg numerals.

#

7,462:419 18,771 5,440,103

275,002' _,9,030,210 4,564,300

Lod.te..)

41/4244.tase)

/1; 77/:

g 0.36,07/6:624442,d47,,

4140, 14'3

-Th-e./..a.vyr.,4e).4avostge-7eguke)

d#410.:u4 4J
7,exig;v4m44;e1,4e

,frei.44044,ettekze_)

4-f d" 4,1dA4e.A.17a.44-
4,4

p .

12

23
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Exercise Set 1

at

O

4

-,. . t
' 1. Whs* number is representid'by the symbol

. ,'
3 in each numeral

.

below? .
. . .

it) . 234,600 (30,,,Doo.) d) 41.3;062. (Joao)

b), 98,532 i. . (Jo) 6) 6,371,524 (30o,000
,.

c), 3027,129 63:400; oo 0). r) 9,317 Oda)
-, : .1,2.%

62. Write the decimal numeral for each of these..

a) Six thousand,. nine .hundred -thirty-seven
(G, 9---q 7) . .

b) Nine hundred eight thousand, thirteen
( 94 /6'4/..3) t .

%

'c) Four hundrbd thirty thousand, nine hundred ninety-nine -'
0 . (*SOO. 9/ .. . .

celt Eight million, three hundred five thousand, two hundred
- .

fifty-four (er,43d-r,.2svj ,
.

*
e) Two million, eight hundred twenty thousand, one

,, (4, 840, 040 4 .. ) '.

3. Write the name, of each numeral in -Exercise 1.-

13)RAINTWISTERS.

4. Write thedecimaI numeral for each of these.

a) Twenty-two ft:fur hundred' seven thouSand, three. ".

hundred' sikty-one i (Q4; 4/4 .361)

Leven hundred thirty-six million, five hundred

twenty-five thousand, two hundred. thirteen
(7.3

e) 4Thre°111.thdred million, forty tttousand) six (./

(3,041i, osian, 6)
:5. Write Yee largest pbssible nine-p14-* decimal numeral using

the digits 3, and 6 just once, and as many zeror,as

e r.

necessary.
(40, doo 0001

/

24
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EXPANDED NOTATION

Obje'etiVe: To introduce the writing of,numerals in expanded-
notation . A

Vocabulary: Expanded notation
. .

aploratidn: . -
cs .

. ,.,. ',

,

)
1 , You learn9d "in the fourth, grade that 634 means
600 +30 +. 4. What is the meaning of 600, 30, S.'n.a. 4?
1600 Means 6 .hundreds,, .30 means 3 tens, and .11. 'means
4 ones.) Six hundred is theAproduct of 6 -times w!at? (100)

. - .

30 'I% the product of. 3! times what? (10) 4 is the eproduct
of 4 timers' what 51 (1)

.

#
.

'Write on the chalkboard each part as it is
discussed. , The complete chart will he,as follows.

1 ..,.

600.= 6 Tllicndreds . 6 x'loo) .

.

30 = 3 tens = 3 x 10) ,

4' = 4 ones = 4 X 1)

When we write 634 = (6 x 1
.

00) + (3 x 10) + (4 x 1), we
are,writing 634 in expanded potation.

Let us see how We would write a four-place nume4a21 such as
/08,172 in expanded notation. .

i''' f '

8,172,= -(8 x l000),+ (37 x loo) + (7 x 10,0- (2 >..,.3.)
.

. ,

SuRpose we'are wriMiG the expanded notation for 3,206.

We will first write -(3 X 1,000) + (2 X 100) . What wilrghe
written next? (0 x 10) Is- it;flways necessary tOWrite .

(o x 10)? -(No), Why' .(0 x n = 0) We' could 'mrite

r '3,206 ..(3 x iboo) + (2 x 100). + (0 x 10) + (6 x 1) or
, .

3,206 = (3 x,1000) + (2'x 100) +(6 R 1). ..
.6

,
-

:

Pupils' should have practice inwriting other
four -place numerals in this way,. Additional
practice in writing numerals in expanded notation'
should include five-, six-, and seven-place.,
Minerals.

114

a
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0

EXPANDED NOTATION
,

To better-understand a number, we earned to add the numbers

represented by each digit in the numeral. for that number. For
,

example, we' learned that 352 can be thought of as 300 + 50 + 2.

- d

Since 300 means 3 hundreds, we can write it as ° (3 x 100).

50 means 5: tens, which can be written as (5 x 10). '2 ones

can be written as (2 x idriting 352 as

.(3 x 100) + (5 x 10)/+ (2" x 1) 'is called expanded notation.

sk. 7

Look at the numerals in the chart .below. / Place values are

written at the top oD the chart. Use t'he ch9.rt to help you see
.''..

haw these rlmerxlst are written in expanded notation. .

00000
d00

..
'171

00
..00

H

00
..0

H

000
..

H

00
H

O H

l
.,

a . 4 2 8 3
,,.

t

b -' 2 3 5 8 4

-7 .

c 62.873...9

d 7 3 2 1 5

. (4 x 1000) + (2 x 100) + (8 x 10) + (3 x l)'

1

(? x 10,000) + 3 x 1,000) + (l x 100)

+ (8 x 10) (4 x 1)

. (6 x 100,000) +-(2 x 10,000) + (8 x 1;000)

(7 X.100) + (3 x 10) + (9 x 1)

(i x 1,000,000) + (9 x,100,000)

+ (4,x 10,000)' + (3 x 1,000) + (2 x.100)

+ (1 x 10) + (5 x 1)

k

15
. 26
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Exercise Set 2 j

1. Write the decimal numeral for eAch of these following in

expanded notation.

a) 8,134(two,*//00"(k"ii d) -2,591,622 ("4`"d"3"°).4i.zi;"°°)4.
b)

(43 iStoe)firtx scce)4%/oes)+4 stc91.(2.rI

Fi2/4)1.411floo)iti/o),6..eli e) rex, 60).2.tio)*(s-x0
c) , 3.4,8'92 f)" 835,733.

Px/s...J,prio.olftv°Itifx,fei,9

'Write the decimal numeral for each. )of these,1?
a)

b)

(4 x 1,000) + .(2 x 100) + (2 x 10) + (3 >c-A`i. 24-3)

(5 x 1;000) + (8x 100) + (1 ,X-10) + (7 x Iftic/2)

(2 x'10,000, + (2 xii000) +419 x,160 4'(6 x.10) ,

+ (5 x 1)

od) (9 x 10,000) + (3 x 1,000) + VT x + (4 x 1)03,074
e) (8 x 100,000) +;(i. x 10,000) + (6)X 1,000) + (5 x-100)

+ (9 x 10) .+ (2 x 1)

3. Write the acimal humeral for each of these. 'Look carefully

L

at this exercise.'

a) -(6 x 10) + (3 X 100) + (5 x 1) s)

b) - x 100) + (1 x 1,000) + (7,x 1) + x 105 (61/371

c) (6 x 1):+ (9--x°i,000)'+ (2 x?.0) 0,044)
, (4 x'10,000) + (8 x 10) + (2, x 1) + (2 x 10o)

+' (7 x 3.,000) (144)
e) (8 x 1,000)'= +-(3 x-10),_+ (4 x.,10o,o0o) + (5 x,;)

(40t 4.16)v+ (6 x

A

16

127

A o'
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4. BRAINTWISTERS., 'Till in he blanks so these mathematical

sentendee are true., , f

a) (4 x.,1.00) + (5 x 10,000) +. (6 X 1;000) + (8 x 1), + 7y/4
=:56,478. ,_ ;

b) (9 x 1,000). + (8 x 1Y +((rx/°°))i. (1 X10,006) + (8 xeio)
.

= 19,588._

:c) (9 x 10)..+C(Jvac4 +.0 x 100) + (6 x 10,000) -3-' 7,Y) ))

+ (2 x 100,000) = 263,897.

d)' (5 x 10) +v,e,....c))+ (2 x 10,000) +6,3x/40) j + (8 x 1)
= 420,358. .

--

Pami*.L.P/14.. .4.4-,.atu-n,...2::
. ,;. *,...4.... y."...i......: .)4-,c,z.e.........4.4.....r.-.2..... ei....

-N ?0'

17

74,

N
h'

a TI



RENAMING LARGER NUMBERS

Objective: To provide practice in renaming 'five-, six-, and

seven-place numerals in a variety of ways

Exploration:

Discuss with the children 'that in grade four
they learned that a number has many names. They
should be able to express three- and. f2Li'rplace
numerals, in a'variety of ways.

Begin by writiing 1-;000 on the chalkboard.
-Ask the pypils to give some of the ways it can be
renamed:/ For example,

1,000 = 1,000 ones
1,000 = 100 tens
1,000'= .10 hundreds

Continue renaming these powers of ten:
10,000; 100,000, 1,000,000. -

.. Practice renaming multiples of the powers of-
ten such as 60,000, 490,000, 5,000,000,
2,700,000, etc. . .

.

Ngw considerthe four!..place numeral, 8,456.
Ask the classto give some ofilthe-wayS it can be
1,ramed. For,example, ' .

e8,456 . 8 thousands + 4 hundreds + 5 tens + o ones
43,456'. 84 hundreds + 5 tens + 6 ones:
8,456 = 845 tens +. 6 ones .

8,456 = 8,456 ones
8,456 .'8,000 + 400 + 50 + 6
8,456 = 8,00 + 5o + 6. .4.:

Then,discuss various ways to, express, five..
and,six-place'numerals. Although it is 'important
to explore the numerous ways for renaming a number,
it is not necessary to exhaust all.polisibilities.
You might, however, point out-that, an interpretiT
tion like 7,000 + 1400 + 40 + 16 is often used
in subtraction problems. ''

4

18
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RENAMING LARGER NUMBERS

Below are examples showing some of the ways a number can
. .

be named.

A.

B.

v

4

25,000 = 2 ten thousands + 5 th6usands

. 25;000 = 25 thousands

25,000 25,OQO ones

25,00Q = 250 hundreds

25,00Q= 2,500 tense

o
D

426,315 = It hundred thousands + 2 ten thousands +

: 6 thousands + 3 hundreds+ 1. ten 4. 5 ones

426,615 = 42 ten thousands + 6 thousands + 3 hundreds +

1. ten + 5 ones

426,315 = 426 thousands + a hundreds + 1 ten + 5 ones

426,315 = 425 thousands + 13 hundreds + 15 ones

426,315 = 400,000 + 20,000 f 6;000 + 3oo,4- 10 5

0 a

19

30

of
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Exercise Set.3

1. Write four different names for each of these numbers.
...

, i -

a) 14651 ; .
- c) '230,000

b) 27,748 . ' d) 632,110
(4-4,-etz-Pcdwrio**igla-reg-'ey

2. Write the decimal_ numeral for each of the following.

a) Twelve thousands + three hundreds + seventeen ones
(1.2,,3 /7.)

b) Thirty -eight ten thousands + eight' thousands +

ninety-four tens + two ones

Four ten thousands + twenty -eight hundreds +

fifty-three ones
A (442,e4-4)

4
3. Write each of the following as a

a) 365

b)b 46

c) 16

d) 29

5

tens + 7 ones 4
(4 4 6"

decimal numeral.

hundreds + 2 tens + 5 ones
4.2Sj

thousands + 12 hundreds + 14 tens
(P7, 3 4'di

ten thousands +,3 thousands + 73 tens + 16 ones
$ (4;31 7 o i c f )

AO
34. Write each of the answers in Exercise 3 in expanded notation.

3, 6 4-7 ...61.0006)4.r.opfr(0,-x/o)t(?A'/)

I 4 . 7r:.=6 / /v . 4 .0)7`. I / 0 0 ) i 4 . z x / o ) tkvj

/ 71 3',[0 .:.--(/ ,ei000*J74( 2X / 0 0.9-0 X ms: i ?<Si,/ 1)1" (0 .(/)

4 1 3, 716 :-.(.2y /00,,,o)rlye/0, 0 0.0) t-(3x / 41) ° 0) t(7X/0 op'61/i/6)fr(6 .4,/)

r

,1

1

20

3i

a
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DECIMAL NAMES FOR RATIONAL NUMBERS

'Objective: To develop understanding and skill in reading and

interpreting decimal numerals corresponding to

fractions with denominators JO or 100

Materials: Place-value chart

VOcabulary: Rational number; fraction, decimal, decimal point

It is important at the outset for yOu to
understand clearly the-way in which certain terms'

'are used'in this and subsequent chapters.
. There are two methods of naming ratipnal

numbers in common use. The first uses fractions

(symbols of the form andand has already-been

introduced in Chapter 10 Grade Four. The Second
is an extension of the place-value concept in the.
decimal system and uses numerals likh.47 and
31.8 which we will call decimals. ce-we pre-
fer the term "fraction" to Z17E51711 fraction"the
term "decimal" is preferable to "decimal frac-
tion", because the latter in our terminology does

3
not name a fraction. Thus the numeral 7 and

the numeral 1.5 both name the samerational
number. The former is a fraction name'and the
latter a decimal name for that number. Blotbpare
names for numbersand therefore numerals.

Exploration:

Let us consider the part of the number lip from 0 to a

little beyond 1.

10 points from 0

Wha.,t are the1names

< I . I

0

We can divide the segment of length A by

to 21' into g,10 segments of the same length.

for these,points? and/76, and so on.)

c

I I

a 3

r. /1

1 V

,t

1

I >

a



The length 1-, is how many times the length `(10 times()

We shall therefore say that the number 1 is 10 times'the
number

10'

This amounts to anticipating, in this case,
the way multiplication will later be defined for
rational numbers:

1 = 10 X
10'

At this stage, however) there is'no need to intro-
duce this product notation.

With these facts in mind, let us try to think how our place-
vathe system of notation might be made to include a digit with

place-value A.. If we still-wish each digit in a numerpd:.to

have place-value just 10 times the place-value of the digit to

-its right, where should,a digit with place-value yo appear?

(Just to the right of the digit with-place-value 1.)_ Why? (1
is the same as 10 times lki.) A digit with place-value in

a numeral is in the ;tenths' place.
1Another way to name the number ru is to use the decimal

Both' are read one tenth". .The dot in the decimal is -

called the decimal point, It is needed so that we LW not con=

fuse IP or .01 With .1. 1' .

At this point. the teacher n4ght write on
the chalkboard several decimals involving tenths
(but not yet hundredths or thousandths) and ask
the childten to read them aloud.

. In talking about decimals keep in mind that
.we are using this word as an abbreviation of
"decimal numeral". Any numeral In the place-
value, base ten, numeratjon system will be called
a decimal. Thus the nuilerals 25, 6, 4.3, and
.17 are all decimals.

How would you write a decimal name for tne'number three
-

tenths? (.3) What fraction would name this samevnumber? (3 0)
.. ---"3The minerals .3 -and Tr) are just two ways' of naming the same

rational number. That is,

3
=

4'How would you write .4- as a fraction?, (01 How would. you

write
1
-76 as a decimal? (.7)

33

22 '

4."



We are now going to talk abut decimals Whfbh hav'e a digit

with place-value AT. Let us first draw tnesegment of the

number line from 0' to AT and diyide it by po,ints into 10

segments of the same length. We labthese points Au, 1.6
2

and so on. 9
,.10g

A B
. ,

0 J 2 3 ± 5 6 7 1
/00 /00 100 /of /00 /00 boo 10o /00
0
10

, -

C

9 /O.

/00 /00

10

Tne length of AC is how many times tne length of '7E? (10

times) We shall therefore say that tne number 4.8 10

times the.number
1

100'

Again this amounts to anticipating the way,
multiplication will later be defined:

1 14rx10 -, _'

ft

Where should a digit with place-value

1

Au appear?' (Just

. ) Why? (3-. is3-6to the right of a digit with place-value To.

10 times 145u) A digit with place-valte Au ix a numeral is

in the hundredths' place. We Write 26- in decimal form as .01.

We read the decimal as "one hundredth". Why Must we write ong

hundredth as .01 and not as .1?

At this time.the teacher mightwrite or the
chalkboard -several decimals involving hundredths
and ask the children to read.them aloud.

How do you read the fraction Ru? (Twenty-three hun-

dredths) How would you write the decimal name for this number?

(.23) The numerals .23 and 4 are two ways of representing

' the same number, twenty-three hundredths, so

23
.23

_

.

In the'decimal' .23 the 2 is written in the terast

place and the 3 is written in the hundredths' place.



it

,mow would you read .47? (Forty-seven hundredths) How
.

would you write ..47 as a 'fraction'? ( 4 ) i

Ccintinue giving examples of fractions and
ask the children to write the decimal name. .

Also give particular attention to the fact
that numerals such as :4 and .40 name the
same rational number. Have pupils explain why
such numerals name the 'dame number.

3.5 24
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DECIMAL NAMES FOR RATIONAL NumBEAs

p

We have learned how to name rational nutbers using,Ombols

2 11
such as 7 and , called fractions. When a'fraction has a

denominator 10 or 100, as in ,or , there is another
A

.

way in which we can write itkname.

The chart below shows how we can extend theca of place-

value, to'the right of the onest place,__Using hiS idea we can ,

name rational numbers like -7--- and -51-10 100
- ,

_ r i
r '

M
'CS

Pt

C

.

I,

m
C

m
.0
4.)
C

g

M

4-, I.

'CS0
Ps
7,
§

.7

.5 '3

in a new way.

The name .7' and the name. 10 are names fgr the'saine

rational number. Both names are read in the same. way: seven .

tenths ".

The name '.53 and the name are names for the sate
-1.00

rational number. Both names are read in the"aame way: "fifty-

' three hundredths". .9

7'25

a6

°
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Names like -Z- and -3 are called fractions. Nameslike10 100

.7 and .53 atenew examples of decimal numerals. Weiwill

usually shorten "decimal numeralo "decimala.

The dot
t .

(.) in a decimal is called the decimal point.

.-- In .7, the. 7 is written in the tenths' place. In

the 5 is written in the tenths' place and the 3 is written

in the hundredths' place.

1

1. Are .7 and. name's for the same number?

a) Which namis a decimal? (. 7)

b) Which name is a fraction?eij

2. Are and .53--..names,for the same 'number?

Which name is a decimal? (,s-.1)

b) Which name is a kraction?(.22!)

3'. :'4.1,e .3 and .03 nathes!for,the same number? &A:4,same

Check you r answer by writing each name as a fraction.

/430)
I. Are .7 a nd .70 *nes for _tahy same number?

Check youri answer by wri4ing,each name as a fraction.

(AI ....::./.00°)

A

37 -26

0'
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I
Exercise Set 4

1. 'Rename each of these as a decimal.

1
SS

c,

4

j5_ 8 4 2 30
100 100 10
(..17) Of) (..1)

,100 10 10Q
.609) (.al (.J°)

2. 'Rename each'of these as a fraction.

. 5 .9 .1 .82 .05 .4 '.60

ir)( (5-) (.21-) (;=4"),/00, /.0 J _Joe _40 o
3. boPyand/finish the following counting chart using

decimal",
o

.01 .02 .03 6.4,4 ( or) (. 406) .C7 .C8' .09 .10

.11 t12 .r (,/,4 (./.0 (14.) (:/?) .18 .19 .20

.21 (-7# (73) C 2t/s/ (..13 (.74) NI V (..a,S ('z1 k 392
r

63d /4342-pt. 133 (.J +9 (41s) Oa (3 7) 63 f) (3V 1'')
(. .,0.. z.,1) (.e.3) . kit 2-1"/ (/4) 01,/ 6 *lk) 6i.Y (..sz)

(,,-/) 4..5--3-) (4-3) (.6'Y) .55 (..f6) L s.1) (s -e .5-,) (66Y
64/1 (6.1) (. .9) 6d /) Gar/ .66 (.g7) g V ( 6,2' ( if

;'6)( 7/) 67-2) 673y_ 62i/ (737 624) .77`t (?(,) (-29)

(.0 (a/ (e-3) 68,9 (fs2 6 rJ (-. *?) .88 Q4,):.".)
.99 . 0.0)(. 94 6.9..v .6 0 (y;g 6 s'..fY (.4/ (,7j . fe

4. look at the,decimals in the last colpmn of the chart you

Just Completea° (.10, .20, .30, etc.) Each of these

(164imals mak'ite replaced by another decimal. (For example,

iikantther name for SO,) To the right of the. chart,

.twrite another decimal fo*.eacm dedimal in the last column.

-4' *. .

38.

6
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,5). o ete each of these.
I .

a) .16, .18, ...20, ,.1..P.), .

. b) .24,_ .27, '430, (33),

c) .37, .39, Dell , (*.e3),
(

d) .43, .48, .53; (.11),

e), .90, .8o, .7o, (.40),

0 .85, ..75,

gy. .68, .64,

h ) .58,
6.55,

_

.

(4P/), 4...14).

(.34), (39).

,9*, ('7).

1LAJ2, (.1.r).

Lla, L.±2.2,
,

.65, , f.!J_r2G/ 4f67), ,5b7,.,1

.6o, 4.-.4./, ("5".4

.52, 6.4z?), (4,(4j ,

_('*4r).,,

C .1/3.).

Write "-T if the mathematical sentence is true. Write F
0

if it is false.
.

:50"= .5 (7.)

.7 < .07

23
100 .23 (P)

To pi .4 (i)

.
4

e)
100 .54 (r)

f) .72 y.8 (F)

g) ,135 .65 (F)

h) . 05( T)
.

,

BRAINTWISTERS

rt ve- - i
pail we rename t as a decimal?. Can we rename as a

decimal? We can if first we are able to rename it as a fraction
*

with aPdenominator of. 10 or 10 0..

We can rename
2 45 as We can rename

.Also, we can rename,

as the decimal, (.30

as

.Now rename each of these as a decimal.

2
as- the ,decimal,

So we can rein lie

1 (-3.) --(44)
(343 2 (41 18 (.74 (IA-)

2 0 I

28
3,9

N.1



RENAMING DECIMALS (

(We' hePte learned to think about a decimal like .73 as 73

hundredths: We also know that in 73, the 7 is in the tenths'
*place and the 3 is in the hundredths, place. 'this gives us

-another way,9 name .73:'

.44

.73 = 7 tenths and hundredths.
It'

In the same way,

.119' = (-y/tenths and uniiedths.
- 4

We also can say

8 tenths. and 2 hundrediths = .82.

In the same way,

3 tenths and 6 .hundredths 6361 1.

4.

`4.

-

1 '
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Exercise Set 5

1. 3nish each of these)

I
a)

b)

d)

e)

f)

.29 = (02) tenths and

.58 =J. (rz tenths and.

.41 )1='' (-fr) tenths and

.80 = (Z' tenths and

(a) tenths and

.36 (6) hundredths

( 9) undredths.

(/)

(o) hundredths.

04/ hundredtha.

and (3.) tenths.

."2. Write the decimal for each of these.

a)* 5 tenths and 7 hundredth
ts

b) 9, tenths and 3 hundredths = 693).
c) 1 tenth and 6 hundredths- =

d) 2 tenths and 0 hundredths = (406).-
e) 0 tenths and 4 hundredths = (di');
f) 5 ,hundredths and' 3 tenths = (.3-67):

0V,

I.

41
30



' DECIMALS WITH THOUSANDTHS '

Objective:

Materials:

f-

4

To extend-the understanding g-of decimal fractions
,

to include thousandths .

Place-value'chart

'Vocabulary: Thousandths

Exploration:

What are the names of the places to the right of the ones'

place? (Tenths' place and hundredths' place)_. What value does
1 1 1 . 1

nu have in relation to -1-6? (To. 'is 10 times' T---)
100'

What do

_ you think the name of the third place to the right, of the ones'

'place. is? (Thousandths) Is 4 41000
ten times ,(Yes).,}fow

do you know? (In the decimal system of numeration_each digit has

a place-value ten times the place-valUe of the digit to its right.).

We can write the fraction 1000
---- as the decimal .001.

ioth are read "one thousandthu;-,
3

-and .063 are two ways=of naming the same rational

number,. What number do they name? (Three thousandths)

Read these decimals. , ' 1-

. _

.005 (five thousandths)

'.014 (fourteen thousandths)
,

, . , ,

.,
.297 (two hundred ninety-seven thousandths).

4

,Use counting at difficult places so thafthe .'
pupils will become more:familiar'with three -place
decimals. Such sequences as .008, ,009, .010,
.011; .098, .099,. -.100, .101, etc. are hard and

,' need careful teaching. 1

Coupt by thousandths from 1 thousandth to 10 thousandths.

Write the decimals bn the chalkbOard.

t from 35 thousandths to 45 .thousandths.' Write the

dec1i Is,4 . .
,,

Count from 138 thousandths to Y42 thousandths. Write

the decimals.

6

c

31.

42
`r

.4

J4
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DECIMALS WITH ,THOUSANDTHS

O

We have learned how to extend place-value for dacimals from-

tenths to hundredths. tyng what we have learned, let us extend

the place-value chart another.place to the right.. This is called

the thousandths' place.:

.

W
M
Zozcozgo

0'
V
0Pv 0

,

_

0

'04
4-)

0
4)

0
P
V

m4
V
Z

-

0
Z

.4 2 1

8 r

4
421The name .421. and the name are names for the same

rational number. 'Both names are read as "four hundred twenty-r

. r

one thousandths".

In .421' the 4 is written in the tenths' Place, the 2 '-

is written in the hundredths' place, and the, a. is written in

the thousandths

1.
Are-, 143i5 and games for the

a) Which name is a -decimall

b) WhicA name is a fraction?
t /awe

v>

41,

32' .

same number?6ow
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- 1

2. Which is 'largest, .2, :02, 7002? Check your

answer by .naming each -number as a fraction.
)

/0 Aoz+ ,g34 o

3., Are .2, .20, ,and .200 all names for the same

rational nuMber?64 Check your ana'wer)by writing each

as a fraction. (..12' = 01.4 )/0 / 4 0 /400

Another way to think about and name .421 is 4 tenths

and 2 hundredths and 1 thousandth.

In the same way,

.58e = (5) tenths and 1-;__undredths

and (.1.1 thousAndths.

Finish each .of these.

a) .138 = tenth and () hundredths and Llij thousandths.

b) .140 = (/ .) tenth and (4i) hundredths and CoIthOusandths.
/

c) .306 = (3) tenths and (6) hundredths and (d) thousandths.

d) .374 = k171 hundredths and (9i-thousandths.

e) .009 = (0) tenths arid (0) hundredths and (5") thousandths.

0

443
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Exercitie Set 6

1. Rename each of these as a deciMal.
32 5 9 18 174 8 18l000 TOM 000 l000 T0 01000 101575,. 100

6032-) C"3"--) 6 7/ (449-2, (d/4 ("e) ( 'r)
2. Rename each of 'these as a fraction.

.475 .011 .8: '.023 ,62 .729 .007
(c';') (f-'1-79-1d /400 /441. ...ado /4603. ',Write T if the mathendtical sentence is true. litite

F if it is false.
a) .6 = .600 ( i ) e) p.ci .052 (77)
b) .9> .009 (77 f) '79 1606 (F)
c)

.4)

23
%,..

,:,

>

.85

f)(

CD
'£3)

h)

o°8 >
.072.,<

8
37555(,)
.72 (r)

1000
43.6

4. Arrange the three numbers in each group in ordeF of size.
Name the smallest number first in each case.

,

a). .003 " .3 .03 (4413, .03.3)
b) .37 .037 .3 (..a37.i 3, .37)
c) .,402 .42 .042(04/3. OA; .

d)' .560 , .506 .056 (.6.rd ,.4164

44

45 ,ri
o
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yr

Complete each of these.

a) .058 ..060 .062

b.) .007 ,012 1.017 1

c) .550 .450 .350

d .755 .760 .765

e) .042 .142 .242

6. Complete

a) .729 = (9) thousandths and ( &) hundredths and

(7/tenths .

.402 = (4) tenths and ,62 / hundredths and

(23) thousandths.

T

c) .519 = (Si tenths and 0) hundredth and

(9),thousandths.

.052 = (.2) thousandths and (.17) hundreiltns and

(a) tenths. :

e-) .530 = (r) tenths and (J) hundredths and

,(4) thousandths.

14

Write the decimal for each of these.
.

a) 5- , thousandths and 3 hundredth and 4 . tenths =',//34 1.

b) 0 .thousandths and 2 haridredths and 3 tenths =(3 20).

`' c) 6 thousandths and 4 hundredths and 8 tenths =( P/4).

d) 5 tenths and 0 hundredths and 5 thousandths = '5Z°).
,

4 thousaAdths and 2
,,,

hundrodths and 0 tenths = Midi
A 0
S

r, '
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OTHER DECIMALS'

Objective: To leaen'to read,!write, and analyze decimals. ,

with aigit's on both sides ofithe decimal

Materials: Numberline's drawn on the chalkboard, place-value
T--

chart

Exploration:

4

Draw. the number line on the, board and record
the numeral as a ohild counts by tenths from zerd
to 1.3.

.0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 10 l.2 /.3

As soon asthe child counts ten tenths, ask
for another name for ten tenths. (1) Since w6 are
to continue counting by tenths, indicate that I
may be written "1.Q" to show there are no tenths

-in the tenths' place. "When we 'count,by tenths,
what is the next number ?" (one and one tenth)
decimal form this is written .1.1. The L to t
left of the decimal point is in the onest'place
and the 1 to the right of, the decimal point is in
the tenths' place, The decimal point is read "and.!'
(N.B, 1.1 should be read "one and one tenth" and
not as "one point one ",). Continue counting and
recording to give practicb in readfng similar
decimals with tenths.

The same. development may be followed ,to intro-
duCe the reading of other decimals. Draw other
number lines on the chalkboard. Put the first'
numeral on it and Ask the child to count by hun-
dredths and record the numeral as he counts. Use
these nymberi lines and others if needed.-

3.04 3.10 .3.1/ . 3.k 3.13', 3./4 3./S 5 .r/s 3./7 , .3.18 or 349 3.20 3.21<I 1 1 I 1 1 i 1 1 I I 1>

47.57 47.5s 47.59 4760 4741 4747. 47.63 47.64 47.615 4/44 47.67 i4-7.615 47.0
<1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 t i>

36

t,

f4



After counting and recording onnumber lines,
write 14.6 on the chalkbdard% Ask children to
read it and analyze according to place-value.
(14.6 is read fourteen and six tenths.
14.6 = 1 ten, 4 ones, and 6 tenths.) If it is
difficult for the children to analyze these deci -'
mals, use a place-value chart. Also introduce

6
the mixed form for 14.6(14-0.) and ask the chil-

dren for similar translations. Continue reading,'
analyzing, and renaming decimals like the
lowing: /

72.35 64.003
19.72 182:294
85 .781

Pagqs 20-21 in the pupil text aummarize
this work. Read them carefully with the pupils.
Be sure to emphasize by the end of thin section
that numerals like 35, 6.7, and .72 at all'
decimals.

0

o
N.,

37 .

48.,

1

2

2-

OP

ft?
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OTHER DECIMALS,

S

We have been' learning how to read and interpret decimals

4 such as .7 and .39 and .561. We Already knew the meaning

of'decimal numerals such, as 82;4 7, or 356., Many timeawe

need to use rational numbers which are greater than one but.ere

not whole numbers. We already have fraction names for some of

11 12 21 1.25.these numbers, names like rr, or ,since theseu 10' 10' 100'

_Jail have denominators which are 10 ofi 100' we should be able'

to find decimal names for them and for numbers like them.-

We might begin by thinking of counting:hy tenths.

The number line below shows^counting by tenths with

decimals and with fractiops. We need decimal numerals to

complete the top line.

decimals
0' .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 :8 .9

4

fractions
o
m m

16'_ I
10

2 3 4 a 6 7 8 9 10 II
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

12 13 14

10 W E

10 - eleven tenths = one and one tenth.

16161716M 20
10 to to ' to 10 10

We express this as 'a decimal_numeral by writing 1.1. The
.. ...----

numeral 1 on the left stand:31"P= 1 one. The numeral 1

on the right.stand4c,for--1 tenth. ,t...,.

- 1

.....'.r.,:f::::t ..
-: .

<> -.,

1. .tie" this idea to copy and complete-thenumber line
e-

shown-above. When we are thinking in. tenths we'
,. .

usually rite 1.0 (one and 0 tenths) instead of

1 and 2.0 instead of 2. .

38

4.9
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2. Write a decimal fqr each of thafollewing:,.

a) 1 ten and 1 one (hco)

b) 1 tenth and 1 hundredth (.0

c) 1 one and 1 hundredth 4/.4.o

We read 2.3 'as "two and three tenths", and 1.25 is

4

read as "one and twenty-five hundredths". The chartsbelow

should help us to read and interpretother decimals.

or
-0a0

1
. . -

. .
-0
it,,--0a=. r610

.
g

.
..a

co .

I-

t
ill

3
m '

N=

43.c. a0

iI
2 6 . 3 4 5 .

ty-We read 26.345 as "twens and three hundred

forty-five thousandths". In reading a decimal with,digits.on

either side of the decimal point, the decimalloint is read

as "and".

.
3. Ret 9

.
44p.) . 2 3 ".k.5' .

l'Z. 9 , , 4

b) '263
wk.. '

c)' .2.63 S di te,, 4 ,-.
V ,

0 01. b et c . .1 15 ....

Sometimes A kthd of numsrallois used,which: mbines 4-

;i's:_ ,

r .,4

decimals and.fre:ct.Ons. The numeral 1 I
. z
e4inagi. : ,--

,It names one and ee tenths or 1.3 '(dec
t:

or

arx (fraction). Such a numeral is called AEledfofh.,'\ 013 . ,

.1V , % ..b

1

t.

Zle

4. a Read 7 igu.

b) What is
-
a decimal name for this number?

IP p .

c) Write a midced form -for 7.5.,

\*

39

5.0

.14
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Ex.ircise Set I.

1. Choose the largest number in each column.

A

8.50 .002

3.8 8.56 1.92

2.4 (§7g3)

'8.05

2.2

2. Copy and complete each of these.

- a) 7. 8.0 (8.5) 9.0 . (q.5) 0 (10.5) (1 tO)---=
/. b) 3 40 3.30 D. ao) '-(3.10) .00) OLgo)

.20 .4b .60 .10 1.00 20

d) 4.75 .4.80 ..8s- 4.90 . 4.
o

3. Write these ats decilials.,

\
64.2 1315 15 Au 32 375' 148 igoi c.,2

1000i

..

0.3) OS107) L (32.44) (14A0 37) ( . 2 . 1 1 4 )

4. Write a Tidied" form name gror each of /these.
- .

22.3 72.15 . 18.047 . 4.9.003 78.39

(AA 71) (72- :4; ) (is**) (14) (7,4170
5.° Tell the number. represented b e 'ch numeral 3..

s .

Tell the number represented ach numeral,, 5,

a) 321.59 (31) b) 1. 3.(.03) C) 421.3 6:10

a ) 7.20. 3.3 C,r3) e) .035 01.0 f) 795.309 (i.3)

D

45.405

35.405

45.05

1

O
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6. Write a decimal for Bach of these.

c

a) 27, and 9 . tenths ( ?7-9)

b) '364 and 57. hundredths (364.57)

c) 70 and 41 thousandths (70. 04;)

,d) 38 and' 7 hundredths (X8.07)

e) 3 and 0 hundredths f3. 3)
4

5 and 429 thousandths (6. 41'0

g) 83 and 4 tenths (9324)

h) 486 and 15 hundredths .(4 g o. OS)

1) 209-and 64 hundredth (.o.64)

j) '6 and 7 thousandths (6.007)

k.) 75 and 2 4enths

d

41
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BASE FIVE NOTATION

P-Objectiie: To gain'increased'understanding of the decimal

system by considering systems of notation using

bases other than ten -

Materials: 1. Flannel board and cut-outs

loration:

Ou decimal system uses groups of ten., However, the decimal
.system = s not always been in 'use. Long ago the- Mayans of Yucatan

counted by groups of twenty. Some tribes of Eskimos-used groUps
of five. Each-numeration system made use of grouping in counting.

Let us pretend we are Eskimos and count in groups of five.

What name could we give to our new system of numeration? (Ease

2. Packets of twenty to thirty objects which can '

be counted (A demonstration, set should be large

enough so it may be seen from all parts of the

classroom. The students may have smaller

objects suitable for work at their desks.)

3. A place-value chart may be made that will show

groupings of twenty-fives, tives, and ones.

five system) How many symbols would we use in the base five

system? (5) What symbols could we use? (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) Why

must we always have a symbol to represent zero?. (In using the

idea of place-Alue, there must be a numeral to represent the .

empty set or the Set of-no members.) .* 4

During the discussion the teacher shouldMake
,a chart showing the numeral, the meaning, and a
picture of each number. Follow this fbrm.

'Picture f XX
A'
XXX XXXX 014g)

Meaning one one two ones three ones
.

four ones one five
and no ones

Numeral 1
five

2
five Diveive3,

f
five

10five

'

9.

112

5.3

r

r-
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,Let us Ilse our objects to illustrate the base,five'system.

Start with a single object and write the symbol "lave". (The

subscript "fiveson digits is not really necessary. Use it ;pr

emphasis as you wish,) Add one object. What symbol Would we

use to name the of objects we now have? (2five) dd

another object to the set. What symbol would we use? 3fiVe)

Add another object to the set. What symbol would we use?,

(five) -Add another object tothe set. _How many do we have?.

(one set of five) We have written 1
five'

2 3
five' five'

kfive:
How do we write one five and no ones? (10five)

'Take time to discuSs the idea of "five ones'
and "one five" as we,did earlier with "ten ones"
and "one ten". The finalnotation should be
"10

five
" (read "one five and no ones" OR "one se

base five"). Continue adding a single object e
time and writing the name of the number represerited
using base five notation. We can discover in this*
way thit the easiest way to count large numbers of
objects is 'to group them first, and then count the
groups.
NOTE: It might be advisable to limit the number
OrObjects to twenty-four for this discussion.
(to count twenty -five objects using the base five
notation we would need to pow about three-digit

,numerals.)
The next step-iito discuss with theiDupils

de two examples in their text. Read the examples
with the pupils and explain unfamiliar mathematics
and vocabulary to. them.

cis

4

4

r

43

54
$
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BASE FIVE NUMERALS

o -

At the beganhing of .cliapter, you reviewed grouping

and regrouping by -t ens. This is the.,idea behind our' decimal

numeral gystem;: -However, thererare many, ways of grouping

ot/edte. One of these WaY1 is grouping in sets of five. This

gives ud the idea of a numeral system based on grouping by

fives.

_Example

(giiR1

OTED

(giE193)

XX

Here As a picture ofa,set of thir'een 'Xts.
)

This set:can be grouped into 2 sets,of

'fira and 3 ones. We shorten this to 23

(read AWQ three") to name the number-of,
0, f;.-----------...___

...Xts in the set'. The set -can also be groupedfr,
. .

. into 1 set of ten and 3 bne's. We-shorten-
'.

..this.to -13 to get.our ordinai7 decimal,
. .

numeral. To show that' 23 comes from

grOuping by fives and not by tens'we will

'write' the word "five" to the :right' and

slightly below the numeral,

means g2 iets of five and 3 ones.

13 .means 1 set of ten and 3 ,onea..

We call 23fil:e a base tive numeral and we

read it two thrge, base five".

Look at this pict4b..

manly sets of five, X's thare?(4)

How many Xls. remain? (2)
1 ,10.

How'would you write the; use Pivefnumeral?(ft

..,,z

How would you read*th..tiebase five numeral?

(f i4144° "46 2ens ', 4112/4!4444", 41"444..
, .

44

11.
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I

Exercise -Set 8

1.. Draw the following sets of Xis.

these questions for each set.
sr

How many sets -'of five are there?

I

Group in fives and answer

How many ones remain?

Hem would you write the..base five)numeral?

r

P

*. . .

a) twelve Xis (2ilit:44.11 c) A foter X is (1.1P /4471;,,
mosd. ft med.)

=X
,

b) nineteen .43 14....44 &told )- '.'' iWjaty- thi,ee,..- Xis (4i4414" 4414)
,, 4 "yaw

, . 34141, 1.
% 3/44.

. : o''
. Draw a picture that will represeht Xis `for a.

S

a) 30
fiy,

b) 42five

14five

10
five\

X X X)e,

T ,9

3. Name 'the largest number with a base dive numeral having two ..

, .<
. -

digits. (444t-,,,) . °,

.

4. -Nahe, in base five, the 'number which trill come just before

0

each of these 'numbers:

a)
five'

(3#")

b) 20five
)32 five Jd )

(31/414

45

1.4 Of

(.17-i0P)

.

4 I,

4,
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PLACE'VAI:UE IN BASE FIVE_

Efploration:

r'

Pteviotisly we have been limiting our discue-
1- sion of base five to two-place numeral. Now we

are ready ta-introduce the third place base,
fiyd. Use a p1ace-value chart and bundles of,
cardboard strips to show groupings of twenty -fiat $,
fives, and ones. ,

Twenty-fives
.

. .

Fives

..

'.0nes
, .

Write the base five notation Onthe'chalk-
; board as the children count the cardboatd strips.
_For example: S

Base Five Countihg Chart

1 2 It .

. 11 12' 13 -14 '20
V21 - 22 23 24 - 30,,etc.

-.

Note:. 's When a title is used, 'the -words "five_ does
not have to be written bdside each numeral.

Count out four cardboard strips, writing the
'tia lSe _five notation as you cgunt,,-and put them Jai
theondat'place of your place-vane chart. 'Add
one more. .Mow many sets of five are there?"
(One) Bundle the set of five ones and put them
in theTivdst.plaCe.: "Whit%notation do we use .

to'show-onegroup of five?"' 10five) Continue

,coUnting, grouping, and re ording yntia you have
put -4 Tives and it ones in the chart.. "What ,

base'fAvanumeral do wl have?" (44
five

) Add one

more strip-in-the ones' place. You now have '4

sets of five and, five ones., "How many sets of five
"do we have ?" (five)'-There are fiVe sets of five
or= 1 get of twenty-five. Bundle the five fives
and- put this .set p twenty-five. in'the twenty-fivest
place. "Whit notation ,do we-use to. show 1
group of twenty - five ?" (IOC

five
), This is read

"one twenty-five, no fivesrno ones,".2E _"one:
zero zeros babe five ",

46



0

f

)

Continue grouping, reading, and recording,
other three-place numerals in the base five system.
Note that 111five. would be read "one twenty-five,

one five, and one ofie" Or 'c ope one, base five".
In bate,five 124 ,is read 'one -tlarenty-five, two
fives, and foul, ones", or "one two four, base five ".
Avoid using.base ten numerals like '5 and 25 in
discussing grouping by fives.

.

.1

EQ

40

1.

or

47.

58
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PLACEVADUE IN BASE FIVE

te 1
,14 It

co,

fr
,.

In the base ten system,.the number named 99 is the largest'

with-a two -place'nurneral. This is 9 is one less than

the Vase.

.

In the base five system, the number named 44five, is the

largest with a, two-:place numeral. This is because 4 is one

'less' than the base, as shown in the diagram beloW.

r
There is. no -twotplace 4ymbol in-our base ten sistemito

. ,

.

mean ten tens. ye give ten tens the name 1 hundred; We

'
'wgite this as the/three -place numeral 100.

;,

. .

1..: '
, .

.

,

,., 4,
.

1 When we are thinking in ,base five we think of fiVe groups ,'
.

. -

of five as 1 group of five fives'. ..--We can use the name twenty-
.

five for five'fives.

How:would tf4 base five numeral for4fiVe fives or twenty-
4

five be written?

1

Picture Meaning. Notation
'

'

1 twenty-fiVe, 100fiv

) 0 fives, and

0 ones
, .

48

59
. .
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Exercise Set 2 ° s A

1. Copy the X's below and group ,them in fives and five fives.
t ,

Write the number of X's in.base five notation.

a) XXX ' b) XXXXXXX c) . MYYYYXXX

XXX taxxxx XXXXXXXXX

XXX XXXXXXX )thOOCOCXX
. .

XXX / XXXXXXXXX
(22pa.e)

V.P/i/e)

2. Copy and complete the following; lritie)
;

,, .

/a) 33five means (3) fives and (3) ones.
.

.4. 14g twenty-five4 and (9) fives
-

ana (2) onds%-
, A

means 0.) twenty -fives and (4).: fivesfive

and e) ones.

Write the bse five numeral for the number that is one

larger than each of -these .

a)
five (a ),43f(VtfrY. e) 144 620°4w t)

bdei v f five

b), Ifive/Vbd) /32fiv e33 e) 2°12,4(e)64 five p,
4. Write these numbers in base five notation

a) The number of this page in this book
(h° 2 r.t)

b) The number of cookies in 4 dozen (03#1),

) The tote1 number of page in this book (//2o4ive)

5.. Make a base five-chart of the numerals froM lfive t6

200five
_ 80.4a, ii.e. 4/4.*W44/9 ckduar

/ . .2, 3 .90 /0
/ I /.Z "/3 /-V AO
a l A A .23 A I/ a 6
4/ a.2 a 3 3,1 '41d
-',/ ././.2. . 21.1 o/4/ /0 40

/ 40,/ /0 .,2, /4.3 /.1 4-1 /../ 0
/ //y, //j >Ad

0 /if iot,af 4.0.3
/ / /34 f /33 414/ (
i 4,/ ?ot /4i /t, ...t a

'6 0
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BASE FIVE AND BASE TEN NUMERALS

Exploration:

I

, . 0

At first the child compares base five and
base ten numbers by grouping objects in base, five
and then grouping thesb same objectdin base ten.
He repeits the same process with drawings:

Another way, to see that we are using differ-
ent numerals to represent the same number is to
write in a column the first few counting numbe.rs
in base ten notation, and then in alparaIlel
column, the same numerals in base five notation.

Base Ten Base Five' .,

1

\
2
3
4

5

6
7
8

4

9
10

.

base ten will automatically
11 21 be understoodhand when, we
12 22 . want.ase five to be under-
13 23 stood instead we shall

).5

14 , . .24 always write
"13fiven

,
v30 read "one five and three

16 31' 'ones or one three, base
17 32

33
ffve". We then know that
this ,stands fol, one Tive

19 34 and three ones, i.e., the
.20 40 number "eight".. The decimal

numeral 13 is of course
21 41 ,) read "thifteen" although
22 t 42 "one three base ten" has
23 43 certain advantages in

, 24 44 showing how base ten fits
25 100 the general pattern.

1i;

1

2
3
4

10

11
12 -;

13
14,

.20-

4

Notice that the ,

numeral written "13" in
the base ten system is
quite different. in mean-.
ing from the numeral
written "13" in the base
five system (which is
actually a name for the
number "eight"). Let us

' therefore agree that when-
ever we write just "13",

26 101
g102
103

29 104
30 110

61'0
4

A

Iv
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The pupil can change from base five to base
ten if he knOWs how to read the base five numerals.
He should be-able to think through the transferring
from basefive to base ten in Mitch this way. For .

23
five

= (2 fives + 3 ones)

= (2 x 5) + (3 x 1)
= 10 + 3
= 13 -,

114
five

= (1 twenty - five) + (1 five) .+ (4 ones)

= 2
= (1

5 +
x 25 5) + (1 X 5).+ (4 x 1)

Some children. may want to show in writing how
this change is made. If.so, they may use the above
form.

-fr

5;

8 2

e

e
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BASE FIVE-AND BASE TEN NUMERALS

Numeral in

Base Five System

Picture in

0
Base Five System

Picture in

Base Ten Syetem

Numeral
Ilt

in
.

Base Ten System'

a) 22'rive
.

12
(SSEE)

' X X

, b) 33
five

.0555) xxxxx

XXXXX

Oooppocxxv

XXXXXMX,
kip

,

c)

. ,

11 five
-)(1!P.

XXXXX XXXX

XXXXX ,®
CXX3CCX)°°°°0

40:4F*0'.40.0PAI

CEOCCCOCOC )

.

34

c

of ,

Study the chart above. What does the numeral 22five tell us?

What does the numeral 12 tell us?4,444,..V.a.e.,,a..t4-2Peg.i.,
1/4 wt.....a.rta?.4.,_,Erna.rtst, "'cue ess4áti zuilZet .4:d. 4sa...e.; '',Lco. -,w. .1,....-A,A-)
Are11.L'arid2) names for the same riumber? 'five

. 444 ;

Why are 33five and 18 names.forothe same nuMber?ONIA:4,
-rneb.e...d .., iee.i.w 40,4.. a opt4.1./.4.4447.4#? ot .g.c.V.r. Armticzw.4J/rNlesvareofeW at

f . .

Why are 114
five

and 34 names for the same number?

6/.97five wtea4f4 / r4.w-4,40.e.-- / ,a,x1:19ove.e4,,40,,A,÷4:6,.,.,
3 ,m4.43.-eut, ,3 ,s.4./ st,rne. dy, OW44/ 44/../

401"41", ").
4

d.

Y.

1

63

5? .

,1
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The procedure below shows how we may think to change a.base
#

;

five numeral to a base ten numeral,

;

a) 22five
(2 'fives + 2 ones)

= (2 x 5) (2 x 1).

-= 10a+ 2

= 12
),

= (3 fives + 3 ones)33
five

x 5) + (3 x 1)

= 15 +3'

4-= 18,

c) 114five = (1 twenty -five + 1 five +,4

= (1 x 25) + (1 X 5) + (1x 4)

= 25 + 5 +

= 34

*53

64

4

(z)

\ones)

-
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ABOUT BASE FIVE AND BASE TEN NUMERALS

loration:

In chahging base ten numerals to base five
,

numerals, select the largest place -value of base
five (that isj powe'of five) contained in the
number. -Divide the number by this power of five
and find the quotient and remainder. This quo-
tient is the first digit in the base ive num-
eral. Divide the remainder,by -the n t smaller
power of five. The' quotient is the s cond digit. y
Continue to divide remainders by each ucceeding,
smaller power of ,five to determine all the re-
maining,digits in the base five numeral.-

Fon example, to change 113 to a base five
numeral, we must first see'that 13 is less
than five twenty-fives. Then `we ind how many
groups of twenty-five are in 113:' We can 'do
this by division or repeated subtractAon. In
either case We find there are 4 twenty-fives.
This 4 becomes the first digit in the-base
five nisneral. There are 13 ones left to be
grouped.

Now find how many groups of five there.are
in 13. We find there are. fives and 3'
ones. The two'becomes our second digit and the
3 our third digit. Therefore, 113 =

25 ) 113 113 = (4 x 25) + 13

. (4 x 25) + (2 x45) + 3
100 - . 4(twenty-fives) +

5 1777- LE_ 2(fives) + 3
10
"'S = 423

five,.

..,
.

(
If a groUp is not contained in a remaindet,

'remember to put a zero in that place in the
resulting,nume;41._jor.example, when changing
104 to. base fiVe we find there are 4 twenty -
fives, no fives, and 4 ones. Therefore,
'104 .,404five.

65

54
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MORE ABOUT BASE FIVE AND BASE TEN NUME

'Twentir-fives Fi es Ones

So far, when we have written n erals,in base five, we havd
. N

used the place-valus,that are sho above Can you tell what

the next place-value will be? (Xs-s-

For numerals we will be us right now, the only place-

values we Will work with are t en -fives, fives, and ones.

-Suppose we-want to chang: 111 to a base five numeral.

How many groups of twenty -fie are there in 111? (.r4) .

11 aitt-porkZ40.41.444e,a4cy. -Re..,soray4se.ga- eaAere44..ds,:a, yotri-et*.11

What is the remainder? (ii)

4-

Write the mAhemiitical's ntence for this division pr9cess.
A= 4x + I I)

'Find how many fives there are in 11.'(2)

How many ones remain?
(I)

Write the mathemati sentence for this division,process
, (II (ax3")*

Put both mathemati al-sentences together io-a mathematical

sentence which ws how lli can be'grouped by fives and

tWenty-fives. ( (4x./.S)-P(Ass)4-0 000

What is the ba e five numeral for 111? (4.2,1,;...) .

..

,
.

Try changing e following base ten numerals to be.se five, 0

' numerals. each part write the mathematical sentence which

shows why our answer is correct ./k'st

a) :12 b) -36 c) 44 0 52
. (21 ) 02 /foe, ) ( 1.3f /40 (202/A:04 ,

( 1A, e ( r) 1.) (34 a (Ix A.04. (a)ts).0 (44 =Cs x AO+ CD 44-4) , rs.t =42'; A440,44,4

55

66
' j
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'

OR

Exercise Set 10

r.

11. Draw a set of 21
five

X's. Separate these X's into

groapii of ten.. How many X's are there? Write your
O

(answer as a base ten numeral.

2. Draw a set of '134
five

cr

/.
groups of ten. How milny .Xts ape there ?. Write your

.tomPRPL

answer as a base t n numeral.

Xt.:, Separate these X's into

.ca_CXXX XXXX2.0 AXX

OSXX X% XXXX (44)C42(2ixA XxXX4)
-

cxxxxx )x)c--50x

a. Change the followteg base ten numerals to base five

numerals.

a) 14.(21(',Ae..) c) 2...(11(4,e) e)

b) / )51(2o

. /

4. Change the following base five numerals to base ten
0

d) 60(2 lfioe) 31113ib'oe)

numerals.,

a) 23five 03i c), 34
tive 0.0

b) 141f
ive 616)

d) 340five
('95)

5. Which is greater?

a) 210

b)

five
or

c

or 42

- s

c) : 33
Ziv

or

q),,: 42f Oa)

f) 204
five-(" 1).

Aro

44d) : 40five

0

r . 20(tiel

06

56

6i

a'

0

0



USING GROUPING BY FIVES

.Exploration:

e

L.

Sleice our system of money uses groupingsof.
'five, some experience in this area will help
...develop this idea more. completely. At first the
teacher may needeb use play money with some
children. Proceed from these experiences to
expressing the groupings in a table as follows.
Encourage the children to u the.smallest numbgr
of coins in'teparating the m ney into quarters,
nickels, and cents. Draw t e chart on the Chalk-
board. Complete the _chart ith the children.

How much,

money?

ow many

cluarters?,

How many

nICkels?

HHow ma.rir

pehnies?

Base,-eive

notation

7 cents (0) (I)

fr..

(2) (iy,-,,,,) -

12 cents (0). (2) (2)
(2.9.14-4,f.).

34 cents (I) (I) (4) ("4 /4.4se-) J

58 cents .(2) P) (3) (2/3 /44'e)
87 cents 3 . 2 '/.3.7.2.A;i6)

122 bents 4 2 t44i 11:e )

)

6-1

s.

e

I

ve

s

, ' *

r

.
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USING GROUPING

We use som

BY FIVES

O 1

4P'

some groupings of five infour everyday.life. . Let

system of money Suppose wetave 34 Nits.

quaiters, riickelZ,"and pennies and the":' fewest

loins, we have one quarter, one nickels and fourtpenriies. How

could-we write this using base five nctatipnr--

us.look at our

If we use only

a

I

,
so

Exercise Set 11

1 1. .

Separate the t9Alowing amounts of4money into quarters,
00'

'nickels, and cents. Use the smallest number of coins.

How much
, ---

money?

How many

quartez'S?

How many

nickels?

How max

pennies?

Base five

notation

14 cents

,Examples,; .

43 cents

' 2
.

4
' .

24
five

.

1 . 3*
.

: -
133five

1) 23 cents (0) . (4). -°(3) (43) .
2) 26 Cents: (/) (o)

0.

(0) (i40/10,c.)

3) 29 cents (/) (a) -1 (4) 04414,"Ae)

4) 33 cents (I) '(/) (31 I "2 A4'e')

5) 42 cents (1)- : (3) /(2.) :032.;)

'6) 57 cents (2) pi (2) (2,2p0,0
7) 73 cents (2)

, (4) (3), . (i43/t'c)

8) 97 cents (3) _ (4) 4) (i4; ?..f;,,,)

.9) 124 cents (4) *1 (4) 0 ?4) (444/4.40c)

O

-58

69



) THINKING ABOUT NUMBERS IN OTHER BASES

Exploration:

We are now, going to discuss number bases other, '
than-ten and five. The next experiences invOlve
faits' that may be deduced from a definite pattern
that yodhelpAildren to discover. the following
is one of manyprocedures that may be used. Again,
the students will need their manipulative materials.
The teacher may wishto duplicate Exercises Set 12.

1 'Ask the students to count out fifteen objects.

2. Separate the set of fifteen objects into groups of

a) Now marry
.

groups of nine are there?

b) How many objects remain?

c) How would you express this 'limber using.,

base nine potation?

3,. Separate the pet, of fifteen, objects into

a) How many, groups of eight'are here?

b) How many objeCtt remain?

t) How would yoU-expressthis number us

baseeight notation?

4. SepaAate die set of fifteen objects into

a) 'How many grottos of'seven are there?

)) 'How many objects remain?

groups of

ing

groups of

c) How would you express this number using

base seven notation?

5. Separate 'fie set of fifte- en objects into

a) 44 many groups of six are there?

b) How many objects remain?

How would you express 'this num sing

base six nobase

nine.

(one)

(six)

(line )

(one)

(seven)

(17 eight)

seven.

, (two)

(one)

(21
seven

)

groups of six.,

(two)

(three*)

t

(2asix)
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THINKING ABOUT NUKBERS IN OTHER BASES

Y
Exercise Set 12

Copy'aild complete this chart,

Arrange in

groups of

,How many

grouris?

.How many

remain?

Notation

.Example:

X0 X
' three 2

.

.

a

,

22
three0

1. so .
four

,.

(2-)

.

(0) (20/..4)

2. X X -X X X
X

x x x x

.
.

.

four (2)
(3) (23;:4).

3. xxkx
xxx seven 0) (2) .. e2,atiiuG,

4. x x x

x

x

(2). (3) (23,44)
, .

.

X X.,x X X
fiVe (2) (4)

(24e4
P .4

6. xxx x )c.
'X X X
XXX X X

.:

1

eight
6

, (I)

.

66) (54`4t)

111101?
three (2) . 0) (2/,, tevy,)

8. x'

X X
X X X

'

.

X
eight

, -

. r .

(2) (6)
(261,0

6o

71

400
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,Draw a set of 2.0
s

objects.Separate these objects into

groups of ten.

answer in base ten notation.( /2)

How many objects'are there? Write your

10. Draw a set of

into groups Of

34seven ,

objects: Separate these

ten. How many'objects are there?

your answer in base.ten notation. (25')

objects

Write.

kxxX

11. Each mathematical sentence below shows how to change a

decimal numeral into a numeral in another base. Write

that,ntmeral In the blank as shown In a):

a) .6 21 = (a x 16) -F (1x04) +1

21 =

b) 50 = (1 x 36) x 6) + 2

50 = (b22

26 = (1 x 16) + (1 x' + (1 x 2).,

26 = aUR, t)

82 = (Ilx 81) i
7 0

60- nine

+Oa/three

4.

V

N,



PLACE VALUE IN OTHER BASES

Exploration:
;.`

\)>

Base . Group Names

Ten .,. Hundreds . Tens Ones

Five genty--fives- . Fives ....* ione's,

Three!
.

Four
,

.

We will now develop he idea of a three-digit
'humeral in bases other than five orten. aace on
the chalkboard the chart shown above. Fill in the
group-names of base three and base four as they are
discuSsed. During the disCussion use a place value
box labeled with the group names of the base being
studied.

Review with the children that in base ten'each,
successive place to the left represents a group ten
times that of the preceding place. The fp.st place
tells us how many.groups of one there aree' The
second place tells us how many groups -of ten, or
(10 x 1). The third place tells how many .groups
of ten times ten there .are, (10 X 10), or one.
hundred.

Continue with base five, notingtftat-the first
place tells u many. groups of one there are.

secon ace,tells,us how many groups oQ five
Abe The'third place tells us how many
'groups_of five limes five there arNI Each
successive place to the left-represe is a group
five times that of the preceding place.

Uiing the place -value box andthe bundles of
Cardboard strips, develop placevalue in base
three.

,The teacher should lead the pupils to discover
that. when numerals-represent whole numbers, th
last digit on,tlie right indicate'S the number6
ones (or units) in base three,.the 'second di t
from the right indteates the -number of grow s of
three. The third digit from the right ind stet
the_pumber of-groups of nine.' In writing umerals
in base three, the value of each place in e !.

numeralis three times the value of the place po
its right. .

,

62



CO- 0
-4.)

- k
r 0 .

0
I

1 2 2'
three

, ,

Continue with, base four.

.4

0'
0
4-, k

z
o

W

0
0

2 3 3
four

In base four nota:-
pion, the value of
each place is four
times,the value of
the placeitoL its
right. . v

r

The number of basic symbols nec:-=sary to write
numerals in a numeration system dap- s upon the
base used. For example, base three uses three
symbols, base ten uses ten symbols base five
uses five" symbols; etc.

The base we use will determi e the value f
each place 1.n the numeral. As t e number inerbased
in size, the number of placesft its numeral
increases faster when one uses small base than
wherLone uses a larger base.

Example: 17
ten 32fiire "kr

4'

17ten.= 122three

4 The child should be able to compare numeral`,_
in other bases with base ten numera s. For
example, 15 is.read one eigh and five ones,

-eight
5which is 13 in the decimal Systeil. Likewise,
43

seven
.is yead four seyens,athree ones which
,

is 81 in the dedimal system. '
rd When the children count in different 'bases,

troy will discover many' interesting facts.
The'following chart, Exercise Set 13, may _

'be ,duplicated by the teacher.

S

r

t

*63

,r

`9.

,
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c?

Exercise Set 13

Copy this chart. Write the numeral for the first twenty-four

counting numbers. using base eight, base six, base three, anti -

base four.

Pa se Ten Base Eight:- c":"-vz Six Base Three .333.se Four

1 (0)
,

..- N (/) (/)°'
2 (2:1 (2) (2) (2).
a . (3) ,(3)` (/0) (3)
4 (4) (4). .),, (ii) ( /0)
5 (5) (5) (l2) 00
6 (G) , .(/0) (zo) (/2),,
7 (7Y 01) 0 (21) . ('l3)
8 lo)' (12.) '.(2.2.) .(zat)'
,.9 (11) I (/3) OM (zi)

.3.0 (12) , (/4) (00 ,- (zi)
11 (1.3) 05) NZ), (23),
12 t- (/4) . - ,(20) OM) A (3o)
13 (15) (24) i'in).- (30'
14 . 00 (zi) (//2) (32)
15 (/7)' i 1/4(23) (/2..o) (33)
16 (2-0) (2.4) + (t2/) . 000

'17 (21) (2...6) (/43.) (i°')
la (zz) (30) (2.00) (102)

19 (23) ., (31) (2.00 r (/0,3)
20 . , (24) ' (32:) (201) 0/0)
21 (ZS) (33) (2/0) OH)
22 (26)" ' . (34) (20 44* Oa)
23 (2.7) ' 1(35) (2 /2.) (/ /3)-

4' 24 (30) : (4o)-- (22:0) ( /26)

V

01.

.1
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Complete the table.

Exercise Set 14

Base Ten Numeral Sixteens Fours Ones Base Four Numeral

31 ,

(t) ' (3) (3)
.
(/33/«.1.)

( JO I 4)
17 (I)

(o) (/)-

59, (3) (z) (3) (3231'4%4'0 .

Base Ten Numeral Thirty-sixes Sixes Ones Base Six Numeral

1/1 (o)

90 (z) (3) (0) . (23°,44)
215 (5) (5) , (59 (6-5$.`4',.--.)

BaseTIn NUmeral Nines 'Threes. Oes Base Three Numeral

. . t 26 (2:) (2) i
(z) (22..?..,a0V/

(/00l 9 I 0) .-0 (0) (0)
. 22 (2) -(/), (0) (2 " e44.47., )

Bate Ten Numeral Forty -nines 'Sevens s Base Seven Numeral

6o 0) (/ ) ) ,. (114,40.e.....,)

290 (S) (a) (3).
(543,'`'")

''
. . . ,

99 _ (2) (o) . (/) 62° 1,44.0t4.,)

Base Tens Numeral Twenty' -fives 'Fives ,Cnes Base Five Numeral

, 46 (1) , (4) ..(/) ( / 4. / 4,c.) -

103 , (4) (o) (3) (403 14:40_,)

89 , (3) (z) (1) (3.24 142..,e)

Jase Tin Numeral Sixty-fours, Eights Ones Base Eight Numeral

31 tik (o) (3) (7) (37.44:4At)

80 (/) (2) (d) (^zate.":01a)

.(66 ........ekt)54 (o) , (G) (6)

V-

4.

.7V
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--Exelcc-Ise Set

1. Fill in blanks as shown in the example.%

43
f ive

a)i0lfoux,

, 423five

c) 63
sevenseven

d) 85
ninl

e) 30
°six

2. Chan

in'a

.

The numeral 4 stands for

The numeral 3 stands for

The numeral '4 stands '4

AN.

4 fiVes .

3 (.;Gew%4)),

The nuraeraX

numeralThe

6 stands for 16 (4-w---4-4.

.8 stands for 8 ().
The ,numeral 3 stands for 3 ( -.4414).

these numerals into base ten numerals. :as shown
.

23
f

2024
three :

(2Q2.4..=.(.1 + (oxo) o)

lo6sevgn
00G..,44:.=p,cec).#(0i7)÷-4--=$) )

four

= (2 'x 5) e) 18nir;

= + 3

7:13.
. 1)

g)

)

-)040x4)+or.3c)._

COPyriand complete,this ,danting . .

.

eight

(344-ri(3i44-4.----,
440

five '

(440A;a(4Ne-Pf4rdtci--7/./(i
three : ,

122

312

r

(/.2.2,44,,4x1)42431,+2:,-//)
four

.(3/.2 =Cum.)': 4.1.a=4.4)
Amy

- a), 13. 3.ci.ve (/ii)efg4,ye4(/42 xire..)04747e'

("fivvir"--ot-)
_-:- b) 131I-se s,e'ven 56;.e'vepe)(6.4.,,_._.))(1-..)(4:4.44#)

. :4: 4rv00)(4)eio,

1

C alse four l;31 3
. four (40(1Akz)(Leixz)*)

. -
)

0

*J 1)01F.1)
125dix eaii)01/14ryelL_)(g:31.470(*ta)

(12-170)012.0611.470

66

'7 7!
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4. In what: base are we counting?

a) 3, 4, 10, 11, 12,

b) 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22;

,f
c)) 1, 2, 3, 10;11; 12, 13,

d) 11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 100,

,-3

13,44...

23, 24, 25 26, 30,'...64.44.a.0,4

20, 21, 22, ...6,44-4-4

101, 02, 110, ...(444.4..xiviAi...)

5. Copy the work below. s; Use the "g6eater than"..-"less than ",

or "equals" sign to complete a

a) 44 >) 102
five three

b) 00 seven (=Y 54nine

c) 32
. six

d). 2111toe (>) 21four

e) 77eighi
223,4be

e mathematical

6. A place value system of numeration has

What is the base? (.i7aps...ti. 0.. Ao)

7. Count 'by tens in base five from 20five

(zop,i4y,..e.,//0/Lb,atik:vb, 200#0,220

-334114.0c,.#07,4,:q
I

8. Are these odd or even numbers?

a) 12three

b) 21three

c) .1°1three

(0444

(044-)

c

sentence.

twent digits.

4111

400 . .

five'

111
three (0t4-,)

121three
(404--)

102th;,ee
(401140 :

\f'
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'BRAINTWISTERS

9. C9Py and fill irk the blanks.

a) 33' = 0-4)five 7---seven

= (no)b) 14
eight ----three

c) 25 = ON)six "--rfour

d) 128nine (1111Tive

0

10. What is n in each of these-mathematical sentences?

a) rr + 2 = 11five five five (41../.:,- 4/-;0

I)) 23f
our + 10f our = of our (141.1..^.=-PAI44,)!

.,,

0).
C7

,

n
eight -1 42eight 25eight(44'

d) 123six 130six

11. Suppose a base three system used We symbol A for the

number zero,"Br for one, and C for two., In this

-numeral sy ,tem count from zero through ten.

(A, a;e, gAe RB,BC, CAS cs, cc,: 8AA 898)

12. Change each of the following to decimal numerals..

a) BBB (/3) 4

b) 'CAB (PO

ri

c) CBA

d) ABC (5)
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. Chapter 211,'

FACTORS AND PRIMES

0 PURPOSE OF UNIT

'The most fundamental objective of this unit is to investigate

what might be calleorthe multiplicative structure-of the counting

numbers. We try to find out something about how ne niumbers.are
"constructed" as Products of given.pugpers and hoW given number

can be "broken up" into products of smaller numbers. Because a

given number does not'have every smallen number as a factor, the

situation is not as simple as it is in addition, where every

smaller-nuMber is an addend. There are, in fact, simple state-
,.

ments about multiplicativestruature which remain unsettled.

While, the study of multiplicative structure can be approached,

as a pre,,,,of intrinsic interest, it should.alse/be of substantial-
,

valpe in reinforcing the learning of multiplication facts by

emphasizing their interrelations.

1The immediate aim of this unit is (1) tb develop the

techniques of expressing a number a$ a product of prime numbers

and to put this,to use in :PO finding all factors of a number,

and (3) firiding the greatest common factor of two numbers.

These 'techniques will be used, later as tools in

operating4th fractions. At that time they can be reviewed

and.tbenecessary proficiency devgioped.

Special Note to the Teacher: If this is the first time that you

,bavetaugbt.this unit, you will find it mbst helpful, before you

Present,the unit, to study first all of the pupil pages and the

background accompanying them. Then your stpdy of the Mathematical

'Summary at the end of the chapter will be much more rewarding.,

After yoll have seen the arrangement of the chapter as a whole,

:your4teaching of the material Will be more effective.



0

ARRANGEMENT OF CHAPTER

The, materials of this snit ate organized and p;eented
somewhat differently than in other Units. The basic pattern
for.each section of the unit is as follows:

1. Background' material for the teacher including

comments on ideas and possible lines of discussion
. 0

...a. An outline of suggestions for classwork

3. Pupil pages containing examples and a summary of the
language, ideas, or techniques which have been
developed' in classrprk

4. Pupil pages, containing exercises involying the ideas
of the section

A e the end of the Ilnit'the mathematical ideas which appear
in.it are summarized briefly .in a'section headed Mathematical
Summary. In this summary, more attention'is paid to deductive,'
explanations than ih tie baCksround material in the body of the
unit.

, H..":\. , 'S..4

;....;40.0 -



TEACHING THE UNIT-

FACTORS'AND-PRODUCTS

Objective: To review some of the basic ideas involving factors

and products .
4 q,

Materials:_ Five arrays (1 by 10, 2 by 5, 1 by 20, 2 by 10;
. .

4 by 5)

Vocabulary: Factor, product, multiplicatn sentence:product

expression, commutative prop4rty, associative

property.-

' Background:

Special Note: It is imperative that children have
a strong knowledge of the basic multiplicatbon
facts through 9 x 9. ]f they do not, then you
spend some time in revs w using both mental*
arithmetic and written work.

It is important also that the w theme
division algorism. - In this unit e one developed
in Chapter 7, Grade Four; but if the class did not
study SMSG in the fourth grade, then the_algoriam.
they know will be sufficient.

For your own information, you will want to
review the basic properties of multiplication and
division as they are presented in Chapter 4, Grade
FOur. 'This does not mean to go back and teach all,
these ideas to the children,' bu4 each teacl\er needs
an understanding of.that-unit. -

From the outset of this unit It is important
for you to keep in Mind the distinction between
prihie and composite numbers, even though this
distinctign is not needed specifically andxplicit-
ly until the latert section on "Prime Numbers."

A prime number is_a counting number greater
t an 1 that has no factor (among the counting
nu .ers) other than itself and 1. (e.g.: 2, 3,

51 11, 13, 17, and 19 are the prime
numb- s less than 20.)

A com osite number is a counting number
greater -than 1 that has factors (among the
counting numbers) oth6F-Than itself and 1.

By-definition, 1 is neither a prime number
nor a compobite.numbeF.

c

f 0

0

ti

71
4o

82 &
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'It7is'well to keep in mind that we ara-iaer-
ested in fact-ors that are counting numbers' and not
just any factors. For5eXamplp; although '5 can
be factored (since 75 x 2 = 5) it cannot be
1.'actored using only counting numbers.

Let us use 'the number' 24 to illustrate
several different kinds of things children may be
asked to find in terms of factors associated with
a composite number.

, ,

.
.

' 1.. Children may be asked to find &product.
expression for a composite number such as 24.

a. The product may be expressed as two P
factors; e.g.,

, -
,

.

.. . 24 . 3 x 8
24 . 4 x 6
24 = 1 x 24
etc.

.,

,b. The product may be expressed as three
(or more)-factors;

24 2 x 3 x 4
=.2 x 2 x 6

24 = 1 x 6'.
etc.

2: Children may be asked to express a com-
posite number such as 24 as a product of prime
factors (i.e.; as a product Qf factors which are
prime numbers). Without regard for the order in
which the factors are stated, there is only one
way in which a particular composite number can 1e
expressed aS a product of prime factors. In theease of 241:

24 = 2 x.2 x 2 x 3
3. Children may be askecito find the set of

all factors of a composite number. In the case of
this is (1, 2, 3, 4,- 6, 8, 12, 24),

Each member of this set is a'factor -
,0,Special mention should be made of the use of1 ap.a factor in connection with each of the three

preceding situations.
In connection with, la and lb, beginning work

permits the use of 1 as a factor. Ultimately it'is shown. that writing 1 as a factof.' in Many
product expressions gives no additional, information
regarding the factors of a number; hence, tt'need
not be written.

In connection with situation 2, (expressing a
Composite number it a product of prime factors),
is never included as a factor since. 1 is not
a pi311Enumber (by definitioh).

2
83

4
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In connection with situatibn 3 '(listing the
set of all factors of a number)s 1 is diways
included, along-)with the number, itself. Both "1

and! n are factors, of n (a -composite number),
but neither is a prime factor.

Somechildien will need _your help at times
in sensing clearly which one of the three preceding
-situations is under consideration. "

Every 'whole number has many names. In this chapter, we will ,

use this idea,, again. Take the number. 2N Mani names can be

given for 20 (10 r 10, 22 - 2; 2,x 10, 1 x 20, 4 x 5, etc.):

if we list only tames which show multiplication for -20, we include

Only product expressions. (1 x 20, 2 x 10,. 4 x 5, 5 x 47 10 x

2, 20 x 1.) It will be'7Oted in the next'section that if we

-remember the commutative property, three of' these product evres-

Sions for 20 are suffi/cient.

By U.sing 'the commutative property, we get the lagt threlifrom

the first three.

1 x 20 = 20 x°1It

2 x.10 = 10. x 2

4 x 5 = 5 x 4

Each product expression for a numbed corresponds to an array. An

array may be described by aopmber pair like 5, 3. The first

number named gives the number of rows, and the second number named

gives the cumber of coaUmns in the array. An array describing

5, 3 ooks lie this: 3

5
-

I

i

,

Suppose there, are lb objects With which to construct arrays.
.

. . .

If all'objects are used, how Many different arrays/can be formed?
r.

A 1,by 10, 2 by 5, 5 by 2,1,..or a 1-0 by 1 array can be formed.

Eabh of-the arrays .is differe
I

t from the otpers if they are not
$

to be moved about. I

II 73,

r

V

vs-

1
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-Again Sroti will notice that we have considered every pair of factors°

whose productlis,, 10. (1 x 10, 2 x 5, '5 x 2, and 10 x 1)

Actually,'we have, used only two pairs of numbers, but have four

different expressions if we

Take 36. 1'x 36 is

is a factor of'all numpers,

4,of this type. Othe

3 x-12, 4 x 9 an
. sions.' By applying the commutative property of olltipfipation to
`them, we can arrive at four'mOrel 9x 4, '12,x 3, 18 p2, and
36 x 1. There are hot.' five more expl.essionS beaLse when the

,

comamttative property is applied to 6 x 6 we arrive at the same
product expression.

.

Fora small number, knowledge of the pultiplicat .n facts
enabps us to find every product expression with two factor

=tte number. Fora large number, another method.must often be:use0
to find factors and product expressions- for the.humbg% *.

,
. .

..
,

Suppose the problem is to find whether a number has a fa,,,,

consider order.' 4 1 : (

,

a Product expression for 36. Since 1
A '7

every number has ,a produ0 expression

ct expressions for 36 are 2 x 18,

Here there are five different expres-

At.

3, 'and to write a product expression fornit if it .hatP.' This

might be done b§- two methods.

METHOD A:

(1) Is 3 a factor
of 37?.

3) 37
24 .10

6 2
1 12

37 = (12 x 3) 1 (a remainder:

of 1)

3 is not 'a factor o
-

(2) ig3 a factor 57 = 19 x 3 (no, remainder)
A

1. 3

of 57?

8 5

is a. f` of 57.

,/
8

. '31

6
'1

V
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METHOD B: ,(Here w? must use the multiplication facts and
mathematical sentences.)

Is '7 a faCtor of .67? rknow 9 x 7 = 63,

Z \ 67 - 63 = 4, .4

therefore (9 x 4 = 6534 4 = 67.

When we divide 67 by 7 there is a'remainder of 4., Tha'pnly
*'

way that 7 could be a factor of 67 Wouldebe if there Were no

remainder.

I

Suggestions` for Exploratl,on:,

Revihw many names for the same number.

( language and ways oi" writing.

Review"arraa and their relation to product expressions.

/.64.--
Find several product expressions fqr several numbers.

,,Introduce MethAisA and B to find whether anumber has

a factor, thereby making it possible tp write.a product

expression.

r

.75

V.^

7-)
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FACTORS AlID PRODUCTS
°

Chapter' 2

FACTORS MD PRIMES.

Letts think of two 'numbert; for:example 4 and'

.- Use multiplication to get a third number,, 2p..
We

1
.write this

\` 4.x 5 = 20...

4 is called a, factor of 20.

5 is called a. factor of 20.
20 ia, called the-product of 4 ands-5.

If we use the name, 4 x 5, for 20 we are riti
20 as a product of two tactcirs.' tdmettimeti,, we call ,

4 x 5 a. * c,t exptession for . 20. f

The matiplicationsentenca°

30 2 x 3 x 5,
.

says that

. 30 is the product of 2 and,' and 5.
t

It also says/that -r..,
'' - . ,. ,...,.,4.

2 is a factor of 0, and

)
is a,,,factor

and ',5 is a tactdr of -30. 1-:\
.

. A product expression folk! .30 is 2 x3 x 5.

r0
76

:

'

.,-
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Exerdise Set a

1. List three' different names for each of the folldwing
A

numbers: (Use proctuct expressions.)

a.
.
b.

c.

ten

twelve

sixteen
Tx6ivt,& xiA )

2. Copy the following statements and fill in the blanks; ,

-a. 5 is a factor of 15 because 15. = 2')let.
.

p. 15 = 5 x 3 shows that 7 (5) is another' factor
1 ,.

A41; exAl
(3)(7,

twenty-one 0/ / )(A /

xa, dx
AxG,GrA

.2

e. nine /, IX?
4/

)

of 15.

o. 24 is the product of 6 and
d. is, a factor of every number.

Every number greater than -1 has at least /2!
4

different factors.

3. HOw many _different 'arrays Can be formed with 4

a. . 10 objects? (2x s-, ...cx R., /0x/, / x /a)
1,

b. 20 olij.ecte?,: 4 ( x sx 4 zx /o, ./4 x ),

the. number ,of rows 'and columns in each array'.

'(Remember th'at the number of rows is allayg named

first. ). .

!P.. '
;

4.0 '
. , .

c

.

)
7-

:
; "S 7 -t

9,..

\A .e i

. .77
86:

._

t

,f

A
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Exercise Set2

1.^ Express the following -Ambers as a product of two factors.
Find' three different ways for eac*1.

a. 24

b. 30

( x/,/ it x (.., 3x g.

(5-x G ,' 2 x 45-, ix /41)

. c. 28 `(4x7 / x a.g,. of xiii)
1 -- 14t *

2. Write the decimal numeral for each product.
. 6 x 9 = (.5-.), If: 5 x 9 ;..(45)

A 7. x 6 ..,' (41 .2) g., 8 x 6'. (./.,714).

,9x 57 . (.6,3) h. .9 x 8 .. N) ,

.4 '.. d. 8 x 8 -... (641) i . I x 8,(3-6)0
\v. 7 x 7 . (49) ' ' (30*.

. b.

C.

r.

Complete each mathematical sentence below.-to make a true
statement.

a. 3 x .(7). = 21
b. (7(1 5( =.)56

6 4,

d. 9 x (9) = Eq.

= 72"e.
O

'4. Express' each

factors

,
f the following -numbers'

f. (7) x,4 . 28
g. 8.x (It) =32
h.: 4 x 36

2.

j. ,'7 x
.x 6 . 24

.63

as a prosiu.pt of tWo$ 4T .
Cevery possible iiray..

a. sie (There are 6

b. 35 (There are k
: , c . 42 (There, are 8

a8 (There are

e. 45' There ;axle 6
. %.

f. 24 ,(There are 8
r

,

ways. it xl J,Lx 4

ways ) (,.rx 7 x.5-, /,x*3.5-')

ways.),(Aax 14x3 7x47),
444, '

wi.ys.)Q.x l e, z x y; 3x Li 4fx '9 x;,.

ways., x46, 3 r.,15; 54 ic

Iwa S.)0_1. 4 IA, 3 x.1? , xy.
.2,1x I,yr-A3 ) /2

78

&;
errr...+eff
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TESTING NUMBERS AS FACTORS

.
Is 3 a factor of . 57? Is 3 a factor of 37? 'We may b

see .by using division (MethZ0

3

= (12 x 3)

3 is a faptor of 57.

,

37

3

10

2

37.

3) 37,
6
1

='"(12 x

is not a

12

3) ;- 1,

factor of

4

Here is another method we may use to see if one number is a

e factor of another (Method B). Is 'Et..fac'tok of 67?

I knOw 9 x 7 = 63
_ and )67 = 63.+ 4.

Therefore (9 x 7) 4: 4 = 63 + 4 = b7.
r,

g e

Siitlee*.f 'It is less than 7, 4 is the remainder when

'67 is divided by 7. This shows that , 7 is not a
0- .

. factor of '67. I. - ...
. ..

a

.

79

)
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'Exercise Set 3
. . .%,

. -
.

1. Use; Method :A -tom. andwer eacti of these

.

!, 8 a factor 'Of 81?

b: Is 4 a factor of 52? (5i-6-,):4,

c. Is factor of 59.?

.

.
S' : '}

2.. Use Metliod,B to answer each of these:- Wri e yourAilstkier
. . . . - . . .-, ., ...7.. ,._:--

. in 'a :complete sentence.
,

- .....-..-

- e

a. Is a a f4ctor o

b. Is 9 a fa Obit

c. Ts. 8 r "a- 1:aptor of 56?
-

:*i . .. . . .

3. :Use dither. . Method A or

.

Meth' 0-(.4n sugr -tio-§:e.s--write_

yyour
,

wer ih. 2, completes `sentence.`-: ,

.

, - FI:11;4c ,

'

a fapte1.7.-: >.**
--1

b. Is 9 a factor of .1

c Is_ ;6' a a-6/ot

. -
-,d; Is". ;1=:.- a': factO or" T.

.- ..-- ,
. r., . ft , As -. 8 ...) a*.,facto_r 111:- .-..0.20-_-:.

,, ,

./
-"

:F

4.

,

.
. ,- :-

" -71
- r

/.
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DIFFERENT PRODUCT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SAME'NUMBER.

Okjectivei

Vocabulary:,
.1 4

To help children understand that one number can be

named by more than one Prodlict expression

.product expression, associative property,
,

.

Background:

-%Aiefore beginning tpis unit, the teacher
should study Chapter 4, Grade Four, particularly
the materal on the associative and commutative
properties of multiplication.

commutative property
"

In the-'-review on,P46 and P47, we attempt to show that for

. our pUrposes, it is unnecessary to distinguish between

(2 x 3) x 5, and 2 x.(3 xM or betveen, 2.x 3", and 3 x 2 .

L.

in whiting product expressions.

Oncetweicnow'',

'2 x 3 2c 5 30,

...,

we also knots: thatiany rearrangement of 2,' 3., and, 5 :gives
, -..

, .

another prOduot'expression °for 30'We may, .of COursl: find it

, helpful` to thirik Of the, reaYrangements;-but we will .not regard

them s different produet_xpressionafor 30; and-we will,:writ

_,,d'any pe as a representative of theM.all. The essential poirit
,

that, by remembeilng the commutative and associative prOperti

' we,can'get as mucky, information about factors and product expres

. sions of 30 'from _, ' ii, ,;'. .

, /:.
2 x 3 x .5V: 30 -,J; ,., ,/, .t. ,R,

.

as_We can 'from all posSit3,e groupings 'anOrearrangeMentS of the,
.4 --

° ti,' ,factors wn.:, - -,
--::-.

. . .

*Iggestions''for exploration':

. 1. Review the associative prdperty oP multiplication wit

-tile class before introdtcing'pupil page_46. Upe ex

similar to.the one.gived>'-on

2, .Review the commutative property in the same wa



r

p46,

A

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION

. A. Starting from 6-x 5 4, 30, we can get

(2'x 3) x 5 = 30.
, ..:

..

c'

B. Starting from 2 x 15 = 30, we can

2 x.9 x15) = 30.1
--

_
get

The associative property also shows us hots to get

B from A.

6. 5 = 30

x 3) x 5 = .30

4

2 x (3 x 5.) = 30 (Associative property)

2 x 3/5-=

1

If we shpw ho groliing.and Just ,write

? x 3.x 30,

-,we see ciarly that 2,..3, and 5 14kre fictors

By, thinking orb;:jh7groupings,weleee that.

'6 and 15 are also factors of 30, .because we
t.

get .

;

the ProduCt

ill.thout parentheses can gilt,

#
writing all possible,groupin

only when We want to show

and .

4:

o' 30.

ion of 3 or more factors

as much -information as

We' W141 use petrentheses
z

ticular.groupings.,

9(3
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THE COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY:OF,MULTIPIdCATIOtt:'
.

6.`

When we know' 6 ,-. 2 .X 3,: we also know
A, r,,

2`..

;

If we know that - 24 x tion knOw

32 x 24' =768..

If we know 30 = 2 -X,`3 ,k 5, then.' we also know

30 = 2'x 5,x 3

= 5 X _
o

2 x 5, 111

ti

f-
ways of xpressing .30, as .ay'

product of three factors tell us, that \,. '3, "and. .`5. ,

are factors of '30: When we:laic:4:one ,waY,,:itte can 1±st '

p.11 six; bUt.;we will find nOtiiing`ne. :,iisoMittie: other
,

five ways. , '

-.

V'
:

..:..

wo

From now on in ,this unit w will not say,two ways

of writing a product expression f

unless they show' a dif Bren set of factors.

A

83
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-.10fi pupil page 47 six ways were sound to the same factor's--

"tO-4)c.bre-§'S:tfie .product, 30, They are all considered as one way of
expres4ing.34: as a product. -VW will:riot -nay that two ways of

ng a product expresiton are different vier% unlese tlief show
-` :f factors. (For example

s

6 . 1 x 6

.. 6 = 2 x 3.
-,..

.

-: There _are two different ways of expressing 6 as a _product be a
:'ach.loroduCt e-5cpression involves a different' set of Sectors. T

.
. p q
'' are five different ways to express 50 as a product octhree:. ,oir ..

--7 i=aot6rs.

30\ = 2 x 3 x 5
k,

t --;-,---I
= 1 x 2 X1:15

ie
= x 5 x 6 - ,,
= 1 x 3 x'10 a C 0

= X 1 xi-30
-)

ro writ e product. e5cpredsiOn foi- 12 using three factors
and beginning with the expression L2 4 x 3, we have:

12 = 4 >t3,

12 = 2 x` 2 3, and

12 = 1 x 4 x 3.

If we begin with 12 = 2 x '6, ,) then. 12 = 2 x, 2 x 3, and

12 =11. X 2 x' 6.
Each product expression shows certeAt factors of the nu fiber

it 'names. Qther factors can be obteine4 by multiplying two, factors
or by multiplying three -factors, etc.

or

84
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Fir e)6.mtil "; from 12 = 2 ,x 2 x 3,
weNknovill t

1 is ittactor of 120 (1 is 13. 4fac,:tor of
4 . nuMbe2 is a factor of "12. '(Shown.)., .

3 is a,faieor- of 12. ,(Shown)

4 is a factor of 12, (2 x 2)
0.

6 is a faCydr: of 12! x 3)
12 is a factor 1of 12, (.2 x 3).,

We also know that 122 is a figtofkof 12 because every number
has itsia1f as a factor. So,_ we know tha _ 1, '2', 3, 4, 6

and, 12 Ares factors of 12. `This haPPensteg be the set of all
14factors of 12

If we had written "-
,.,>c

...--;- if.,, 12 = 1.?, 2 X" 6. V ,'./
.then, from this expression we would have only

.-- -..
A

,,,,,.. 1, 2,
. r

We could have. found out' gist as much from . ,
,

6, 12 as factors -of

12 = 2 x 6 5as from 12 = 1 )",; 2 X 6.

This is a good reason for n6f, alwaYs specifically including 1
as a factor in a product expreasion..

&pressing a number as a product of 2, 3, /I.,, or even more
factors does not always give all, factors .of the number., In 'this
section children are learning that different product expressions
for the same number may lead to different- sets of factd-rs. For

,
example, these differenlIprodu ,expressions for' 6o le4;., aU easily

-to redognition of different se of factors fore 60. ,

ec,

66 x"2 x. 30
Easily seen set of'.factors of 60: (1, 2,. 30, 60I',

.1 .

Easily seen
6o' =2 x'3 x. 3,0

bt p f factors of 60: 2, 3, 6,
60 = 2 x 5 x 6

r

41,

0, 30, 601,

Easily seen!set 'Of factors of ,,60: (1, 2, 5, 6, 1 12 30,g 601,

Nothing assures, us that the union o\* all thesefsets of_fact7s 'of
60 the set of% all factors of 60. Indeed from the ee\

o

85 ; 0
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given factorizations it is clear that not all factors.of 6o

are cr;btainbd since y and 15 are nbt in the sets of factors

and clearly they arefictors of 6o. -This,r6ises the follpwing
question: From which product expressions can we find all 'factors?

The answer depends on the idea of primenumbers and is given in
, the section FINDING ALLFACT0RS.

Suggested Exploration:

Discuss the different ays a product expression having two

factors mar be written as a product expression with three

. ,factors.., Emphasize the role of multiplication facts:

Discuss the way in**which product expressions Can be used to
find factors.

Show by example that different product expressions for the

same number lead readily to some factors of'the number.

Some of these faqtora might not be seen at all if we begari:

. with a different product expressio'ilz, This is quite evident

'in our example whichiused different product expressions for
60. For example:

6o.= 2 x 3 x lo 6o = 2 x 5 x 6

We get the Actors: We get the factors:
2 (given) 2 (given)
3 (given) 6 (given)

10 (given) 5 (given)

6. (2 x 3,) 12 (2 x 6) .

20 (2 x 10) 10 (2 x 5)

30 (3 x 10) 30 (6 x 5)

.01

ri

4

k
a

1 is a' factor because 1 is a factOr of every number. 60

is a fadtor because every number-hae4iteelf as a factor.

If 6o = x-3 x 10, -

If 6o = ix 6 x5,
the factors of . 6o gre: the factors of 60 are:
I, 2,-3, 6, 10,.2V, 30', 6o 5, 60 10, 12, 3o, 6o

Show by example that using 1, as afattor to extend a pro-
duct
.,

expression does not give 'More information about factors:

Diecussthe answers to exercises 1, 2,and'3 ih Exercise
4et 4 in the light of the ideas.

,86
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WAYS TO WRITE DIFFERENT PRODUCT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SAME NUMBER

There are two different, ways, to empress 6

as -a product` of two factors. .We can' use the factors.

1 and 6, or 2 and 3.

= 1 x 6

6 2 x 3

There ate filfe different ways to write 30

as.a.product of three factors. The factors of

30, are 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, -15; and 30.

Using these factors, name the 5 different ways'.

4.

Pf

-4 /. x x. 3 0,

/x x /6.!

/X 3 x 1D

/ x 6- x 4

_ 43
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The factors we g9t depend upon the way we write the

product expressiori. If we write 6b = 2 x 3 x 10, we will

findpne set of faCtors. If we write 60 = 2 x 6 x,5, we

will get a.diffeent set of factors:-

%

6,60 =2x3xlo
The factors'are:

60 =.2 x 6 x 5

The factors are:

2 (given) 2 (given)

.3 (given):'.: 6 (given)

10 (given) 5 (given)

- 6 (2 x 3) 12 (2 x 6)

'20,,(2 x1.0)

3o (3 X lo)

lo (2 x 5):.

3o x 5)

1
%

is a factor because 1 'is a faitor of every number,
,.

60 is a factor because every number his itself fora factor.
I .

]Tf 6o ='2 x 3'x 10,

factors are:
A

1, 2; 3, 6, 10, 20, 30,,6Q

°

s_

If 6o = 2 x 6 x 5,

the :actors are:

1,'2, 5, 6, 10, 12, 30, 60

88
.
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Exercise Set A

.

.4 44"'-^,-* -t Y-4,-4...,...,..2.7,4,4..v ,77e,,...., qhf..49A

1. Each number below is written as a product. of two factors.

Use this to ?trite the number as-la product off' b.hree factors.

'

e. 12 = 4 x 3
a.

Answer: 12 1 X 1 x'3 or. 12 2 x 2. X 3

b. 8 = 4 x 2 e 18 6 x 3

ca.,18 = 9 x 2 f. 36 =,6- x 6

d. 16. 4 x 4 g. 36 = 4 x.9
4

a

2. Write two different product expressiops for each of, these

numbers. Use three factors in each prOduct expression.

Then use each product expression to ,Lind as many different

factors of 'the number .as you can: Part a. is done, for

you,

a. 12

Answers: 12 =

12 =

.b. 18

C. 36

d. 16

,

x 2 X. 3 Factors we can find: 2, .3,,°11.., 6, 12

1 X.2- X 6 Factors we c/in find: l, 2, 6,4'12,

3

3. In exercise 2; when we used 12 = 2 x2 x 3, we find that

I

4 A

if we put
N1

in our list we have all of thb_ factors ilk 12.
.

Find whether this is true for each of the product expressions

in exercise 2.

a

I
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Y. How can we express a number'

in all different ways? We

as a product of.threefactors

might first express q.e number as

a product of two factors in different ways. s

a. 10

10 = 2 x 5, so 10 = 1 x'2 x.5

10 =1x10, so 10 =1x1x10

I can find two different ways.f

b. .12

= 1 x 3 x 4, and12= 3 x 4, so 12

) 12

12 = 2 x 6, so 12

12

12 = 1 x 12, so 12

12

Use

you

= 3 x

= 1 x

= 2:x

2 x 2 .

2 x 6, and

2 x 3 .(already' found).

=1x1x12, and

1 x 2 x 6l (already found)

and 12 = 1x 3x 4

I can find four diffdrent

lx 3x 4

2x 2x 3,

1 x 2<C '6 '

3, x 1 x

(already found).

the method shown in 'a and b to find as many. ,ways Ws
d .

can to ,express these numbers as product2 of three factors'.

c. 16

d.,

e. 20

f. 11

g. 44

h. 42

90
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Answers Exercise Set .4

1. b, 1 x 4 x 2. or 2 X'2 2 . , -(possibly different order)

x 9 x 2 or 3'x 3 ,x* 2 .
- ft 0 0

. 1 ,,

d. '1 x 4 x 4 or -2 x 2 x 4'., .tt. tt
.,,

a
.

e.- 1 x 6 x3 or 2'x 3'x 3 11 ' ft i 'Vtt
. .

r
I'. 1 x x or 2 x 3 x 66 6 , . ft ft 0tf ,

8
, . %,.

4 . . . . . s
s°

g. 1 x 4 x 9 or 2 x 2-\x '9 oe 4 k,3 ,x ,';

,
,

1?. 3.8 = 1 x 9 x 2 or x 3 -5<02 or ,1

1, 2, 9, 18. 2, 3, '6, `9, 3.8; 3.0, 6,(.18
oi

,

or .2 k -5 x .6. 4', 'or: 1 x 4.x ,
A

'.156 = 1 x 6 x 6

6, 36
,

.
1,: 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 36; 1,, 4, 9, 36 ..-

or -.others

: cr. '16 = X 4 x 4 or 2 x*.2 x 4 or ,1 x 2-*x 8
.

1., 4, 16 1, 2, 4,'8-, 161 1, 2, 8,

(a;tk,apt.t4 eifruZzif-A.44-

r o.

4:

h

V.

.

t

2

0
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. If youf`'answe r was 18 = 3 x 3 -x 2, then by adding

to your° list of factors, -yard would have the'eet -or all.

the factors of 18, 1.6. (1, v2, 3, 6, 9, .18)
: .

a. Not true f and g.,
.

) .. -' .
.

d. If your answer was 16 = 2 x 2 x 4, then by adding l

to your list. of facVirs, you .would have the `set of all
r

,

4

fac,torl -uf. i.e. (1, 2, 4j 8, 16).

There ins no way -that 36 = 4 x ti\ 'Could :be expreQ d as

a product of 3 factordothat would aid you i,n finding

all the factOrs of '36. You...must use 36.. 2 x 2 x3 x-3.

.
4. 7c. 2 x 2 x .,4 x 4 x I; 2 X: 8 x.

a. 3 x13 x 2, 6°A -3 x 1, 9x2x1, 18x1 x"1
1

e. 2 x 2 x 5, ,4.-x 5 x l 10 x 2 x 1, 20 .x 1'x 1

f..11 xl xl

g. 2 x 2 x 10., 4 x.11 x x2 x 1,, 44 x 1.,x

sh. _2 x 3 x 7, 6 x 7 x 14 x 3 x 1, 21-x 1>i,

42 x 1 x

\

.

. 92

10'3
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ONE AS A FACTOR

4

Using 1 as a facton a product expression

tells us nothing we don't know aboutthe factors,-
O

of the number. Tor example:

a.' 'We know that 1 and 15 are factors of

15, since every number has as factors,

itself and ,1. Writing 15 = 1 x 15_ tals,

us nothing more about the factors of 15..

b. If we write 12 a 4 x 3.x 1, -we know'

no more about the factors of 12'ipan

if we write 12 ='4x 3.d

.c. If we Virite 36 = 9 x 4 x oror

36 . 1 x 4.x 1'x 9;' we knbw no more ,

about the factors of .6 than if we

write '36 =1'4 x

rt "
Zezauseof 'this', when we want to know more aboa the

factors of a number we lopk for factors greater -than

1 -but less than the number itself.

0

9.3
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FACTOR TREES

Background:

The process used to express a number as a prodUct of more,than

two factors can be pictured in a diagram. This diagram may help
childeen 'see Di9w.a number is "built up° from smaller numbers by

-

A factor tree is amay to picture factors. 36 4 4 x 9 .is
1,eprespnted by drawing:

<

' 36

1:0
4 x -9

We picture 36 = 23 x 9 by extenbing this drawing to make:
. .

36-
v

11(
N9

.7
2 X' 2

Finally 36 = (2 x 2) .x (3 x,3) is shown as:

x

2 0( 2 ,Xr '-3 x 3

If ,, foi, example,'a different pair,of.factOrs had been Chosen;
such as, 6 = 2 x 18. The drawing wbUld hav& b'een started:.

. tei ...'

.
, 36

Z.
, s

2 x 18
.

.

36 = 2 x (2 x 9) *would be added to the diagram:

, 3Y,
"No

2 x 18

2 x 9

94

10 5
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Since 2 has only 1

as a product. To show

'.
The picture would be:

and 2 as factors,

this we would Oraw:

0, x. 18

I IX
x 2 x

. ,,

4 36

2

2 x .18

,x 2 x 9
x ; (>

it-woultt not be' written

.

This unit is good readiness for study of prime numberS. fOu

will. notice when a factor tree is completed, the last row is a
74

product exOession showing all the prime factors of the product.
- T'""-..

Suggeted'Exploration:

Use the examples shown in the background for an explanation of

factor trees. , , .-
)

Follow eace.step carefully. Do not °Nit any of, the procedure.

Use several examples {16, 15, 40) as' necessary for the class.

17.77747

017

5

16 0

6.
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- FACTOR TREES

A "factor tree": is a diagras which shows factors of a
giver number. Letts look-at the number 24. We can give

product eXpressions/with.two factors (each one greater than 1)
as follow:

24-= 2 x 12

*\24 = 3 x 8,
2 = x 6

These product expressions can be pictured by "fac
whibr look like this.

,"

ees"

24 = 2 x 12
-- " ,

. .. 24. = 3 x 8'
, , ,.,

_

.24 =4x6
.

. . ,

. 24- 24 24/ \ ,

/\ ' ./\ ,

2 x ,. 12 3 x 8 4 6/ - .

frx

We can picture ea. i product expression'using 3 factors
,each > 1) by ing. the "factor trees."

24 = 2 xX2

../ix
OR 6 2 x

DI1\
2 :x 12

C A. -1
--N, 2 x 6

(2 x 6)

(3.x 4)

24/\
2 x 12/\
2,x 3.x

.

4

24

-
°

.

=f, 3.x 8.

= 3 x (2x 4)
.

',,

24

,4 \-
3 .x 8

I /\ .

3x x 4

24 ..--- 4 x 6

= (2 x 2).x
OR_ 4 x (2 x

.

, 24/ \
4 x . 6

1\ _I
t2 x 2 x i6 .

6
.

3) .

.

24'7\
4' x 6

I IN
4 x 2 x 3

A , . . s . D E.

1

el

r
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We can extend the fadtor trees at the bottom ot page 96, .

to picture how. 24 'can be expressed as a product of 4 factorri.

'24

/\
2 x >12,

I 7\ :
2 x 2 x 6 '

21 .
1 /\

2 x 3

24/
2. x

2 x .3 x

2 x 3 x 2 x 2

A
.4

B

24 .7\
,'3 x 8 _ .

/N
3 x 2 x 4

1 A
.3 x, 2 x 2 x2

C.

24

/\
4 6

/\
x.

2X 2 x 6''

2 x 2 x 2 x 3

24'

4. x 6'
I A

x 2 x 3I\
2 x 2 x 2 x 3

E

Is itpdssibli to extend' the factor tree to antID'theprow
,

that'Wauld'stiew 24 -a.s a product of. 5 factors' (not using 1

as a factCA,)? X ,,.. .

What:do you notice a'4out the last rowin the factor trees

.. -,

(64' -.44.1'7 1 "4`4-1in' A, B, C, D, and E above2

, . 1 ' I
.

,'

4

97

108

'%\(
1 ;\ .

I.
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Exercise. Set 5

1. Draw twolactor trees, (if there ,are two) JElor each of the

ralowing,nuDers. Extend each, -tree as far as possible.

Do not use tile factor 1.

a. 24

b. .30

28

d. 3

e. 60 ...

f.. 23

g. 48 (0.44Auw-e/t4 Uat/Vg/1)

" h. 72-

2. List the smallest number which has fail of these numbers

as factors.

a. 2;

b. 2,

0. 2,

d. 2,

e. 2,

f. 4,

g. 5,

h. 2,

2, 5 Po)

5, 7 4(70)

4, 8 (p

6, ig (14
3, 4 Pa)
6, 8 624).

7 P'.5)

5, 7, 10 fro)

0

BRAINTWISTERS

3.. 6 is a factor of 678." This in ans .that 678 :Must have

611J24.1.1.Y43/24
other -f&c,tors. What are they?

471; 4,1y

4. 12 is a factor of 2,844. What other factors must

2,844 have? (02 3 .4041444.1' Itt4
421#31-1 /4.1 R, w, `474L

6

98.

109
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, PRIME pUMBIERS ,

.

e

J..
. ,..

P
Objective: Ta'help children understand prime nUMbers and the role

they play in multXplication

Vocabularyl Prime number (prime), composite number, SieVe of

Eratosthenes

BackgrOdnd:

4. Note: The ocess illustrated with factor trees
always terms ates, -perhaps after many steps,
Derhaps-afte one or two. It may" happen that it
6annotbe be as for 5, 7, 17, .23, since.
'numbers like this cannot-be expressed as a product
of two emallert factors. In this chapter, factors

4 e

shall always'be whole numbers. Of course, It is
just prime numbers 'such As these that appear in
the last level of a factor tree. They are the-
Abilcksn from which all bther numbers are "con-
structed" by multiplication. If one 4s to answer,
questions involving factors or productlexpressions,,
we must becomeTamiliar with the properties of
these numbers, called prime numbers. Our study
will also have Some,very practical consequences
for the 'computation of greateat common factors'
and least common.pultiples. Least common
multiples will be reserved for a later chapter.

n,

'It is not possible for a' number to appear in the last leyel

-of a factor tree if it oan be expressed as a product of two Whole

numbers less than itself. 'For example, 6 cannot appear, bebause

it can be expressed as the product 2 X 3, The numbers in the

last level are those whichcannot be written as a product-of two .

smaller factors. These numbers in the last 'level are called

prime numbers.

A prime number is a number which

not be written as theproduct of two

41.1hole numbers gfeatdr than 1, Take

is-greiteryhal'i 1 but can,-

gmaller factors that are

the,number 3. 3 it greater.
.. .

than ,1 but; cannot be written as the product of two smaller
. .

factors: Therefore, 3 is a prime number.
.

.
. .

On the other hand, the number, 4 is largerthaii 1 but-can

be written as the priduct of two smaller iactori, 2 x 2. So

is not a prime-nudoer. It is a composite number. .



0
Ilisere are other ways to define prime numbers:,

(1): A prime is a number whicbAts greater tlian '1 but which
. cannot be written as a product without using 1 as a
factor. (You may use a prime'to mean'a prime number.)

(2) A prime (or, a.iirme number) is a number with exactly two
,

factors, itself and one. FOrinsiance, 3 is prime (or,
is -ta- prime number) because its only factors 'are 1 and 3.
4 is not prime (or,,is not a prime'number) because it has
factors'' 1, 2, and 4.

(.3) A prime numbeNisa number with no Factor which is smaller
than itself 'but greater than 1. 37 is prime because there
'is no factor of 37- that is- 'smaller than 37 but greater
than 1. 6' is not prime because it has the:faApr 2, that
is smaller than 6. but greater than .1.

these definitions of prime numbers are saying the same
thing:, "A prime number' is a number whibh is ,greater than 1 but
cannot be written as the product,of two smaller, factors, each of

4 .which is smaller than the number."'

A whole number Which is not prime anis greater thail- 1 is
called a composite number.

4= 2 x 2

6 2 x 3

x.3

st*il that -_ are e-compoeipe number*...

A.,

100



Suggested Exploration:

Write several factor trees on the board, for example:

18

2 x 9 -

I \
2 x 3 x.3.

Ask when we know we have finished,4a factor-tree.

Introduce the idea and terminology of primeand composite

numbers. Use many examples.

Define a prime number as a number which is greater than 1

but which cannot be written as' the product of two numbers,

each smaller than the number.

416

Define a'combosite number as a number which is not prime and

is greater than 1. It can be written as the product of two

numbers each'smaller than the number.

After discussion; have children study pupil page 56.

101

--.44t,
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PRI NUMBS'
4

A priie number is

thlin 1 but cannot bl

two smaller factors.

a whole number which is greater

expressed as the:product of

2, ..3, 5, 7, 11 are examples of primes.
,

The name "prime number" is usually shortened to

"prime".

A whole, number which is notprime, and is greater

than 1, is called .a compoSite'number.

g

,A composite number is -one which can be expressed

as a product of two smile actors.

4, .6, 8, 9, .10' are examples of composite

numbers,
.

A -"factor tree" can pie'ture:prime nUmbers, Ibii

factor tree tells us that 2,

numbers:

.; ,

3, 6 5 are prime

30'

2 . x 15
I // \
2 Ix 3'x 5

(

102,
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Background:
.. .

The'set of all factors of 24 is (1, 2, 3, 4,, 6, 4,,

PAIRS OF FACTORS

IIThis section is included as preparation for
the next section, "Testing for Frimes.".

12, 24j.

The diagram shows that the factorsof a number, belong together

in pairs. 24 can be expressed as a product of pairs of factors'

.in these wasrs :

,!+' "x

3 x

2 x

r X

6, 6 x 4

8 8 x 3

12 or 12 x 2

21} 24 x JZ

If, one of a pair of factors of 24 is' less

than 5 'then the other factor of the pair must
be greater than 5. For_ example, if one factor

4 (the factor less than 5) the other
fActor'of the pair mist be greater than 5 since

., 4-% 5 20. and 20 < 24. If both, factors in a
-pair were 5, then their product would be 25
and if both factors were greater than 5, then
*their product would be greater than 25. This
may be summArized briefly in the following way.
Select all the whole numbers each of whose .

"squares" '(the "square of a number n 'is
n x n) is less than or equal to 24. These
numbers are possible factors of 24, Then'test
each number td determine if it is a factor. ,

Such of these that are factors will be one faCtor
of a pair of factoris.. The other factor of the
pair (tiiiihe found easily. In this manner all
factor pairs can be obtained.

4
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If one of a pair qf factors of 36 'is greater than 6, the
other ie lese,than .6, This diagram shows the pairs,of,factors, of

--.3§.

I-

2, 3, 4,
. 6, 9, , 12, '18, 36

36 can be expressed'as a product.ofpairs'of K7ctora in these

ways. The pairs of factors are:

01 x 36 - 36 x 1

2 x 18 18 x 2

, 3 x 12/ OR x 3
4 x. 9 9 x 4' .

6 x 6 6 x ,6,

' In each case If\ one

factor must be great

greater than 6, the

*?1:tel

of the ' ;actors is less than 6, the other

r than. 6. .In any case, if each factor is 4P'

product would be-at least 7 x 7 =-49.L.
0

t , 4,

Suggested Exploratio

'Use diagrams aOiose shown on Pages 10 and AN. to illustrate

Using P57 forclass discussion,. help the cHillen make.

1. If one of A pair of rectors of 24 is less than

the other is greatei. than 5. If it werentt,%,th

product would bno greater tWn .4,X b-,;=.20:.

2.. If both factors in a pair are '5 or more, then,their

pairs of factopii.t-,.. .%

observations similar to these: (

5,

product will be at least 5 x 5 = 25. and 25 > 24.

104
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69

QueStfohs for Clisa Discussion

.
a. L . :

a. In each Ola.ssroOm in a school, the seats form an array.

abere...are:never m9re than'"7 rows of 5 Beata each.
,,

What-is the largest. number of seats there can be in a

classroom?"' 1%.5..
.

-2, I am thinking of two cntun'oexs. One is no greater than 8,

and the other is no greater than 7. What do ycx3, know

about their product? izBL
3. A number is no greater than 4. If it is multiplied by.

itself, how great can the 'oduct be? -44;4d

The product 'of

than 8. `,..What

two numbers

do you know

'4.
The product of5. two numbers

What do you ttn'O'w about the other? .14 dZ y.imt W.m., /a.

6. A certain factor or lot is greater than 12. What do

you know about the unknown factor? .14
.414. Wm- 12

is 64. One of then is greats.

about the other'? A'

is 100. One is less than 10.

BRAINTWISTER J
I

I,

7. The ntiMber b is ectlf to the suin :::e its factors, not
.. v...

..,,

t, including ...6, iiself,. 6 = 1+ 2 + 3. There is another
a a

whole' number'. less than 30 whiàhi8 equal to . the stun toff

its fapters, not inA.Uding itself: Find it. Ca r)
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TESTING Fdii PRIMES-

Background:
.

The idea brought Out on page 5iSjean.be used to makethe work
easier in finding fictors of any number and in locatting primes.

Find tle set of the factors of 15. 1 and 15 are both,
factors of 15. 2, is tested and it is found that' 2 not a
factor of, 15. 3 is tested and it is .found that4_3 'id a-factor

of 15. Since 2 Is not a factor of 15, then 4 cannot be a
factor, because 2,,is a ftiator of 4. If 4 were a factor of
15, then .2- would also be a facer of 15. ,Aiso, if. 15 a"had a

factor greater than 4, the other 'factor of the pair belonging'

together WbUld have to be'less than 4, .-because 4"x It = 1,6 and
16 > ,15. Without" testing further than 3, a facpOrfrom each
pair of factbrs of 15 is found. The remaining factors can be -

found from known multiplicationsfacts or by division. For example,
,3x5. is 15; ,so the set of all factorsiof 15 is, (1, 3, 5,
and 15..) ThiaAetliod greatly reduces thcmak in finding factors

of larger numbers and in findingprimeo:

Tike.the.number 23. In every pair of factors, one 'would.

have to be ,leas than 5. Otherwise their prodimt4wo*ld be at
least x 5- Theonly proposed factors necessary to test .will

' be 2, 3, and 4 'Niultiplicetion petk demonstrate that neither
2 nor 3 is a factor of 23. Therefore,' 4 is. ~not a factor

of 2. Since none of these is.a factOr, then the only fabtors
of 23 are 1* and 23. sThis tells u8 ;that 23 is a prime .

number.

another' example conWer ve wish aetermine if
67 is a pritienumber., COnsider the nuMbe"! whose "squares" are

67. or less than ":67. These numbers are 2, 3°, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8. If.none f these is a teeth'', then' 6w, is a prime number.

The testing of these possible tactors"cari b shortened in this
.way. .. Test 2 and find. that 2 is not a fa or::: then it

follows that neither ,4 nor 6 nor 8 is a factor because

,each of tI-ese has 2 as a Padtbr. Then test :3 and; find that

,. 3 is not a, factor. (We already know that 6 is.hotA factor.

117
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Consequentlonly 5 and '7 remain to be' tested 6:5d'-testing'

shows neither is a facVior. 'Consequehtly 67 ,is-alorime number.

Now observe thgEOf all the possible numbers whose "s cares" are

less than 107, namely 2, 3,. 4A 5, 6; 7 and '8, it As

necessary to test only the ones of these tht are prime xumbers,

i. e., 2, 3, 5 'and 7.

a

-
Suggested Exploration .

.

From ,the sReOfic problems, help children dispver the ,

generalization that. to test a number foiLorimeness", We-need' '41

'consider only the prime factors whose squares. are le than the

number. One should not expect astatement of this idea until

further work is done. Children can be aware of the notion and_ -

use it-without being able.to expres6 it in words.

1

. 107

1 1 8

4

. ^

0

$

t
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TESTING FOR PRIMES.*

N
The factors of a number are arranged in pars., This

diagram shows these pairs of factors of 24.

---

If one of a pair of fadtors of '24 is 1..ss than 5

the other is greater than 5. Why?

If one of a bah, of, factors. of 36 is greater than 6,

the other is less than 6. Why?

At least one factor, in every

less than t., Why?

pair of factors.of 48 is

.We can use this idea to make the work, easier in finding .

factors. It also helps in locating primes.
-f

, Suppose we want to find factors of 23: We canstest

2, -3, 4 by dividing or by knowing multiplication facts., ,

. .
.None of these is.. a factor of 23. We know,

)
then, that 23

,

'

is prime because:' if 23 had a factor greater than 4, the

other factor would hive, to be 4 or smaller. OtherWise, their

product would by ai'least 5 x '5 =251

To know that, 23 is prime, w` ,do not need to ,test any

other numbers as factors. We do not even need to test, 4.,

Do you see wkly?

.

1.05.i
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- Exercise Set 6

-1

1. To whether 41 is.primA or composite, what

must we test as potsible factors? 2, .5., S.

/I

2. Use *.division to find whether .41 is prime.

o

numbers
e

N.

a
t .

. ., . ' .
Test the following numbers as you did 41. If the

number is composite, express it as a product of prime
. .

factors. If it is prime, write "prime." '

Example: 19 prime`

21 composite, 21 = 3tix 7
4.

3, 22 = R'x //

4. 27 = 3x3x3

5.. \ 31 f-t-1:-.-te.

6. 33 = x //

7. 39i Ne.3 x /3

8. 53

4

a

)

9. 55 =5-3,//

10. .67

11. 69 -Tr x 3

12.- 83

13. 87 3 x

1 4 . 143 // x /3

0

I



THE PRIME FACTOR CHART

-Babkgr:ound:

iztusPhe role -of primes in multiplication .may be better understood
with th6 aid of an analogy. Like all analkies, itrequires

1,.judicJ.due use and, firm. resistance to addiction., Experience
indicates.hat,this,analogY maybe best appreciated i3'' it is read 4

4several times,

The essence of the analoe is the viewing of.a-nuniber as a
compound structure, say a wall. The wall is built From several
diffeinent,color's of beicks. by a brick, we mean a struc.;-

. tl 0ture consisting of just one ingeaomposable unit. The analogy
'Irequires th'at we think of prime 'numbers av bricks. The process of
`putting bricks together to construct a wall.corresponds to Multi-.

plying primes to form coMposites. Given a pile of "ntimber bricks"
4 different colors; so many '2.113, so.many 3ts, and so on, many
different walls can be constructed using some or all of each color.
siqcp

6o ,:= 2 x 2 x 3 x 5,

"the wall" 160) is made of 2 bricks of one col(ft (2) and one
each'of two other colors, 0 and 5).

SUPpose, on the otherhand, that we, are given a finished
number w64., e.g. 3.2, and wish to deterthine how it is constructed.
We cZfl brea:6he, wall apart into smaller parts, which me must also
think of as walls, in several ways. (In the wall'analogyx nfaatdr"
corresponds'to of",) T1le wall 12 breaks up into the wall 6
and the wall 2. It-,also breaks into the wall 4 and the wall 3.r,, A .4

44Z04f4 hL**1/474111N6.

. .

NS. 4S.
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.

However for number walls As for actual walls, no'matter how we'

break up the wail isn't° smaller walls,if we continue breaking

pieces Until each,piece is a single brick; then we must always

'finish with the same collection o.f b iCks. That is to say, two

different sets of bricks, say° 2,
Na

3, 7 and 2, 3, .3, 5

can never form exactly the same wall. This is the meaning of the

un%queness in the representation of a number as a product of primes.
.

Notice that the analogy does not provide a.counterpartto the,

oommutativitysbf multipl1cation. For the number wala, it does not

'matter in what order the briqks are laid, the result is the same.

In an actual wall, a ,white brick over a red brick produces a
N3

different Wall tilan the reverse. .

Neveryfeless the Analogy can be ektenCled to so 3e of the proper-

ties` of primes. ,'or example, if anactual/Kall corinfils a red

brick, and if the wall is broken into two parts, then one of the

two parts contains a red brick. This is the analogy of wuseful

property of primes: If a prime divides a product, then it divides

a.t least one oLthefactors,

Note: The wall analbgy, is suggested as apoadibly
useful way td illustrate the process of factdrisa-
tion and the rule of primes: It is strictly option-
al for classroom use, and no reference is made to
in the pupils! text.

Finding the prime fa9tors of a number by testing smaller

primes as factors has sevdral disadvantages. First of all we must

1
already know the primeS4smailer than a ce,tain number., To test

.

9,997 we might have to try ail primes less than 100. (100.X

100'= 14,000) and ao we mudt already know them.' Secondly, the

pro/6-ss is extremely tedious. It is particUlamlipoorly":adapted

to the veryproblem whose prior solutionAt requires; namely that.

of finding all priTps-smaller than 50 or 100 or. 200. I'

A much better process for systematically discovering primes

dertves from the observation that it is relatively' easy to write

dowp the.t.composite numbers less than 100. Each composite number

1114 2
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-
less 'than 100 has 2, 3, 5, or '7 as a iactor. Therefore, if
we list the numbers 2 ',to '100 and then stri out the numbers
which-are larger than 2 and have 2° as a factor, the primes must
be among those left.

2, 3 , yf
116!, 17, 1,8,. 19,

?8, 29, 46, 31;

p't A, 11, '1/. ! 18 % 1)4 15,
36, 21, 23, 94', 25, 6, 27,

33 ...

If we now also strike out the numbers greater than 3 with 3- as
a factor, the primes still remain. Then we can eliminate in order
those with 5 or 7 as a prime factor. The remaining numbe306-
must be the primes less than 100.

. . A

This idea suggests the physical analogy of a series of sieves
through which a heterogeneoUs bunch of particles is,passed.in
succession. The method we have descreced, is actually called the

of'Eratoathenes, after-a man oftancient Greece who used it,.
Using the sieve analogy we c6 describe what we have done in the
following terms:

First we put,the numbers 2 through 10G onto a "2 sieve".
This "2 sieve" holds- only Aumberi larger than 2 with 2 as a
factor and allows the rest to pass through. These. passing-through
then fall onto .the "3 sieve" which retains only numbers larger
than 3 with 3 as a factor. The numbers passed by the 3 sieve
fall through onto the "5 sieve" and then the "7_ sieve ", Those
which pass through the final "7 sieve" are the primes.

Note:4 The actual process of finding primes in this
way can be Made to reveal more than the immediate
objective, and is something the children can do
themselves. It is suggested that the chart which
is shown. on page 60 be duplicated and distributed,
to the children,. Some children may be interested
enough to extend the chart through 100. The chart
cant be extended-to, 120using:Only the primes
3., 5, 7. The columns showing prime factors up'to
7 can be filled ,in now. The column showing each
number as a product of primes should be filled in
at an appropriate point in the work of thei next
section. .

112
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SUggestions for Exploration:'

The wall analogy is included primarily for teacher backgrOuAlp. .

If it seems appropriate to use with pupils, do so; Explore

the INTYs'in which a Dumber is like a wall, factors are like

parts of a wall, primes are like bricks, and finding prime

number expressions is like finding the number of each cblor,

brick that makes up the wall.

The Sieve, of Eratosthenes offers a systematic process for

discovering'primes. Discuss with children the meaning of

the word, sieve.

Use the last paragraph of the teacher background (p.112) as

,a guide.

Distribute duplicated copies of the chart shown on p 6o.

Either ask theschildren to fill in the prime factor part of '

the chart individually, or do it as a class projeef.5' Keep

the charts. The final column should be completed later.

Here children use the ehart'in their discussions in Exercise

Set 7.

113
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Exercise Set 7 (Oral)

Using your prime factor Chart,. answer the questions.

,..

1. Look at all the primes in the chait that are greater than

2. There is always at least one number between :y;two
1 .444

444
of them. Why? VititILA:44,-4-44.7-0-1t-C:44,1etiet44-:-.440V4601-gst,

:4442,' ./t400 antft-ci `7,41.4/1.44441)

2. Look at the numbers between 7 and 49 with 7.'as la f
,

. prime factor. Each number;-also had 2,_ 3, or 5 as

a 'factor. Why must this happen?.L.1444,,,a .........a,.. -,.:,
c 044 ti,........'

3. ,Cair.the numbers from 2 to 50 have prithe factorsighich

are not shown on the chart? 'Give ar example if there

is one.

4. What numbers in the chart, are prime numbers in addition to

the numbers 1, 3, 5, and 7?
8

(.2) //, \i /7, /9; 2.1 .29, .3/37/ '51/) t
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TESTING 2°,' 3, AND 5 AS FACTORSOF A NUMBER

Background:

Below is alist from the factor chart of the composite number

that have 2 as a factor,.

4 16 28 .40 40

6 '18 30 42

8 20 32 44

10 .22 34 46

22 24 36 48

14, 26 38 50

The unit digit in each numeral shows that a definite pattern exists

in those numbers having 2 as a factor. It is: 4, 6, 8, 0, 2, 4,

6, 8, If a numeral ends in 2, 4, 6, 8, or 0, .the

number will have 2 ass.,a factbr. We can draw a conclusion: In the

set of all counting numbers, fit; 2, 3,, ...); a number will have 2

as a faAor provided the unit digit in its decimal numeral is 2, 4,

6; 8: or 0-1,

There alsip is a pattern existing among all the composite

numbers having 3 as a factor. Below is,a list of all the composite_

numbers in the'chant haiiine'3 as a factor.

21 36

9 24 39

12 27 42

15, .30 45

18 33 48

There is a pattern in the units' digits but the pattern
gives us no clue as the pattern did for selecting the factor .2.

411 of the ten digits appear as units' digits in the ebove.set
of multiples of 3. Certainly'we cannot conclude that a number
whose units' digit is one of the ten digits has 3 as.a faCtor.

13.6

127
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Consequently we must look elsewhere for a clue in determining

if 3 is a factor of a certain number. For this purpose

consider the following numbers and the corresponding numbei.s

obtained by finding the sum of the digits in the numerals. ,

Number Sum of digits Number' Sum of digits

71 7 + 1 = 8 86 8 + 6 . 14

92 9 +.2 = 11 304 3 + 0 + 4 . 7

,6 , , 9 + 6 = 15 522 .5 + 2 + 2 = 9

129 1 + 2 + 9 = 12 675 6 + 7 + 5 ='18

135 1 + 3 + 5 = 9 111 1 + 1 + 1 = 3

In the table above consider the digit sums which have 3 as

a,factor. These sums are the numbers 15, 12, 9, 9, 18, 3.

The numbers with these sums are 96, 129, 135, 522,. 675,

111. These. numbers whose "digit sums!' have"\3 as a factor also
. 0

themselves haVe_.3 as a factor. Indeed, it is true in general

that "If the sum of the digits of a numeral is a number which

ha= as a factor4then-the nuMber named-by the numeral has

3 as a fac r."

.
No proof of this general statement is given hire but the

following iliUstration may be of interest to the teacher.

-Consider 24,9, for example. We may write

2439 = 2(1000) + 4(100) + 3110) + jv ./

, . 2(999 til) + 4(99 + 1) t 3(9 + 1) + 9"
5

and then b use of the distributive,'commutativejand associative

'properties e can write this as ,

2(999) + 4(99) + 3(9) + *(2 4 4 + 3 + 9).'.

--

It should be clear now from this expandeMorm of writing 2139

that if. 3 is %factor of (2 + 3 + 9 or 18), then 3 is .

a factor of 2439.

In summary, among the -set of counting numbers, (1, 2, 3,

...), a number 'will have a factor of 3 'provided the "BUM of its

digits" has 3 as a factOr.. 111 ,has the factor 3 Because, ,

1 + 1 + 1 --3 and 3 is a factor of 3. 1,437 has the factor

117



3, because 1.--i- 3 + 7.. 15 ''and 34.:is a factor of 15.
Also, 3 is a factor of 765 because 7 + 6 + 5 ..16. t' is
not a factor of 765 / because the last digit is not 2, 4, 6,

8`f-' or 0.

There is one other observation\to bemade at this time. ,How
can we tell quickly (without\dividing) whether a number has a
factor of 5? Make a list of all the numbers in the chart that
have 5 as a factor. 5 is a factor of 5, so it may be inclUded
in the list.'

5 20

10 25

15 30

. 35 50

40

.45

Theunitst digit in the listing is either 5 or 0. ThiErmeans
that if the units' digit is 5 or 0, t.hen-it must be divitible
by 5 or have a factor of 5. There is no number that ends in 5
'or 0 that does not have '5 as a factor.

In the set of all counting numbers, (1, 2, 3, ...); a number
will have 5 as a factor provided the units' digit of its Alecimal
numeral is 5 or 0.' 235 has a factor of 5 becatise,its'unitst
dig* is 5. 630 has a factor of 5 because. its units' digit.ip
0. 630 has a factor of 2, .a factor of 3, and a factor of 5%
Since 2, 3, arid 5 are each factors'of £30, then 2 x 3 x 5,
2'x-3, '3 x 5, and 2 x 5 are each factors of 630. Some of the '
factors of 630 are 2, 3, 5; 30, 6, 15, and -10.

Tests for divisibility by 2, 3, or 5 can be applied*
quickly to a number. -For example,

4,

The units' digit is 4; so 2 is a factor of 754.

734 The sum of the digits is 14; so 3 is not a factor of
734.

The,unitst digit is 4; so
.

5 is not a factor of 734.

The unitst digit is .5; so 2 is not, but 5 is a
factor of 615.

,

The sum of the digits is. 12; so 3 is a factor of 615.

615"

ids



Suggestions for Exploration:

Develop rules fin, divisibility by following the background
8

and referring to the prime factor chart ,pupils have just

completed. Much of the background for rules of divisibility

can be drawn from the pupilsi observation's as they wo1rk

with the chart.

First, consider numbers divisible by Proceed to 3Is
and 5Is.' Then give several examples in which all three

are testee'as factors of the same number.

A.

0

119

1 3 0

4
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TESTING .2, ANDAND 5 AS'FACTORS OF A NUMBER
c

di-.

From our study of the Prime Factor Chet& we observed: ,

,

1.- In the set-of counting numbers, (1; 2, 3, 4" .,.); .

number will have 2 as a factor if.theunitst digit of

its ntmerel is 0, 2, 4,.6 or- 8.

Examples ofcOunting numbers which have a factor

of 2 are: 40, 182; 384, 56, 218.

: .. . .

2. In the set of counting numbers, a number will have 3 as a

factor 1,C. the sum of the digits in its numeral can be
, .

divided by 3. _

_ Ex o cuing' numbers which have a factor of

A

3 are: u
. :

951 -(Because 9 + 5 + 1 = 15 and can be divided
.

by 3'..)
, . .

A 543 (Because 5 +,4,+ 3 = 12.)

864 (Because 8 + 6.+ -r-- 18. 864 also has 2 f-or

a factor because the_units1 digit is 4.

3. trith-elset of counting numb ers, -anumber will h ave 5 as a

factor if'the units' digit of its numeral ie 0 or 5

Examples of counting numbere Which have a factor of

5 are: 4,835, 495, And '860.'

495, .would also-hive 3 as a factor because the sum

of the digits of its numeral can be divided by 3.

860 would have-a factor of 2 because the units'

digit in its numeral is 0;

. 120 '

131
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Exercise Set
a

f,

Find one prime factpr of each-of the e-tolloWing numbers.

1 ,

O

1. 785 Jr
2. 7,012 2

3. 8,001 3

,4. 7,136 2

5. 4,

6: 4o83 3
7. 67,210 2 or Jr
8. 60,105 3 or .3"

. Find two different prime'factors of each of the following,

numbers.

Write 2, 3,

9. 405

10. 6,780

11. 3, 042

12. 5,o55

20.../4524.4,5 13. 4, 31) z ,;,,,( :

or 2 I
a, 14. 6,o6o 4.0-'24.dre

and 5 in.the correct places in thib,chart..

Exercise 15 is done .for you.

Number These numbers .
are factors

These numbers
are not factors,

. ,

365
.

, ,

2, °3
. . :

492 Ca, a . (.4-')

.435 (si .(,/,'T
3,681 (.3) : (4,S)

3570 (.t.5) ..
, 64):' '',_

86,916 (.?,als) .

21
113 2

e

0

ti

`A*

/

O
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BRAINTWISTEAS:

.'

Fin' each exercise below, 'what: are all the numbetis less

than 100 which haie these numbers and no others as

prime factors?.

k . 3 and 5

22: 3 and 7

(3, 45:75) 23 . 5 and

61//6.5) 24. 2 and

122

133

7

i7t4; ri)

4-

.71
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Another approaChdould be taken:"

54 = 6 x 9

.

t

COMPLETE FAC ORIZATION

.B.Allitroundt/

_ __ When the_fa ctor____tree_zan.te_ extended no_further, the - last --grow

always contains all the prime factors of.-the number. If a number

in t e tree is composite'fhaving a factor smaller than itself

but reater than 1), two more branches can be drawn.

Example:

A composite number, 54:

6 9 Both factor's are composite.
//'",

2 °>( I x 9 In this row, wd have .2 primes
and one composite number.

2' x 3 x. 3 x 3 All fators in this row are primes.

Every composite number is the

one of these factors is, composite,

factors. If this probess is conti

which no factor is composite, and

'example, in the tree above

.54: = 6 x 9

= 2/y 3 x 9
4

= 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 (Air fdcters are primej

product of smaller factors. If

then it is the product of smaller

nued, a 'prroduct'will emerge in

every factor is a 'prime. 'For

(6,22d 9 are Both composite.).

(2 and 3 axe prime but 9 is
composite.)

0

,

(6 and 9 are both 9

,

posite.),

= .6 x 3 X. 3 (6 is composite and 3 is' prime.)

= 2 x 3 x 3 x-3 '(All factors Are pi'ime.)
. -'.

Look, at several 'other numbers:

24 = 3 x 8
, (3 is prime and 8 is composite:)

A

ce ' =,4 x 2, x 4 , , .\..... (3 and 2 are prime and' 4 is .' J
. coMposite.)

= 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 0 1(All factors are primeD
4

rr

ill?3

it 134
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k436 4 x 9 (4 ''and 9 are composite.)

= 2 x 2 x 9 (9 is composite.)

= 2 x 2 X 3 x 3 (All factors A:re'prime.)

TtliS method suggests that every'riUmber greater than 1 is either

prime or is a produot of'primes. The expression of a number as a

product of primes is the *source of much information. SinCe we will

use .these product expressions throughout the remainder of this unit,

it is important to devise processes for finding them. Sometimes

it is-possible to begin with a known multiplication fact. `'or

example, to find the product eXpression,'ustng only primes,-for

,ak- we may begin by remembering

86-= 4 x 9 of

. ,36 = 6 x:6.

Now we 'pink'of multiplication facts giving 4, 2, or 6 as

products:.'

36 = 449' 36 -= 6 x 6 :

= (2 x 2) .x 9 ' = (2 x' 3) x 6
.. i .

= (2 x 2) >,i (3 x 3)
,

- = (2 i.; 3) .x X
).,r3) - ,. .

This way of factoring On be looked upon es a "splitting process".

Notice that in the twsolutions above, the final product expres-

sions are the same eicept for order. The splitting process, appliedVIt- --'

' to- 42 might lead ,to any a the following, depending upon what

.

facts are used.
0.

-

:

..-

Ar 42.= 21x '21

2 x (3 x 7)
,./'

42 -=

=

3 x lit

3 x (2 x7)

42
4.

= 6 X 7

= '(2 x 3) x 7

Again theAplitting process was used, in 3 different ways. Each

time the/same prime factors, apart from order were found.'

Ti le splitting process quires knowledge of manylrultiplica -

'Vion facts and difficult to apply to large.numbers. -Thereis"

a mole systemapip way of factoring ,that. requires less knowledge..

Begin by_examining the units' digit to see.ii.it has a factor 2..'

it does, Ohen divide the number by 2. If .it does not,,I.then
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check by division the prime number 3, then 5, then 7, then

11, then 13, etc., possibilities Have been examined.

If the 94mber does have the factor 2, then find theunknown

factor and proceed to test 2 as a factor dt.it. Suppose we wish

to write the number _156 as a product,of primes..) Since the last,

.JAdigit is 6, then 156 is divisible by 2. Division gives

. 156 'x78.

Again check tosee if 78 is -divi4Able12! 2. It is, and

division gives

156 = 2 x 2 x 39.

Look a 39. BecauTe the last digit is'not Npultiple of 2r,- 39

,is not divisible by 2. Check TordIkri;Ibility by 3. 3 + 9 12

and 12 can be divided by 3, therefore 39 is divisible by 3.

Now,

x x .3 x 13?'

,13 is not divisib3e by 2, or 3 '(or any other prime number

other ,than 13),, therefore- 13 is prime. ThisprocediThight be

called the peeling process.

The results of this process as a d to 780 can be
4

summarized 'as follows:
J.

780 = 2 x 390. -

= (2) x (2 x 195)

= (2) ..x (2) X.33 /65)

-2 (2) x (2)x (3)/ (5 x 13) 4 (We have all primes,
40 / . so the process is

complete.)

1:
It is conveniene 'to think of factoring as'a

splitting"-Or "peglifig" process: However, these
two names for"the two differentways of factorIng
may or may nod bemused with children. It is possi%-.',

ble that as children work with these two different
methods, they 1411 develop names of their own to
suggest the.- twos ways ,of factoring:* ;

A

125

/".
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The next goal to be reached with the pupils
is the expression of a composite number as the
product expression of all, the prime factors of,
the number. Complete factorization of a 'number'
means that the'number is expressed as the pro-
duct expression using its prime factors. For
example, complete factorization of 24 means,
24 = 2

J 'X 2 x 2 x
As well as the complete factorization of a

number. we shall consider also all the factors
ofa number. Finding all the.TEFtWET uramath-
ber is studied in later sections in this unit
but itmay be well to contrast. complete factori-
zation and.finding all factors at this time. The
names of these processes seem to suggeht- they
might ,have the same..meaning but they are -quite
different and must not be confused. The complete
factorization of 24 (for example).is expressing
24 as the product expression using its prime
factors. This can be done' by the use of the
-factor.treei or some other $ay. But, finding
all-the factors of 24 req&res finding tll
actors (prime and composite, if any) of 24,

namely 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24..

Examples.

36 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 This is complete
factorization.
1,.24 3- 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 36 is the set
aet of !oll factors of 36.

50.= 2 x 5 x-5 This is complete
factorization.
1, 2, 5, 10,-25, 50 is the set of all
factors of 50.

144 2x2x2 2x3 x.3 This is
complete factorization. .

1, 2,'3, 4, 6, 8;.9, 12, 16, 18, 24, 364
7248, 7 144 is the set of all factors

of 144., .

After complete factorization of 144, for
example, the, set factorspf 144 -is
obtained in the following manner.**

-FrOm the product .expression .2'x 2, x 2 x
2 x 3 x 3 ^ (1) selection the different primes

0 which appear in'the product' expression. (2) Then
from the product expression select all the pro- :..

ducts of two factors, (3) then of,three factors,
(4) then'of four factors, etc.

a.=

126

.137



These are respectively

(1) 2,3
(2) 2 x 2, g x 3, --3---x 3-

*(3) 2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x ,3, 2 x 3 x 3
(4) 2 x x 2 x 2,' 2 x 2 x 2 x 3,

2,->t 2 x 3 x 3 ..

(5) 2 x' 2 2 x 2 x.3, `kx 2 2 x 3 x3
and finally

(6) 2 x2 x2 x2 x3 x3,-
the original product expression for 144. (This
last one is,, of Bourse, not needed as we knew it
from the complete factorization.)

From': (1) we get the factois 2, 3

(2) we get the factors 4, 6, 49
(3) we get the factors 8, 12, =18

.(4) we get the factors- 16 24 36
(5) ye, get the factors 48, 72

We know 1 and 144 are factors of 144. From
thd product expression 2 x 2 x ex 2 x3 x3
we have found that 1, 2, 3,. 4, 6, 9, 8, 12, 18,
16, 24, 36, 48, 72, and 144 are factors of 144.
It is a bnsequenoe`of a property of primes that
this method yields all factors of 144. Thus the
set

(1, 2,
)

3, 4, 6,.8, 9, 12, 16, 18,''24, 36, 48, 72,
144

is the set of all factc;rs of 144.

127.

138

r

t.

I I I

6
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Outline for Exploration:

' Write a factor tree for 54, on the board.

-r

54

2 x. 3 °X ol 9
. I V\
2 x 3 x 3 x 3

Analyze the numbers at each level.

Children should see that at the last level, each factor-In
the product expression is prime.

) Continue with other examples (24,.36, 42,-etc.)
eBe'sure children see that, regardless of the first multipli-

cation sentence written, the product-expressions at the last level
of the factor tree are the same except for order, i.e.

%42 = 2 x 21 42 = 3 x 14 42 = 6 x 7

= 2 x 3 x 7 = 3 x 2 x 7 = 2 x 3 x 7.

Two different approaches to factoring werej4ntioned in the
background. Both ofthem,'although not necessarily their names,
should he presented to children:

METHOD A (Splitting)

36 = 4.x

2 x 2 x% 3 3

36 is written is
.

4 x 9.

4, is written as 2 x 2 and

9 is written as 3 x 3.
. In thi's method, multiplicatJon facts are used,to write the
composite number.as a prbduct 4,...sbialler and smaller factors until
it is expressed as a product of priMes.

128

139



".NETHOb B '(Peeling)

140 = 2-,j70

= 2 x (2 X 35)

=(2x2)x(5x7)

. 2 is a factor of 140 'by divisi-
bility test.

2 is a'fac.tor of 70 by divisi-
,

b4lIty test. Neither 2 nor 3
is a factor of 35 (by divisi-
bility)..

5 is a 'factor and the other
factor is 7.

: In this method, we look for prime factors of the composite

number by testing the primes in order, starting with 2; i.e.,

we try 2, 3, '5, 7, etc.

Several examples of each method may be needed before,under-
.

standing is realized.

Example:

252 = 2 x 126 (P eeling off 2)

= 2 x 2;x 63 peeling off 2)

= 2 x 2 x 3 x 21 (Peeling off 3)

= 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 7 (peeling off 3), -

Children-and teacher should'read and discuss pupil pages 65

and 66

After Exercise Set 9 has been completed, children are intro-

duced to a property of products of primes'. This property, stated

on pupil page 69 is called the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.

This idea should be discussed carefully with pupil".

7

129

1.40

0 4

0
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COMPLETE FACTORIZATION

Every composite number is the product of smaller numbers.

If_ one of these numbers is composite, then it also is' the

product of smaller numbers. 'If we continue this, we must

come to a product expression in which no number is composite
/

and every factor is, a prime. 'Doing this is called complete

factorization of a composite number.

An example of complete factorization:

A picture, using the

factor tree is:

24 =3 x 8

,724..N.

(3 is Prime.) 3 x 8
. (8 is- composite.)

/ / \Y--'

.

7; x 2 x 4 (3 and 2 are prime. ) x' 2 x ty
(4 is composite.)

= 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 (All are prime.) I x 2 x 2 2
1 / \

= 2 x 2 x 2 x 3, (Rearranged for convenience)

54 7,6 x 9

= 2 x 3 x 9

(6 and 9 are composite.)

(2 and 3 are prime.)

(9 is tompOsite. )

t 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 (Ali are prime.)

/54\

2/ x\3,.,x 9H /\
2 x43 x3 x 3

This suggests that every number greater than' 1 is either

prime or is a product of primes.

130

141

-4
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. How can we find a way tO express any number as a product

of primes, for'exapple 36?

We may Mow some way to express the number as a product.

'36 4 x 9

Then we can write each composite factor as a product expression.'

Continue until we have only prime factors.

-r

36 = 2 x 2 x 9

2 x 2 x 3 x 3

36

4\/ x\9

2/x 2 x

2 x 2 x 3 X 3

This, product expression 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 is the complete:

factorization of 36. '

Another way to express a number as a product of prtmeS is
4

by testing small prime numbers such as 2, 3,, 5, 7; etc.:9

to see, if they are factors of the numbers.

Example:

36 =.2 x 18 (starting with 2)

Then we look for prime factors of 18 starting with 2.

I -,
36 = 2 x (2 X ,9)

a
Then we rook for prime factors of 9, startiAewith 2. Since

2 is-not a factor, we next test 3.,

36 . (2 x 2) x (3 x 3)

.=:2 x,2 x 3-x 3.

Either of< these ways may be called factoring. Sometimes_

it is, easier to.use one procesti. Sometimes it is easier to.use

the other process. With practice, you can. find shortcuts by

combining them.
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Exercise Set 9

.4' "A.4"4""04.L.e. /1467,4.4, 1347404.43r

Express each number below as product of two smaller
,

factors: If possible, then exprags one ofthese" factors as '

a product of smaller factors. Continue until you have expressed
,

,

the number as i product of primes. This is one ract9ring

piocess. Show your work by.drawin&a "factor tree.

Example: 12 = irx 3

1. 16

2. 18

3. 20

4. 25

5. 27

or
= (2 x 2) x 3

12

4 x 3

2 x 2 x 3

Sr

7

12 = 2 x 21k 3

'6. 28
0, 4.

7. 30

8. 35

9. 40

10. Do exercises 1 through 9 again, but this time

start with a different pair Of, factors if there 23
4

'another pair.
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11. Folio Wing the example shown;' express each number as a

product of primes. Draw a factor tree for parts b, d, f.

Example: 24- = _6 x 4 24

----1.:::-.
= 2 x 3 x 4 , 6 x 4

= 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 2 x 3 x 2 x2
24 = x 2,x 2 x

a. 30 c.' 84 e: 128 = 8 x 16

b. 72 d.. 96 f. 288 x 24

K. 225 = 15 x 15

12. Use any factoring process to write each number as a
N,

prdduct expression of primes'. "3/4

a. 144 Answer: 144 = 2 x 72

,Jer". = 2 x 2 x 36

4
= 2 4,2 x 2 x le

a
= x ,2.x 2 x 2 x 9

4 2 x 2 x' 2 x 2 x 3x 3

b. 225 e.. 385 h. ,189

c. 588. f.' 127 i.' 14a

d. 363 585

13. Without multiplying, write each 'number as a product

expression' of primes.

a. 18 x 60

b. 42 x 8.4

c. 21 x 78

50 x 50

e. 125x 64

,25 x 320

. 133

144
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Exercise Set 9, Sample Answers

2 x 2 x 2 x 2

6. 28

4 x 7

\
2 x 2 x 7

' 7.

5 x 2 x 3

4+:

. 25

4

8. 35--

(

4

2 x -2'x 2'x 5

*NOTE: We have :61yen"-orf*ope solution to each exercise,'

:apvicith011ACtor trees that can be drawn.

_134

1.45-

There



11. a. 30 = 2 x 3 x-5-% . .
.

Note: Factor trees
b. 72 =2 x2 x2 x3 x3 for b, d, and f

..e.-"- . will vary. '

_,
c'.. 84 _- 2 x 2- x;3x--7 ., ,"

.
'14e.

d. 96 =2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x3 4

e., 128 .2x2x2x2x2 x2 x2

f. 2887 =2 X2 x3 x'2 x 2 x 2 x3
g . 225 3 x 5 x 3 x 5

12. b. 225 =3 x3 X5 x5
c . 588 = x 2 x 3 7 x 7

d. 363 = 3 x 11 x 11

e . 385 = 5 x 7 .x 11

f . 127 is prime.,

401

g. 585 =fx3 x5 x 13
-h. 189 = 3 x 3 x3 x 7

i. ,0143?k= 11 x 13° ."
13., it: 1.6.x-

t
It

. 42 x 84

c. 21.x 78

d. 50 X50

e. 125 x 64

f; 25 x 320
4.

. 4 .

4.4.
-12 x, 3 x 3) x (*x 2 X7 3 x
2 x.3 x,3,,x 2. x,2 x'

x4F10 x
).

3 x'7 x 2 3 -eat,
- .)!°,'

=
2'x 5- x* A 2.x 5 45, ') t.

.

= 5 x 5 x 5 x 2 x;2'oezi2

5 x 5 `x 2 x 2 'x 2-

S

Iv

135

14-6

X
4 k

x 2, x 5

4 . e
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A PROPERTY OF PRODUCT OF PRIMES

The results of the last exercises suggest that'we have

found a general!property. We might state it as:

Except for the order in;which factors

e written, a-composite number can be

xpressed as a product of primes in
.)

only 2R2. !Lai.

You will not find any exceptions to this property

because there ids a way to show that it -.is alwayb true.

not attempt to show in this bo$k why this is true.

as you use it

The statement

of Arithmetic.

you shou/d bcome more

in the Itbox" is called

.01

We do

However,

'sure that it is true.

The Fundamental Theorem

136

147

0
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Ptii,DDRI ALI:FACTORS
. .

Background: . .
,.

. .

0 Mote: the product expression of a number, using
5, prime factOrs, is alWays-the same regardlesa of -7

the method by Atoll it it obtained. This fact
can be used to 'justify our methods used in
finding:, .--,

n % 1. All factors of a number
2. The greatest common factor of aair of

numbers
4 3., The least common multiple of a pair of

numbers (in Chapter 5 )

.
.

.

These methods are diecussed with increasing
formality in the pupils' pages r, 71, 74, 76) th#
background material (137; 146 and in the mathe-

, maticaL summary at the endof the unit.
*-It might be helpfuYohow to reread titback-

ground on page: 126. '
o k

If it is known hoa to expresa,a number as a product of
.,

primes
,
then the setof all factors of the number can be found.

Example: 60 .J2 x 2 x 3 x 5.

A number can be expressed as a product of primes in only one way

(disreg,irding order). Some of the think thit'caribe found are:

1. The prime factors of '60 are 2,' 3, 'add 5.

2. By multiplying insets
40
-of two-the factors in the

product.expression x 2 x 3 x 5), it is apparent

that 4, 6, 1Q, and 15 are factors'of Go.

(2 x 2, 2 x 3, 2 x 5, and 3 x 5)

3.0 By matip1T;ing. in
.

sets Of three The, factor the

product expression; it is apparent t 120 201. and

30 are also factors' of 6V. (2.x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 X 5,

2 x 3.x 5). There cannot be any other factors except

1 and 6Q. )
I

(1, 20 3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 60)

'is the set of all factors oc 6o.

111

0

- ,

A
11.

137! /-
4

0



In gensWal, if we can write a number as a product of primes
then we can find all factors- of that number in the manner used
in finding alWactors-of, 60.

%

That we get all factors by this method is a consequenceof* ,v---
the property of primes stated on pupils' page 69

1 It .is riot
true of ther product expressions. For example,_from

36 = 2 x 3 x 6

ia,e conclude that 2, 3, 6, (2 x,3), (t x 6.) and (3 x 6
are factors of 36. Thu's we know that

1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18 /and 36

are factors of 36. Those are not, however, all factors, since
4 and 9 are also factors of 36. It is ,because 6 is not
prime that the method failed to give all factors.

other way of using the complete factorization of a
numbetl. is in-finding all ways to express that'number as a
product of two numbers. First we.find all factors, for example,
of 60. These factors can be arranged in pairs so that the
product of the factors in each pair is 60. ThUt

60 = 60

2 x 30 = 60

3 x 20,= 60

4: x 15 = 69

5 x 12, = .60

6 x 10 60.

e

138

.14g"



This shows all the pairs of factors4of 60. and gives
every way of naming 6o as a product:of two factors.

As another example, Zdnsider. 24. The, product expression'
for 24, using prime factors is 2 x 2 x 2 x 3.. This tells
us that 2 and 3 are both factors of 24. (2 *x 2), (2 x
(2. x .2 x 2), and (2 x x 3) allpo are factors of Every

numbe i. has itself and 1 .as factors; 1 and 24 y.

included as factors of 24., Now we may list all the factors
of 24 'in order, from Small to large,

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24.

This information can be used to get every Fray to name 24 as a

product of two factors.

1 2 3 4 6 8 *2 24

1 x 24 = .,24
.

2 x.12 = 24

3 x 8 = 24

x. 6 ...*4
. A

Yeti use of complete factorization is its applidation

in discovering whether one, number is a factor of another. First

each number is expressed a4 a product of primes. Then the

question can be answered. For 'example,- is 42 a factor of 714?

42 ..2 x'3 x 7 , .

714 .-2 x 3 x 7 x 17 = (2 x 3 x 7) x 17

42, is a factor pf 714.
.

, -........ ,

Is 28 a factor of 238?
..

.

28 . 2 x 2.x 7 , ,
238 ..2 x 7 x 17

28 is not a factor of 238 because 2 x 2 does-
.

. not appear it the complete fe.toi,ization of
..

.238.

4

f

.

0

)



Children will be in determining if one number is a
factor of another if examples which require rearrangement of the
factors are used. Example:

Is 42 a factor .of 252?

Is 210:a faCt'or of 3150?

Suggestions for Exploration:

Using the previous background, recall that a number can.be
expressed as a Product of primes in only one way,

disregapding.order. (This is The Fundamefital Theorem
.of Arithmetic.).

Indicate that if we know how to express enumber as a pro-
duct of primes, we can find the set, of all facterp of

the number bymultiplying the factors shown in. the

proaiiet -eictriebibri' in

teacher background using similar:examples.

point out how the set of all factors can be used ta find ail.
.ways 'to express .the number as a'product of two factors.

Also point out how complete factorizdtiOn can be'-used
to find if' one number is a factor of another.

Read and discuss pupil page TO FIN4ING ALL PACtORSi.
Then pupils 'can work Exercise Set 1.0 indevendntiy.

0?

4

4

V

I

140
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4
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FINDING ALL' FACTORS

If we know how to. express a number as a "product of primes;

then We can find Vie set of all factors of the number. t

Suppose we write

6o = 2 x 3 x 3 x.5.,
.0-

Here .are some off' the ,things we can find;
4Ae

1. The prime factors of. 60 ,are ancl

..__ -,

--,2. _Bi!Lmultiplying in.pairs the factOrs Shown in the
..

product express'ion-for 60, we see that Ir, (2 2
. ...-_. .

6, (2 x 3), 10, ,(2 x 5) aild,..15, (3 X 5) are .-

factors of: 60...

.'' li .
.-.

. By multiplyncg in threes Vhe factors shown in the
4 .

Product*expressionfor 6o, We seems that 12, )

(2 x 2 51< 31, 20,.:(2 x 2 X ) and 30, (2 x 3x"5)
, , ..1,

are also factors of b0.

The fabtors shown in 2'x 2 x 3 X -,,are prime's. Fbrj
,

this reason, we musp have found by our, method, every
. -

< i -
factor.of 6o. ' . ,

ier

0 .

4'. We know then that
o

(1, 2,,3, 4, 5; 6, 10, 12, 1% 20,,30, 60)

is the set of-all faCtors of 60.'

.4

rr

t

..c

* °

Or
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From the set of all factors of 6o, we can get every

way of naming 60 as a product of two factors.

V'

x 6o = 6o

2x 30 =4 60

3-x 20 = 6o

4 x 6o -

.5 x 12 = 6o

6 x 6o
,

4 1

V

142

153
° \ ... ifig?

.4 0' 1 i .." .

i
.

S ,immi..s.i..ss.s.....ss.s....s....____,P. ._,,_____

I

..110



c.

30,

72,

d. 84,

e. 96,

. 128,

g. 225,

h. 144,

363,

j. 385,

k. -89,

Exercise Set 10, Answers

(1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15;30)x
(1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 18, 24, 36, 72)

11, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12,14,, 21, 28, 42, 84

(1, 2', 3, 4, 6, 8.0.12, 16, 24, 32, 48, 96)

(1, 2,'4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128)

(1, 3, 5, 9, 15, 25, 45, 75,,225) .;

I

(.1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, _9, 12, 16, 18, 24, 36, 48, 72, 144) ,

(1, 3, 11, 33, 121, 3631_

(1, 5, 7, 11,_35, 55, 77, 385)

(1, 89)

1. 189, (1, 3, 7, 9, 21, 27, 63, 189) .
3

11)-3, (1, 11, 13, 143)
..

2. 'b. 30 1 x 30 = 2 x 15 =3 x 10 = 5 x6 .'"

c. = 1 x 72 = 2 x36 i= 3 x 24 = 4 x 18 = 6.x 12 = 8 x 9

d. 84 .= x 84 = 2;x42 a x 2 8 =4 Se21 =:6 14 7 x12
e. = 1 x 96 = 2 x 48= 3x 32'= 4 x 24 = x 16 = 8 x 12

f. 128 =-.1 i< 128 = 2 x 64 = x 32 -= 8 x 16
)

g. 225 = 1 'x225 = 3,x 75 5 x 115 9 S 25 .= 1.5 x 15

h., 144 .= 1 x 144 = 2 x72 = 3 x =,,4 x 36,= 6 x 24 = p

=.9 x 16 =W12 ).%(

1. 363 ='1' x 363- = 3,,x 121 ='11',x 33

J. 385 =.1 x 385 = 5 x 77 = 7 x 55 = 11 x 35

k. 89 = 1 'x 89
0,

1. 18S = 1 x 189 = 3 xj3 = 7 'o'c 27 = 9 x21

_T.) 143 = 1 >c r43 = 11 x.13 .

ria

I f.

143 ,

)15 4.

r

4

a

a
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Exercise Set 10

77C.,44A I43
Find the tet,o'f all factors of each number.

e .4%

7 .e,
4.

7
1

a. 24 _
.

Answer: 24 =-2 x 2 x 2 x 3

'Set of fdctoiis of.24 = (1, 24, 2, 3, 4, 64 8, ;12)

b. 30

'c. 72

84

e. 96

f. 128

,g. 225

h. 144

= (1, 2, 3: 4,.6, _8, 12, 24j

i. 363

j.. 385

k. 89

.1. 189

.m. 143

0

4.

;

/'
2. Use what rou found' in exercise 1 to get all of the different

I.

A

wayeto to each number in that exercise as,a produc,

eAfore,ssion of tiro factors.

Aftswer:

Set of factors of 24 = (1, 2, 3,r
24 =1 x 24 = 2 x ,12 = 3'x b = 4 x 6.

144,

155

8, 12,' 24) .
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3. Find whether each number listed bbliow is a factor of A

2x 2x 3x 7x di X 11:

a. 6 .

Answer:

Yes, because 2x 2x 3x 7 x.11 x 11

= ;(2 x 3) x (2 x 7 x li,x 11)

= 6 x (2 x 7 x 11 x

p

. , .
T'ne factor belonging with 6 is 2 x 7 X 11 X 11.

1\11' 7114,.ijc......,- -
)x<.2x3xfixii),.-. ,434.x (.2x3xirxii.)\ v

---- -..
1 . 4 \

a

C.. 28 A4./, .1441W4.4. (2 X A % 7). x (3.x nxit) = 2.0 x (0 xi! x /0',

d. 210 11-0/.14444.1t,a/0 4 X..1,14,X7 3-44.470r4/14.44/1.1 Xel Xlvirm

e. - 242 "2-1,..a. LI, s x 6%3,7) :2 if *a *3 x

fk.

4.

1:

A
145

156



COMMON FACTORS

Objective: .To use Prime product expressions to find a greatest
- common factor

Vocabulary: 'Intersection, °common factor/ greatest common factor

Background: (Common Factors, Pupil pages74 and 75.)

First, revitw an idea developd in the study drsets,
Consider 4t K and Set L.

o

K = (11, 12, 13, 14, 15)

L = (11, 13, 17, 19)

The iktersection of these two sets 'is the set of members common to
both Ate. Specifically,4the intersection of Set K and Set L,
is_the set (11, 13). This can be written as, follows using the
Ptcial symbol, fl, , to indicate intersection. K (11;-13).
This is read as "the intersection of Set K and :Set L is-the
set whose members are 11 and 13," or more b4efly,."the SetMK
.intersection L is '(11, 13),"

Now consider the set of all factors of 12. Call It Set S.

ince 12= 2 x 2 x, 3,
.)g .

S = (1, 2, 3, 406, 12).

Next consider the set. of ell,fagtorsof 18. Cali it Set R.

Since 18 =2 x 3 x 3,

R = (1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18)

There Oe some members of Set S that are also members of Set
The members which are C -Ntained, in both. Set S and Set R are .

1, 2, 3, 6.- hie in'fprmtion can be recorded as S f1 R = (1, 2,
3, 6). Since the members of Set S are the factors of M.2 and the
members of Set R are the factors of i8, we say that the members
of S n n are the common factors'of 12 and 18. The common
factors of 12 and 18 are 1, 2, 3, 6. .

46

157



If Set A ;8 the sbt of factorsof 15, and,Set" B is the

4set of factors of 20, what is A r) B?

A = (1, 3, 5; 151

B = (1, 2, 4,:5,,10, 20)

A fl B = (1, 5) These are the common factors

of 15 and, 20.

Background:, (Finding the Greiitest CommonFactor,°Pupil pages 76-70

'There are two observations to be made about the character
. ,

of the set of, all the common factors of any two numbers,
7

1. If any number is in the set, each. of its factors' must

t be also.

For example, look'at the tipt of common factors we

found for 12 and 18.

(1, 2i 3, 6)

Each of these numbers has` its faetors in the set.

The factors of 6 are 1, 2, 3, and 6: The

factors o; 3 are 1. and 3 and each of these

is in, the set. The factors, of 2 are also in

theteet. Thud '(1, 2, 6) cannot be the'set,of

all common\ factors oaf Lua two numbers becaume.'

every number with as a factor also has 3 as

a factor.

2. A set.of all common factors-of two numbers contains_

Only thOse numbers Which are factors of the largest

number In .the set:

Look'again.atthe set of common factors for 12

and X18,

(1, 2, 3, '6)

The largest number inthe set'is 6; and 1,

. and 3 are factors of 6. We see .then, that

factors'óf 6 are the only members in the set.

Thus, because Y is not a fagtor of 6,

il, 2, 3, 4,'631. cannot be the set of all common

factors of any two numbers. That this is always

time is not at all obvious.

r5

(

.

4.410
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It is a consequence of .The Fundamental Theorem'Of Arithmetic.
For example, the reason that (1, 2, 3,'4, 6) cannot be the
set Of all common factors of-tWo numbers is that each number
must have both 2 x 2 -(4' is a factor) and 2 x 3 (6 tio
'factor) as "pieces"41n its complete factorization. But this

wk cannot occur unless 2X 2 x 3' appears in each prime product
expression. Thus every nuMber with both 4 and 6 as factors
must haVe 12 also as a factor. Consequently any set of common,'..
factors wliichincludes 3 and 4 must alsoinclude 12.

This last observation about pieces; of prime product expres-
sions suggests a way to find the greatest common faCtotr'without
first finding all factors and then finding'the greatest among.
them. We first write each number, say 30 and 42 as a
product of primes.

30 =2.x3x5
42 . 2 x3 X '7.

Since- all factors of 30 and 42 can be found by using
"pieces"-of these eXpres'sions, the greatest common factor must
be-expressed by the largest piece cOmmon'to both expressions.
Thus 2 x 3 or 6. ids the greatest common factor of 30'. and
42. (By' "piecesleof the expreision 2. x 5,x 5, we mean 2, 3,
5, 2 x 3, 3 x5, 2 x 5, and 2 x 3 x 5. The."pieces" of the
expression 2 x 3 x 7 are 2, 3, 7, 2 x 3, 2 x 7, 3 X 7,
and 2'x3 x'7.)

'Consider another example, 90' an4. 84:

-90 2-x 3 x 3 x 5

84 . 2 x 2 3 X 7

By regrouping the factors: .,.

90= (2 X 3) x 3 x 5

84= (2-x 3) x 2 x 7.

Since 3 x .5 and 2 x 7 'have no common prime factors., 2,x 3
is the largest comMon block shown in both product expresilotis
90. and 84.

148



- .
To find the greatest common factor of 90 and 50,, flrit

write:

- 90 = 2 x 3 x 3 x 5

50 = 2 x 5 x 5.

By regrouping, show the common factors: 40

. 90 = (2 x 5) x 3 x-3,

) 30 =, (2 x.5) x 5,

The greatett common fictor of 90 and .50 'must be' 2 x 5 -or.

10.

Perhaps a quicker way to find the largest "piece" that is

--common to both expressions would be this. Write each factor

that is common to both exprestions the least number of times it.

aptitlars in both expre4sions,

3,150 = 2 x 3 x 3 x 5' x 5 k 7

360 . 2 x 2 x 2 x 3, x 3 x 5

The largest "piece" is 2x 3 x 3 x 5 because 2 appe s. only

once in\ 3,150, (even though it appears 3 times in ''.36d), 3

-appears twice in both expressions, and ,5. appears' just '''once in

360- {even though it appears" twice in 3,1501.. Therefore, )he

greatest common factor is 2, X 3 x 3 x 5 or 90.

A more complicated example is:

10,690,936 =. 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x.3 x 3 x 7 x 7 .):( 7 x 7 x 7

8,820 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 k 5,x 7 x 7'

The greatest common factor is X 2 x 3'x 3 7 X7

2 appears at least ttrige':ili both exp'r'essions.

3 appears at least twice in both'expraibns.

7 appears at least twice in both expressions.
,

The 5 appears. only in 8;820 so it is,.not included in the
4tt ..

1

0

-

149'
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Because of the properties rioted under 1 and, 2 on page 147
'once we have,found thg-'greatest common factor we.can readily
find all common factors.

, Since 6 is the greatest common factor of 30 and 42

the set of all common faCtors is the set of all factors of 6

or' (1, 2, 3, 6).

For the same reason (1, 2, 3, 6) is also the set of all
..: common factors of ,84 and §b, and (1, 5, IO) lists all ,:

thecomMon factors of 50 and 90/

:Suggestions foreEXploration:

1. Review the idea of intersectili)1Of sets. 'Then apply

this
to the intersection of the sets of all factors of _

12 and 18 as is developed in the background: Other
numbers such as 15 and 20, 18 AO 28, and 25

and 40 can be used. This will iead to an understand-

ing of common factors /Of two numbers..
.

Pupil page 74 might be quickly noted and pupils can
-* then work Exercise Set 11. These eXercisei can be

discUssed.after pupils have completed'them. Exercise 2
of this Exercise Set leads to work on Finding the

Greatest Common Factor. During the discussion of the

sets of commonactors, the special character of the
set may be noticed. Leading questions such as these
can bb asked:',

What do you notice about the,largest number in
each 'set of common factors? Are all the other .

members of the set also factors of the largest

number' Are the factors of each member of the
set, also in the set? Are there apy members in the

set which arevnot factors of the largest member?

Do4you think J1, 2, 5, 20) can be a set' of all

,common factors? Can (1, 2, 6) be a set of all

common factors ?* Can b., 2, 3, 4, 6) be a,set of'-
all common factors? ,

Discuss these questions in t'pe 'light of the preceding

background given for the teacher.

150
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0.0
2. Now is the time to introduce-theterm grekttest common

factor. Children should have no truble in identifying

the largeat number in the set of commbihfaCtors akthe

greatest comm6Afactor.
_

Draw a diagram on the board to illustrate the way 'in.

which the greatest common factor A two numbers .has

been folind, for example 24 and -32..

Diagram

24

Do complete factorization.

24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3

Find'all factors of 24.

(1,2,3,4,6,8,12,24)

32 `"
Do complete factorization

32 = 2 X 2x2x2 x

Find all factors of 32.

(1,2,4,8,16,32)

Find the common factors of 24 and. 32.

1, 2, 4, 8),

I
Find the greatest common

fact r of .24 and 32.

8

°,9

I

Ask if ne can see a way to get from the first step

to the greatest common factor without going through all"

the other steps. Have,childrenyclosely examine the
,

prqduct expressiods for' 24 and '32 given in the first

step. Ask questions such as,1"What factors of 24 are
oe'also factors 'of 32? How m y times. does the factor .2

appear in the product exprdssion for 24? for 321,

What is the greatest number'of timec that 2 appears

in both product expresdions? Are there'any other prime

. factors which appear-in both expressions?" Try-to.get"

Npupils to see that there itaiway to find the greatest

common Mtor without going through all the stepij in
-

153.
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the diagram. Use other examples of finding the greatest

common factOr such as those given in-the backgroundfOr

the teacher. Follow the development given in the -- teacher

background to help; children find the "piece" that is
ft

commonoto bOth product expressions. Children will need

to find .the greatest common factor of two numberein,
several examples during this:exploration period in

,.
order )o gain skill and confidence.

#
.0/447. After the gre test com mon factor for two- numbers has

0 9 been found, all' common faotdi..8 of the two numbers

be determined because these are simply the:factors,of

the greatest common factor. In class discussions, have

o the children determine Zhe set of all..common,factors

after they find the greatest common factor of two aum-
bers. If thil's done during the exploration,period, °

children should be preiared"to do, Exercise Set 12.

Pages 76, 77, and 78 in'the Pupils' 1Sook provide.

° material designed to help:children understand the

meaning and ,application of greatest common faltor. '

Following the-exploration you have done with the pupils,

you may want to examine these pages with the children

before they ,begin working independently on the exercise
Set. .

t

1

(

O 0 0
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COMMON FACTORS

.4.Y4
.

GI%

L

t

Suppose" Set S is the set of all factors of 2 incl-
..

Set Roo-is the set of all faotors of 18. .0

S (1, 2, 3, 4, 6; 32).

[1, 2, 3, 6, 18) .

Then the set of, all factors f both 12 arid' 18 is
-......../ ..,....,)

.

,>

S n*,, (1, 2.3, 6) .
.9. ... .

,,

The members of this set are called the common 'f-ac.4A of
,,
-c.12 and 18.

e . of/
- N What are the .common factors of 16, and, 36? 1".. -. ' 'Srf . .

o

Ic .. (1, 2,/, 8; 16)
artd ."

'
T..

. 04 2, 5, 4;

k

. IC (1 L .. (1, 4) fis ihe set of all eonsTion-factorS of,
16 And 36. .9

-- .,-.,,,
<1

0
s. i' A

-

The common' of 16 aii4 36 are 1,.--2, 'and sit-.
e,. ,--

.....
$

is the set of all factors of '16
,

6, 9, 12,:18, ,363, is the set of
all factOrs of 36,

-

-

4

0

-153
4

l'{'4

f

d1.

4

,

.74

114
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4
A Exercise Set 11'

,

. .

1. Two, numbers are given in eiclipmercisS lwlow. Find all

factors of each number; then find tge common AtiCts of,
.

i

3

. the two numbers. ' The First exercise is an example of what. .

you are to do._
11/

Y.._

i.a. 12 and 30.
,.

Let A, = the set of all _facttrs of 12. J

A = (1, 2, 3, 4., 6, 12) .).

of"

_ ,Let "13 = the 'set of all faccrs of 30.

B = (I, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 30)
,1

A n B = (1, 2,-3, 6)
.--- ,

4

14, 2, 34 and 6 are the common fiector,sof)

12 and- 30. i
...

A*

b. 40 and 30 e. 52 and 72
V

.

tc. 36 and 27 .

S. ,75 and 120

dit-. 60 apd 40
,

.
.

)

,
. .

g '72 and 108= -.

2. For each intersection in.exercise 11

a., What is the largest or greatest kaetor in each set of

common- factors?
;

o

/4
b. Is each other member of the pet of common factors,a

,factor of the largest member?

c. Are there any members of the intersection set which

are not factors-of the largest member?

354
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Exercise Set 11, Answers

. b. R =, the set of factors of 2 x 2 ;.< 2 x 5
= (1, 2; 4; 5, 8, 10, 20, 40) .

S'= the set of fadtoins or 2 x 3 x 5,
(1, 2, 3, 5,.6, 10, 15, 30) -

,R n s.
.

(1, 2, 5, 10)
*

c. C= get Of factors of 2 x 2 x 3' x 3
= (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, '9, 12, 18; 30)

D'= set of factors of 3 x'3 x 3 = (1, 3, 9, 27),
C {1, 3, 9}'

d. E= the set of factors of 2 x 2 x 3 x 5
= (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10,- 12, 15,-20, 30, 60)

F= the set of factor's of 2 x 2 x 2 x 5
- (1, 2, 4, 5, 8., 10, 20, 40)

E F = (1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20)

'e. 0 = the set of factors of 2 x`2 x 13
= 1, 2, It, 13., 6, 521, ,

H= the set of factors of 2 x2 x2 x3 x3
= 4/, 2, ,35 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 18, 2h, 36, 72)

0 H = (1, 2,,4) ,

f. X= the set of factors -of 3 x 5 x 5
= (1, 3, 5, 15, 25, 75)

Y= the set of factors of 2 x 2 x 2 x 3- x 5
= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,- 8, 10, '12, 15,, 20, 242 30, -40 60,120)

X Y =;.1 (1, 3; 5, 15)

= btie set of factors of 2 x 2 x 2 x3 x3 .4

=,(1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 18; 24, 3, 72) CP

B= the setof factors., of 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 ik
(1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 27, 362 5h4 108)

An B = (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12; '18, 36)

t

40

2, a, bl. ip The. g.c.f.;,is 10.

The g.c.f. As 9.

The g.c.f. is 20.

e.
f'.

10.

b. Yes:

c. No.

The g.c.f. is 4.

The g..T. is 15.

The g.c.f. is 36.

,1

.

4

4

)
155

66

,
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FINDING THE GREATEST -CON M& FACTOR

If we know the set of common factors of two numbers, we

can easily find the greatest common factor of the two numbers.

The greatestnumber in the set of common factors is called tie

jr

Qa

'greatest common factor.

The set of common factors of 12 and 18 is

(1, 2-, 3, 6).

'The largest among these numbers is 6. It is called the,

greatest common faCtor"of 12 and 18.

The set of common factors of 16 and .36

' (1, 2, 4).

The greatest common factor of 16_ and 36 is 4,

There is a way to find the greatest common factor'of two

numbers without first finding the intersection of the sets of

factors of each number.

First we express the numbers, sai 30 and. 42, as

Products of primes.

. .40 30 = 2 x 3 x 5

42 = 2 x 3 X 7.

)
The factors of 30 can all be found by teriming"pieces"

of'this expres sion. Pieces of 2 x 3 ,x5 are 2, 3, 5,

x 3,' 2 x5, 3 x 5, and 2 x 3 x 51, The factors of 42

.
can all 'be found in 'the same way. The piece:' of 2 x 3 x 7

are 2, 3, 7, 2x 3, 2 x'7, 3 x 74 and 2 x 3.x 7.,, The

common factors of 30 and. 42' Must be .expressed by those
.

. ,
pieces which are found in both'expressiona. The greatest common

,

factor must be ,the largest piece fo}znd in bOth'expressions.

- )

156 '
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The largest piece in the prime product expressiOns for

both 30 and .42 is 2 x 3 or 6.,,Then 6. must,be the

greatSlt common factor of '30 and 42.

.
.

Here islanother,eiample. To finthe greatest common

factorof, 90 and 50 we write.;

go = 2 x 3"x 3 x 5

50= 2 X 5 x 5.

By rewriting 90 m(2 x 5) x (3 x 3) we see;that 2 x 5 is

the largest piece that can'be found in both expressions. The

expression 2 x 5 x'3 can'be found in one and 2 x 5 x 5 in

the other. But neither can be found in both.- We know then that

10 18 'the greatest common factor of SO and 50.

If we have found the greatest common factor in this way we

can quickly find'all common factors. Do you see how? The-

common factors must be those which can be expressed as ,pieces-o,

of both prime product expressions. They must then be the
ft

.

, e.

pieces of the iargest piece.
.

This means "that the common factors

are - simply the factors of the greatest common fac%r.

Since 6 is,the greatest common factor of 30 aid 421
. ,

:the.set of comm.= factors is' (1; 2) 3,'6).,
) ?

,
. .

Since 110 is the greatest Common factor of 90 and ,50,

the set. of common factors ib. (1, 1o).

Now try 24. and '6o.

24 = 2 x2 X 2 x 3

6o x 5.

44.

r

157
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....... I

1 4' ,,,,
The pieces ,which these expressions have in common are 2, 3,

, !
2 x 2, 2 x 3, and 2,x 2 x -3. This lkst is the, largest, so

12 is the greatest common factor of 24 and 60. The set of/ ; ,,

all*coimnon factors is (1, 2, 3, 4, 6,A.2).. '

., .

.R

t

.
,.

a.*

s)

44

#

'158,

169 .
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Exercise Set 12
41*

,
1. Find the greatest. common factor by first finding ther.

intirsection of, the sets of factors. Exercise a. is

answered' for you as an example.

a. 12 and 40

12 = 2 x 2 x 3

r

All factors of 12 A = (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12)

40 = 2 x:2 x 2 x5
All factors of 40 B = (1; 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20, 40)

A n B = 2, 4)

The greatest common faCtor of 12 and 40 is 4.

b. 16 and 6 6:)

c. 90 *and 12 (0

2. Find the greatest common factor by first writing each:

number as a product of primes. al.
a. 2 and 6 ,,N(ad) - = e., 48 and 3o

b. 7 and 35 (1) f. 6o and 45 (1/4)

c. 16 and 8 (i) g. .72 and 60 OA)

4d. 20 and "6 (#)

h. 2 x'2 x 2 x 3 ,x 3% x 5 and 2x.3x5x7
a 02,3x3) tlo) ,

i . 3 'x 3 x 3 x -3 x 7 x 7 x ,11 and 2 > 1 ; 3 x 3
(34.

J. 2x2 3 3 3 7 X 7 X 7 5( 7 x 7

and n=2 x2x 3 x3 x7 (2x2 x 3 x 3 x

( 91..)

159
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BRANTWISTER

3. a.* Can a pair of numbers, with 2, 3, and 5 among their

COMM factors have 20 as a great st ccCon facto ?(
Ao Amu

Why? a 0.44 Otit..41t.Pst
Jo..N 2.0

b..41-Ik- 2' and 3 e among the Common factors of a paii,

'of numbers, Ana other common factor which the

pair Must have4)

"AnsWer the same cluestion if the common factors are:

c. 3 and 5(/.5)

,d. 9 .and 5 674,)

e. 9 and' 4 PO
a

f.' 4 and 6 (1.1)

g. and 314*.1)

h. 12 and' 9 (34)

4. a. The greatest cbmmon 'factor of 728 and .968 is 8.
Write the set)of common factors of '728 and 968.

1.1/A,14;r3
- ..

The greatest common factor of 330 and 294 is. 6.
Write the set of common factors of 330 and 968.

11, A,3,o)
L

4

9

. 160

171
, .
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FACTORING AND FRACTIONS'

Vocabulary: Measure, numerator, denominator

Suggestions for Exploration:.

This section is an application of)4hat has been learned,

in this chapter.

The presentation on the-pupil pages cat be followed.

The Braintwisters of Exercise Set 1.1 should be discussed

in class after pupils have had an opportunity to wor0n

themlludependently.

v. 161

172

,
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- .
FACTORING AN1FRACTIONS

When we--studied fractions we learned there are many-
, .

fractions which name the same -rational number. For.e.xample
,

2 4 and 6

are all names pox% the same number,,..

This
1

number line may help to remind you why thiss so.

2 4 6
5

"N.,

-
.

4

1

0 111111 I

111 I 1

0
6

0

1 1

-"ri
. ;

1 ,

6 ;
,

.1

1

a-

2

:

1

3 ,
, 6 Ii
. 1,

.5

*

2

3

4
7

6

:11
1 1 3

4 : 1rT
1 .

il 1--9-
I:, -6-

I79610
11.9

i
, 1 4

3

; 8
T.: 6

I

1 .1
0 12

9 1 1

,

13

11

S.

3 4
'11 11

24. I I I I I

5 1 4'. .

: 1. ' , 1
:;. 1

1 JO , , 11 2
.; 1

1

171 6 6 6

i
14 1 MI 47 s
1 11 11

y. . . : .."The diagram shows achaes in data, thirds, sixtliff,'; and ninths.. _
, 4.: ...

. .. ..
It shows.that' if .a- segment has. a measure . phen it eldo has

.. . : :

measure . and, . r .;' By studying the diagram you :.should be
able? to -ariswers following questions : ,.-:

4 6'

t1. .john. has .a.penoil 1 aof fobt long. "Wry has a
. ,

: ..- .ptece of.chalk..--...,Of a foot long. JONI measures the si de of. q ,
.a.large...bool<::with his pencil. Mary measures the. same side

.: .
.44,th'her chalk. John finds that the edge measures 4 in pencil

C-Itilste).',,,,-
lenati. ,What dies r measure i ee, ?. What number should

..-- :, , .

:-Mary find as -ttie'measuire of the. edge in chalk lengths?(S)How,-----7..:

;'''' would she..probappt xpress this 1 h in feet?(-11-0,/ir)
....- ,

1:7... !

. .

162

-173

40

4.

:

16
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2. List the two,other names for 5 sho on the diagram.3 141-34)
List two mbre names not shown'on 'the diagr . Is there a name

for shown on the diagrjeIf there isi'whit is it/4)What

.
.-

scales would: you add to the diagram to show two, other names for

(,R*114)(44ii,IL4-`4)

In using fraotiops it- is ofterorery important. to be able

to answer questions like these:

a, Is: =
-4t

9

b. le <

' We can answer questions like these if we can tell when two

fractioliPare names for the saie'numtier. We, know that

2, ri- 6 .1 ))24rn

and that .. ,

,

2 4 6 8 10 12 2 x n
. .

5
. S roed rig 13 rg Tic n

We can also'use this idea to find smaller numarktors and,.

denoininatqrs.
, .

18 2 x 9 9 3 x'i 3
.. 24. 2 x 12 7 17 3 x .11.

18 ,' x 6 6 2 x 3
rir 5-77g 8 :- 2 x'4

Thus
;178 ...., 9 ig 1

-

suggests that we can answer our question,abbUt g.

;5: by factoring. We can start by writing both 30 and

48 as products of primes.

163

174

\

0
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Now

Also ifo gx2x2x 5

30 ='2 x 3 x 5

48 . 2 x-2 x2 x2 x3

30 22_5( xx).m< x 2x
(63 >xc ,'1

25 . 5 x 5

5x5 x 5 -8

33

,

5
x (2 x 2 x 2)

5x 5-
5 x (12,x 2 x 2)

3o 25- 5We find hen that
T3Tra TS 7

Now-for-o r second question, I)) .

15 3 x.5 3
>7-5 :5

24 2 x 2 x 2 x 3
= T x 3 x 2

x 3) x (2 x
x 3) x 5

2 x 2

tql

4

Since we kn that < , we also know that

I _
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Exercise,Set 13

Find bile fraction with the smallest possible denominator..

for each of the following.

Example
:3360 2 x 2 x 5 x 3 x 5i x 3 2 x 33=2x5x5x7= 2x5 x 5x*"( 5-7-"rc

Since
1

2. x 3 and 5 x 7 have no common faCtorsexcept 1,

655 must be the fraction wewanted to find.

a.
456- 1 0'

d.
5-1

21 0_\ 2 x3 x. 5 x5 x7
g. 2 x 5 x 7 x 11 (IL-5

b. 49: (V 'e. . TT 7
26 6/J9 h 3 x 5 x 7 (A0.5)

(2 x. 111 Tr
,12 r3 \ 16° )6.

c. f. .i ,
9 x 4 x 5

ro- .'y-2; ; 27 Al 16 x 3 x7' (71.

C----'\ .

2. Find each Of the measures given below, Express. each using

the smallest possible denominator.

Example; The measure of 5 days* in weeks is .4 This

isthe expression with the smallest denominator,

It a:; The measure of 36 seconds in minutes. (i)

b. The measure of 14 *hours in days.W .

-
..

c. The measure of 3? days ?/.1 Aars.N
dr

..

d. `The measure of 6 ounces th jiounas.4)
\

.

. ..

e . ; The 5easureof 42 inches in yards .(

k

,1
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BRAINTWISTERS
. .

A. 4
,

3. SupRose that m and n Are counting -number Mark T

for true or F for false for each of the following

of/

sentences about m
ii - r

. s\! .

.
m -a, If m 'and .,n are both .even then FT can always be

expressed using a denominator smaller than rk.(T)

,.....:.

b. If m and n ere both odd then---
m

cannot b eicpres;edn

using k smaller denominator. (F)
,-

A

c. If no prime is a factor of both m and n, therithe

... greatest common factor of. F and n is 1. (7)
d. If no prime it a Actor of both m. and n,'then

iiiil

cannot be Tressed using a sidgar denominator.(79

ni 4
-6,e. If ii = then, 4 is a factor of m and 6 is a

factor of n. (r)
f, If

m 2
n = . then 2 is k factfor of m

(-0

anci %3 a

factor 'of n.
.,:i'

4 '

NO
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SUPPLERENTA414- EXERCISES
a

These supplementary e cisee are set up to,
challenge the more -able thinkers. They are not
arranged so'every student should, or would even
be able to work all of them.

Below are several suggestions, boncerningthe.
use of these sets of exercises.

1. Save the complete set of exe17.4ses until later,
in the school y7ar. You may w4pt to return to
them as a review discussion(

2., 'Allow your more able students to work together
througlIthese exercises.

3. You, as a,teacher, can study the exercises,
There are some ideas here that may help yol* in

,your own understanding of factors and primes:

4.. After you have studied these exercises; you
may wish to use some Of them to add your
class discussions.as j-ou study lndividua
parts of this unit.,

CAUTION: If you attempt to us se ex cis
in total class disc , you may find
your time to teach the nit, will extend-
beyond the 3 to 4 week period,
normally needed for this chapter,

a

167

1 8
,..

41.0.04,

t
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,
' Additional Information for Supplementary Exaealse Set A:

2.. 'Observe that neither '2 nor ? is a Factor of 7,075.

3. ',Pick two multiples of 9:for which the factors other than
9 have no common prime factor; e.g. 2 x 9 and .3.X 9,
or .3 x 9' arid 5 x 9.

composite number less than 13 x 13 mist have 2., 3, '5,
7, 'or 11 as a factor. Therefore n has 11 as a
factor. The'other factor must be '11 also because
ll'x 13 > 425::

5.. Find the g.c.f. of 6 and. 9. This is
the of 3 and 30.

oC

168

1 79 .`

3. Then find

'

4
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4

Supplementary'Exercise Set-A

1. Write asa prract of primes: (;)

ev.' 63 x 120 (3X3 X) 4IXAxr,C3ysi----(zX.IX2.X.3X.IX3x.CX7)
-2

,1
ea

b. 65 x 92 (rv,i) X 1,,? x.2.9-, px.p..xixt3x2,3)

c. 210 x 180 Xi3Xs-x 7).X (ax,..iX3x3 x....=2X.2)(RX3X3x3xS"x5x7),*.-
. -

;
ti

2. a. °How ;any times does 2_ appear if 24 x 7075 -1.n-
,,

written as a product of primes? (3.rrx.14). P

b. How frian; tim-1, does ' 3- appeal"? (0x.fe)

3. Find three pairs of numbers with the pumber

greatest common factor.

a. 9*(1)/0, 010?-7),(4'17 '-e t4'..
b. 10 (/0, /6), (0; ..20),. (2V, 3. ret6.
c. 12 (/?, Vb.; (ig.,301.-Ev6',30-eZe.;.- -

t d 4

4. There is a composi,te number less than

given as

125. It does not

.(41have 2, 3, 5, or 7 as a factor. What ,is the umber?

5.,Find the greatest common factor of these triples of numbers.

.6, 9, 30),

8, . 12y, '2.5 (0

25, 30,- 50 (5)

it

o

169
1;80
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4

6; i am thinking of an operation on counting numbers' I will

call the .result of, operating on m and n, .m n ,( "m

dot n It)
Here are some facts about the operation

toi

Q

,..?6 .4 = Q . %,,,d4 3 = 1 5 . 15.= 5 ,'I3 .' 12 = 4
4

ii - 1 = ;1, 10 % 1,5=.= 5 18 26 = 2 42.. 25 = 1

4

riwnat is arule for finding fli,. n?' ..6pe--,,=tatell)

I.b.. Is the operation :dot" commutative? (tj t

c
le

V
.,Is ,it associative? (VI)

1

o

/ .

4

4

.r4,

6
;
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Additional Information ror Supplementary Exercise Set B:

1. *Every prime except ; #2 is odd. Since n odd, ,n + 1

is'even.' Except for 2 and 3 no two primes can ever

beadjacent. s

2: In any base 30 = 3 x 10. In base five, 10 iS prime.

In b, note that bin any base 100 '-=100. x.10.

In b 'conversion to base ten is necessary.

r
3. Make, a list comparing base:five and base,ten numerals,

or use a, list made previously. The,iven numbers are

2, 4, 11, la, 20, 22, 24, 31, .,.. etc. Notice that in

any base, the base is a factor of.a,numberonly if its

unit ditit .is O.

4. These questions pan all be answered by converting to base

ten. Notice that 13 is prime in base ten, but not in

base 7; that 15 is composite 4n, base .10 but not in

base Of course, lOotwill be prlmeonly if the base

is prime, and ,100 'iskflways composite.

5. In any,,,evea base one-half of .the Haase, w114)-have the same

.Sort tf divis'ib{lity test as 5 does in the decimal system.

t

4

171, '

162
,71
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ZUpplementary.Egercise Set B

1. SuppOse you know a large prime number, n. Then you

i I 6an be sure that n + 1 i ot a prime. -Why?.(1÷11/14414&-eve,-)

'n this exercise write only base five numerals. Write .

a product Of primes, if liO;sible; 1 2
_- /0, .3)-. ,

. ,.

( .30). Qs. .5-X 3 ",,

five ,.', r--
(131)fiv .-.,

(A 5715---11--- 41 -... 1it,,...e../24)--,K.,4--

S

*sr

3.

b.

e.
°
(1°°)five::-Q

? ,

,
Using base five numerals,, is there, a' simple test

find whether
I'
2 is a factor of a number?

b. Is there a simple test for 3 as a factor?0(4)
.........,

c. Is.. 'lyre a simple test for (10)fiveige.r-i-ckx-f-t
. , . ,,,

,:l'-e- c ; , ,

eh ,are. prime and which are dompo'site?
P - ' r 1

?A4, 6114q34:4)a. (10)1,,ort:witetz0 d. (16),eigil(t

(1°)seveilf/A P4;4"A'")
e. (15) t3,.1)14-1,-4)eigh

.

F,-, .
...,,,, .4 ..at Q7 x 17.1 . c.P,, (13) titien(5Xt.4) f

i
400)everteel ..,,

, , , ..,.
e *. '

to

ka

r

Find a rule for testing 3 as a factor using base 4.x

numerals. '.,i4/1t,4t 24414t 1?"'447e: d Mii j)
.

v/

)11$

r:\ '"'

4
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Additional Information'-for Supplementary Exercise Set C:

,

There can be no other triplets because at leapt one of °

set o!! 3' successive odd numbers is a multiple of

a b c ,d, e

odd even odd even odd

If neither a nor, c is a multiple of 3, then b

must be. But in that case e is 'also.

Test each number order.
_°

3. Notice that there is sometimes more than one wgSr
y

_write an even 'number as a sum of odd primes.
q

4 J ,1

"if° ,'i

7

,

VO& : I-,. ..
a IS" vm .

.te

t.

41:1 o

' o

"-

4
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,
Supplementary Ekercise. Set C

o 4

1. Primes with only one munber 'beltween them are called twin

primes. 11 and 13 are twins, so are- 17 and 19.,

i',z(j....a...:3/ )
ex What are- the next two pairs of twin primes? Ai/ 4.44, 44.1

NE-
The primes- 3, 5, and 7 jnight be called triplet primes.

,'

If 15' .were prime then 11, 13, 15 would te tripl.g,ta.

-4wiub. Do you ,know any other triplets besides 3, 5, and 7?

c. In your chart of prime factors, find one other triplet

'other than , 3, 5, and 7., if 'you 9can. ,It.t.t, eat- -

2. ;The number 6 has fiinterestihg'Property*noticed by
Greek 'mathematicians over 2,000 years ago. It is this:.

$the number 6 is /the Sum of al l of its factors except 6.

Jr 1 + 2 + 3 = 6.

The Grtks admiral this rare property and called such
.fri1/44-

?Ampere perfect numbers. No*
t'one has, ever been able to' J

find a way to.-get- all perfect numbers._ No on knows(

idle the r °there are/ any odif, perfect .A
'Find the' iie'xt, peilect lumber" greater -than

4

174

J., J
10.

fi

/
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0

3. All primes except 2 are odd. The sum of any two odd

primes is even. ASuppoge we ask wh)t even numbers'are sums.
, .

of two (perhaps equa') odd primes? Tie smallest numbei,

Which could be is 6. It is, because 3 + 3 = 6. Also

8 = 3. + 5, 10 = 3 + 7, 12 = 5 + 7.

. Show that every number from 6 through 30 is a.

sum of two odd primes.

No one has ever found ap.evenhumber greater than 4

W4ich is not the sum of two odd primes. Most matheiticians

'believe that every such even nuniber.is the sum of two odd

primes. to One has beers able ,to show thafthere cannot

beany.exceptions.
s'`.7#;--- /1:p3.:-- 25-71- /9-.: 71-- if/

J4 771-7
Z(3.3., r3-t-13. 74-19

ir 14 ,... .5---/- II .. 3

,3, ,32r:-...:/i-i-/7 .:-.-- 4-7,f.13
/F= 4-413 ,- 7 -,1- 1 I

30 -.3- /3 -I /.7 i .7+ s? 3 7- it+ / 5-

2
"'g :-.- il -i- // , 5 7,- 0

4

.t

-,

175
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-4'** StVing Operations" - ' ( .

i

.
When a -mathematical operation, like atcji flop' or krt.Q.tipli'c-

'ilon; 41 rirst studied, attention is 111314,a/iy.driaataT toWard
.. -.

, (1) finding and learning.,.baaidAac-tp.,-.:-like.
..

2 +3 = 5 or 2* x. 3c,:.,-04-:- '. ....,..--
, . .

A ; # ,,, .

-- ' .- (2 ) knowing, or at lea:St uising.;7;t4e ropertie6,"... . . . ....
--* : like cotrumftatiyity, asio'Ciativi , and .

underlie-
.

distribixtivity, which undetlie- he-gang-tel
- . ..., .,

.. :

.

-. procesf for opera.tingOoh any t o numba_iia.: ---
. . .This is the approach t a on 14 . C = ?ter ..1:of Grade: 4.,

and Chapter C tRof Grade 4, ate' to Mil tip 111.4:-I-nlChapt4c ficof
Grpe. 4 and Chapter 7.: pf,:.G "la da-,.:4-;:' ;_ ---,.,_ . - -.-- --- --- 7

- .

".. -- - ,': - -7: -.7 --. ' '''s : , ^

To organize and.---eictend know -e:of.: a -opera tiOn it 1:Af4of ten
_ valuable to cligige;!the point of v . On= can, -eon instance,

invert . the usual bloroach by b9!-to, -ing with -a; rUmba'r arid asking..,
how it can 'be obtained by opera Qn:ottiar n e-r-a. --. -.This:- ia.. , ..: .

the attitude' toward, muatifitoation :taken in . 1.9-11-i; ,,Wh'On, we ..!
.y' ,-,-;',_ - -: ....,--(----:- - --

, .... 11.

express 12 as a produot in aayaral...igalapr Ole ',-fo-,' 415,,C>f--_,its
factori, .''%e are taking this a tni-ert4Cf vi_014 df-mul tia51.1.ixittiori. The ,,
same 'general questiOna litPralad- tr'-additiOn are.iatit 46 .ihteTe,sting,-.o
For example; ever- number smaller r_tT-tai, --A --.-_-..-1a- -an.; -:add.eild,---t-Or ,12. '_.cv. ,

, ...,...77_,-.7_- -,-- ...:-....,,,,,,_ , ..
.: ..r -"kr 4- --''' : - . .- -

, .... .. -7.-1,

-...,- -.

,. .

.

4.. . . :.-:- .,- , -.: = --;,:: -4;!,.=,_ . -- .
, r ' .Pinfrrireiteiti-011r,=-: _,..

, f ,...... '1......: ' .V. ' o ... . -..' ..;" ::". -':,1 __,. .r.

_ We tegin .00-7.6plv px. -v:ie--kqeriurac.eim!,--ittibe '*4;*Orl 1-115''- '... .3... ...- .,. ... .... .
into .factora Ealing-. ;the .1.-ley-,a.:1Vri1315'12-_0-115r.: t).

r-
A irrit.an 12,; -.12 -X.A. --, x- 3 x 4

_ . _

!tom
.

. - ....vir-ft;ta" _triottix;.e taut. 1:T-69,14hg."-; .

." -.' ., T., 1. -

eilie 13,6

.12; :I,

.
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Continued application of this process in several.cases s o

suggest these obseikations:'
.

()IT The'"breaking up" can continue indefilat ly

iL if its are used a
\
s factors,,but using, lls"

as actors does not contribute additional .

info ma n.

'12 = 3x4x1x1. might as well be

. 12 = 3 x 4

(2) If 1 is not used es a factor, then the

process must end.

,I2 =,(2 x 3) x-2

terminates the "breakup" of 12.

The process ends when each factor'cannot.be written as a product of

smal4ler factors. At this point we ,have reachedIthe ''bricks" or
"atoms" Aromwhiah the number is "constructed" by

These afle called prime numbers or Simply primes. Products of primes

are called_compodite numbers.

'
It aPPears that for a given ilumblt, no matter

/how they "breaking up!' process:As undertaken,

when..the "bricks" (primes).-arereached,'th e:

are always the same numbers Of each typp. f

"brick" (each prime).

12 = 6 x 2 = (2 x 3)! x 2 .and

12 -="3 x 4 .= 3 x'0 x-21.

60 = 5 x 12 = 5 x (3x4.)' 7,5-x (3 ,x
.6cy = 'Xisld, (2 x 3)' (2.X -.

EA,

This property,

fUhdamental theorem

Another Way. tb say this is: If we; ignore
- ,

diStinctiongNin the order and groupfKk of

actors, there is only one way 'to write a

number as a 'prOdUct of pAmes.-

whose condbquences are manifold; is called the

of .arithmetic.

177



Primes and PrAucts of Primes

While this property of primes can be proved; we ask the chil-
dren to assume it as a probable generalization of(their experiente.-
It means that with every numberAgere is associated a certain set
of prime factors ktypes of bricks) and a certain number of'repeti-,
tions of each prime -(number of each type of brick). Pc'm example,
36 'has two prime factors, 2 and 3. Eac is, repeated once:

- ,.

= 2 x 34:x 3.

This leads us to a computational,prablem.
' (1) Can we find a

method far writing any.mbitier as a product. of primes?' Less compre-,

hensive objectives are (g) to find a way to determipe whether or

,not a ,given number is a prime or '(3) to find all primesimaller
han some given number. Any answer to '(1) must include :answers
o (2) and (3).= We begin with these more modest aim's because .

they lead us to a solution of the original problem
E._

There is att obvious b' t-tedidus way to find the factors of a
number, say. 97;,, Beginning' with '2, .we divide 97 in.orderby

. each,numl;Pr-to tey,its everidilAsibility. If we already know
'the pritiesiless than 8. we Can shorten our work in finding all °

\`'*.prime factors of 97 ,or Prove
#4,

that 437 is,priMe. ,If we are,

:41.9perested only in 076124 whether' or not 97 is'primet thii '
-Method can be greatlirimproved. We:neecito ,observe that\factors
come in pairs; for example (1, 124, (2, 6)., (3, 4), are the paired'
factorsof 12. It i'allovie thatv-

. .

a)
.
for any"numbeessffi 5 x.5,

.
',if one factor is '`greater

..,-:.

than 5 the clW*, If sPaiT i\8 ;ess than 5:
'..:::. '.i.,

,

b for O,.,Jeat;
.:, . .

:

'7 x 7; if one factor is greater
than 7 the other elis thail,'-. 7. -..

,t,,,,

c) for any number less', 10 X 10, if one factor is I.
..,greater _than 10, ,t ' other is.iless than 10?

This principle implies iilt if VT' has 'ho prime factor less
...

than 10, then '97 is its It prime;-, For if 97 has a factor'
i.

greater than '10 then it a1a0',4a-a'faetor'less than 10. ,If
97 has a factor leSs tan 11, then'it has 2", 3,. 5, or, 7
as a fattor. ,Vethereffora,ne,ed only teat Ny.-.3, 5, and 7. ,,

for even aivisibil4ty to prOire that 97 is primp.-
.1. _

1 '17
I

e

189'
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ct
0 . .t*';t3`4 ° L4 a. ,. i - , . 4 :4 110 1 '.!::'-',' -

= v 4

Testing 2,. -3, o 5 cn be !Imp4fied by noting charadteristiC

.properties of the onima n*aeralvf of . nUrbers with one of these

primes as a factor,

Ths method out i'ine able re4sonably-,sffidti:ite_prot e

for reaching objective (2) Bt.iy if 4e1Wiisfitto.klpf,614,Jiiitritefi.
.up to 190> testing eajii7

efficient and revealing to:'?Ind the co s elteNhib4ri up iooc
Thfs can be systeMat4ed by finding the n her6.14th..a rime

' factor. First we cai write down in order tile numbers 'gr7eater than
.

2 with 2 as a. factbr,

4 1 6 '
.

. ,

,-

Thee are composite. Then we can include tpe 'Itilf.trZP reater than
.... _ . -

-.3 w4h 3, as a factor; Igett,ing
. .

..
.

.

'4,

in .addition to theS:bq eTad written, Each -Of these 'is composits..%
. . .

If we add to our stt n bers with-!5 7 'as:a° factor, we
will have listed all sites less than0b .7 he numbers not
listed must be-the pft X ; !Al!

ssing: ,a Materiaiyt aT s sug s the

series of selective ilters ievea... I this analogy, each

uccessive:npieve" retains ohl the Lmbe Wi.4; a f;O\-14n1..factOi.
A.

will be the Primes less than jB t.a wayid- reach "' ,

objective (3).

We now have the ingredients of Lox' 0,,t6 writing
reasonably large numbers as produ ts or prid404. that. is rot, reidhr
14. objective "-{1. ). The method is ..to

and passes the *rest.' They¶theiuibrS. ptviped:bir ,triinall!flitratitt;nn

(

divisibility by the

method to 1092 we
8

teatO*4-6ri2 I.

prirtil order. ',Fore;orefre,13: the -

note that 2 is a factor and -gex-,.4:kaiiifilo.k.,

109? = 2 x 546.

Now we apply the -method to 546, again beginning with 2), and

gettina 1092 = 2 x 2 x 273.

Since 273 is not dixiSiblvy 2, we,test 3, getting

1092 =

divisible by' 3, or

1092 =

c' e

2x 2,x

by 5,

2 x 2 .x

179
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3 x 91.

so we test 7,. getting

3 x 7 x 13.
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o

,11.e,c,Eme.°,:13.*. is prime, we have achieVe.d.

Prezer. of Primes

, J

7 ° : , ; the fact that every number- "can be written as a product of
. . .

, ,primet in just one way has_enan-i implicatiorks. Oife of these is arparticularly sigipificant property of primes. which can be used to
justify many assertions in the subsequent part of the unit. It , `. . ....

,.1.q .derived .from a-very useful, observation; 4namely, to ..,write
.

m -x n as a product of primes, we simply bring together t
separate expressions for m and n as products of prime's

. ,.--::.-
From 110 = 2 x 5 x 11. and

78 = 2 x'3 13,

we get 1 8580 = (2 x 5 x 11) X .(20(1.x-'1.31

= 2 x 2 x 3 x 1_-=

-a -
This me s that an/ prime factor' of a product -m-'4.°,141 'is a

. -
factor o eihher m or n.

it s easy to show by example that' this property. is not
shared,by composite numbers. Ware 4 is a factor of
8,580 = 110 x.78, it is a factor of neither 110 nor 78.

The observation made abOve has a directs application in
justifying the process for finding all factors of a number from

*c its expression as ,a product of primes. 'Suppose r is a factor
of'. 8,580. Then

8,580 = r x g,
.

If r and s are expressed as prod4ts of primes, we will have -
the expression for 8,5e0 as a pr4duct of primes if we bring

, together these depressions. It follows that r must be a pro-,

duct of of the factors "shown.in
2 x---2 x 3 x 5 x'1"1>( 13.

We conclude that by makineall possible product expressions,
using some of: 2, 3,-5, 11, 13, we get all factors. Given'
time, we can actual1 write all of tillem` down.

180'
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Comm Oh Factors 0Witft.

I

e mosc practical benefitsbenefts of the work bn factoring.to
po re its ap'pli'cations to the determination of the' greatest
common factor and the lvist common multiple of two numbers. The
calculation of these quaritities is necessary in "reducing" fra8,-

..;tions and in adding ratio.tal numbers. ".
To begin, we examine the set of all common factors of two

numbers: To giNthe° set of-cozmon factors of 12 and- 20 we
6find:

set of factors Of. 1? is (i; 2; 3, 4, 6, 12)*

set of factors of 20 is. IL 2, 4, 5, 10, 20) .

The set of common faotorsfis ,defin4d to be the intersection of
tttese two sets, .1),Imely

(k, 2, 4).
Now it is rzort. a coincidence that this is the .set of all

factors Of '4'. The' set of cofnm on factors is always the set of
' all factors of some number. It can neve-i'happen that

,(?, 2, 3, it, )

is the r.,ct of - common factors of two..numbers. If § is the
greatest common factor, then

)(1,, 2, 3; 6)
--'will be the .set of common fa6tors. Whr;

i

. . ,

To see the answer, sup ose that..' m and n are ;two numbers
With both 4 and 4 as c on factors. 'Then.** . ' 46

_

,,.

.
m = 4 x ,.= 6 x G= 3-x ? x,ci

. .

A
t

,
and n s = 6 x -t; = 3.N -2 x. t:

.1'' t -, .
his mewls that 3 is a factor of 4.,x p. But ?or a. prime to be
factor x p, r of eft er 4 or pa fact of 4 ft must be a' facto. , . -,

c ..
However, 3' is not a factor, of 4, ,herice it is 'a factor of p.
For the sine reason, '3 is a factor of a. Thu

.

411110,

m =

n34x3:xu.
(p = x

(s 43x u

181
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But now 12 is a common factor' of m and n. Thus, whenever 4

'and .6 are common factors, so is 12.

A general argument of this sort shows that every common

factor Of two numbers is a factor.of the greatest. common factor.

The-problem then reduces to determining the.greatest common

factor without. first having to detg De .1..2._ common factors.
, ,

,

Writing'each humber as a . product of p imes
Aenables'us.to find, the

1 .

greatest common factor efficiently.
,,

. -4

,From - 150 = 2 x 3 x 5 x 5 . and 7

.. 420 = 2 x 2.x 3 x 5 x'7

we can pick out the largest Common "piece" in the "construction"

of 150' and -420 from primes,

15Q = (2 x 3 x'5) x (5) -r.

and, 420 = (2:x 3 x,5) x x.7):

Clearly, 2 x'3 30 is a common factor. Any greater common. .

factor must be of the fdtm 1, 30 x-jcommon factor of 5 and 2 x 71.

Because the greatest commonafaOt ,

or of 5 and 14 is 1, 30 is
N1

the.greatest common factor of 150 and 420;

4 The' definitic4'cOmputation; and use of "least common

multiple ", will be treated in4dhapter 6 in connection with the

work on the addition of rational numbers.

o

o

fir

.
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Ch'ap er 3'

EXTENDING MULTIP CATION AND DIVISION \I

PURPOSE OF UNIT ( t-

The purpose of, this u t is to help childrendevelop'

greater`skill in

(l) multiplying wtio e numbers
'
and

,

(2) dividing whol numbers.

Based on.an under tending of relevant properties`

associated with each eration, emPhas4 is given to the

use of progres8ively ore mature and mor, efficient algorisms.

Skills andtec iques_develop at different rates eor,

different children, and not all children c n be expected to

perform at the s level at any given tim . However, each

ichild should be encouraged to progress to a. high a level,

of perforbanee as pod:sible--but not at.th.e e pense of .

-understanding-.

1.
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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 2

ALGORISMS

When multiplying two numbei,s such as 12 and 26,-. it.

generally is not convenient to reliember all of onels thinking-

used to arriyeat the correct product, 31. Rather, it

usually is helpful t6 record some of this thinking 14 a

written way:.
,

'S
Vai,ious forms for MultiplYAng may be used, depending upon

the pattern of th inkingrused,and the.xtent to which a record,

of parts of.this thinking is made. in writing. Consequently,

some fo{,Ms of rebodi4(or algorisms) are eopsrdered to be

shorter or more efficient.than others. In any event, an
.

.

algorism Must be based upokrecoghtzed operational properties

and numeration,principles. , ,

. Exam lee of algorisms for.multlplyihg two numbers s)ich

as. 12 a d 26 foilowc e

Examples of Algorisms i'

.

1.

' 20 6

) 10 x10

200

60

40

+.12

20

x 2 *.

.6 .

g....

12,

0 ,

.

,

26

xli .

26'

x12

26,

x12

A00° ..:. 6o.

.A

40

'.

,

. .

260

2..:

52'

260 .

52

26

- 312 :

=
312 - 312

,

312

.

.
.

,

'

.A

0

.184
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11-0.kupdamental batis for each algOrism is fOUnd-An the
.

.

- 'distributive property of multiplication Over addition, coupled

with the commutative and associative properties of
..,

multiplication. For'example: -1 ..
J

I . '' -
. .

Explanation for Algoris A: ...

.
. 12 x 26 = (10 + 2) x 2 6'

(l0 26) + (2 x 26)

. [10x(20+8)] +12x(20+8)]
.

-[(3.o;(2o)+(3.6x6)).4 [(2x20)+(2x6).r

(too + 66) + 00 + 12)
f

= 260 +'52

= 312

.Explanation for Algorism )3:

12 x.26.= (10 + 2) x 26

(10 x 26)'+ (2x 26)

260+ 52

= 312

Notice that, in effect, Algorism ,B lean,abbreviated

form of Alg6rism A.
.

e.

Algorism C is similar to Algorism B, except that
,

12 is expressed as 2 + 10 rather than as 10 + 2.
. 1k.

Finally, Algorism D is an abbreviated-form of

Algorism C. In Algorism D the "place value" principle s

is used explicitly so that by its position the 26 indicates

"26 . tens"' ors.260.
N
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DIVISION ALGORISM

We haye recognized that,. generally,it is not convenient

for a person to remember all of hi thinking when multiplying'

larger numbers. It is even less convenient to remember his

thinking when dividing larger numbers.. Consequently, the need,

for a written record of at least some of this, thinking is even

greater in division.

What is meant by an,expressionsuch as "69 divided by 4'r

or "57 divided by 3"? We may interpret any expression,Cf

this kind in two quite different ways.

. (1) Expressions like "69 divided by 4" and -57

divided by'. 3" maybe interpreted in relation to the operation

of divisiori within the set of whole numbers. /We-May write;

69 4.'4 = n; so, 4 x n = 69 and n.x 4 = 69. Also:. 57.i. 3 = n;

so, 3 x n = 57 and n x 3 = 57. In each instance,we are aped

to determine the "unknown" factor, if one exists, within the

set of whole numbers.

- i1

, .

There clearly is no whole number n such' that 4 x n = 69

(or n x 4 = 69). In a sense, then, the expression "69',4. 4"

has no Meaning as an operationallexpressi'on within the set of

whole numbers. The set of whole numbers is not closed under,

division.

In the other instance,) however, there is a whole number

n such that S x n = 57 (or n xQ = 57)11. That number is

19, since 3 x 19 .57 (or 19 x 3 7. 7)!. we alsg may write:

57= 3 --= 19.

er
4

186
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(2) Expressions such as "69 divided by 4" or ,

"57 divided -by 3" may be .interpreted in relation to -
the partitioning of sets 'intZ,o equivalent subsets as

N described by mathematical sentences of the form:.,
.

69 = (n- x n) 1- r or 69 ',--: (n. x 4). -I.- r .. ,

.

...
. i

57 = (3 'x,n) + r or 57.- = (nx 3) + r I a'
)

.,
\ . ,

irirwhich n and r are
.
whol4 .numbers., ...and n is as large

, .,as possible. 0 . a ''
--, ':

In 'the first instance 4. we may-write:., -,
, ..: , ,, ' .. . N :

(4 x 17) + 1 or 69 = (J,7 x :4) + 1 ... ,,.. -
In the second instante 'we may write,: /

s ..
. 57 = .(3 x19) -e- o or ,;;f (19 3) 4- 0 .

. . ,

Note. thQ.t this second instance -'is analdizoUs".to' the case in .
'which 19 was" found 'to:be the ''unknown." faCtor in the .- .

. .sentence, 3. x n = 19. . 7

'Solutions such, as those illustrated in (1) and.
above Usually cannot be,' determined easily) "by inspeCtiori;

... . .. :.when larger numbers are involved. Consequently] 'an aIgpirsm or': ,

. a way of processing, or of recording One's thinking --is ,belpful.:. -
." , - .

1 . . Let us illustrate the preceding distuseion WA.th an ..

.
algorism (shown in several alternative forins)' that .could be used

b. , s ,_in relation to the expresSion, 0402.- diviaed by 6."
-40

43
,

J 3 . -, .. .

1

4o
:

...
. '. -,...

' - 100 - 4- . 143

6 r8--1 -6.)862 6 y862 -',
.

600 . 660: 100 go..
4,

262 262 , 262
240. '240 4o 24o-

. , i r
. 22. - 22 . ' 22

. ,.

18 . .a8 ',3 18.
4 143 4; ,

. 7
, ,-

.1.87

%.
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e . 4,

.
. *,..

.

. In each form me often use special names to refer to,

N` .specific.part6 of the algorism: P. ' ,

. . ,

862 may be called the dividend.

6 may be,called the.diviSor:.

t d .
. 143, may be', called the Quotient,.

(
, C ,

4, may be called_the'remilnder.0
..

4

. (1) First ---let us consider the' informatioq gilidh by the/'
3 '

algorlsm".in relation to the mathematical sehtenae, =862 + 6 = n.

We.have found that there is no whole.number n such that .\'

6 5< rr= 862, (or n x 6 = 8 62). 'We therefore kribw. that 6
.

I

'

A.

is not, a factor of 862: e"S'e.

Now let ds'qmsider the fneOmatiorgiVen by the

,algoribm ih relation ro the rnathematiCal sentences:

862 = (6 x.n) + o'r 862 = (n'XT6717-r.
.6

'We now may write: .

6

862 z= ( 6 x 143)-+ -It or 862 = (143 x 6)
11,

We may think of this in relation 1o:
,

partitioning a set or 862 objects into

equivalent subsets. There will be 143 members in

each of the 6 subsets, with a set of 4 members

remaining.

(p) partitioning a set of 862' objects into equivalent

subsets of 6 ,members each. There will be 143

such subsets, with a Set on .4 members remaining.. ,

Now,lct us examine the mathematical bases for ourr

, commonly used division algorism.

1
;1.88

1.99.
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In the preceding volume of Mathematics for the Elementary

School, the distributive property of dlvision over addition

i ., .,

ka +.b) ÷ c -7. (a ÷ .e) + OD ÷ c):
.

, .,- -
pl..

was used. to explain the basis for the division process.
1 ,

' Howeirer, the'ba*isfor a division algorim ean be atitn,more.-...

clearly at.times in terms of the distributive property of

multiplication overadditionk . .

44,*,

4

P...
a x (b '=F c) = (a x b) + (a x c)....

Think of dividing 7.60 by 20
.

using one or the other
. i

of thdbeforms: ,

---38.

8

30
,

)20
)760 20 760 V .

600 els
600 30

, .

160 160
160 , , i8.'

0 38

4

This division could have been indicated by the sentence o

760 .4, 20 which maybe re- expressed as 20 x n = 760.

We know that h must be greater than. 10 but ],ess than
100, since ;20 x lb = 20,C7- arid 20 x,100,. 2004, nd 760

is betWeen '200 and . 1000. We.then may think of n as

being in the form b + c, where eb is the largest possible.

multiple of 10.' So 20xn = 20 x (b + c).

Usidg,th& distributive propafty of multiplication over

addition, We may write:
) (

. 20 x (b + c) = 76Q

f 2a x b) (20 x c) = 760

(20.1x 30) + (20.x 8) = 760
.

189
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Eact) forT of the algorism shows that we have determined
- b to be 30 and c to be. 8. So., the "unknown"' factor

n is 30 + 8, -or 3$.

. But how oar) we determine,

We could think:

for example, that.'b

20 x 10 = 200

20 x',20-=

20 00 = 600

20 x 40 = 800

e

ism 30? '

We gee that 800 > 760. and 600'< 760. Since 20 x 30 = 600, ...

b 6 30i

In a shorter, way;, we oan use our knowledge of

"facts" 2-x 3 = 6 and 2 x'ir. 8

ug infer "hat 30' will be the -largesttmultiple of

use as a factor with 20 so that the'prbduct will

760."

By a similar inference we can determtne.that
Knowing that 2 x -helps us determine that

the

to help

10 'to

not exceed

c is 8.

20 x 8 = 160.

if t
- Finally, mention shpuld be made..of the fact that it is

through a more explicit 'app,licatiem of the principle of
"place:v&llie" that we may condense either of the preceding

fdrms to ones'such

20

as these:'

38

,

or

f

F760

600

1,6C1

'160

38

'20'1707

- 160

160 - .
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TEACHING THE UNIT--

This chapter is organized in the followipg
. Way..

1. There are teaching suggestions and
exploratiori i?hiCh appear only in
the teacher's commentary.

2. There.are explorations, and, summaries
which appear irk the pupil text.

3. There are pupil exercises to be done
independently,.

. It .is' recommended that the feather r o w .

the exploration in the teacher's commentary
prdcedint the wbrk with pupils in the pupil text.
The pupil textmaterials are designed to be read
and discussed together. These .offer pupils a
record of review and extension of techniques Of
muftiplication.and-division. It is not intended
that a],1 children do all exercises.' Yet,.you
also may fine it necessary to-supplement/some
'exucises with additional Work.

As background for this unit,'pupil should
know the multiplication facts through 10 x 10.
Since the properties of multiplication are used'.
extensively in -this chapt5r, teacher familiarity
with Chapters 4 and 7 of fourth firade is
recommended.

Iritheiprevious.aliapter it was emphasized
that product expressions such as 3 x 4
(3 x 2),x 2, and 2 x 6 are different namea
for the,number twelve. In any problems a
desired response to a mathematical pen.6ence
such as 3 x 4 = n is n = 2 x,6 . Since, in
this chapter, we are concerned With multiplying
and dividing,.we try to be explicit by asking
for the decimal numeral. -(Decimal numerals are .

numeralt using the base ten numeration system.
Actually here we will needvsuch_symbbls only for
representing- -whole-numbers. The numerals usually
used to,narde the whole numbers are 0, A, 2,

'...., 10, 11, 12,, 13, 85, . 86,87,...). In the later exercises we shorten
the instruttioneto something 13ke, find n,

compute n, ett: Such instructions are to be
interpreted as asking for the decimal numeral
foriv for n .

:
,L
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REVIEWING IDEAS OF MULTIPLICATION

Objective: .To review the language of multiplication

Materials:' 'Duplicated blank table as suggested in

Exercise Set 1in pupil text

!reaching Suggestions:

Be ore children begin this chapter, - elicit'`'
from them what multiplication means and review.
the vocabulary of multiplication. Note that ,

the product of twonurpers, such as .3 and 4
may be .named as a produe't expression, 3 xj1
or as a decimal numeral 12. Determine pupi
understanding of the mathematical sentence.

As one way of reviewing multiplIdtion
facts through ',10 x 10; charts similar to

'-the one 'given in Exercise Se't 1 may be
.constructed. Forms_may-be duplicated so that
`pupils can fill in-numbers.aa needed. Changes
in sequence may be made to provide praoti,Ce

,

material.'
.

After reading with the children the first,
page of .this chapter in the pupil text, have 1
them dd.ExerciaeSet 1 independently.

-

i;

11203.

N.
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f EXTENDING MULTIPLICATION AN15 DIVISION Z

dhapter 3
,

.

REVIiMINO- IDEAS OF MULTIPLICATION
*, , .

To express the' `Product of two Jiumberlemusing a
-

mathematicak sentence, .wei,can write: A

4
s

We read this either as:

;

20 is the, product of the

are factors 9f 20.

. ,

5. ; 20.

5 tiles 4 is, equal to 20.:

dr% i"

times °4 quals

nu erii 5 and k .. 5 and 4

\\
5' 20

4.

fattai factor, product-

-We have found- that any number pas many 'z'arfnes. The

expiession, 5 x. V, is abno.tlier name, for 20. 'iten we.-use
..

-a name showing multiPlicationzlike .5 far 20, we call

it a product expression. Both, 20 and 5 x name °h

:product of 5, and k. Ip this chapter we will learn w
._

of finding the gecimal name .for the products, of large num

/
0
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*Or
Exercise et 1

i
Copy the following table and fill in the blanks witli

the products: (Use decimal numerali.)

x 6 -81 5 4 O' g 3 i.

4' 2,/ 32
.........-

20 '40. /4.
_

0 34 g of /4 0

7 .f .5-4 If 7o 21 0 e3 /4 449 al 7
6 g S io .1 o 7 e 7 g , /,

9-. 3.-4/ :7e, .its" 90 36 o II /Y 63 447 9

3 is 2y. 16- 71o. /2 0 27 zi 9-, 8
6 36 4If 3o 60 2l o .3-1 /2 4' Is? 4

10' do 3o .54 /07' 4 o 0 90 ea- .70 34 0 wo.
:-

5
..,

4.30 410 2s- co 20 0 .4(s- io 3r is- ,o
0 0 0 o '0 tt o 0 000
8 14f1 441 4. 52- 0 7e .5-6 ,24/''k.
2 iz a /o

oriele

10 I o 11 41 /I 6'
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REVIEWING THE PROPERTIES OF,MULTIPLICATION

Objective: To review the properties of multiplication

Materials: Two 4 by 6 arras, two 3 by 8 arrays and

, several other sete of arrays containing the 'ame
,

Mao JO

number of,elements for class discussion of the

commuta ive property of multiplication'

One 7 r 18 array and similar arrays for clad.s

discussi n of the distributive property .

In reviewing the commutative property of
multiplication, use 'two -y by 6 arrays.
Pupils should review that a 41by 6 array and
a 6 by 4 array are difterent only in the,way .

they are formed. Each has- the same number
elements. It might be well to review that by,
turning a 3 by 8 array, we can place it over

.16 -8 by 3 array; but d -4 by 6 array cannot
be placed over a 3 by 8' array, no matter how
much turning is-done.

It is important that pupils understand
the use of the associative property of multi=
.paication.- It is desirable that pupilsbe
able to Verbalize-their understanding of the
property, but it is most important that pupils
be able to make use of associativity. They
should recognize that the way 3 factors are
grouped does not affect the product:

After reviewing the associative property,
' have pupils do Exercise Set 2.

From their work in Chapter 7 of fourth
grade) children should know how to Tultiply_
using multiples of .10 and 100. In that
chapter, pupils found the associative'propertY
very useful in multiplying by multiples. of
10 and viere able to show their work using
the matheNatiCal sentence form. Pupils should
be able to write, roducts of multiples of 10
without having to use thelonger form.

The teacher may need to g pupils
additional oral and writtgrttgice.'
Children should be able to-explain their
way)of,arrtving at the produCt to ,insure
that their work with multiplication is
not merely. mechanical.'

195
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In Examples' 4 and 5 in,the pupil text,
MI will notice that sevel'al etepd have been .!;'
combined in order to reach a shorter form. .1n
this note we will include all of the steps ab
they should bein order /kr you, and possibly
some of the better pupils, to see the complete
form.

Examplr 4:

60 x 70 = (6x10) x (7x10r(Rename. 60 'and 70.)

= f(6 xa0) x 7].x'10 , associative propertli.)

= [6 x 10x 7)] x lb 2(1pe associative. property.)

[ 6 x (7 x 10) ] X 10 400commutative proPertye)

= (6 x 7) x (10;x 10) (Use. associative' property.)

= 42'x 100 (Product of 6 and 7 is 42;
,product of 10 and 10.is 100.)

= 4200 (Product of 42 and 100.
is 4200.) .

Example:
4 w

700 sx 30 = (7 x 100).x (3 x 10)(Rename 700 and 30.)

='1(7x100) )2:,3) x 10 (Use associative property.)

. (7 x (100 x 3)).)< 10' (Use associative property..)

[7 x (3 x 100)] x 10(Use commutative property.)

= (7 x 3) x (100 x 10)(USe associative property.)

= 21.x 1000

= 21.,000

O

(Product of 7.x 3. is 21;
product of,'..1.00, and 10
is 1000, )=-",1:::

. (Product of R1 and
1000. is 21;000.)
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. COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION

A 4 by 6 array can be "turned Ito formla 6. by 4

array.

4 by 6 array

4 x 6 . 24

6 by 4 array

6x4= 24*

This shows that 4 x 6= 6 x 4 .

A 24: by 35 prray can be turned to form a 35 by 24

array. atds shows' 24x 35 ----. 35 x 24. When we write

24 x 35 in -place of x 24, we are using the commutative

property of multiplication5

By Using the commutative property, we have fewer

multiplication facts to learn.

If we know 5 x 9 = 45, then we know 9 x 5 = 45.

If we know 7 x 8 * 56, then we know 8 x 7 ..56:

If this property is used, how many multiplication facts are
(5 b

. (OI, ...4, . . ...,..- jc. ,4.4.44....tfit. .,.....14.4
/to be learned? How do you know?60.&-44-44- AV.6.4.4 )",a640444

tylio+444.4; `. iasi. ..1.4 Avaw-, f 3' /41 , ,...h.0, '7 j .44 . AD.^. 4,44A 6S .)

What are the properties of 0 and 1 for multiplication?
( trY...... : /.1. x 0 -.0 / z....... a ',...x i -.Aft. )

.

How ,can we use these properties so we have even fewer

multiplication facts to remember? ( a-It /..A` ^-
acs/ a- .40e,to-s, o'44../ .,14#

1.444:44r X rf 0 r.)

'we
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OSSOCIATIVE-TIMiPERTY:'OF MULTIPLICATION

We know that we can multiply three :lumbers',

such as 4 'and 2 acid 3, -in that order, in either

of two ways:. L-

x 2) x 3 . 8 x 3= 24

4.x (2 X 3)-= 4 x 6 24

Each way of grouping 'the numbers gives the same product.

So, we may write:

(4 X 2) x 3 = 4 (2 x

.When We replace one way of grouping the numbers

byltheother way, we are using the associative property

of multiplication.

.Because of the associative property of multiplication',

we can write

4 x 2 x 3 = 24

without using any parentheses. We knowthat either

grouping of the.factors will, give the same product.
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We have earnea how to m4ltiply using 10, or

100,'" or 1990 as a.factor in examples like these:
_

3x 10 .

23 x 10'.

30

230

7 x 100

57 x 100

=

=

766

5700

9 x l000

39 x 1000

-'9000

39,000
, .

Wo also know our "multiplication facts," such as:

x 3 = 12, 7 x ,5 35, 6 x 8= 48.

Now let\us review how, we can use these two things.along

with the associative property of multiplication to find

products of numbers such as 4 and 20, or 6 and 700,

or .5 and 3000.

Example 1

x 20 . x (2 x 10) (Think of 20 as '2 x 10.),

. (4 x 2) x'10 (Use.asiocAtive property.)

= 8 x 10 (Product of' 4 and 2 is 8.)

. 80 (Product of 8 and 10 is 80.),

Example 2.

6 x 700. 6 x (7 x 100) (Think of 700 as 7'x 100.)

. (6 x 7) x'100 (Use associative property.)

. 42 x 100 (Product of 4 and 7 is 42.)

. 4200 (Product of 42 and' 100 is 4200.) /

Example 3

5.x43000 = 5 x (3 x 1000) (Think of 3000 as ix 1000.)

(5 x 3) x 1000 (Use associative property.)

15 x 1000 (Product of 5 and 3 Is 15.)

.= 15,000 (Product of 15 and 1060 to

15,000)

199
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Products of numbers such as 60 and 70, or 700

and 30 can be found using the associative property of

multiplication along with the commutative property of
. (multiplication.

Example 4

60 x 70 . (6 x 10) x (7 x 10) (Rename 60 ,and. 70.)
,

. (6 x 7) x (10 x 10) (Use the associative and
commutative properties.)

= 42 x 100 (The prodtict of 6 and 7
is 42; the product of

and,10 is 100.)
in 4200 (The product of 42 and

100 is 4200.)

\!,

Example

700 x 30 = (7 x 100) x (3 x 10) (Rename 700 and 30.)i

- (7 x 3) x (100 x 10) (Use the associative and
commutative properties.)

= 21 x 1000 (The product:of 7 and 3 is
11;41.3roduct of 100 x 10

= 21,000 (The product of 21 and
2000 is 21,000.)

Do youknow a way in which you can find the product of numbers

like 60 and 70, or- 700, and 30 more quickly? If not.

see if you can find one.

A,

200
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4

A

,
' Exercise get 2

. ,

1. lirite-eac}h of the foncitfing products as decimal numerals.

a. 3 x (sd) h. 33 x 100 .(3,3e,00)

b. 4 x 100 (41 0o) 1. 4 x 600 (ei 10°)

O

c. 1,000 x 7 (ocic,i) J. 800 x 3

d. 100 x 12' (/, 200) k. 8'x 2,000

._e. 32 x 1,000 (52 coo) 1. 500 x 6

f. 10 x 56a ($ o) c.' 300 x 2
,

E. 200. x (8 oo) n. 7 x 80

3

2. Find the product of each of the pairs of numbers by
using the commutsttive and associative properties of

multiplication.
Example: 50 and 40

50 x 40 ..,(5 x 10) x x 10)-

a (5 x 4) x (10 x 10)
20 x 100

2. 2,000

30 and 70

80 and 60

200--ind 300

90 and 700

e. 300 and 40

1'. 50 and 700

g., 600 and 80

h. 300 and 9,000

2011
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Answers to Exercise Set 2
2. a, \30.X 70 = (3 x 10). X 47 x-1 )

=(-3 x x (10 x 10)
= 21 x 100

.

S

b. '80 x 60 = (8
= (8 )6; )(3.0 x ).0)
==f48--x 100'

4,800
,c. 200 x 300.= (2 x 100) x x No)

= (2 x 3) x (100 x 3.60)
&x10,000

= 60,000
d 90 x 700 = (9 x 10) x (7 x10)

= (9 x`7) x (10 x100)--
= 63.x 1,b00
= 63,boo

t. -300 x 40 = (3 x no) x (4 x 10)
= (3 x x (100 x'1.0)
= 12,x 1,000
= i12,0O0

.f. 50 x 700IT= (5 x 10)- x (7x 100)
=,(5 x x 11.0 x 100)
= 35 x si,000
= 35,000

600 x 8o = (6 x 10405 x (8 x io),
(6 x 8)-x'(.3.00,x 10)
48 x Lpoo

-= 48;000 Or
h. 300 x 9,000 = (3 X .100) x'(9

='.(3 ?.:-(3.06 x
.= 27 x 100,000
= 2,700,000

1

AI

"
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Find n in each sentence. (Use a decimal 'numeral. '

',..

/ 1.

.

40 30 -_ .x n 2A 00Y 111.

; .

00 x°30O =200 ia

P
.

0-(i6;;Nio)

-. . 4,
, 2. 50 x-70 = n -. .(3., .r.ao) '.- 12. 500 x 700 =-,n: (3 .5-z;:o Gra)

,

3. 60x 8.o = (4/, ?at?) 13. 300x 800 = n (4/0,049°)

4. 0 3 50 = n ( 4.roo) 14. 700 x 40=r= /I. (kg, &pc.)
N

5. - 60 x0 = n '(P,400) '15. 3Q x 600 ..n (if:boo)

6: 20x 600 = n (/2)\0.00). 16. 70 x

:,
7. 500 x 30 =n (ha, oPo) 17. 80 x.700 = n

8. 'too x 7 = n 8) f 00) 18. 90 x 30'.= (4, 7o0 )

9. 70 x 800 = n ?oo) 19. 80 x 510 = n

10. 88 x.900 = n 000) .20, 20 x.41'2,100 n ,(24e0, 600)

r
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REVIEW OF PROPERTIES.(00NTINUED)

DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION OVER'ADDIT,ION

A 7 by 18 array may be used to*picture the
distributive property of multiplication over addition.

-

10 8

7
I-

When a -7 by t8 ',array is used, it can be
seen that 18 Ray be renamed.in many ways (by
making various folds) but most convenientry
18 is named 10 + 8.

From this,vpupils should be able to wite
. 7 x 18 . 7 x (10 +

= (7 x 10) + (7 x 8)
7,70 +. 56

= .126 .

Using the commutative .property,
'we can see that

7 x 18 = 18 x 7 .

'This cou.d be demonstrated by
turning the 7 by 18 'array 900

10
and using tile same sepaketions.
It becomes apparent that the
number of rows .are renamed and
the number of columns distributed
over the rows.

Thus we recognize that:
18 x 7 = + x. 7

10 x 7 -+ (8 x 7)
70 + 56

= 126 .

Although may reamings of 18
are possible, r is important to
choobe Ule most convenient one
in,thesMiexampled it is 10 + 8: 4t

215
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DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTI/DF MULTIPLICATION OVER ADDI;FI

Torfiiid the product off/7 and 18, think of a -.7 by 18!
(-\ 0

3.

111111 E11111111111 11I111111111111111

Separate it into two a

9 know. For example:
411.

--/

These arrays help us see that.'

10

rays showing products you already

7 by 0 array

7 x 10'= 70

7, by 8 array .

7 x 8 56

7'x18= 7x (10 + 8)

= (7 x- 10) + (7 x 8)

F., 70 + 56

=426.
w

. When vewrite (7 x + (7 'x'8),,,Itn place of 7 x. (10 + 8),

we are using the distributive property of multiplication over

addition.

205
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Now puppesed we find the product oP 18 and 7.

18

r_

Can we

separate 10

the array

like thiqy

(18 by 7 array)

8

(10 by 7
.array)

(8 by
array

,

Find the products eparately and add them to get thetotal
q

number of elements in the 18 by 7 array.
.

18 x 7 . (10 + 8) x 7

. (10 x
.

70+ 56

'r'. 126

The commutative property of multiplication tells us that a

by 18 array has the same number., of elements au an 18

array, thus:

Since -

7 x'18 .111 )07

i.)i 18 x, (10 +8)

'13Y 7

IE (7 X 10) + (7IX 8), !,
and 18,x.7 = (10 + 8) x 7

(10 x 7) + (8 x /),

then (7 x 10) +.(7 x'13).. (10 x 7) + (8 x 7) = 12Crelemonta.

206
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Here are other illustritions of how.we may use the

distributive property of multiplication over additen.

1. .20 x3t a 20,,x + 7) (Rename 37 as" 30 + 7.)

=420-x 30)

6043':+ 140

'140

x---130; (40 +

(20::>5 7) (Distribute 20 over 30
and

(Use multiplication facts
and place value.)

,(Use addition facts and
place value.)

2) x 30 (Rename 42 as 40 + 2.)

/

. (40 x 30) + (2 x 30) (Distribute 30 over 40
and 2.)

= 1200,+ 60 (Use multiplication facts
and place value.)

= 1260 (Use addition facts and
place valu.)

3. 4 x 285 = 4 x,(200 + 80 + 5) (Rename 285 as",290 +
80,4- 5.)

. (4'x 200) + (4 x 80) + (4 x 5) (Distribute 4

over 200, 80,

= 800 + 320 + 20

Air

and 5...)

(Uae multiplication facts
and)placevalue.)

(Use additi9n facts,
associative prdpeFty, .

and,plade value.)

207
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Exercise Set 4

1. Using the properties of multiplication, express the

following products as decimal numerals. (-la- a404-141"44'ielzg1"
,//o)

Example: 6 x 21 = 6 x (20 t 1)

a.

b.

3 x 27

42 x 6

(6 x 20) + (6 x 1)

= 120 + 6

= 126

i. 20 x 62

J. 74bx 30

c. 2x 128 k, 40 x 57

d. 7 x 341 1. 60 x 24

e. 217 x 8 m. 78 x 10,

f. 4 x 285 n. 20 x.91

g. 22 x ).0 o. 86 x 30

h. 47 x 30 p. 39 x 50

2. Name the property of multiplication illustrated by

each mathematical sentence.

a. 8 x ,= 18' x 8

b. 2x (9 x6) = (2 x 9) x 6

0. 10 x 32 = (10 x 30) + (10 x 2) 41,4s,euaccr,..
- . ,.....

3. Find n in each mathematical sentence.- Use what you know
.

about the properties of multiplication to help, ou.
M

a. 15 x 30".g (10 x 30) + (n x30) ..411.... 5- ,

b. 18 x 5 = 5.xn If

c . 36 x ,(10 x 2)',= 10 x (4,x n) =

208
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4. On your paper; write trtte if the mathematical sentence

is trtie. Write false if the mathematical sentence is

a. 8 x ?7 + 5) = (8x 7) + (8 +.5)
b. 12 >2 10 = 10 x 12

't
c. 33'x 42 = (30 + 3) x (WA- 2)

d. (10x x x x 3) _Adze.

e. (SO x 5) x 7 = 10 x + 7) 1-414

5. Each of the expressions below is, equal to (40 x 60).

Which does not illustrate the distributive property?'

Write its letter.

a. x 60) + (20 x 60)

9 b. (40 x 30) + (40 x 30)

c. (4 x 30) x (6 x 10)

a. (25 x -60) + (15 x 60')

ti
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Typical answers to Exercise 1, Exercise Set :

a.' 3 x 27 = 3 x (20 + 7)

= (3 x 20) + (3 x 7)

= 60 + 21

= 81

b. 42 x 6= (40-+ 2) x 6

. 44o x 6) + (2 x 6)

= 240 + 12

= 252

'c. 2x 128 = 2 x (100 + 20 + 8)

= (2 x loo) + (2 x (2 x 8),

= 200 + 4o + 46

--, 256

'd. 7 )c 341 = 7 x (300 + 40 + 1)

(7 x 300) + (7 x 4o) + (7 x 1)

..2100 + 2,6 + 7

. 2387

217 >t 8 = 1200 + 10 + 7) x 8

= (200 x,8) + (10 x 8) + (7 x 8)4
= 1600 + 80,+ 56

=1736
f: 4 x 285.= 4 -x (200 + 80 + 5)

= (4 x 200) + (4 x 80) + (4 x 5)
. = 800 + 3204- 20

=,1140

g. 22 x 10 = (20 + 2) x 10

= (20 x 10) + (2 x 10)

= 200 + 20

=220
x 30 = .(40 + 7) 30'

= (40 x 30) + (7 x 30)

1200 + 210
0

= l!i10

210
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i.I 20 x 62 = 20 x.(60 + 2); _

= (20 x 60) + (2o X 2)

= 1200 + 40-
h =1240 ,

j; 71 x 30 = (70+ 1) x30

= (70 x 30) (1 x-30)

= 2100 "+ 30

= 2130

40 x 57 = 4o x (50 + 7)

= (4o x50) + (4o x 7)

= 2000 + 280

= 2280

1. 60 x 23 60 x (20 + 3)

(60 x 2o) + (60 x 3)

= 1200 ± 180 A

= 1380,

M. 78 x 10 = (70 + 8)"x lo .

= (7o x lo) + (8 x 1o)

= 700 + 80

= 78o

n. 20 x 91 =,20 x T90 + 1) ,

= (20 x 90) ± (20 x 1)

= 1800 +,20

= 1820

86 x 3o . .(80 + 6) x30

4 *
= (80 x 30) + (6 x 3o)

= 2400 +180'

258o

p. 39 x 50= (30 + 9) x50

= (30 x 50) f (9x50)

7 1500 1- 450

r = 195o

211
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BECOMING SKILLFUL IN MULTIPLYING

Objective:. To develop greater skill -in multiplying whole numbers

Vobabulary:Fartial product, vertical form of multiplication

r

e.

c
Teaching Sugges,tions: 6 5

k
In this.c'hapt4r an algorism for multiplicat.kon

is dev,eloped. By using place value, we are able to
find a shorter 'way of recording the process.

Begin class ditcussion of multiplication by
showing the use of the distributive property to
find products. Use the mathematical sentence form.
For example,
8 x 476 = 8 x (400 + 70 + 6) Rename. 476 as

4 400 + 70 6.
. (8 x 400) + (8 x 70) + (8 x 6) Distribute

8 over 400, 70,
.and 6.,

3200 + 560 + 48 Use multiplication
facts and place'
value.'

= 3808 Use addition fact-6,
associative prop-
erty, and place
value.

Relate the mathematical sentence form with
the.vertical form below. Children should be
able to see that the partial products of the
vertical form are the same as those in the
mathematical sentence form.

Class, discuskon could include various
orders in which the partial products maw be
written. (Review from Chapter 7, Grade 4.)
Forexample,

8x 476 = n
476 476

x .8 x 8
* 777 48

560
8

1

560
4

3808 1!41:

Have pupils explain the steps in multiplying
when they write only'thefinal product.. For
example, to multiply '6 and 273, the steps are:

6 x 3 = 18. Record the 8 ones, re-
273 member 1 ten.

x 6 6 xg tens = 42 tens. -42 tens + 1 ten =
.43 tens. aecord(the 3 tens, remember

1638 the 4 hundreds..
6 x 2 hundreds = 12 hundreds.
,12 hundreds + 4 Hundreds = 16 ,hundreds.
Record the 16 hundreds.
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Certainly, as the process is shortened,
place value for each digit of the numeral is
emphasized.

The writing of 'additional numerals to
show the regrouping may be used in approaching
the level of writing only the final product.
For example,

273

x 6

1638 .

However:it Is expeoted.that when children are
-ready for this leveI'theywill not find the
need for this crutch for.any length of time.
The term "carrying" is not used with children.

It is assumed by fifth grade most children
are using the conventional algorism and
should be encouraged to continue with it. At
the same time it must be recognized\plat all
children are not at the same level of\de-
velopTent and may need to use the long form.

You May wish to use such examples as the
following for exploration with the class and
Class discussion before childrenwOrk
independently.

_72 x 3 = n. (A/6)

7 x 18 . n (/Z44

3 x 78 = n- ( Y4)

6 x 55..= n 3e)

It is desirible that all development be
done independently of the material-in the
pupil text. The recordi.n the text then will
serve as reference when ,the child works the
exercises and for-further study,of these ideat.
A teacher should develop the exploratory
material for his class in light of theneeds of
his particular group.

f
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BECOMING SKILLFUL IN MULTIPLYING

\
We have learned that we can use mathematical,sentences

to show our thinking when we multiply. .For example,

4 x 285 =

We can find the number which n represents in this way.

4 x 285 = 4 x (200 + 8o +.5)

(4 x 200) + (4 x 80) + (4 x 5-)

= 800 + 320 + 20 -

= 1140

Then, 4 x 285 = 1140.

The numbers -800, 320, and 20, are called partial products.

Here is a shorter way to.find the product of 285

and .4. We can write the partial products,ander each

other as we multiply. Then, we clan add them. For example,

1D014 x 285 = n, we find the number Which nv, represents

in this way.

91,

285

x 4

20 x 5)

3240,1t--- .(4 x 80)

800 (4' x 200)

1140

Many of us should be able to write the product in an even

shofter way. 285

x 4'

1140

Then, 4 x 285 = *1140:

What must we remember in order to do this?

214
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Now let us consider this mathe)tatical sentence.

3 x408= n

We may write:
f

e

3 x 40 3 x (400:+ 8)

= ,(3 x 400) *3 x 8)

1200 + 24

if = 1224

So, n = 1224 and 3 x 408,= 1224.

If we used shoister ways to find the product, we could write:

4o8

x 3

24 *--- (3 x 8) or

12004(3 x 400)

1224

408

x3

1224

In the shorter wajlat the left, above, why are there just

(01.4. 14.e.vec.atwo partial products?
Artre.

In each of the shorter ways shoWn above, is'there any

time when you did or could use the zero prqperty for

multiplication? ( par, .7X (0g10) = YX0 = °,)

YL
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/
Exercise ,Set it

...

-

t
A. Find n. If you need to, show the partial broductS. °

1.

2.

3.

4.

, 5.

5 x 63 = n /t 6. 8 x 209 = n

2+- x 56 = n 244 7. 9 x 347 =n

6 X 93 = n .1-5 8. 6 x 986 = n

3 x 256 -t- n
. .

761 9. 7x 837 = n

6 x'307 = n /, 84te .10. 8 x. 2, 609 ,= n
. .

B. Use mathematical sentences to help solve the following

problems. Express each answer in a complete sentence.

11. A buildinghas 72 windows. If- it takes 3 minutes

to wash one window, how many minutes will it take to

wash all of them?
(3 X 72`= de .4A-eh za

2 /L = rpm/ Tr

12. A traffic light changes its color ever8 seconds.

How many Seconds .vrin it take for 61e light' to make 7

changes?
(7*X

/e 4- = a limit, i e

13. A phonograph record revolves 33 times a minute. How-

many revolutions will the record make if it plays for

3 minutes? (3 fia -Au-41.4 ..4...g:44

fg = ifiv, 9 9 t.ts&viesde
14. John} and his father went on a fishing trip. It took .

them,,- 6 hours to get to the lake. John's father wad

diiving 55 miles per hotl'r. How far did they have

to drive, before they could' fish?

k .s0
'ar PG

xr=

sr'
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MULTIPLYING

Obje'd,tive:

Vocabulary:

4 ,

LARGER NUMBERS

To develop skill in multiplying -- 'larger whole numbers

Vertical form ,

Materials: One large 1,7 by 24 array5Le on materia,1 that

may befolded while the teacher demoristratei to

the class ---$

Exploration:

'We have learned to find the product of two numbers.

When the'numeral of one number has one place and the numeral

of the other has no more than.three places. Now

we are ready to,consider finding the, product of two numbers

when both their, numerals have two places. .

First, let's review the distributive property,

multiplication over addition in the example,, 54 x

which is on the chalkboard.

5 x 21 = 5 x (20 +-1)

(5x20) + (5x 1)

= 100 + 5

= 105
sr
4

Now look at this array. How many rows are there? How,

many columns are there? When we. multiply 17 and 24

we will find how many eleffents there'are in this array.

10

'21r
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17

24

20 4

10

7

4

"IV

17. by 24 array

How can we rename 24 'in a 'convenient way? (We can rename

4 as 2 + 4.) Canwe show this renaming by folding the array?

es, we can fold it so there are two arrays.' One has '20

columns, and-one has 4 columns.) Can you write on the board

a mathematical sentence/to show what we have done'?

17 x.i24 = 17. x (20 +

= (11 x 20) + (1.7 x 4)

Now what .can we do to help us find a decimal numeral for

17 x 24? (Wp can rename 17.) How shall we .rename it? (We

may think of .17 as 10 + 7.) Letts fold-the array to show

this. HQw many smaller arrays have we now? Oksyhat are
they? (10 by ,213, 10 - by 4, 7 by 20, r 7 by k)

218
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a

e

Can we u4be what me know about multiplication to find

the number of elements im each of the smaller,arrays? We

will record this on the board.

10 x 20 = 200

7x20= 140

10 x 4.= 40

7'x4 = .28

17 x 24' = 200 + '140 + 40 + 28

= 408

There is a shorter way to find decimal numerals for such

expressions as 17 x 24. We could use the vertical form to)show

what we just did with arrays. Let's look at it.

24 Can you see how theloartial

x 17 , products were obtained? (Yes, the -

28 28 = 7 xat, the '140 = 7 x 20, the

140 40 = 10 x 4, Snd.the. N00 = 10 x 20.)
f (

200
lor

408.

C

Pg6ceed in a similar manner with
Multiplying Larger Number In the pupil'

.text. -;

219
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°

. The vertical form also can be used with 'larger

numbers Look at this example.

23 x 67 = n 67

x23

21-*------ (3 x 7)

x 60)

140 x 7)

1200 4-- (20 x 60)

1541 (25 x 67)

23 x 67 1541
0

See if you can identify each of the partial products shown

above with parts of the array.

Using the vertical form, compute the following.')

54 25' 37-

x 32 x 18 x42 ,

i
.0 //,

0
/ov / i a 6d
/20 ,Iro 2 if Q

,..e. - ...
2 o o 46 ., 2 0 0/ SOO

'We°
/) 7...g 8 lir o /,55-41

NO

221
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Exercise Set 6

A. CompIate using the vertical .form. Shoy the partial,yraducts.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

27.

8.

.litcample: 32 x 54 54
x 32

100
120

21.50o

45 x 23

64 x 25

9.

10.

37 x 86

49 x-81.-

.37 x 26.° 11. 57 x 77

.61 x 59 12. 66 x 88
.2& x 13.( 44 x 95

37Xx 12 14. 82 x 28 '

24 x 37 15. 37 x.75

26 x 97 16. 91 x 67

B. USe mathematical sentences to help solve the following

problems. Express each answer'in a completesentence.

17. A set of books weighs 12 pounds. If a school ordered 38

sets, what would be the total weight of the booksFdered?
/2X 3f AteaZ 4'r6

18. Mr. Jones, a farmer, sent 27 crates of eggs to the market.

There were- 24 dozen eggs in each crate. How many dozen

eggs did he send to,market's,
(44,4

19. During our vacation last summer, we traveled for 28.hours.

We drove at 59 miles per hour. How far did we tr'avel-

291(ff "he. r
'during the 28 hOurs?

20. The candy store packed 86 boxes of candy. Each box

contained 64 pieces of candy. How many pieces of candy

'&=26x444:were needed to'padk all the boxes?
At, = 45-ot 0:0100awda

c..--=1. oe.zeor-e.4

,222
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1. i 23

25.....
/ 15

No
120

800
1,035

6. 12

14.
o

60

300

. 444

11. 77

x
49

490

35o

3500
4389

16. 67

7

60

630

4oc>

6097

Answers to -Exercise- Set 6

2.

7.

25
x64

3,

_

8.

26

Igi
kg

14o

180

600

962
- *

. 97

x26

20:
.. 80

300 '
1200

1600

. 37:
x24

,26
120

140

600

42

540

144
1800 .

888 2522

12. 88 .13.
x 66

4945,

48, 20 '-
48o 360

48o 200

4800weam... 3600

5808 43.8o

223

234.

.

,
- 59

, x61
5. - 92

x2&

9

50

54o

3.000

16

720
. 40,

1800

3599 2576

*
9. 86 10. 81

),_,., xi,
42 9

4 .
560 720

180 .140

2400 3200

3182 3969

14. 28 15. 75
x 82 -x 37

16 35
40 490

64o 150

_1600 2;7605

2296
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A SHORTER FORM FOR MULTIPLYING.

-Objective: To"lead pupils to use a shorter algorism

As soon a children are ready,,develop a
shorter algori6m. The foliOwing is a suggested
procedure.

We know that we can think of '23 x 67 as
(20 x 67) -I- ('3 x 67). We can use this idea to

'learn a shorter way of finding the' produCt of.
23 x 67. Use the chalkboard to remind children
that they know

67 67and
x 3 x 20
201 1340.;

Then the same information may be written
in this form.

67
x 23
Or-

-1340
137T.

Ask such questions as:
How did we get 201 ?

2 ,How did we get 1340 ?

Continue withIlany other exenples to show
the relationship between the longer and, the
shorter vertical forths.

When it seems appropriate, use the pupil
material entitled A Shdrter Form for Multiplying.

Children can gain greater insight into
multiplication by being reminded of the
commutative property. Because of this property
the order in which partial products are written
does not change the product.

. f

It may be of value for your ore capablel'
g,/,_

'children to recognize that the o:lowing are
othet ways of recording partial p oducts.

67
x23 .

20X60)
20x73
3k60
3X7):

23
x67

,

.

7x3)
7x01
60x3
60x20)

23
x67

60x20)
60x9
7x20
7X3)

67
x23,

60x20)
3x7).
20 )

3x6 )

1200
140
180
21

151

21
140
180

1200171.

1200
180
140
21

1371

1200
21

140
180;,

igr
Children should be able to expiain what was

"done in each example,,

224
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1.

A SHORTER FORM FOR*MULTIPLYINO

Look at this example.

25 x 72 = n

0

Here are two forms for finding the decimal numeral for n:

Longer:Form Shorter Form

172

O

10

350

40

1400

1(5 x 2) (5 x 72)

(20 x 72)

(5 x 70)

(20 x 2)

(20 x 70) 1440

180o 1800

n = 1800

25 x 72 = 1800.

Explain how the partial products in the longer and

shorter. forms are related to each other.

25

236
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Exercise Set

-

Compute using a vertical form. Use the shorter form if you can..

Example: 37 x 54

54

378

1620

1998

1. 12 x 34 (4e01) 11. 34 x 62 (8)/08)

2. 21 x 43 (903) 12. 84 x 53 (16 #.572 )

3. 41 x 25 a a C) 13. 76 x 38 (2)U1)
4. 15 x 37 (Sri') 14. 83 x 95 (7, fr

5. 37 x 18 (6 4 4) :15. 46 x 73 (1, CS)

6. 24 x 37 I 1) 16. 66 x 37 ,(2,414,2)
7. 32 x 48 (/)-t- 34) 17. 53 x 46 (2, 449)

EL' 12 x 98 (/, ' 70' 18. 72 x'33 (2, 3 76)

9. 35'x56 96o) 19.. 38 x 25 (9 Ca

19. 86 x 72 (4, /it) 20. 36 x 49 (/, 7 44i)

226
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USING-A SHORTER FORM TO MULTIPLY41,ARGER NUMBERS

Objective: To extend the skills of multiplication to find

,yroducts of still greater numbers .

Teaching Suggestioris:

This portion of the chapter should give pupils
additional skill with izertical form for multiplying
using two-place and-three- and four-place numerals.

In examples 1 and 2 on the next pupil page,
all of the partial products with the.alternativoe
shortened form are shown. It is hoped that children
may'extend their dkills readily so that they may use
a shorter form for computing.

Only the vertical form is given for the examples
in the pupil book. Some teachers, however, may want
to consider the mathematical sentence form which
follow's in the teacher's commentary.. The mathematical
sentence form should help pupils understand the multi-
plication algorism. It should be kepein mind, however,
that'the teacher's goal is to develop facility with a.
shorter algorism.

EAmple 1:

43 x t37 =

=

(40 + 3J'X237

(40 x 237) + (3 X 237) P''
40 X (200 + 30 + 7) + 3 x (200 + 30 + 7)

= (40 x 200) + (40 x 30) + (40 x 7)

I- (3'x 200) + (3.x 30) +'(3-X 7)

= 8000 + 1200 + 280 + 606 _+ 90 + 21

= 10,191

Example 2:

34 x '6432 = (30 + 4) x 5432

2(30 x '5432) + x 5432

= 3o x (5000 + -400 +'30 + 2) + 4 x '(5000

+ 400 + 30 + 2),

= (30 5000,,) + (30 x,400) + (30 x 30)

+ (30 x 2) + (4 >4 5000) + (4 x 400)

+ (,4*x 30) + (4 x 2)

= 150,000 + 12,000 + 900 + 60 + 20,000

+ 1,600 + 120 + 8

'= 184,688

I

227
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USING A SHORTER FORM TO MULTIPLY LARGER NUMBERS

These eiamples.W111 help you to learn how to find
. .

products of larger numberi.

Example 1: : iv= 43 x,237

OR

237

x 43

21 (3 x 7) 711 x 237)

90 (3 x 30) 9480 (40 x 237)

600 (3 x 200) 10191 (43 x 237)

280 (40 X 7)

1200 (40 x 30) n = 10,191.

8000 (40 x 200)

10191 (43 x 237)
.

,Example 2r n = 34 x 5032

5032 5032.

OR
'\

8 (4 x 2) 20128 (4 ,x 5032)

'120 (4 x 150960 (30 x 5432)

20000 (4 X 5000) 171088 (34 x 5032)

-.

4

.60 (30 x 2)

900 (30 x 30)

150000 (30 x 5000)

171088 (34 x 5032)

° 228

239.

n = 171,088
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Exerctee Aet 8,

A. Use a vertical form to compute the following.

1. 26 x,201 (5; eel') 8. 45 x 378- (")°/a)'
2. 41x 607 (21, ft 7) 9. 37 x 856 (,/, 6 z)

3.

It:

5.

42 x 121 (s; o92)

64 x 328 (2 0/ 9.7)

270 x 37 (9). f-fo)
Hint: )3y using the
commutative property
of multiplication we
know that

, 270 x 37 = 37'x 270.

6. 863'x 27 (el/ 3V)

7. ,e96 x 8021 (77o, o/6)

B. Use mathematical sentences° to solve the following .

problems. Express each.answer. in a complete sentence.

10.--,54 )52895 (/.57)4'7o)1

11, 317 x 47 -, (.41) P91)

12. 596 x 36 ( say)

13.. 58 x 4566 (2 6 it) el)

14. 638 x 21 Os, 3 98\),

15. 956 x 57

s

I

0

16. If your father 'earns $8k0 Etonxonth, how much does-.

t.freri.-747"-
he earn in a year?

= /o, oto

17. An automobile averages _16, miles per gallon of

gasoline. The gasoline tank holds 17 gallons.'

How many miles will the

gallons? x x17
z e /

i

automobile go. on 17

t3

229
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18. BRAINTWISTtR: During the time Columbus, a different

multiplication7m was used In Europe;

This ms called the,Gel9siaorLattice

method.

The solution of n = 2.514 x 36 is'hown by the diagram.

9

1 4 4

,
`Can you find the value of n from the diagram? test

your knoidedge of .the Gelosia-method by showing that.

,,*

56 x 672 = 37,632 *°

The Gelosia multiplication prqcess is a
schematic device using the ideas or positional
notation. In each square,',the oneS'-digit of
the.product is written below-the diagonal; the
tens'' digit of the product is written above the
diagonal. (See the diagram below.) The pro-
duct is found by adding the numbers whosel
numerals are between that diagonal. .We begin
in the lower right hand corner., If the sum_is
10 orgreater, we plAce the tens' digit in the
next diagonal and continuemith_our-addition.

'1 '4 4

m6 Product is 9144

2.30

241
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PROBLEM SOLVINGSOLVING
t

Objective: TI::l.,,develop lie ability to solve 114,o -step" problemg.

TeachingSuggeStions:_
4

The ppxpose of this lessod is to help
children.learh to use several mathematical
sentences to solve one problem, and to combine
several sentences into one sentence.

Before using the exploration and.develpp-
ment in the pupil text, it is-desirable to dis-
cuss selected problems. Here are some
suggeStions:

Example 1:

An auditorium has 48' rows with 26 ,

seats in each row on the 'main floor'. in
the balcony there are 16 rows with 23
seats in each row. What is the largest
number of people this. audi orium can seat?

You might proceed 'by sking questidns
as: What do,we know about the number of
-seats in the auditorium?, (There are 48 -

rows of seats on the main floor. The-Fe are
26 'seats in'each row on the main'lloor.)
You may wish to stop here and write a
mat4pAati.cak sentenceabout the number of
seats the main floor. s

48 >c ?6 = in I.

N at Itsede -we know tout-the,numberti
cif se gleauditorWm? ,.(,In tie balcony ,

ther6:1 4ea:ts-ih each'lrow. 'There are
16, rows. k in WhaWW* w can 'express
this idea. Y.0 ill-hope_the"11 euggest

16 X,23 5 b ./

?
"*.

De

If they don't, Ary to 'help them arf.ive,e.t') ''-
this sentence. ' 10;

fir

Then. ask for suggestions az tci
they should dp-next to find the nume- Of
seats in the auditorium. (They ma - gest

efinding m and b and if they do
,!

ed
in that way.)

Then'suggest that they can aPite
another. mathematical Sentence or the total ,

number of seats.

(m + b = n; 1.248-+ 368.

231
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Also ask if they can write only one
sentence fOr the problem; directing dis-
cussion to their suggesting the sentence:

'(48 x 26) + (16 x 23) = n .
.

Upon complet ng the computation, ask
how they an ex., s the answer to the
question of th roblem, using a complete
sentence. P auditorium can seat 1616
people.) 4

Here is a second example you may wish
o.use.

m.le 2:

A parking lot has 25 rows with 1.8
spaces for cars in ,each row..) If 3 rows
are removed for a driveway, what is the
greatest number of cars which cah be .

parked on the lot?

Suggest. they try to tliink of two ways
in which they could solve this problem and
tell what mathematical sentences would4be
written for each way.

?)k) "One way might be:

_What mathematical sentence can we write
to express the numbertof cars that .can be
parked in the lat? Then what is -the sentenc
for the number'of,spaces to.bes,removed for

.driveway?

After the decidal numeral is Dound for '

each of these humbers,,a sentence can be
'written for the greatest number%of cars thit
can,be parked on tht lot.

x 18 =,p (Before driveway) ,

5< 18 = d (For driveway)

p - d .

or (After driveway)
450 - 54 = n

232
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.9

-?\

C

(1)1' Another way might be:

Use (25 Xs18) as ,the number of spaces
before making thb driveway and (3'X 18Y as
the number of spaced removed for the driveway.
Then the'mathematical sentence for the .

number of cars that can bp parked' after
making a driveway is: '

(25X 18) - (3x 18) =n .

'plc what computations are necessary.
After finding that 25 X 18 = 450 And
3 x 18 = 54, you must subtract 54 from
450.-

.--(c) With either waft you can then axwer
the question of the problem: There is r66m
for 396 cars on tie. parking lot.

You may wish to use other examples before,
going to the taterials in the pip text.

.0"

I

3

-

0
I

233
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'PROBLEM SOWING.

A coin book has 35- slots for Oinq on each page.

If the ,book has 12 pages and 287 cane have been placed in

the slots, how many more are needed to complete the book?

Here is a way to solve this problem us .ing two

mathematical sentences.

12 x 35 = p 420.- 287 = n

35 420

x12 -287

70 , 133

5350

420

There, are '133 coins needed to complete this book.

Here is a way to solve this problem using one.

'mathemitical sentence.

c': (10 x 35) - 287 = n.

4.
35 42

x12

70

35.2,

420
I

41-

-287

133

L-
There are, 133 coins needed to,complete the book.

.0" '
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Execrcise Set .2

Use mathematical sentences-to help you solve the

7

following problems. Express each answer in a complete sentence.

1. A typewriter prints 12 symbole to an inch ac es a page.
-

How many symbols can be printed on a sheet of papef, 8

inches wide without using spaces between the symbols if

' there are 65 rows of symbols possible?

2. John bought a notebook for 25g, a pencil for 7g, and

an arithmetic book foi, $2.50. He gave the clerk

How much change did he receive?
04

3'. Jane takes the bus to and from school 5 days eryeek.

The fare each way is 25g. How much is her are for the

week?

4. The Brown family of six planned to fly to Washington on

theinvacation. Each persow was allowed 40 pounds of

free baggage., TM, Brlins hall 263 pounds Leif baggage-

What was the number of pounds of extra baggage?

5. There are 24 pages in Mary's. stamp albetm. On each page

there is room fOr 18 stamps. Mary has 279 stamps. How.

'Va.
many stamps does sheneed to fill her album?

,

6. A parking lot had 25 rows with. 16 Spaces in each row)

The size of the lot was increased with spaces for ..225

cars. Since the addition, hdw many cars can be parked

on this lot?

rF

I

4

235
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Answers to E>tercise Set 9

1. . 8 x 12,=3
or

° 65 x (8 x,12) = n
i

65 X 96 = n n = 6,240
50 ,r,

64240 symbols can be printed on the sheet of paper.
.-... --.

. 2. 25 7 + 250 = p
or

500 - (25 + 7 +.250) = al

500 -'282 = n n =.218

John received' $2.18 change.

3. 2 X 25 = p
or (2 X 25) X 5 = n

.
. 5 x 50 = /I' n =r50

Jan9's fare is $2.50 each week.

4. 6 x 40 =
or 263 - -(6 x 40) = n

v 263 246 = n n = 23
They had 23 .pounds of extra.baggage.

5.- 18-x 24 = p.
or (18 x 24), - 279 = n

432- 279 = n n = 153 -

Mary needs- 153 stamps to fill.her album.
A .

6, 25x 16 = p (25 x 16) '+ 225';or
400 + 225 = n n = 625 , ^

625 cars can be parked, on the lot.
4 4

4
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REVIEWING IDEAS. OF DIVISION

- Objectives: 1. To review the ideas of division byrelating

the operation of division to,the operation

grof,multiplication r

2. To pla'ce part3 cular emphasis on the divakstan

process; '

A

A
3. To distinguishobetween ideas associated with

.1

the operation'of division and.the diyiiion

-process°

Teaching Suggestions:

The major emphasis in this chapter is upon
an understanding of algorisms and developing s.

increasing ,skill in their Use.

Throughout the chapteri two forms of the
division algorism, will be presented in the
text.

Form I:

5

75
4 0
25 -...

./

?Izrm

IMPORTANT:, This does not mean that ,pupils
should beCome.skillful in using both forms.
Pupils ',should determine which form they
prefer and-gain. skill in JUSt one. While
it is not to be.expected that all children
achieve the same degree of skill or work at
the same levelithey should' be encouraged ,

to move to a more mature form/as they are
ready. Of courqer-a7more mature-form.ls:

5) 5 . 75
1.±52.

25 25

Before having children read Reviewlfig Ideas
of Division, ,elicit from them their,ideas"of the
re ationship of multiplication and division. Be

that pupils know,the language of division
and how ea read and write the sentences shoigng
divieitm as an operation, illustrated in the
pupil ,text. o

224
.,
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REVIEWING IDEAS OP DIVISION

4.,

Divisior is the- operation we use to /le an unknown.,

factor when the product and ore factor'are-known.

The following sentences %

suggest division.,'
,,

This is.how'we can read
.. them.-

.,. n x 4 = 20
.

4 x n -. 20

,

0

.

20.÷ 4 le n
.

.

20--Y-n = 4

.

. .

.

.

.

,

.

..
.

'.

i

,

What 'number times ''4 .

. is equal', to 20?

4_ times what nukhir
,

.,. is equal to, 20?
.

20 ;divided by 4 -is-
''''

equal -to what_rmmber?

-20'.divided by what

number is equal to 4?.,,
\ -

.

.
,

, In each case we are- find
:
the unknown factor: We miy

Ause'the same process. form for computing,

*20°.
,

4 ) 20..
. ',--, Product eknown- Unknown

. ...*"'" ,3 Factor Factor n s 5,
. ..

I

We have learned td_hecome skillful with multiplictition.
, )'

, I

Now we want to learn ways of makingthe'process,of division

easier.

AT

. 7 .0 0.

'

.1
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WORKING WITH MULTIPLES OF IO AND 100

Objectives: 1. To develop°skill in multiplying with multiples
.-4

di 10 and 100

iTo develop skill n finding an unknoWn"faCtor

that is a multiple of ,10 or 100

Materials: Duplicate tables as' in the next section of the

pupil text

Teaching Suggestions:
, ' ,

,

Children need to be able to recognize and
find multiples of-numbers--particularly those
of IP's, 100.',,s,- and 1000's in order to .

make their work in division easier. The follow-
ing exploration using the dittoed tableks is
designed to increase pUpils' familiarity with
multiples . The, chart also,sevep as a means of
demonstrating to children the\rapidly inoreasing-
size'of products of -a number and a multiple of 10.

4
5

1 . 1

.

Exploration: (ReferrIng to the table on -phe page entitled
i Working with Multiples of 10 and 100 in.

..
. the pupil text) a

e , , , . IP

What kind 'of a,table is this? kftltiplipation)
e. .How do you Imola?: (There is a multiplication sign

)
in the

,
. ..

upper left corner1
...4

,.

'Consider the nubbers'a6ross the-t:Op ot.th-etable, What

do those numbers have in common? ilbey.are mu4tiples of.,10.).

We know that this is a multiplication able and tha.the'

numbers at ther.t6p of th'e%table are multiples` of 10..
./ .

See that "40" is written in the square which is the
,.5 WI

11intersection of the "2''-row"-and the "20- column'. What can_
- ,

- '.-

. we call the '"40". (Product) .-

.

, .'

40 is the product of what two numberd?. (2' and.' 20) -....'
-

40 is the pfrodudt of 2 "and what_ multiple of 10? (26)

Find; 420 -'in.the'tab14. ,420 is' the.producP.of 1:/hat two
. ,.

numbers 0 and 70)
... . . .,

,

L'et's 'fill out the "4-i.;'ose together.- ,, .1.

. '''Now complete the table. You can do this.e.asily if you

I know how. to multiply a number and a multiple-of. 10. '; ,
,

4
l'' '

0
t. ..*

a') ,

\

.2 39

t
250

.4,
c

e

.

to

.00000.0.00,,,



74

After the tabl e is completed, digcuss
it with the pupils as suggested in the pupil
'text. After pupils have finished Exercise
Set 10, have the second duplicated table_
completed and have asimilar discussion.
Miring this, you may want'to emphasize the.
relations between multiplying by 10 and .

multiplying by 100.

al - 41'

v

L

4

1. 240

251
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0



(WORKING WITH MULTIPLES OF 10 AND 106'

Copy the table and complete it.

x 10 20 30 40 . 50 60 70 80 90 100.

1 /o Zo ;o' .,X,0 so do 7o ro' 90 /0-i.

2 20 -lib 4; So ,/0-v /2o 4140 /do /go. 20.0

3 30' 60 9O
120

. . /...ro /go a/o 2410 e'70 300

la .: .-
/20 /40 200 24I0 ego 320 360 440

vor,

5 r o
- v

/ 3 :
.. A_.-

o r: 2_110 3 ap 3 r.f. ./oo 4-50 ,roe>

6 6 0 /2 0 180 21/0 3.00 8 do 420 , 4Zi IsWo 4 op

7 70 /410 Z /0 ago 3.ro 12o' 4e90 560 X.30 700

8 go 160 8.4/0 3.-eo 400 4110 J40 e 4/0 72 o too

. 9 90 /So
k

270 36O' 44C-0 C410 .630 720 ria .7;°
10 /Oa ZoZo- .3o0 4/00 .5-00 600 '70o 100 9o0 ;000'

Study the table-you have just cOmplited. How did you

now to-write 1000 in the lower right hand ,,box?

4F

How can this table-be used to find the unkno4n factor

in a diVision example?

-4

4

241

252
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0
1.

0

I

Look atthis example.

1504. a n

We think: 3 x n 150. In the table; find the

"3 -row" and folloW it until you see 150. Then

look up the column and find the other factor,

50. Thus, 3 x = 150. So, 150 3 *

I

s.

242

253
o

411

0
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find

1.

n in each of

540 + 9 . n

Exercise Set 10

640 = 8 = n

O

(fo)-

these.

(go) 9.

270 = 3 = n (90) 10. 400= '5 = n (go)

3: 600 = 10 = n (60) 11. 120 = 2 = n (do)

7

4. 720 = 8 = n (90) 12. 810 = 9,= n (90)

5. 490=7 =n (70) .13. 360 +9 n WO)

6.4 ,350 = 5 = n (70) 14. 540 = 6= n (90)

7. 180 = 6 n (30) 15. 240 = 4 = n. 40)

8. 210 +3 =n (70) 16. 400 = 5 = n -(84

4

243

N.

7
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Exercise Set 11

A 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

1 /00 zoo 300 oc coo 600 loo goo 900 /coo

2 .
2.00

,

.410o .40,7 !oo loco 1200 loo /it:ie. /Yoo Z000

3 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 27cl0 3000

4 400 goo ' /Zoo /600 2000 2400 280o YZoo
,

noo %V000

5. ,roo /000 1500 8o0o 2s4,0 3000 3s-o0 4/000. 4/roo S000

60,400 /Zoo /foo 2900

,

3 obo 3600 4,(20o ii.:Aco 500, 6000
.

7 700 1400 2/00 2800 3.3-00 4200 iyoo 5600
.

300 7000

goo. /400,' 2(04, 3200 4/doe 4800
. .

riot) h4i0e, 7eoo 7e20.0

.

9 900. /foo act,
4

_

3600 i/5-00 5400 45oo 7200
-

fio.4

.

'9000*

10 /000,2000 y000 .#000 r000 6000
w
wo° (Coo f000 /0000

,

.

After yoi complete this table, your teacher will discuss
.

it with you.
Find n in the following examples. Use the table you°

have just completed.

1. 1500+ 5 = n (too) 6. 900 + 3' = 300),
2. 4900 n (7o0) 7. 2700 = 9 = n (3oo)

3. 6000, = 6 = n (1,00o) 8. 10,000+ 10 = n (/, coo)
4. 3200 ÷ 4 = n (goo) 9. 5600 = 7 = n (Viio)/

5. 7200 + 8 = n (too), 10, 2400 = 8 = n (FoO)'.

244
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Exercise Set 12 ,

Using the tables you just completed, find the Unkno*n,
4

factor in each of these mathematical sentences.

1. 80 4- 2 = n,' (,o ). .11.-- 6300 + 7 . 90o)

.

2.; 280'4- .7 . m (4) 12. 4200 + 6 = s (loo)

3. 5400 4- 9 = pt 'Le) 13. 640 4. 8 = n (to)

4. 6400 + 8 ... s (goo 14. '270 + 9 = m (5o)

5. 3500 5 m (quo) '15. 6300 9 . r (op)-.

6. 490 + 7 . r (74 16. 4006 + 8.. m
(r-4).

.

(900)81( 4. 9 ... n (9o) 17. 450 + 5 . n7..

320 + 4 i p (So) . 18. 1!.21"7"111("

270 + 3 is s (to) 19. 1200 + 4 is t (.1 o o),

1400 + 2 ... r (loo) 20. 5000 + 10 is p (.roo)

if

245'

25



'Exploration:.

Look at the examples.

I. 3 x = 9 -3 X (30) . .90 3.x (300) . 900

2. 7 x _ft31 = 56 7 x (80). = 560 7 >c(800) '. 5600

3. 8 x = 72 8 x (90)-. 720 '8 x (900) . q2oo

As you work the examples in"row 1
above, ask the following'questions.

3 'trines what number equals 9?

3 times what multiple of 10 equals 90?

3 timez wha.t multiple of 1, equals 900?

As the children give the answer, write. it on the
chalkboard. Ask the same kind of questions, for ,

rows 2 and j. .

When the examples have been worked, discuss
them in this manner:

Look at the first example in each row. -

Now look at-the second example in each row.

.Do you see any relationship between the two? (The answer

to the second example is 10 times the first., . .

How are the products related? (The second product is'

10 times ,the first prodit.)

In the first example, you used your multiplication facts.

How can the firms example help you with the second one? (I can

think of 3 and 9 to help me With- 3 and 90, etc.)

4h

246

25
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Exercise Set 13

A
Copy each row of 'exercises below. . Complete the blanks

'ao that .each mathematical sentence is true.

Use the .largest
whole number.

1., (a) 4 x 3 = 12

2.' (a) 6 x = 36

3. (a) 8 x _,2_ 24

4 (a)_ 9x_, 45

5. (a) 5x= 30

Use he largest
multiple of 10.

(b) ,
4 x iho = 120

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b): 5 x = 300

d. (a) 3 x m 27 (b) 3 x 270

7. (a) 7 x 8 . 56 (b ) 7 )4 JQ = 560

8. (a) 4 x 8 32 (b) 4 x 'go = 320

6 x 6o, .,36b

8) 30 240

9 x 5n = 450

6 V

247

25

-

Use the largest
multiple of 100.

(c) 4 x 300 12 15'

(c) 6 x loco = 3600.

(c) 8 x 300 = 2400

(c) 9 x 50o = 4500

c 5 x door= 3000

(c ) 3 x 00 !. 2700

(c) 7 x 80o - 5600

(c) 4 x 89 . 3290.

- qk

0

Nto
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Exercise Set 1

a. Copy'llnd complete with the correct multiple of 10.

Example: _ma x 5 . "350

a. 212. 420

b. 8
k
x = 480 -

x 9 270

x 3 = 240

e..2 x . 180

jr.c.! x 9 a 810

- g. x 8 = 400

h. x.6 - 180

i. 7 x j . 210

j. 40 x 6 - 240

Copy and completepith the correct multiple of 100:

Example:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

4400 x 4 = 1600

1500

2400

3,200

4900

1600

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.

oo x 5 - 4500foa, x 3 =

1,2,11 x 6 =

4 x loo .

750 x 7,=

9 x 800 .r 7200

800 x,6 . 4800

20a x 7 ='6300

6 x k00 ='3600aoo x 8 .
,

3. Copy and complete with the correct multiple of. 10 or

lOsk

.Example: 80 x 6 = 480

a. 7 x j = b300 f. X 2 = 1600

b°. /44,4 = 2800 g. ZQQ.x 9 = 6300

,4500 h. 1k x 8 - 6400

d, iQx 3 = 270 1. 7 x 809 . 5606
.

e: 10 x ..6000 j-. 5.a2 x 5,= 2509'

(

248

259
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° Exploration:
017

.

x 4 < e 30 x 6 < 1.27 36o x 6 < 2174

4 x #51 22 x 5 < 225 .400 x 5".<

x 7 < < ° < 222 ..y)0 x 7 < 2228 1'

Look at the e),:mi4es the ch lkboard.

'

6What is the largest whole num er times o that is not
c,* ..greater than 19? (3 because: "3 x 6 = 1.007.,/ 4 X....- 2 4 ,' '

and 24 is. grea4 than° 19.°) G. ..o.

,
What is the largest multiple of ten times. 6, that---":

-a,

,.is not greater than .197? (30 because: 30 x 6 = 180,

40 x 6 . 240,_ and 240 is greater than 197.) ,o

.. ,

. e . .
. .

. .

c What is the largest multiple of one hundred times 6
111111

that is not greater than 1974? (300 because: 300 N 6 = 1800, ',01r

400 x 6 = 2400, arid °409 is g1.4'eater. than 1974.)
f

Ask
''''

the same kind' of questions for rows
2 and 3..

_
,

When the examples Aave been Worked, discuss 1

them in this manner.
. ,

'In row 1, dv7you /le' any relationship among the
4 .

Al known factors2

t
How can ,rthe wrile of the first example, help Ydu with

thei second and third?
0,

iilp
:

. Discuss' rows 2 and 3 similarly. It would
be valuable -'or the teacher to have puPils-
tell how 'they find the largest multiple of

.

,

ten and me hundred. ,-

"

4'

a

249,,.

2266"
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A

Exercise 'Sew .2-1

Le* t

Copy each row of exercises below. ''Comple eqhe blanks

'so that each mathematical sentence is true. ir

Use the largest Use the-largest Use the largest
whole number. multiple of 10: 4` multiple of 100.

1 (a) 6.< 25 (b)

(ar 1x 4 < 31 - (b)

(a) a ,x 9 < 28 (b)

4. (a) . x 8 < (b)

5. (a) a x 3 < 26 (b)

6. x 8 < 76 (b)

7. (a) x 8 < 60 (b)

(a) A x 7 <, 45 (b)

Nh.

>7 6 < 252 (c) flox 6 < 2526

ZQx 4,4<-315 (c) x. < 3158'

x 9 < 283 (c) agg x 9 S 2834

414.x 8 < 41;6, (c) 500- x EY< 4465,

12:x 3 < 263 (c) x 3.< 39

212. x 8.< 765, (c) r_o_Q x 8 < 7657

x8 < 600. (c) zo_p x §900;

x 7 < 456 (c ) 4,0 < 4568

250

*261

A

10
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V

ke

Exercise Set 16

'Copy each row of exercises, below. Complete ,the blanks r"
so that each 'mathematical sentence is. true.

Use the largest Use -tile largest Use the largest
whole number. multiple of 10. multiple of 100.

1. (a) ..,1* 7 < 23 (b ) Q x 7 < 238 (c) 10.0x 7 < 2385

2. (a) 6 = 54 (b) 6 x/Q. =. 540- (c) 6 x lap 54pci

3. (a) x 5 < 21 (b) x 5 < 219 (c) Lox 5 < 2197

4. '(a) 5 x < 3i (b) 5 x < 375. (c) 5 x zog < 379119

5. (a) 7 = 49 (b) Za. x 7 = 490 (C.) 7 x 7 = 44a0

6. (a) 8 x < 78 .11j) 8 x 20 (782 (c) 8 x Yos 7828

7. (a) xe7 < 65 (b) < 654 (c) wQ x7 < 6547

6. ()0 8 x < 50 (b) 8 x Le.< 500(c) 8 x 600 < 5000

e

251

.,..,; 262
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Exercise aelli

1, Complete with thg largest multiple of 10, that maybe

usied to make the sentence true.

a.

.

x.5 < 103 f.

0

8 x < 500

b. 0 x 6 < 191 g. 1Q. x 9 < 650

30 x 7 < 220:7 h. 1Q x 7 < 583

d. 4 x < 175 i . 9 x 80 < 750
°

e. 5 x < 311 J. x 6 < 549

wf )

2. Complete with'the largest multiple of 100 that may

be used to Make the sentence true.

f . 4 x _zix< 3000

g. op_ x 9 <' 4852

h. lak x 3 < 1000

a . lax 6 < 2500

b. &AL x 5,< 600'

c. x 4:,< 1000

d.. 6 x',310_ < 2000

e. 7 x 500 < 40004.

'4 x ivoo < 1846

j. 2 ,ica 194 6

3. Complete with,the largest multiple of ,100 that may

be, used to make the sentence true._ IPthis is not

pbssible theriuse the largest multiple of 10. 4
a.

b.

c .

d.

el 301, x 8 < 2502 x _ao < 8200 .'

8 x 12/4 < 5000 4 X...2.°< 304

is x4'< 2196 g. 6 x 704 < 4507

7 x $0 < 5,68 30--k8 < 412

16 x41.< 596 t. x 4 < 3597

252

263

' 7,
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BECOMING'SKILLPUL IN DIVIDING

Objective: To help children use 4 division algorisrli more

skillfully

Vocabulary: Partial quotient

Teaching Suggestions:

Review ways of finding an unknown factor starting
with such an example as n x 5 = 365. Note that we
also can write this: 365 ± 5 = n. Ask questions
which will suggestthat pupils' think about multiples
of 10 and 100. For example:

Is '5 x < 365 ?

Is 5 x 100 <'36,

Is 5 X 1 0 0 > 3 6 ,

Then ask what does this tell us about the quotient
(We need to think of the largest multiple of 10 so
that when it is multiplied by 5, the product is no
greater than. 365.)

Help children decide what this multiple of 10
to be. For example-.

7 x 5 35 so 7o x 5 . 35o .

8 x 5 = ko so 80 .x 5 . koo .

Then help them with whichever form Form I:
(as completed at the riallt) is being

IIused by your class to 'record their think-
3

Ang. After recording the partial quOtient,
70, and subtracting 350 from 365, ask.
if the wark'is- complfted. If it isn't,
what mustibe done? Continue by thinking:
What is the largest multiple of 5 -which
is equal to or less than 15. Record as
befor. Discuss the result and how it
can hilp us to rewrite our'first sentence.
Write the sentences:

. 73 x 5 = 365 (or° 365 ÷ 5 = /3)
Recall with them how we check our'cotpu-
tation, by multiplying $73 by 5.

. Choose Other examples (be sure the re-
mainder is 0) and-discuss them with the
children. Then p eed to m t4rial in the'
pupil text.

-NOTE.:' We want chi write a for the
remainder in such exaripl ese: This is in
preparation fOr work to So when we. express the
result of dividing. using' the form a F x'11), r
in the section "Finding QUotents and 'Remainders ".

365
252
15

Form II:'

3.5
252
15
1 '

0 73

253

264

m,
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,BECOMING SKILLFUL .IN DIVIDING

We shall use what we know about multiples of numbers

to learn more about dividing one number by another.

Suppose we are to find n in either of
)

these
''

1
sentences. 4.0

.3.-.

t t

n x 4 = 332 or 332 + A = n

Unknown Known ' Produt ct
FactOr Factor

. 4 A

To firid n in either sentence we divide 332 by 4. We

can use one of the forms below. You may select the'one you

would like to use. Use either Form I or Forpi II.

Form I: 83

3

# 80

4/332 '

x 4)

12 .

12 4------('3 x 4)

0

Form

4 332

320 80s
12

i 12 3

0 83

Mattiematical Sentence: 83 x 4 = 332 or 332, -it 4 =, 83.
a.

We can check our answer:: 7/----)'

/

4

332

254

26'`

0.

e

9
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Exercise Set 8'

Find n. Use. either Form I or Form II. Checit your answers.

.
1 . nx 4= 52'

2. n x = 84

3. n x 9,E)17

4. 5, x n = 75
_

5. 7 x n %F. 98

.,
6. x1-3 4 = ,84

,

k ''''

7. ri x 8 = 560
,-

8. 5 x n 1.-- 390

9. n x 9 = 837

10. 9 x r),*. 135

( . 73 ; /3 ) 11, n x 2} = 208

(iv: .74) 12.- 7 x n = 217

(mi. /3) 13. ,3 n = 153

( 15>
14, n x i9 = 828

(/72/ = ) 15 . n .x 7 = 574

(,n, = AO 16. 7 x n = 231

((72/ = 70) 17. 8 x n = 448

(ov :-- 78) 18. 4 x n = 192

(rra, = 93) 19. n x-7 = 595

(.7z, .1. JO., 20. n x 3 = 279

a

',255
266

fi

(ter. =5a)

= ai)

(),...1 85)

01
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FINDING QUOTIENTS AND REMAINDERS

. Objective: To help children understand the technique of

division with remainder and the mathematical

sentence which describes this division process
a = (ip X n) + r or a = (n X b) + r where a

a is the dividend, b is the divisor, n is

the quotient, r is the remainder'

Teaching.Suggestions:

The pupils should Vb given practice similar
to the following.example6,to stress understanding
of mathematical sentences-of the form
a = (b x n) 4 r. .

37 = (7 x n) + r

57 = x n) +or'

89 ..(n'X r'

For each,' pupils are to find n and r so
that n, will be thb'greatest whdle number
poss6ble. In each instance, r then should
be /less than the "known" factor in the,product\
e pregsion.

Exploration:

We an use the division process to solve problems like-3'
this one.

Mr. Smith has 372. oranges which

he wants to pack into 5 crates.

How many can he pat' in each crate? 'r

How many 1,eill,he have left over?

As you guide children in solving this
problem, lead them first to write the
sentence:

372.= (5 X n).-+ r .

Use one of ,fle forms shown to find n and
r. Rewrite the sentence as:

372 = (5. X 7'4) + 2 .

Hav6 the children interpret the 74 and
tne. 2' in relation to the problem, and
check their workt

256
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ig or
70

4

5 r372
2§.2
22
20
2

5)372
30
. 22

4 20
2 7k

This means that Mr. Smith would have 74 oranges

in, each crate with 2 rqmaining.

Using the results of either method we can write a

mathematical sentence like this;

t--
372 = (5 x 74) + 2.

In our work, We call 5 the dixlisor, 74 the quotient,

372 the dividend, and 2 the remainder. 'The remainder is

leiithan the divisor.

To check our work, we can multiply4tand 74. Their

,product is 370. To this we-add.the remainder 2... This

check !nay be' shown like ti

7

this:

74
, -

x 5

370

+ 2

.372

*4,
You may wish to use other problems such
as:this one before the pupils study the
text material. Be sure to select
problems with remainder not 0.

.

257
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FINDING QUOTIENTS AND REMAINDERS

41
We have used sentences like this

47 = (5,x n) + r

in working with Story problems.

We have seen how we can'find the largest possible

and the smallest r in ways like-theie.

9E- =quotient

divisor -4.5 Ftratdividend

2 .e- remainder

-

divisor -+ 5 J. 47 IEdividend

remainder 94quotient

We have found,tAt 47 = (5 x 9) + 2.

We can see 'that this sentence is-true by thinking

47= 45 + 2.

We can use theselame ways to find quotients and remainders

when wework'witliarger dividendsi

Novi look .at this maphematsical_sentanc'e.;

437 x 9) + r

40

.
1

(40 x >360 040360 4c 9)

(8.x

:77
72

77
29),t

5 ..- 5 48

.

4.,
'

258
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I

Which number is the quotient? (Ai ?)

Which ritmbei, is the dividend? (`f 37).

Which number is.the divisor?

Which number is the remainder? (5),

Is the rpainder less than the divisor? ( Amv)

We have found that

437 = (48 x 9) + 5.

We can check to see if the sentence. is true by

multipiyire 48 and 9and adding 5: Our answer should

be 43.7.

I.

4
48

4 a La....

432

437

. 259'

2-(:0
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Exercise Set 12:

A. Use either Form I or Form II to find n- and r. Then

rewrite the sentence using the numbers you found.
1.

2.

600 (n x 7) + r

138 (n x 9) + r

1700 = (85 7) + 5

/3,8 + 3(t3 x 7.)

3. 21,3 = (7 x n) + r .2/3 (7X30) + 3

4. 450 = (n x 8) + r A/50 = (56/X8) 4- 4.

5. 271 = (n x 3) + r 7/ = (70X 3) + I

6. 107 = (3 x n) + r 107 (3X3,5)-fg

7. 230 = (n x 7) + r .2 3 0. (3.2X7) +6

8. 162 = x 6) + r /62 :: 7A/p)*

9. 738 (9 x n) + r 73 8 = (9,X82) +0

10. 200 =, (n x' 6) + r 0200: (33 x6) +2,

11. 372 = (n x 9)- + r 3702: (4/ X 9) +3

12. 725 = (8 x.n) + r

-u,
, 7023 = (8X90) + 5 I/

13. 373 = (n x 9) + r 373: (///)(9) ±

14. 288 = (n x 8) + r 0188 = ('lx 72) +o

15. 451 = (n x 8) + r 1/.57 = (56 X8) + 3

26o

271.
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B. Use mathematical sentences to solve these problems.

Express each answer,in a complete sentence.

16. At camp, John made a colleCtion of 176 small stones. '")

-
He pup the same number of stones,in each-of 4 small

boxes. how many did he put in each box? How many were

left over?
(r. x 4)

L 4 51' ...13611-e4.1 ,fond .124,4 L.
it 4

JA-14eau-ca )
17. There were 256 children visiting the Natural History

Museum. Nine guides showed children around the museum.

How many groups containing the same number of childrer

Tla be forthed? Are there any children left over?.

21u4,2, Iv 02 g

AitiLLA.apv .24rt

vt

261
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Teaching Suggestions:

How can we find the answer in,this example?

4 T797 First ask children the. series cA\
questbna

4. x-10 = n (read "what number")

4 x,100 = n

4 x 1000 = n

241 Then ask if we should use the largest
1 multiple of 10, °M00, or of 1000

40 and how we can decide. Tell what
200 multiple of 100 should be used. Guide

4 65 their thinking by asking for prbducts
800 of 4 and 10Q, 4 and 200, etc.,
1E5 seeing that 800 is the largest m
160 After yecording 200 and subtracting

5' 800, continue by determining 4 times'4 what multiple of' 10 is not greater .

1 than 1b5. Ask for -products of 4
and 10, 4 and 20, 4 and 40, etc.
Decide what to use.

Record the 40 as a partial quotient
200 and subtract 160. Now ask if they

have completed the amputation and ask
40 why they should continue. Complete the

Noblem.
1 Ask how we can find the quotient,

241 helping them see that the quotient is
the sum of the partial quotients.
When work is completed; ask children
to name thb quotient and the remainder.
Also, write the' mathFatical sentence
in the form:

965 = (241 x 4) + 1 (
Ask how we can be certain this is true.
Suggest that if we find'the product
of 241 and 4 and then add 1, the
result should be 965. ,

Use other examples.
Select one' such as 37 (n x 4) + r.
ContinUe with comput t before.

Tha
,Obst erve

is
ha376 t th re d r is 0.

= -E 0
We can shorten thTS-to 376 = 94 x 4 .

or

4 ) 965
- 800.

-1:65

16D.
5
4

1

. e .

.

.
e,

Bring out the idea that 94 and 1,4 are
factors of 3 and how we know
his is true.

-;- 262

273
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Exercise Set'20

Ne

1. Name the divisor,_dividend,

for each of the following,

a. imot....4 , 32

uotient, and remainder

b.4vaa.,..0 6 j 732

2 _ /600 100

30 132

cl.,,,H.A.:yia --. 8 T2-5T
st

120 20

G44'1:441/4 --'1240
12

- .-- T8
, 12 2

"1.4Tria,4441-->0 122
16

Use a number to complete the following so they are true

.4
staelients. 4

a. If the remainder is 0 , then the diyn

factOr of the...dividend.

b. If the remainder is not then the divisoriis '

not a factor of the dividend. -

If 1026 = (7.x 146) + 4, then, the remainder is I .

'd. If '842= (6 x n) +r with r < 6, then 'n = /YQ , arid.

r

3. Divide the first number by th# seebnd: .4hen.write the

mathematical sentence., Pow example, 258 ,divided by

8 gives,a quotiept 32 and a remainder02. The

ma matical'sentence is. 258 = (32 x 8) + 2. Check

the fast 5 sentences.
a

a. 12 . by 8
542 -, 6 ilx 8

b. 382 by 7
382. (f4 X7) +4

c*. 251 by 4

f. 756 by. 7
73-6 r /08X7'''''

g. 527 by 3

J .27 . (175-x 3)+1

'h. 805 by 4

k. "859 by 3
es?. (Az& x1)+ I

1. 604 by 6
bog : (krox0 4-4

m. 2597 by 7

231. (4.2x59 -/- 3 sv.ORoix,04.1 2597= 17/x7

a. 456 'by 6 i. 927 by 9 n, 2001' by 5

45-6. 76 x 6 ?Vz' /03X 9 4001. (y0ox9+/

e. 812 by 9 j. 625 by 5' o. 7024 by 8.

8/2 = (90x 9)+.2-
. 423 .: /4.5 x s

.
1 o44 , 878 xs3

.

6,3
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FINDING MULTIPLES, 6P LARGER NUMBERS

Objective: To help children acquire skill4in finding

multiples of larger numbers

Materials: Duplicated table as on the next pupil page

Teaching Suggestions:

Have pupils-fill in this' table as,they
did earlier ones. Then discuss with-them
how the table can be used to find quotients.
The completion of the table will Serve as a
review of the facts pupils learned in
previdus units.

. In this section we are concerned with
such product expressions as

20 ,x 30

50 x 70 ,

20d x'30, etc.

fter ,children have completed Exercise
Se't 2 , use ttle following mathematical
Bente ce to introduce further work with
these multiples.

40 x-n,< 983

Guide ch idren to sense hew they can
use 4 and as "helpers" to determine
the largest m ltiple pf '10 to use with
40 so-that tpe produCt, of .40 and n
will be less than 98. In this connection,
have them recall how they already have
,learned how to use 4 and 9 as "helpers"
when eividing4. 98 by 40, for example_,

tre,furt r examples as needed, Be.

ure to inC1 e some like'

30 ><,n <-13411-

in which one f the "helpers' ", . 13,
named ,by twb-place nu:hem':

Then hav children work independently
on Exercise S

264
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FINDING MULTIPLES OF LARGER NUMBERS,

Copy and complete the following

x 10 26. 30/ ,40 50 - 60 70 NO

10 100 aob 3o0 ' 400, 500 Goo,

, .

loo 80o Yoo /000

20 ' Qoo 400 600
8op loco sAlOo /boo /6qo 1800, .t000

30 Soo (000 900 iaoo /500
Et

moo 2100 .14o0 R700 300o_

40 #0o 800 7400 1600 40oo .?do .7800 3.700 3600 .,o0o

50 .50o /000 /500 .000 2500 30oo 3500 400 4500° 5000

Go boo 420o 1800 .,242ioo 3000 3,60o 4200 4,800 1400 6000

7° 7oo. /400.
2100 7,?00 3500. 4200 4900 5600 63100 7.000

d'
Soo /6O; 62406 3200

!,

4doe 4 ffoo 5600 40o. 74o0

Voo

too°

9000
foo 1

27.00 3boo 41300 .00o. osoo 7200

100 1000 Re 00 3000 4000 50,041, 4000 l000 8000 9000 /4100

Exercise 'Set 21

1.

Use your table to 'find

800 + 20 = n 410 )

n.

11.* n x 50 = 1500 (4v ..30;)

2. 2800''; 40 = n 70) 12. .80 x 80 = n

3. 2800 70 = n 2,, = ilo) 13: 4900 + 70 = n

20 x1-1 = 1800 (,14.,,='90) 14. 50 x n = 2000' (.4v z.,/o.),
,

5. n x 70 = 5600(w, 80) 15. 80:x' n =.7200

6. 70 x 90 = n 300) 16. 6000 ÷ 60 = ("rue An))

7. 4509 ar 50 = n 90) 171 3600 114. = n 90)

8. n x.100 = 8000 (mio). 18. ,30 x n = 1800 .* (*A.":

9. 6Q x n = 5400 90) 19. -n x 90 = 6300 @Tu. )

10. 2700 + 90 = n (-,v;30111! 20. n x 1DO = /0,000 (/,',:!°°)

265 V
,
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Exercise Set 22

0

.1.

3/4

1. Complete with the largest multiple of 10 which makes the
.

I , <
sentence )true. .

a. 2L- x 20X 720 g. II: x ,:170 < 3040

b. ige x 10 < 836
s_.

c . 1 2 x 30 < 506 ) i . x 8 0 ( 5 0 0 0 0
t . .

d,. _i_o_ x 50 < 918 , j. 90 x 10 < 6500 I
o .

s

20, io .< 432 k. 80 x ,3", < 4700'
. . .

,

f. ja x- 60 < 3290 .. 1. 50 x 6;0 < .3500

2. Complete with the` largest multiple of 100 which makes
r';

.4 the sentence true.

a. 49 x.700 03442 g. -50 x /02:< 364012,,

b. 20 x'.412:< 5591 h. kag x 70 < 44.5,0t.;00

c . 10-x 2111.< 2146 i . ,20 xj 4 61 < 5640

d. .40.0 x 30 < 6723 j. 70 x Soo < 26,500

)e., 1.00 x ,6 .< 320 k. 80 .x Zo < 60,000

f. la x 3 < 2872 1. 90 x la < 75,000
: c

.

k 3. Find the largest multiple of 100 which makes the
*

4
4 sentence' tr!..te. 'If there ls no multiple of 100, then

find thefiargest multiple of 104

h.. it X 60,< 5500 .

4

a. 20 x SO < Toa .

b. La x/46 < 4830 ,

c. x 30 < 7qa

d. 30 x 1p<, 12,200

e. 50 x .00 < 26,200

g.

h.

40 x 0 '< 2449

60 x 144.< 45,000,

70 x4iee < 30,000

i. 4 x.90 < 7500

90 xlEgs< 75,460

4

le

Po....

3/4



USING DIVISORSTHAT ARE MULTIPLES OF 10

-Objective; To 'extend techniques in computation to knclude

dividing by multipliks of 10 which are leSs,

than 100

Follow pupil exploratioh car fully. If
you encounter difficulty in terminology,
refer to earlier parts of the unit.

a

t

267

-
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USING DIVIAORS THAT ARE MULTIPLES OF 10

,Exploration

We are going to learn to divide whe'n the dijisors Are

multiples of 10. Look at each of the examples below. Can

you tell what wasdone in each em.mple

Example 1:

\*Divide 48o by 20.

24-

4

20

20480

400.4!----
,

(20 x 20)--0400
20

20,

8o -80
8o 8o 4(4 x 2o)
0 24

O

48o = 20 *. 24

We think of. h as the largest multiple of ;10,'sd that

( n x 20) is not greater than, 480. (v .41Cv 4 d 5)

We then think of n, as the largest number so that
t

(n x 20) is not greater than 80.. ()72,4-0,.

We describe the results of the process by the mathematical

f

sentence: /
r

:

486 = (24 X 26) + 0 or )40.480 . 24 x 20

We can check, the 'Irk by multiplication-. 111

ti
4 -

tea'.

2
. /

O. .x20

ce
268

27 9,
19,
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Example 2

(n

Divide 9,285 by 40:

\-;

232

30

' 200

40 5283

8000,

1285

1200

.85,

80

5

46 92 5, ' 1

8000 200

1285

1200 30,
A

85.

7 80 2

5 232

.71e think of n as the largest multiple ,of 100 so that`

x 40) 1s ,not greater than' 9,285. (,,vec-4:1, .?00

Next,, we think of n as the largest multiple of 10 'so-
,

that (n x 40) is not 'greater than 1,285. (rn, --ad s,)

Finally, we think of p as the largest 90per- so that

-tn x 40) is not xeater than 85.

$e d(Adri:Ile the .results of the- process by the mathematical
<

s.elitenge,

I..

AP

, . 1

.9,85 '= (40. x 232) + 5.

.:, ,.. -...

. #
. ,

We canchepk, Oil iork by Mulipaication and addilbion.

I ,1 ,.4,

232 0

x 01. : ''',

92804-'-,
-

,

/ / ,^ .

9285 .

r'"

,

.
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Exercise Set 23

A. For each of the following exercises, divide the first

number by the second.. Then write a mathematical

sentence which describes how we can express the _vesultEi.

1. '720 by 30 11. 783 by 10
7a0= .24)(30 783: (78X /o) +3

2. X840 by 20 14 1600 by 30,
84o = YR X20 t 1600 .r ..C.3 X30 j'-f- /o

3. ' 680 by 40 13. 1956 by 20
680: /7 x 4).c) 1956 = (97 X0)-1-516

4. 570 by 10 ?.4: 1897 by 40
3-7o: 57X/0 , /891= (47X40) t/7

5. . 1160 by 40 15, 3162 by 50
'1160 = 29 Xito 316a ... (i3'x 5o) -I- Ig,

6. -990 ,by .90 16. 5599 by 70
N990., ii x 90 559 9 z (79 Y70 )1- 4 9,

7. 780 by 60 17. 2600 ,,bye' 60
780 /3 X 60 v A6ao r (4/3 X6a) + 4o

. 8. 8850 by 50 18. '8746 by 90-
385o = 77 x5c, , 8744 = (97X10)÷14, .

. 9. 5810 by 70 19, 7543 by 80
58/0, 83X70 , 7 .f if z (74/ /i 80 ) ./3

10. 5.360 by 80 20. 5757 by 70
.

5360 : 4.70 . 5757 (8.1 X70) t /7
B. Solve the Coll-Owing problems.

21. A shipping caredn'holds 20 books,. HoW many cartons will

be needed to ship an order o4. 900 books?.
(goo . (nv x20) .,. ,,, '' -" 4 suukia

sTA4,44. ......4 .' .
22'. An auditorium can seat-168-0 person $. If each row seats

40 ,persons ,how matv rows are in this
.
auditoritim?ed. se. ov100),id.t,

A.AAV V4 .1.0...... i .):. ,,,ty, 4/.., -24.L.L...-x.*--,k), )
23. ,How many triPS must an ele ator .(capacity 20 persinsi

fa . '. 44
. ' I e i

make to carry 254 peopile? (Hint: One, trip May not

.."4 .254 . ., (in- x.,20) ..1.;... APz /4 , r. /4
carry a full, load. ) aii.),./,,,,t... , ,,it,,.,At, ,.,,t, 2...4

. /.9 .1....41.a. .
.

24. The room mothers are boxing candy .to selliat the' annt; 1 _ "4
,..,/ . (..",---.

carnival. 'They bought, 2,880 pieces of eandy.and e7ch, . .
( .

box will hold 30 pieces. How many boxes of candy do
. y

the room mothers 'have to4se111
4

. IR 8 tO z (. 9 0 X. .42, ), 1-. A.1 j -,,,v = 94 . I.)
0:114,1, /2.:.:./yv 4,444.4.1.4) ....441) 94 1.....44,1 4 4,"4/'4,

270

17

'2 "
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A SHORTER FORM FOR DIVIDING
A

Objective: To develop a shorter division algorism

Teaching Suggestions:

Have the following example worked-on the
chalkboard, using either Fornt I pr Form II
of the algorism:

(-17 7 ) 5934
Give pupils whatever guidance is necessary

to determine appropriate multiples of 100 and,
10 to use in finding the partial quotients.

The example should 'be completed and the
results interpreted in terms ofan appropriate

e mathematical sentence,:

5934 = (847. x 7) ;I- 5 .

Then.ask the childreNto think how they might
develop a shorter form fOr .computing.' In
particular, askthem,if thdy can see how
they..might use place value as a way to make
it easier to record the pa'itial quotients
and thelquotient.

Diagrams such as'the ones illustrated
below may be used to help the children see
the kipd of shorter form that is.t6 be
develdped.

847

7'

40
-*1

800 !'252EL'

7 )734 I 7)5V4
5600 5600 .7

334 E 334

280 280

54 , L 54 .

1.±2 12
5

5

271 .

.282

ICI

I

71.
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r
t-

a

I.

59

600 800
*334 334.

-280 4o 280
54, 54
4. 7 "4_42

847

In your discussiqn e
the shorter:-C61;m, 809,-

priritiple of place val
,

Continue this' exp ora n t..itsing other
examp3:es as needed. . -lp ren sge"that they can det- e Stax4-.-the-
nurnbr of plac-es.:14-fere mtl'et"-beT,I.n ithe'
quotient' numepsii . -Thin d'zZAIS -:Pa:gP '4:40 .;in trie pupil 'text ii.17tht ht.' C.:1104,..

. After the .ppirila..-'hay-e--di5irvie,ted -
Exerc ise.2Set: . A devel-W. totiztli,- them

thb.iter algor,ism

...Y16.ve_L.been=..i,rSrng 'ailfsors l_p-sp- tifail

1;iptd
tb_ar rein- P6frin

,t0,;-a--.0tiorter -aqgortspay
7 Cariipquen,t-1Y-,--."--this..inEsteti141,- 01:$ 71/4,

P/IIII.140; -7.1111":13'6" .t5p plat-e- for-
-:0-theAv.cbdtliNen .one-t14114

Idr-en-;at

",

, .



A SHORTER FORM FOg DIVIDING.

There is aeorter way to write your quotient in division.

It will allow you to do your work more quickly.

- Studyitheexamples below.

a. Longer Form

122

9

30

100

6 g

4 600

236

180

4 56

b. Shol,ter Form

139

6 rg-377

In b, tad show the partial quotient 100, we can

write 1 the hundredts.place. Instead of writing 30,

we' canwq in the tents place. Then we Can write

.

9 in r/ e,,onets place.

We describe-the results of. either process by the
' -

mathematical sentence.

` 836 = (139 x 6). + 2.

273

4

L

4:0
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c. Longer Form d. Shorter Rom

2 139

6 ) 836
6.021

.'236

180

56

2

V

e ..

In d, to show the paLial. q
_

quotient 100, we can,
4

write 1 1 the hunfiredrs place.- Instead of writing 30,/...,
% -we can write 3 in the ten's place. Then we can write 9

. ..- , II .4 ,

i l l . the one ti. place.

We describe the result's of either process by ',the

''
mathematical sentence

. .

836. == (10 ,x 6) + .2.
_

What' do you notice, itout and ;A?* '-,.. < 4

( OLe'l' 4Ati AStotIL91 tf.4.....- 4 r x.i. ) .
:%.4l 4 r

p

2 Ti+,
, . .

noo

n

, _

ii
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0 Of

E3ierA13e Set

For each of the div de he'fiO:t'.

Number by the second. : Write\a mathemat calstmot

to describe the redult-,

t

0

1. 9.63 . by 3 96.3 r

2. 648. 'byr.'4

'3.' 49

$.

5. 488 6

'84/87 4 )'"d/bfl,

? (/4 X 3) + I

ra. 8:3 -t 6)4'. fe

4896-z 84,2 X

74 .= ..(81 x

.1-42 '.f. q7c,?f?(.9), t d:

7 i-.2"

by

7. 4928. by

8. ,6524 by 9

9. 7932 by 8

47

o

.11C
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SHORTER FORM-FOR DIVIDING BY LARGER DIVISORS
^ ."

:.St.udy.the examples below,:

a

6° -
b. Shorter Forma. . Longer FOrm

t.

261

1

6o

t.

200

30 7j833

6000,_

1800

33

30

3

261

30 )73-37

hobo _

1833

1800

.33

30

3..

In b, to show the partial qUotient. 200, we can write

2 in the hundredts place. / Instead of Writing' 'we can

write 6, in the tents place. Then we,cap write 1 in the
?

1one' A p4ce. r

We can describe the results- of either pi.ocessby the

mathemativl sentence

7833 = (261---- 30) 3.

276

28

4

is
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/

Lonker Fore

1

0 d. Shorttr Form

30

261

O

307 =33 m
.

. 2 6000 2b0 # 6000

1833 1833

1800- 60 . 1800
S

33 33

30 1 30

t.114:if 3 2-61 3 '

In 'd, to show the'partial quotient 200, wecan write

2 in thq hundratk.o.ace. Ipstead of writing 60, we can

write 6 in thV'tents place. Then we an write 1 in the

one's place., i
We can describe the results of .either process:by the

mathematical sentence

f

.

7833 = (261 x .30), 4. 3.

'
/

//
.

What do you notice about e mples b And d? (.12,,,
AAA, AlAte&V AV 4.1 ) ' 1,', ,' -

Find the quoti t and mainder in each ortheee, using
. 1

r form and the orter Corm.- :: ''

Al=

)7857 , 30 13.017-

For each example, did you ge the same GI* lent

- -
and remainder using both forms? You-shouidthave!

"

277

288
dr,
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Exercise Eet

For each of the following, divide the first number by

the second. Write a mathematical sentence to describe the

result of the process.

1.

2:

5820 by 10

9240 by 40

SAO= 51.2.x j0

9,2 4 0 r, 2 3 I x 4 o

3. 13,440 by 20 15,4#0 = 6 7a. x a 0

4 17,'550' by 30 17.,550 = .583 X 3o

5. 23,350 by 50 2 3,-3 5,0 46 7 X 5 0

6. 58,980 by '60 ,58, 98p. = 9:3 A60

"N
7. '57,840 by -80 "5 7,840 = 7.2 3 x 80

8. ko;68o by 90' 46,68o *.5.2 X 70

4

9. 27,760. by 80 ;7, 74o 3,17°X 80

4
10. .21,000 by 50 .21,000 = 1/.,?o x 5'0

11. 3,462 by 10 6 (3 YG /0)

12. 18,464 20 /8,4441 3 x .70)

13. 19,056 by 40 /9) 6.56 74 X40) + 16

14. 27,291 by 70 a 7) .2 9/2 (3e? X70) 4/

15. 29,083 by 30 ..29;0 (969X30)1-1-/3

16. .32,240 by 6o, J2, .9 4/0 (5 3.7X 62)

17. 15,989 :b5r 90
(/ti7 X 9o) ÷ 59.

18. 42,750 by 80 z (534 X80 ) -+ 3o

' 19. .40,676 b5i 50 i/O)874, r (8 /7X.5o) .26

20. 31,452 by 70 3 (9117 X10)

278:-
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Practioe Exercises

Write each of the fallowing as the product of two factors.

Write 3 different product expressions for 'each number.t-
Exampl'e: 30 = 1 .x 10 , 2 x 15 , 5 * 6

a)

b)

.c)

52 =

116 =

128 =

1 x 52 ,
1 x 116

2 x 64

2x26,
,2 )* 58

, 4 x 32

4x.13
, 4x29

, 8x ].6
d) 88 = 2 x 44 , 4 .x 22 , 8 x 11

e ) 176 = 2 x88 , 4 x 44 , 8 x 22

f) 90.= 3 x30 x 18 , .9 x 16

g) 81 = 1 x'81 ; x 27. , 9 x 9

h) 126 = 2 x 63 ,3 x42 , 6 x 21

i) 110 = 2 x 55 , 5'x 22 , x 11
fr

2. Solve the following.

a)

b)

8 x (9000 + 6)

(32.+ 78) - 41

(72,048)

(69)

o) 9 x 847 (7,623)

d) 16 + .45 + 1.7 + 8 (10.75)

e) (74 x 600) + (74 x 95) (51,430),

f) 835 - 585 (250)

g) 301 4 '7 (k3)
\ h) 7 x 7 x'912 (44,688)

i) .61 + .09 + 8.5 + .48 (9.68)

.1) 976 8 (122).,
7b

, 27.9

2 9 0
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T. Write the number. that n repriesents.

-.., a) 90 x 370 = n (33,300)
,

b) 49,003 - n =r39,936 (9,067)

c) , 101..x 9 --' 936 (104)

d) 88? + 875 + 699 - n = 0 (2,461)
N

e ) n + 9 =98 (882)

r) 7 x ji 7 637, ...r, -(93)

g) '835 - 257 '= n (578,)

h) (104 A 9).+ n = 950 WO

1) 97 :x 8697 = n . ., (843,609).

j) 2275.= (n- x 35) + 0 (65)

4. Solve the following; t

b)

) c) "'

di

n
.

5632

52. x (6000 + 40)

6408 x n) + 0

70 x 490-= n

(45;056).

0144,0g0)'

(8033 0

(34j300) )

e) 7.x n = 672 - ,(96)

11' 310+ n.,+ 41 = 162 (89).

g) n.+ 184 = 986 (802)

h), 503 = (6 x + 5 (83)

1). 764 = -(34 x 22) + n (16)

j). 3 x 3 x 465 ..n (4,185)

4.

280

29,1
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5) Stolve:

a) 997 = (33 x n) + 7
. (30)

b) 9076, x 6 x 6= n -11 (326,736)6

c) 5472,1.= (8 x n).+.0 (°684) '

d)t 164 = (41 x 4)+ (0)

e)

g)

h)

i)

5838 = (6 x n) + 0

(7 x 906) + 3
4

6:x 465 x 3 = n

48 x 7080 = n

97 x n

((967,33)45)

(8,37,0)

339,849)

(84'3,609)

4

6:

A..).

Add

2275 = (n x

1) 578

4,549

496

27,083.

35)

2)

+ 0

6,324

'-796

39,137

4 034

(65)

13) .304

76,451

3,517

25,064

4)

5/

80)-124

or654
32,706 50,291. 105,336

Subtract:

6) 58;931

6,336

7) 6,719 8). 5,833 9)
2,480.. '3,097

121
60),7260

e

52,595

Multiply:

4,239 2,736 rj

10) 354 11) 836 .12) 8235.. 13) 709 126

26 54 , 16

.9,204 45,144, 288,225 43,249 1%, 2,016

15) 789 Subtract: 16) 5837 17) 25,813

56 2528

44,184 3309 '20,009

18) . 19) 408 / 20)
8) 20) 61E4 60)

1,-

.281°

.

I
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th

Part A

Review

SET I

. Write each of these as a decimal., Example a, is done

for you.

a) i .7 d) 25170_ (25.13) , g)
li

100
102

(1.02)
--4----

b). g = (.34) 4 h)e) =(4.1) .____ql-Izzzr_ (5.016)

c) 16i = (16,9) 0 ..i . (4.5) i) 2 10 (I

100
(2.10)

2. Write the decimal numeral for each of these:

a) (9 x 100 +. (8x 10) + (6x 1) = (986)

b) (3x1,000) + x100) + (2 x10) + (5x 1) = (3,425)

c) x1,000) + (2 x 100) + x 10) + (3x 1) = (4,223)

d) i9x 10,000) + (3 x1,000)+ (1 x 100)+ (7 x10) + (4x 1)3:14

el x 100,000 ) + (3 x10,000) + (4x 1,000) + (7)i ip)+ ((kx 17).
(634,o74)

f) (5x 100,000)+ (8x 10,000)+ (9x 1,000) + (6x 10) = (589,060)

g) x 10,000) + (5 x + (8 x.3.0) + (7 x,1 ) = (15,587)-

h) x 10;000)+ 40) + = .('30,094)

3. Which of these numbers are divisible by 10 ?e

a) 353

.b) 63,7

cr 21

Which of

a) 38

(12) J06)

:)(764,00(3) g)' 90)

.32) h) 16

f) 42 i) .482

these, numbersare divisible by
\

(a) 3055) ', g) 1114

ON 680)

f) .77 i) 53
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. _ .
Which' of these numbers are divisible' by 2 ?

Ldp 9k)

c) 423

g) ,201 j) 27

(h) 50 ,C9 1,128)

,f ) 633 - 1')" 7?9- .

t

4.f. Complete the folloNing to peke them true. bentnces..

a) 68 x 11 = 680 + _(68)

b). 28 x 64 = 512 -j (1280)

c ) 74. x 3.4 = (74 x 7) + (74 X -7)'

d.') 571 x 318 = (500x 318) + (70x 318) + (1 x 318)-,

e ) , 74 x386= 21;000+ 5,600 4- 420 + 12_00 ;+ 320.+ 24
1

,

5. Use 2 as ,many timed as you ofou 'can as a repeated factor o'
. .

--

each of terse numbers. "Ficample a is done for you.
14,, . .

a) 28= 2 x''2 x 7 - . f) 42 --=,(2 x 3 X 7): ,.
''''.; t .-. sit.,

bar 16 ". (2 x 2 x 2.x 2) g) 22 . (2 x 11) ,
4

a ea.

.... .;

,)

c) 24 = (2x 2 x 2 x 3) h) .6 = (2,4X 3) .

.

.

d-) 14= (2 -X 7). .1) 12 :(2-s2,x 3)

e) 20 = (2 x 2 x 5) *-t j)- 32 = (2 x 2 x 2 :x i2 x 2)

0.
What do you notice about alf of tile factors above? (They are
prime factors. ) .4#

.

6. In each of. the following explain Khat the 4 represents.

A sample problem is done for. you.
- #

a) In 242rive 4 represents; 4' sets of five

b) In 40eioht -441 ) ) In. 1024
seven C14. '44460,1,' °L°'1-89

c) In 1041.,ive,(1.4e-t4- c,,4,e4) 0 In p 42six .04, A44. /04,
d) Irf 47 CI+ AA, .t.tc) 'gt) ..49.zsfekt)

T

.

ta r

1 11
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7. Write each of the following as decimal numerals.,

a) Twenty-six thousand eight hundred twelve (26;8174),'
40

b) Fdrty,thousand, three hundred sixty: (40,360)

c) Eight hundred fifty-seven thousand ninety-one (857,091)

d) Four millib seve hhndred sixty-three thousand

e) One million, one.t ousand, one (1,001001)4

. Part E

(4,763,000)

. \\
Write a mathethatical sentence (or'two sentences if necessary)

grid solve. Write an answer sentence.

1. The,Jackson School bought ,7 new wall maps. Each map coit .

49.95 What was the total cost of the maps.? (7 x .95= n.jn = 69.65 The tdtaa cost of the maps was 469.65.)
, ,

. .

12,, Jim had 43.25,:Tom had 75 cents more than Jim. How much
.

money did the two boys have together? (3.25 + :75 . t
-t = 4:00 4.00 + 3.75.1in. n =%7.25. or (3.25 + .75) + 3.25 =n- .

n = 7.25 Togqther the boys had $7:25.)

3. Joanne went to party dressed As a witch- She paid 85
,,

cents for black cloth for a dress, 72 cents for ebroom,

"and, 29 cents fora mask. - How much

entire Costum#? She gave the clerk

change did she get? (5.00 -' (.85
.Dr .85 + .72 +.29 = t t = 1.86 5-.0o
Joanne paid $1.6 for her costume.
change_ from the clerk.)

4. The pupils in Peggyts class are making bookcovers. There

were 26; books to cover. They had a dozen and a half sheets

of holored paper. How many more sheets of paper will they
0

did she pay for the

five dollars. 'How much

72 + .29) = n n. 3.14
_ i.86 n n 3.14
She shoula get 43;14

need in order to have a sheet for each, book.? (26 (12 + 6)- = n
or n + (12 + 6) =26 n = ,8 Peggy's claps needed -8 more .

,sheets of paper.

;
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5. The'. Hoover School was buiA in 1934... The Lincoln School

was built in 1960., The Hoover School is hoW many years

Older than the'LincdlnSchodl? (1960 - 1934 = n n = 2.6

The Hopver School is .26 years older than the Lincoln School)

. .
,

6. . There are 32 children In Mr. Lang's class, For a party,
r

each child received 4 cookies. How.many cookies did the
. .

class have? (4 x 32 = c' c =,128 The class had 128 cookies.)

Suggested Activities

Group Activity

Relays - Working with Multiples

The object 'of the game is to locate points named by multi

of the number on the number line. the Irrst membei, of each

) team draws the line and locates the first point, for example

using multiples of T he would locate and name 7: The next

player in each team would go up.10 locate 14, the third

player names' 21, and so on. The:team that can correctly

name the most pOints in a. determined. time period wins. This

may also be used for counting, in other bases.

f

Individual Project

. Prepare and show your class a magic trick with numbers. Tricks
,

with numbers fall into three Main groups -- lightning ialcula-
,

tions, predictions, or mind reading effects. You will find

information about number tricks in many books about.

mathematics. One clue--try. looking up some Of the :mysteries

Of nit-4e." ,

,-. 4 -1X 4 1 -4 -4, .4, 4. 4.-.1 .1 4 .. a 4 4- 4.. Z 4 .4 4 C. 4 4-4
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Part. A

S

Revie*

SET II"'

1. Using the symbols >, <, or = make the following true
.

sentences.

a) .40 = it f.) .64 < ..7

b) .6 . > ;06 ,.
g) 4."c; --12- ,65

34
c) YOU °----L-- .34` b), -34;, = " .05

d)' Igo- ----<-- .5 1). .4 >4

e) 100
_5_1

------ '45 j) ..3 < .40
,

....' . ,

. 2. Write these numerals in. expanded notatign.

1.

a) 114 = (i xioo) + (i xio)-+ (4x i)

,b) 2,236 = (2x1,000) + X 100) + (3 x10)+ (6x1)

c) -7,330 = (7 x1,000)4- (3 x 100) + (3 x 10) +10 x 1)

'd) 5,050 =t, (5 x 1,000) +.(0 x 100) + (5 x10) + (0x1)
.

e) 6,8Q3 = (6 x1,000) +48'x10.) +(o xio)+ (3 xi)-

f) .49,527 (4 x10,000) + (9 x-1,000) + (5 x 100) + (2x 10) +
(7x*

g) 827,666 = (8 x100,000+ e x10,000) + (7x 1,000) + k6 x 100) +

100
6.x 10)+ ( 1)

. h) ,412,?05*= (4 x,000) + (1 x10,000) + (2 x.1,000) (3 x100) +
(0 x 10) + (5 x 101

3. On the number, line below, the points for 0 and '1° are

labeled. Label the other ,points with base fivA numerals.

1 1 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 1 1' 1 1 1 _1_0 I ,2 3 10 11 12 13, 14 2021 22 23 24 30

.0

286
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cl Fill in the blanks with the numerals 2Ofive and 24five.

.

to make each ox the following true `sentences.
.

'1

29five is less than eakiive ; 24five is greater than

20fiv& is Ito the left of 24P 4
five five ,P five

. 24

is to the right of

4. A'= (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13)

Sets T, S, E,and P are subsets>of A.

'a) The members of Set T are divisible by 3.

T = (3, 9)
b) The members of Set S are divisible by 1.

S = (1, 3, 5,.7,.9, 11, 13)
c) The members of Set E are divisible by 2.

d)
E = ( )

d) The members of Set P are prime numbers;
P = 7,-11,.13)

rename its members as product' ,

expressions. eCall it set M. -
M= (lx 1, lx3,, 1 x 5, 1 x 7, 1 x 9 or 3x3, 1X11, 1 x 13)

-

B ='(0, 2; 6,, 8, 10,. 12, 14, 16).

Sets F, R, Q and H are subsets of B.

a) TIle members of Set F are divisible by 2. .1

. F = (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 142 16).
b) The members of.Set R 'are divilible by 3.

.

R =, (6, 12)--
0-The members of Set Q are divisible-by 1.

Q . (2, 1.i, 6? 8, 10, 12, 14; 16)
d) The members of Set,H are prime numbers.

H = (2)
.

e),Write the members of the Set AUS.
AUB ='(1, 2, 3, 4, 52 6, 7, 8,.9,-10, 11, 12, 13, llip 16).,

f) Write the members of the Set AIM.
linB = ( . ) .

5. Rename each of these decimals. The first one is done for you.

a) 6.84 = 6 ones + 8 tenths 4 hundredths.

b). 12.62 = 12 Ones +- 6 tenths + 2 hundredths.

c) .07 =, 0 ones..I- 0 tenths + 7 hundredths".

d)4 1.01 = 1, ones +! 0 tenths + 1 hundredths.

g87
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6: This is one way of changing,a bast five numeral to a, base

ten numeral.

114five (1 twenty five) + (1 five) +.('4 ones).

114
five

(1 x 25) *(1 x 5) + (4 x'1)

114
fi've

= 25 + 5 + 4

114
five

34

Using the same procedure change the following base five

numerals to base ten`numerala.

(la) c) , 12five , ' 1)
le:

.

(24) d) 123five
(38)

.44) A? 3five

b) 44five

Part B

,

Write a matheMatical sentence (or two sentenoes if necessary)
. . a

and solve. Write an answer ,sentence.

1: Roy bought four fish for his aquarium. He paid 60 cents

for one, 28 cents, for anothcr, .35 cents for another, and

45 cents for the fourth one. How much money.did he spend
.

for all the fish? (60 +.28 + + 45 = n .n = 168
Roy spent '41.68,.for the fish.

2.' The Sm?th family went 'on a vacaiion,

drove'an average of 41 milesan hour

3.

hours. .How many miles did they drive.
(9,X 41 = d dd = 369 They, Had gone

Janis and her aister.madd.. 75 ,Tieces

The first day they

. They traveled 9

the first day?
369, Tiles.)

t

of fudge for a party.

. '

After -the party only 19' .pieces Of fudge were left. 'How

. many pieces of fudgd were eaten at the party? (194. n = 75;
75 - 19 = n n = 56, There were .56 pieces of fudge eaten
at the party.)

2884,
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I

4* Mrs. Gray has the milkman deliver 3 quarts 9P milk each

day. The milk costs 26 cents a quart. What is the total

milk bill'.for,a week? '.(3 x 7 = 21 21 x 26 - n 546-

or ( x 7) x'26 n 546- The milk bill is $5.46 for a
week.)

5. Shirley has been saving quarters. She now has 10 quarters.
fs,

If she changes them to.pickels, how.mariy will she get?
1 (5 x 10 = m m = 50 Shirley will have 50 nickels.)

6. Mr. Norman pays 16 dollars a month fox'. garage rent. How

much rent does he pay in one year? (16 x 12 = n n = 192

.4

Mr. Norman pays 4192_ rent in one'year.)

Braintwisters

1. A frog:is climbing out of a well otwenty feet deep.:. He

a 4

. climbs four feet every day and snipe down three feet every,

night. How longddes it take the frog to get to the top?
( 20 - 3 = 17 ,17 days0)..

. I

2. You have 8 sections of silver chain, each of four links.
. .

The cost of cutting open a lihk is 10¢ and of welding it ° .

together again is 25/. What is the least you can 'pay to
,,

have the eight piecesloined together in a single chain?
(6 x 25) + (6 x 10) 210. ,.$2.10

3. Sally had a piece.of ribbon 49 inches long She found ,

,

Another piece .4, ,inches long..- Now she has 139 .inches

of ribbon. What number base was Sally using? ('Base five
4 + 4 = 8 13fiNe)t,

.

4. Two boys were comparing sticks. One boy had a stick 6 9
J

inches long. The other.boyis stick .was 39 inches longer
6.1

or ;.29 inches long. W4t number base -were th y using?

(Base seven 6 + 3 = 9'
9 12seVen)

t
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Part A *Or

Reuiew

SET III

,4,

Wtite each of the following expressions using symbols,.
c

Example: The number n increased by 6,

a), The number, n increased by 8 -, 8

b) The number__; multiplied by n ,n x 7

c) The sum of .n and 9 n 9

d) The number n decreased by 4 n 4

e) The product of 6 and n 6 x n'

f) The numliver- n divided by 3 n 3

g) The number which is the result of

10 subtracted-from n n - 10 -,

2. What number is represented by each of the expressions in

Problem"1 if n = 12? t

a) 20 b) c) 21 d) -8 e) 72 .

f) 4 g) 1 2

,3. Answer each of the Following with-a complete sentence.

a) How many Os are there.in six 8ts?

There are twelve Os in six 8ts.

b) How many Its are there in three 141s?

There are six Zts in three 141s.

c) How many .6115 are there.in fifteen 418?

There are ten 61a in fifteen Os.

d) How many 3ts -are there in four 1215.?

There are sixteen 3ts' in four 12ts.

e) How many 8ts are-there inn fourteen Ilts?

There are seven. 81s in fourteen Os.

290
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4. Find what numbey y .represents in each of these. Tell

what, operation is needed to find y. Example a is done

for you.

a) 108 + y .= 144: y....36 subtraction
I

b)'.87 + 11 = y y .' 203. addition I

c) 30 x 74 = . y = 2,220 multiplication

d) ,:y.2-- 4 x 18'\ y = 972 , multiplication

e) 2563 ty = 8,010 y -- 5,447 subtraction

f) 58 x 867 =Y y = 50286 multiplication

g) y, - 2649 .--- 6763 y = 9,412 addition

h) 30,600 , y . 408 y = 30,192 subtraction

5°. Nam; the first ten members of each of the following sets:.

S = (The set of multiples of.100)
S = (100, 20Q, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, Boo, 900, 1000) #

T - (The set of multiples of 1,000)
T = 11,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, 7;000,

8,000, 9,000y 10,000)

6. Complete these sentences with a multiple of 100 or 1000

'needed to make them true sentences. Hereare some

possibilities. Example: 2.1.222 x 5 < 12,l00

a) '1000 x 6 ) 932 f) 100 x 33 = 3,300

b)' 9 x 400 < 40,121 g) 25 x 100 > 2,312'''

c) 1,000 x 4 < 5,210 h) 2,000 §c 140 < 293,000'

Awe, d) .70 x, 2gp <:i5,316 i) 30 x 200 = 6,000

e) 6 x 5, 000 p 27,880 j) 200 x 25 = 5,000

291
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7. Complete eacn of these. Example a is done for you:

a)
.58'. 58 hundredths or tenths plus.8 hundredths

b) .33 = 33 .hundredths o
A
r 3 tenths plug 3 hundredths

c) '.07 = 7 hundredths or 0 tenths plus hundredths

d) 70 = 70 :hilndredths or tenths plus 0 hundredths

e) .09 = 9 hundredths or 0 tenth's plus a.. hundredths

f) .99 = 99 hundredths or _2_ tenths plus 9 hundredths

(

8. How many dots are there in this diagram% Write the answer

in each of the following number bases.

op.

'
'IP

Part B

a) Base ten 33 e) Base nine 36

b) BaseJive 113 f) Base seven 45

c) Base six 53 g) Base eight 41

d) Base fOur 201

_ .

,Write d mathematical sentence (or two sentences if necessary)

and solve. Write an answer sentence.
d,

. ,Mark said, "Tonight I am going to -sleep 9 hours -and 30

minutes. How many minutes will Mark sleep? (9x 60) +30 = n
n = 570; (9 x 60) = to t = 540 540 + 30 = n n = 570
Mark.W111 sleep 570 minutes.

2. An army division has 345 platoons. There are 38 soldiers

ineach platoon. How many soldiers are there in the division?
345 x 38 f d d = 13,110 There are 13,110 soldiers in
the division.

3. -Mr. Jones bought' 12 gallons'of gasoline. He paid 33 cents

a gallon. How much money did he spent for gaSoline?
.33 x 12 = n n ='3.96 Mr. Jones spent $3.96 for gasoline.
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4: Mary Ind, Martha were selling greeting rds at 50 cents-

- a box. The first day Mary sold 16 '.oxes and Martha sold

10 boxes. How much money'did they make altogether that

"day? (50 x 16) + (50 x 10) = n .r (16 + 10) x 50 = n
n .11300 Mary and Martha made 13.00 altogether.)

5. There were two fifth grade clas es in the' Marshall School:

There Were.'57 fifth grade p pils the.two classes: 23

of these were girls. How many boys were.there? 23 + n = 57
or 57 - 23 = n n = 34 There were ',34 boys in the two
5th grade classes.

6. .Dick rides his bicycle to and from school in 10 minutes. He

walks to and from school in 26 minutes. How much time

will he save riding his bicycle to school all week?
(26 - 10) x 5 = y or 26 - 10 = 16, 16 x 5 = y, y = 80
Dick will save 80 minutes each week.

Suggested Activities

Group Project

Column Relays - Have the class choose teams and form team

',columns facing the board. A dittoed, sheet of problems is

handed to the first person in line.- He moves to the board,

ead,s'and works the first problem then returns the problem

Sheet to the second person in line, as he moves to the rear

of the line. Each person moves up, works his problem, and

returns to line until all members have had a turn. One point

is scored for each correct answer.

Example: 16 x n = 212 or 325, 30 10 + 25

Other questions may be given'on:

d) writing expanded notations

b) changing to other bases

c) writing decimals as fractions and vile versa.

23r,
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-Chapter 4

O

'CONGRUENCE OF COMMON GEOMETRIC FIGURES

PURPOSE OF UNIT

L

The purpose of this unit is:

1. To review geometric concepts and terms introduced,

\\.erlier in the fourth grade chapter, Recognition of Common

Geometric Figures..

2. To achieve familiarity with'the intuitive concept

of congruence oP'g..,acilletric figures, particularly as applied

Leo lipte)sagments, triangles, and angles.

4
3. To gain facility in using compass and straightedge

in copying and comparing such simple figures as line segments,

triangles, and angles.
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'MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
, r

that every, Dbject which we see has size apd shape
at the udy of geometry be begun.as early as possible
ldissc col life.

tations of

e models of

Ih previous units the child is made

geometric figures in his envirAment.

some geometric figures and can

We belie e that the 'child can now come to greater under-
standing and greater enjoyment of his environment through more
discriminat ng 'observation. He will be provided with guidelines
for productive thinking about tcie figures with which he is now
familiar means of exploratory discussions and'developmental
exercise , Another Major objective is to develop ability to
read ma ematical material independently. In the preparation of
this ma erial, care has been taken to foster achievement of
the s g

15 basic geometric; roricept developed in,this unit is the
concept of congruencd. Pupils will learn to recognize congruent
geometric figures (figures of the same size and shape) by tracing
eiie figure on a sheet of thin paper and determining whether this
tracing will fit exactly on another geometric figure. They will
learn that two triangles are congruent to each other when three
sides of one triangle are congruent to three sides of the other'
triangle. This is used in copying a triangle with compass and
straightedge. Congruent angles will be discussed, using first
the' method of tracing and then copying an angle using the straight-
edge a45)ompass. The same two methods will be used to Explore :'
inequalities in size of angles.

Even if your last exposure to mathematics was in your
early high school'years, we think you will enjoy the teaching
of informal geometry. It is an intuitive approach and an inductive
development of some of the basic understandings and skills of
geometry. We do not propose that pupils' at this level study a
set of formal proofs to reach ,generalizations about common geometric

fP
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figures. This material is planned to provide opportunity for

observation of common figures and for reaching generalizations

about them as a result of this observation.

A geometric figure is a set of points. We know that we can-
.

not make a point on a piece of paper since a mathematical point

has no size at all. What we can rake is a model or a picture of

the point. When we draw a side of a triangle we are drawing a

model of this set of points. In this text when we'say, "Look

at the triangle," we really mean, "Look at this model of the

triangle."

A line (the term "line" means "straight line") is a particular

set of points in space with certain properties. One important

property is,that through any two different points in space there

is exactly one line. -A second important property is that a line

has no.end pints. We represent a line by a drawing such as

If we wish to give it a name we label two points4on the line,

for example,

A

and call it the line AB, written AB or the line BA, written
4-*
X. Observe that the order of the letters A and /33 is immate-

whenwe are talking about a line.

A segment is the set of points on a line consisting of two

points called end-points) and all the points between. We

represent a segment by a drawing such as this:

A

and we name it "segment AB" or segment BA", 'written WE', or

BA. Observe that the order of the letters A and B is immate-

rial when we are talking about a line segment.
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A poiht/Pn aiine, such -as' point
-

p
:._

sep'ariges the line into three sets of points: the et consisting
of the-point P and.two.Other sets or points called Ilalf lines.
The point is not in either half line. We call, a set pf

points ponsisting of a half line together with point P 4a rte.
.

We indicate a ray with endpoint A like this

A 2 4.

-->. and we name ray AB, written AB, writing first the letter
which names the endpoint. It is clear that a ray has only, one
endpoint and that ray AB i&,different from ray A. 'A model
of ray BA looks like this:

A

Observe that the order of the letters A and B is .very.

important when we are talking about a ray. We need to use the
words line; segment, and ray carefully.

Any flat surface such as the top a desk, or the walLora
room suggests the idea of a plane. Lice a line, a plane is

thought of as being unlimited in extent. 'We think of a plane

as containing many points and many lines. Just as a line is

a,set of points that has certain properties, so a plane is a set

of points that has certain properties. One important property

of a plane'is -that any three points not on the same line are in
or1V and only one plane. We have seen that a point separates a

line into three sets of points, and in the same manner a lrine

separates a plane into %rave sets of points: the set-consisting

o'the points of the line itself and two other sets of.points

`it' called half planes. The line of separation is not in either

half plane. - *
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An angle is a set of points consisting of two rays not on

the same line but with a common endpoint. We'represent an angle

by a drawingsuch as this

We name this angle: ,LRST or LTSR .or LS. -(Many students

have suggest4d the symbol 4 RST, but LRST or one orthe other

variations is quite standard.) It is, very important to observe

.that the endpoint, S, oftheirays is named second in both LRST

and in ZTSR. On tip other hand, the order of 'R .and T ids _

' If there_is no chance for misundestanding, we just

livrite LS,' This abbreviation could not be used for a drawing

such as

S
T ,

0

An angle separates-a plane into three sets of points: the set.

consisting of the'set of points of the angle itself and two,

-other sets of points called the exterior of the angle and the

interior of the

model:

angle. These srlOis are suggested' by the following

0

"exploded"O
INIMINOMININMINMINGOINNEMOIN11 NEME111111I 1111
simsMMMMMIIGNE S<MM N
MMONOMMOOLE 11
MIIIIMICIMI111111110111111M . MIMEIMICIIMMEMIIMIni II IMO

MEN111111111IIIONIIIIII
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The set of pointd 'represented by the cross hatched'piece in,the
sketch on the right is called the interior of the,arlg* 'and' the
cross hatchedhatched piece in the sketch on the left represpts the
exterior. The

1a
ngle itselfis not included in either the

interioror exterior. In order that such concepts asAllese Will '

have exactly one meaning, we restrict our concept of ang3,1so

that the rays will not be:On the sameline. 'Thus, situations
like these will not be considered (although the rays represented
by each drawingdoi. have the same endpoint).

R S
- 7 /' `'S

13 A

Rays extending in opposite
, . --_-_,,,

directions AB and 'RS

A

--> -->
coinciding rays, AB and RS

A triangle is a s)et of points. It consists, OT thre,epointst

not all on,the same lire and the points on the three segments
, joining them., Each of the three points (endpoints bfaihe three'

segments) is called a vertex of the triangle, We _label the
vertices of a model of'atriangle with capital' lettrse6uch as
A, B and. C,, like this:

A

B

letters naming the

called the angles

C

''We indicdte the-segment'

Joining the ppinIst A and B.
as AB and call this segment

a side of.the triangle. The

triangle wil e named 6,ABC

or ABAC or -6,13CA. or with

any other arrangemente of thee?

vertices, A triangle let.41,2.1, three Angles

of the:triangle. Althoughk 4)113C determines
'three angles (LABC, for example), not all-the pdints Of -l'IABC

are points of the triangle, as can be illustrated ,by _the following! -

figlare: A//
.) ,--(-

,

The side is just.a: part -9f the'.4-
ray BA and the side VT is'.just ;,.

3b.
a part of the ray 'Bq. Remember

that BA and Et..exteneindefi=

from B,
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SupposeWe have another triangle, ADEF, 'which is an exact

copy of A A.T. We cannot say that A ABC is equal to ADEF,

for this would mean that A ABC is another name for ADEF, and'

yet the set4of points constituting ,A ABC is not the scene as the

set of pointe forming A DEF. But we would like to show that
4

a' tracing of A ABC srits'exactly on A DEF when we place

r vertex A on vertex D,.

vertex B on vertex E, and

'vertex C on vertex F.

We introduce a new word for this relation and we say that A ABC

(with its vertices named in the order A, B, C) is congruent.

__to .cS DEF (with its vertices named in the order D, E, F) and

write A ABC ;If 'A DEF. ye call the vertices that must be placed

together so that A ABC will fit exactly on ADEF, corresponding

vertices. Note that'this correspondence All shown When we write

A ABC = ADEF,"since the first vertex; A, named in AABC

corresponds to the first vertex, 'D, named in. ADEF. The second

named vertei, B, of AABC",correspcinds to the second vertex,

E, named in A DEF, and similarly Tor the third vertex of each

triangle.

After the pupils have studied congruent figures by using

/tracings.(which can be "turned ovee, if needed) for comparison,

they will be introduced to reproducing a geometric f4gure using

the straightedge art compass. The pupils should use a straight-

edge and not a ruler in this portion of the chapter. The diffi.-

culty. with a ruler 18 that it encourages. Measuring when such is

not desired for the constructiorl_ihvolved.4 The straightedge,
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can be used only-for drawing a line segment. (If only rulers

are available then it should be stressed that nip. are to

uS`ed only as a straightigf ,and not as a measuring devd4.6e.) '

T e compass is used only for drawing a circle or an ac ( that
is, a connected piece of a circle). Using these instruments

and their knowledge of congruent figures, ple pupils will learn
hOw to make congruent segments,dongruent triangles,.and congruent
angles.

Materials Needed:

Teacher: Box of scolord.chalk, model of a pyramid,
0

model of a cylinder, Oallibox, or other,

rectangular boat, chalkboard compass or

string compass, long straightedge (a 36"

ruler will do), some tyPe,of transparent

sheet for tracing triangles at the chalk-
4

board, paper fasteners, cardboard strips,
,scissors

Pupil

*

Straightedge, compass, tracing paper (ordinary:

paper might do), protraCtOr, scissors, paper

fasteners, cardboard strips, paper and-pencil
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TEACHING '1E UNIT r

The lessons in this unit vary in their composition. Some

have three parts which are: first,*SUggested Teaching Procedure,

(second; Explpt4ion, and third; Exercises which the children

should do independently. In some,lessops the Exploration and

Exercises are sufficient to develop the lesson. Some lessons

need only the Expl,oration to clarify the concepts for the- ,

ehildrge.
,

The first part liggebted'Teaching Procedure proVIdes

overview of the,lesson It is here that the teacher will J.tiod

suggestions for providing the backgrOand the children will need

for the undersAnings and skills tobe deVeloped.

Some teachers may prefer, to have the children's books -closed

ring this introduction of the concepts. During the second:part

of the lesson, the Exploration in the pupil's book, the pupils

and teacher will read and answer the questions together. Sher

may say, for example "Now turn to page and look at the

(Exploration. Is this what we did? Is this what we found to

be true?V.- A resourceful teacher will be_sensitive to the Mood

of her class and will not extend this part of the lesson beyond

the point of interest.

Other4eachers'may go immediately into tile Explorations:

The Exploration then serves as a guide for the lesson. r Still

others may wish to have'the pupil's book closed during.lhe

presentation and then have the pupils read the Exploration

independently for review.'

The third'part of the lesson is the Independent Exercises.

Thee are designed for the pupil to work indepenhyl-y. Ihey

are provided for maintenance and establishment.of skill but

they are also developmental in nature and help pupils gain

additional understandings andeskills.

.Each teacher should feel free to adapt these'ideas in a way

that will suit her method of teaching and in a way that meets

the particular needs of her class.
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TKe first section of 'this unit is a review of. material

covered in, the SMSG text forte' fourth grade. If the pupils

have not studied this ,material you will need :to -spend more

time on this section. In'either case, you should,have a

copy of'the SMSQ 'eext for grade four.

Referents :; 1. SChopol Mathematics Study GrOup Text'for
/*

.-Qiede Four.

Mathematics for Junior High School, 'Volume I, v*

Chapter IV, S3hool Mathematics StlidYGrol)p.

3. Freeman, Mae and 4a, Fun. with,Figures

New York: Random Ho6se, 1946,

4. Ravielli, A., An Adventure in Geometry,'
01.

Net! York: Viking Press.

Bassetti, F., Solid Shapes Lab, New York

Science Material Center:

6. Anderson, .R. D., Concepts of Informal Geometry,

Volumey,,Studies in Mathematics, School

Mathematics Study Group. e ,

P
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REVIEW OF GEOMETRIC FIGURES

Objective: To develop the following understandings and skills.

(1) The primary purpose of this section is to

recall those understandings previously

-developed which will be used in this unit.

(2) The idea that 'plane geometric figures are

parts of the solid figures is emphasized.

(3) A review of some of the mathematical vocabulary

occurs in a natural setting in which solid

figures are manipulated and discussed.
lb

Materials Needed:

Teacher: Any rectangular space figure such as a chalkbox,

or a shoe box, or a piece of luMber such

as a ",pwo by four; -" a pyramid, made of

paper (or of wood); a cylinder, such as an

unopened soup can; a Straightedge for use

at the, chalkboard; chalkboard and colored

chalk; chalkboard compass or string compass

Pupil: Paper and pencil; if practical, examples

or models of rectangular solids, pyramids,

and cylinders for each pupil
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Vocabulary:

Mathematical,vocabulary used which has been taught

previously includes:_,

face endpoint interior

edge rectangle triangular

vertex square cylinder

vertices intersection ray

segment union half plane

plane pyramid compass

point ease measure

square region circular region length

Suggested Teaching ProCedures:

You may wish to begin by saying to the class something of

this nature: "For the next few weeks we are going to be doing

ttings'in mathematics that are a little different from what we

have been doing." What is meant when we use the term geometric

figure? Loc5k around the room. What are some'of the geometric

figures you see? Can you see any triangles, squares, or rectangles?

What-shApe are the windows? What shape is the door? What figures

do you see on your desk? On my desk? There are examples of,

geometric figures all about us. Can you look anywhere and NOT

see examples of them?.. We will be studying many of them 1i our

new work."

;Nave you ever.used a compass? 'For what cah it be used?

This isAust one of the tools. we will be uding. EaCh of you

will have one."
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Show a compass. Do not take time now to
explain its use. Show the rectangular solid,
pyramid, and cylinder. Ask whether Anyone can
tell the names of these figures. Any other
type of introduction which gets children thinking
about the idea of the unit and provides motivation
could, of course, be .used. The presentation above
gives just one way andthe resourceful teacher will
no doubt think of many superior introductions.

Use the rectangular solids and have pupils
do the activities called forp.n Exercise 1, page 161.
If possible, each pupil should have a rectangular
solid.

, The meaning offace edge, vertex, se ent,
pITle, vertices, poi:EtLI endla771.e rev ewed.

Draw a model offthe rectangular solid on the
board and label it as'in the sketch on'page 161.
Review the... way of writing_pames of line segments
such as 'AB, DE, and AH. The pupils could, for
example, write the symbols for segments DC, BG,
and FG. They could also trace on the diagram
on the board the segments for which you write the
syMbols such as -IE) or CF.
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Chapter 4

CONGRUENCE OF COMMON GEOMETRIC FIGURES

REVIEW OF GEOMETRIC FIGURES .

Rectangular Prism

Look at a chalkbox.

Exploration

1. a) Place your finger an the top face.

Place your finger:on the bottom face.

How many faces has a chalkbpx? (1444-)

b) Trace any edge of the box with your finger tip.

(41-e
r.

Point to a vertex of the box.

)How many edges has tha,box?

How many vertices has the box?

2. Suppose we name each corner (vertex) of the box with the

letter given in the above 'sketch.

a), Name 1_ edges-of this rep_ ar alsm.
rb, pi, HE, Eb, /311,4Z., EF '32 GF,Fd

b) liar* 4 faces of this rectty.ngularK prism. ,

Acem, pen, eon, ttG HA, H6PG, ,q0co.)
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Emphasize in Exercise 3, page 162, that plane
geometric figures are observed in sol figures
in the physical worldthat solid figures can be
used at a source of plae figures. To help the
pupils see that the edges form rectangles, the
edges may be traced with the fingertips. If the
solid is held so that only one face is visible
at a time, the 'outline is a rectangle.

The intersection of two faces is a line_
segment as illustrated in Example 4,.page 1b2.
This can be shown,by having the pupils again
trace the intersection on the solids with their
fingers. The "intersection of the set of points,
of the bottom fate and the set of _points of the
front face" is the line segment EU (We are call-
ing face ABCD the "front" face. If face DEFC
is called the "front" face then the intersection
is CF).

In Exercise page P 163 children can best
get the idea of intersectigin by again tracing the
edges on the solid figureslaith their fingers.
The idea of point and vertex will be reviewed here.

There are at least two different types of
answers to "Name the three sets' whose intersection
is the point H." One would be the intersection
of the line segments AH, EH, and GH. Another
would be the intersection of the three faces which
are parts of planes. Help the pupils find both
of these answers. There are, of course, other
answers.'

There are other illustrations of the empty'
set in addition to the intersection of AD and
BC. They would include the intersection of any
of the segments which are parallel such'as
and AD, EU and ZrF, and AH and tr.
Another illustration is the intersection of
E5 and MT.

In Exereise,6 other unions of sets which
result in.rectanzles include the union of ,

HH HA, M, !; , BA; FE,
ToU, MY. Children should name all' six of the
rectangles.
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c) You can see that a vertex represents a point; ah edge

.represents a line segment, and a face represents a

part.of a plane.

Every line segment has two endpoints.- We label the

endpoints with capital letters.

Then we may name a line segment by using the letters

at its endpoints with a bar over them. :Thus: 7 or WP.

3. What geometric figures can you find that are formed by

the-edges of the box? (-e4--,---7441 4-44411111"2",t''d)

Hpw many rectgles dia you find? How many squares didA

ou rind?. (44 0/-44*-tra-11-1..41---v4,-)

4. Name the intersection of the top .face and the front lace.
Roca -;4- 114 344/...... 6E DEPT.

What is the intersection of the set of.points-on the

bottom face and7the set of points on th ront face?
(//e. hocs CF 4/. Dope at.)
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5. What is the intersection of UP and ZIP? ifl

What is the, intersection of Ar and the top face? Thi

: C.,
NName thFe.

SOMA, RHEO, ig-c.s FEN)
e_setpl.posecintersection the .point H.

What is the intersection of A35 and EU? (J

Name some other pairs of sets whose intersection is

the empty set EP o+' C-°5 /3GIM

04- HEFG-.2...1 /re

6: Name, the geometric figure which is the union of the

(-4-e-t-12 COE F.)sets NT, rz, 17, and 27.

Name the geometric figure which is the union of the

sets Mr, . ZIP% M. ?M. 61"--/r4 NGFE)
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Pyramid

guiding the children to recall what they
learned about the pyramid, ask them if they have
ever seen anything "shaped like this as you show
a model of a pyramid. Write the word ramid on
the board, and encourage pupilseto respon .

(They may mention the Pyramid,of Egypt and
this would be an excellent response. Perhaps
a child could show pictures of these Pyramids .

or Make a report about one orthem.)

You might use Just one pyramid for demonstia-
tion and as you show a. model' of a pyramid have
the children handle the model to find the answers
to leading questions. Or you can duplicate the
pattern for a pyramid, given on the next,page,
and let eai child made a model.of it (possiblyas
a home assIknment).

In either case, the pupils can find the
answers by handling the pyramid. Ask them to
close their Oes and tell what they aan "feel"
about the pyramid. Have a child describe the
pyramid as he handles it with his eyes closed.
The base of a pyramid is also called a,face.
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Pattern for a,Pyramid

Directiohs:

1. , Cut along the outer line
segments df the figure.

323

2. Told'along the
dashed line
segments.

3. Tape or paste
tab 1 under '

face OAB so
'lles along

4. 'Tape or padte
tabs'2, 3, and
4 to the inside
of the faces so
that EU lies
along EL_M5*
along 87, and'
EU along 7.

If you use tape you may
want to trim the tabs
Some.

0,
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Pyramid

Draw on the chalkboard the pyramid pictured
in the pupil text. Use this drawing to answer
the questions in Exercise 1, of the Exploration
on the pyramid after you have introduced the
pyramid. Pyramids must have triangular sides.
However they may ha-ve bases which are triangular
or which have four or mqre sides.

Look at Exercise 1, and 2 of the ploration
to see what you might conclude at this oint.
Any two of the faces of a pyramid ipter ect in

. a line segment. All faces except the b
intersect at 0.,

The main idea of Exercise 3, is that the
.edges of each face--other than the base--of
a pyramid form a triangle. In other words,
you can see an illustration of a triangle on°
a pyramid.

The intersection of the-edgespf the,fo#
triangular faces is the set whose aly member
is the point' 0. Children cantsee(this by
running their fingers along the edges of the- .

pyramid up to the vertex at 0.

you may want t refqr to the chapter on
Recognition of Common Geometrl.c Figures in
the text for Grade Four for'-fevieWing the
definition and idea about pyramids.-
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Pyramid".

Exploration

1._ a) How. many faces nas this pyramid? (i:-.4)

b) How many edges does the, pyramid

,37?, .97q, a., Jo, HE, a, gn)have?(

c") How many vertices nas the figure?
_ /9, 5, C0)

d) Which edges outline tne-bottom.

face? CAS J aa C° '

e) Name the figure°To7ed by tne

edges of the bottom faqe.(f.4.-&-jh /145cD

mr- flgeo)

2. a) Which faces intersect on OD? (06t (94"-jf." 49DC)

b) Which faces intersect on 75a.? On MN On

Do faces OAD, OBC, OAB, ODC, and ABC1 represent

planes? ( 4--)
0

d) Which off' these planes intersect at 0? (//11......., OAS, &IC

J. a) Name the geometric figure 'outlined by tne edges U15,

b) Trace tnese edges with your ,finger tip. Name them
COD, C,C, )

c) Place your. Singer tip in the interior of dOAD.

(
Name tne interseelon of the edges of the four triangular

faces.

a) CoUld a pyramid nave just 3 face4? Remember tnat

tne base is called-a face, too. (. no)

b) Could a pyramid nave just :4 faces? eipw-.).

c) Cduld a pyramid have just, 999 ,faces? -(
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Cylinder

Show the cylinder next, writing tile wordl
cylinder on the board. (Remember that a
cylinder includes the two bases as well as,tfie
"lateral surface", but does not include the
interior. That is a cylinder is,holloW.) Ask
the children what the object is and relate it
to its mathematicalname on the board. Ask for
examples of cylinders. Encourage children to
bring examples of cylinders to school. (Be sure
the examples have a "tops' 'and a "bottom"..) A
committee might make a display of these and,of
.other geometric figures.

Show one of,the faces ("top" or*bottom") of
the cylindell asyou ask for the name of the figure
which outlines a base. GiVe children opportunities
to handle the cylinder.

' -

You may want to referltorlhe chapter on
Recognition of Common Geometric Figures in.the
text for Grade Four for reviewing-the defin tion
and ideas about cylinders.
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Cylinder

a

OM,

f .

'Exploration

1. Nearly every time you select a can of food at the

40,

store, you are handling an object like ageol.,etric

figure called a ,cylinder.

A) What are the "top" and "bottom" of* cylinder*

called? (1,-)

0 What is the name of the geometric figure whiCa

outlines a base of this kind oecYlinder?. (a cA,4)

'
2. How many such figures are outlined on:othis cylinder? (Z...)

Trace them- witn your finger tip.

s. .Do the bases of a cylinder pal)? to be circular regions'? (,i.)

4. COuld the tasgp of a cylinder be square regions? (E4A4-)

Could each base of a cylinder have 1001 sides? (ti,..d)
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Triangle

Draw a triangle on the board as shpwn in
the Exploration on the Triangle, phasize that I
an angle is the union of two -rays lkith the same
endpoint but not on the same line. Rays of an
angle are sometimes called'the sides of the angle.
Any particular drawing can show only a portion
of the rays of'an angle. Show more of the rays
of the LODC, a EXercise 2, to illustrate
this. SHOw a line segment that (except for its
"endpoints) is in the interior of each angle of
the triangle ODC. sp will be TG for )40DC,
DC for _ZPOC, and OD for Lpco.)

This is a good time to distinguish between
a triangle and its Interior. Some childrel may
still think the term triangle* includes the interior
of the triangle. Having them trace with their
-eingers just the sides of the triangle and then
place their finger tip in the interior of the
triangle, may help them understand which set of
points is the triangle and which set of points
is the interior of the triangle.

You may want ferNfep to the cOapter on
Sets of Points in the text for Grade Four for
reviewing the definition and ideas about
triangles.,

A
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Triangle

F

Exploration.

c

`It

"lb

1. a) Copy figure ODC on a sheet of paper.

What set of points form 110DC2?"-4-4'Laa:'
OD OC PC

Trace ii0Dg with your finger tip.

Place,your finger in the interior of the triangle.

c) ,Name the angle ,whose vertex is at D. (Loot_ tDO)

Name the angle *hose vertex is at 0. (Loot. or+- LI CAD)

e) How many names were given for the angle whose

vertex is at D?

How m any names were given for the angle whose

vertex is. at'' 0? e&,..)

319;
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2% a) Recall that an angleis the set of points on two rays

which have a common endpoint and.whioh are not on the
0 - ,

same line. '/

/o

Trace the rays (that is ,'Part of theff) with your finger tip.

b Name the rays that form ZODC. (pa a....41 bc) .. 0

c)' Name the common endpoint'.(0)

d) Does DC end ,at C? (A, Je,-,r.---.i.;....i...A..:J..i.)

e): How many endpoints does DC have? (0-.4-7)

f) Why was the letter D plated in the middle (between 0

and C)*in the name, LODC? ("--4-A-A-41.-"141?-"A,I,

/-41- -,....- .JP -1-, P-44..:t ....-, xi. 0114.7a...-L=-&-.)
3, a), Make another drawing to show the rays which form': LOCD.

...

Why is the letter C placed between
#,

the letters 0 and D in the name LOCD?
c .541'4 e*---"- "4"1"" 2/44.

b) Make another drawing to show the rays which

form Lpoc. 'Why is the letter 0 placed

between the letters D and C in the D C

name, "ZDOC?"44*-- --,- 0 -.A: A e4,......4-, ......1?-,....j

.

/
ic 4

4. In the drawing for Exercise 2 which line segment (except for

`its end points) is in the interior of LODC? (0c.)

5. Draw an angle on your paper. Color the interior of the

angle red. If only the interior.of the angle is to bp..

\red, should the rays of.the angle be made red? (6,4...4....44.4,14.

1. 320
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Half plane

Alle concept of a half plane may need to be
developed here. By first discussing a plane you
may make half plane more understandable to 1lie
pupil. Show lines of a plane in various positions.
Observe that a line separates a plane into three
sets of points: the set consisting of the pointd
of the line itself and two other sets of points.
Each of these other sets is called a half plane.

The exploration is written for the children
to do the indicated steps. You may not want each
pulkl to do the coloring or make his own models.
Instead, you may,prefer- to imagine that the
coloring has been done and then ask the children
to point out the sets involved. Alternately,
you could doltne exploration as a class
demonstration and discussion.
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Half Plane

Exploration

1. a) Copy .the figure bel,pw.

2.

b) 'Coror,the line EB red.

c) lilor the portion of the plane below lg (the part

which contains C) blue. Do'not get any blue on the

line EB.

What would be a good, name for the part of your figure

which is colored blue? (a )
e) What is the name for the part 9 your figure which is

colored red? (4%6)

f) What, would be a good name for the part of your figure

which is not colored? (4-4/1,- ) .

4-41,
a) Color the half plane above DC (the part which contains

E) yellow. Do not get any yelloi on line CD.,

hat color is the interior of LBAC?

0

. O..
OEM 11111M

IBM= OOOOOO 111111,111/.. '!....71111111MIN MB
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CONGRUENT FIGURES

;Objective: To develop the following understandings and skills.

(1) Two geometric, figures: are called, congruent, when a

tracing (which may be'situtned over") of one figure

will fit exactly on the other.

(2) Two triangles are congruent only,Uhen.certain

vertices are placed together.

(3) When two triangles are congruent the correstondkng

/angles are congruent and the corresponding sides .

Ware congruent.

Materials Needed:

Teacher: Straightedge, sheet Of transparent plastic

Pupil: Straightedge, paper 'suitable for tracing

Vocabulary: Congruent, :corresponding

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

The first paragraph of the pupil text should be read

with the class and the distinction between the concept and

it representations noted. However, when you draw a triangle

orthe boardhay, "Here is a picturd of a triangle," and

emphasiztthe fact that youliallre actually drawn only a mode'

or picture of a triangle. When you draw triangles .or other

geometric figures on the board, comment frequently that you

are really drawing only a picture of atriangle or a model

of a geometriC figure.
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CONGRUENT FIGURES

Congruence

Exploration

1. Can you find paira'or figures which look as if one

of them could fit exactly on the'other?
00J H)

(13)

1

(H)

(L)

(F)

(C)

(0)

(1)

(M)

3211
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2. Which figure will fit exactly on

Triangle $A (1) Rectangle F

Segment B W Triangle G

Square C ,(N:the) 'Figure L (dohe)'

Circle,D (N) Figure (Alphe)

Figure M

3. How can you use tracing paper to. see whether your

answers are correct? 6,4,0-4 =7"'- -'r'

.7* )

Summary.,

A geometric figure is a set of points. We know that we

cannot make a point on a piece of paper but only a model or

a picture of a point. When we draw a 442e or a triangle we

are drawing a model. In this text when we say, "Look at the

triangle," we really mean, "Look at this model'of the triangle."

Two geometric figures are congruent to-each other if

they have exactly the same size and shape. This means that

if we make a tracing of one figure and place it on top of the

other figure and if it fits exactly, then we st;y that the two

figures are congrUent.
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Con gent Line Segments

t

Exploratiin

A

Trace AB on a ,thin sheet of paper. Can you place this

tracing of AB so that it Tits exactly' on CD? Did you place

tracingtracing of the point A. on the point C or the point D?

Does it 'matter?

0

Recall that A la B meins.A and B are names for 'the

same thing. We cannot write AB 65 because the points

of 11 are not'-points pf CD. For example, there is no point

on Ely that is the same point as the point A on A. But
we would like to write briefly that.a.tracing of one segment

fits.exactly on the other. We will write AB fg2CD to say,

that the two segments are ,congruent.

326
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Exercise Set 1

' Can you find two congruent segments in .each

Can .you find more than two? Trace segments on a

of paper to help you decide. Write yoUr answers
4

17ff

1.

2.

D

s:

D

/7-5 at. Els

if5 = eTE.

B

C

B

C

5

3.

lt.

figure?

thin sheet

like this:

0C. 51CD, 8G le 57, RC DE CR z: GF

327
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Congruent Triangles 4

By. use of the exploration on CongruentTriangles draw congruent triangles ABC, DFE,on the.board. You may use straightedge and
compass and the method shown in the Explorationon Copying a Triangle (pupil text Kge 189) to con-struct the congruent triangles. (Pupils thould notsee the construction at this time. They willlearn it at a later time.) Trace QABC thatyou constructed on the/co the sheet oftransparent plastic.- o 'ight-"epphasize the
'corresponding vertices o the' congthent trianglesby writing the names ,on he board as follows:

.41

A A B
1

PABC
f

. ,

titian Exerc4e,48 rielps.t.0 emphasize' thatfh are congrueht only -when certainvertic t placedl-totetfferj that is,`
Li ABC LtIOPE, but --64044' is not 1... ; AtEF.This means, of cpurse, thkbyou:will 'h4ye'ito b"every careful about the order o1 namineyertAces

when talking'about c:higruenceg ' `'"' . , e
.. .-----.0.

ti.

CV?
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Congruent Triangles

Explore t

You have learned that we call two figure's congruent 9.f a

tracing of one figure, can-be placed to fit exactly on the

other. (The tracing may be "turned over.") Let us see whether

the ,following two triangles acre congrUent?

%a

yE

Trace A ABC on a s of thin aper and see whether

it will fit exactly on A DFE. J 4 f.
(

Notice that thectriangles will fit exactly if
.

1. Vertex A
.

is placed on ve1----rtex- D
.

2. Vertex B is placed on vertex F

3. Vertex C ia placed on vertex E

of A DFE.

of '' A DFE: ,
of DFE.

We notice then that when the vertices are matched the

sides also match. Complete the following:.

4. ..M" is congruerit to side OF of a DFE.

5. is congruent to -side Da of At, DFE.

6. rc is pongruentto side FE of A DFE.

. We call the vertices A and D, B and F, C and E

4

corresponding vertices since when A is placed oa D, B on F,

and. C on ..E, one triangle fits exactly on the other. We call

sides AB and DF corresponding sides since, they join
4.

corresponding (matching) vertices*air,.

329
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B

4
7., Name the other pairs of corresponding sides.

We can use the same symbol "' that we used for congruent
0

line segments to show that one triangle is congruent to another.

ifie
a go

the triangles ,fit when

point A is placed\on,point D,

point B is placed on point F,

point C is placed on point E;

we shall show this by writing'

AABC ADM,
448

Is AABC ADEF? (This means: Can you place the

triangles so that A .is on D, B is on E, and C is
, -

on F?). (1)

9. Use your tracing of- AABC

to see whether the following

triangle is congruent to CiAgC.

Are the tr'.angles congruent?
(.4 7;1/4..IR 24 A ABc) f R

10. List the correaDonding,vertices.

A and Y , B and 5r. C and ?

330
/".
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Exercise Set 2

By tracing one triangle on a sheet of thin paper find

the triangles which are congruent to each other. Be sure

to name corresponding vertices in order. In Exercise I,

state your answer like this: A BAD = ADQB. In Exercises
I

31 5, and 6 you may have to trace more than one-triangle:

3)

5)

13AD t1t A Dc8)

E(9a, RifC APED
a AFC. A De

G

( A pc 6 :41'. A liGi r.-f A FED)

C

D

2)

.1"

C

4) B

e

F
15GC = p oc,c)

C

A 4

nc8)

/

D
4 ABE Z A CSC a - . A 4DE - t e A cDE ;
A =-A8C ACOR j ARLO' 2: A CO8 ;
(A ABC a i i ADC; 4 400 --d A eat) Ad

331
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fr Congruent Angles

The exploration on Congruent Angles develops
the idea that angles may 'be congruent although
the segment's shown which are parts of the rays '
are not congruent.. In the previous work the
congruent angles have,been parts of congruent
triangles and consequently hate had congruent
qegments as representatives of the rays. The
student should realize that an angle actually
consists of two rays and that the segments -are
parts of the rays: You'may wish to discuss the
Exploration on Congruerice*with the. children to
be sure that they will understand that angles
can be' congruent' although the parts of the rays
shown are not"congruent. The hands of a large,
(tower) clock compared with the hands of a, a

small wrist watch (4.3:00 p.m., for example)
would providern illustration of this idea.

4

,

N..m.N.Niminrrrmoirmwow--

gf

332
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Congruent Angles

'Exploration

-

We say two angles are congruent to each other i4 we can

place the vertex of a tracing of one angle on the yertex of

the other angle and the rays of the tracing can be placed to

lie exactly along the rays of the second angle.

Exercise set 3

By tracing ,LABCon a sheet of thin'paper, determine

Which of the following angles ape congruent to LABC.

(L z F L Aac)

333
4
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Corresponding Angles

Exploration
6.%

Tri,angZea gia, and MNP are congrueht:,

.4

ow

*.

M.

P

.4

Trace LMNP and place this tracing Est it fits

exactly on

Where does LN fall? (Z/ /..e14, 0,, L

Z:11 and 4C are corresponding angles.

Where _does- LL fall? (LL L p)

LL Arid, 1.13 ' are corresponding angles.

Where toes _6Y fall? Ll'f)

Zj and LM are` corresponding angles.

.

Corresponding angles of congruent:"triahgles ark thoS0

which fit together when a tracing of one triangle is

placed sc:, it fits exactly on the other.

(
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4
Summary

O

in this section we learned some facts about congruent

line segments, congruent angles, and congruent trAngles.

We learned .that:

1. Line segments are congruent if a tracing

of one .tan'be placed tOfit exactly along

A

4,

the, other.,

2.. Triangles are congruent if a tracing of one.

can.be placed to fit exactly albng-the other.
0
The tracing may be "turned over:w.

.

3.. In nimingicongruenttrianglea, vertices mist

be-,named in the-pro:per Order.. N

1. Two angles are congruent if we can place the

vertex of a tracing of one ankle on the, vertex

of the other angle, and the rays of the tracing

can be made to lie exactly along the rays of

the second angle:
o

t
5. When,two triangles are congruent the corresponding

axeare congruent and,the corresponding sides

are congruent.

Do 'you agree that this di..MMarY tells what we found?

yOu.thinic of anything that should be added?.

I

.kt
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COPYING A LINE SEGMENT

ti

Objective: To develop the following understandings and skills.

(1) Lengths of line segments, may be .compared with

the aid of a compass.

(2) Every point on an arc of a circle is the same

distance from its center. The center,of an

arc is the center of the circle of which the

arc is a part. 4

(3) Line segments may befopied with the aid of

a straightedge and compass.
. 4

Materidls Needed:
* e

Teacher: Board compass or stririg'compass,

yardstick

Pupil: Straightedge, compass, cardboard strips,

paper fasteners (Unlined pdper for .2

construction:work
sis

preferable:)

Vocabulary:* Ara

336
.
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Suggested Teaching Procedures: -

If in the exploration of Comparingaengths
of Line Segments with a Compass, the pupils'do
not recall from their fourth grade experiences
the use of the compass for comparison of line
segments, review this here. Actually when a
compass is to be used merely for comparing the
lengths of'line segments, a pair of dividers

4 (which have two points at the ends, and no
pencil) is', sufficient substitute. The children
can make their own dividers by_using two cardboard
strips,( > and a paper fastener:

T:e
4

D

7

In:coinparing lengths.df line segments, ,demonstrate on the board:'

(a) We place the endpoints of the dividers on the

endpoints of one of the line segments.

(2) Without changing the setting, Apve the dividers

to the other line segment.'

Place one endpoint of the dividers on ones

endpoint of the second /Joe segment.
(3).

- $37

3 4 7

r

A
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'64

Os

(4) -If the second endpoint of the' dividers falls

between the endpoints of the second segment,

then the first segment is shorter 'than the

'second segment.

4'
D

(5) If the's cond endpojnt of the dividers falls

beyond t e second endpoInt of the line segment,

.then the t segment is longer than the second

segment.'

After yo4 have given the above demonstration on
the board, have the children do Exercise Set 4,
independently.

4

' '338 4t
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COPYING A LINE SEGMENT

Comparing Lengths of Line Segments

Exploration

1. Do' yoU remember how to use

your compass to compare the

lengths of two line segments?

Look at D. and mY.

Whickappears to be longer, D.

or Vr? (a-4.144-0-4.4-441-devaAV)

2. Use your compass to compare the

length of M with that of Ztr,

,4
WhSt'do you observe now?

3. Does *your obsvi ervation agree with the guess you made

lby just looking. at the line segment?
-co 14 Eti 4.10

A

8

C D

,.

Exercise Set k

Use your compass to find answers to the following

questions.

1. How does the length of

IV compare with that of

IT? Which is longer?

How do you know?

Ji.t4

1./.4.4a 4-) .5 J44
11.9 A4.1. A;

tLa4, AA,

an

349
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2 Is the length of MN greater than, equal to,

or less than the length of it?

M N
"

K L

/7-9;1" 41- r" -11-01 294- RZ

3. Which side of LSABC is the longest?

1.

4. Compare the length of

AC with that of B.
T3134., A

4

B
5. a CamPare the aengths of C

rg, FS, WA
)

Compare the lengthi of

DY, DTI.

b) Since 0 names the

center of the circle, do
0

your results egxee with

that you already kneU

about circles? 6ke:ale
/2...4 di 4 efaZ 4101 tie 44440.11-

4144&< irgi

340_
11.

0
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.Copying a Line Segment Using the Compass

Exercise 5, in the Exploration on Copying
a Line Segment provided an opportunity to
review. with the pupils the fact that every
point on a circle is equidistant from the center.
Follow the e*ploration in the text to make clear
that an arc is part of a circle, and hence every,
poiht of an aro is equidistant from the center of y
the circle. Dividers are no longer satiefab,tory.
We need A pericil po .lnt on the Compass in order to
draw an arc. Inithe demonstration the teacher
may use a string and a piece of chalk instead of.

_the board compass. Discuss with the pupils why
this 'is a satisfactory substitute. In this section,

,a. line is named by a small letter, for the first
. time. The letters k, and '1, are most frequently

used, but this does not mean'that other letters are
not acceptable.- It is suggested that for this
exploration, the teacher work at the board, discus-
sing, and demonstrating.

After the .development of the procedure 'for
copying a lice segment a ^ re on another line,
have each child do this a hi seat. linen
illustrate, at the board, copy g a line segment
when one endpoint of the copy i indicated. .

Follow this with provision for each child to
practice' this skill at his seat, under close

* supervision. Make clear that the intersection
of. the set of points on the arb made with the
compass, and the set of points of theline on
which we make the copy, is a set whose only.
member is a single point. This is an endpoint
of the copy. In the exercises which give
opportunity.to fix the understandings and skills
Of this subsection, it is assumed that tne4pupils
will make reasonable facsimilies of the figures . .

--on their papers and do the 'construction work
there.

341
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Copying a line Segment Using the Compass,,

Exploration
4 A,

Recall that every point on a circle is the same distence'

from the center of the circle. We pall a connected part..ofe.

circle an Arc.or,a'cirele, and we call the center of the circle
74-

the' center of the arc.

In this pi 'cure the part of the circle from A to

which does no*t. include C represents

arc AE. The points A and E1

Are the endpoints of the arc.

The arc may be named arc AE or

arc EA. .(If there is a possibility

of(ConfUsion we name this arc,

arc ADE.)

F

You do not have to draw a complete

circle to make an arc of a circle-. You

could draw arc AE with your compass

like this:

4

,very point on an arc of a circle 18 the

same distance from its center. The

lengths of OA, Uff, and 75R are the

same, since 0 namea'the center.

342' .

*
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1

.

You may use=an arc to help make a copy of a line segment.

Suppose you are giver) a line segment TS which you wish to

,copy on line k. (Sometimes we name a line with a small letter.).

T k

How is the co pass placed on TS?
ty. is.)

Since you haven't' been. told where

on line k to copy TS you may

place it anywhere on the line.

The sharp metal point of the compass was placed at M.

The pencil point of the compass made an'arc intersecting the

line k at a point we name N. Is RR In Why?
7:3 4.0,1t1 el G Grawra:46. /01 MN otit .1-44...4. ad 24 Aar filer 7:5

343
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O .

Sometimes yctu are asked to copy a line seiments'at a

special place. If you are given 311; .andctold to cop( it

on line k so thatzle endpoint of the new segment is_at
e

point P, then the pipture would look like this:

G
<

k p

If 14 is a copy of UR, Chen 15-4 2V.

Exercise Set 5
A r

N

Trace Z3 and k. on a sheet of paper.

1. Copy Z5 on line k so that one endpoint of the

line segment is at Q. K

4 )0

Q

r.

J

344
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t!r )6
2. Copy each segment so thatt one endpoint is at the

point named on the line:114

m.

a.

4

b.

.r
E

H

* C.

N
J

How many segments care you make on line m *with one

endpoint at J and with; the lefigth the same as the
.

length of 11/ ..Le4-1, -4"-d 4'4.6

" a

m

it
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e

t

3. Copy this figure on a, piece of paper.
40-

B 1

1%

b) 'Copy AS on AC of your drawing ,so that one -

endpoint or the new segment is' at A. Namlihe

other'endpoint D.

e) coy XS On AC ,eof your drawing so that one

endpoint of the new segment is at. C. Name the .,

other endpoint E.

d) Copy JR!. on AC:- of your drawing so that one

endpoint ofthe new segment is at A. Name the

rotifer endpoint F.

e) Copy BC ;11; It of your drawing so that one

Lendpoine of the new segment is. at C. Mime

the gthe4ndpoint 4.

a

.0-

346
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,40

J

A

"a) Copy this figure on a piece-of,paper.

F

b)

c)

d)

Copy Zr on

an'andpoint.

Copy 115 on
g

ari endpoint.

/n5. of your figure using' C as,

Label the other endpoint

EU of your figure using

Label the other endpoint

Copy Pd. on UM of,yout, figuloei using

endpoint. Label the endpoint J.

H.

C as

I:
di

0 as an

e) Can you copy N on FIF of your figure using
.

F as an endpoint? (X.)

Why? (a A./....to- 75)

Can. you do :it using D as an endpoint? (24)

Can you do it using any.point on. M as the

endpoint? 02)

311.7
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TRIANGLES. .4

lk;
Objective: To develop the following understandings and skills;

A triangle is determined; if the length of its

three sides are given:

We can make a copy of a triangle by copying

its three sides.

We can make a triangle if we are given the three

line segments whose lengths are the lengths of

its sides.

(4) We cannot always make a triangle with sides

,whoselengths will be those of just any three
line segments.

Materials Needed:, q-

6
. .

1 Teacher: Board compass or string compass, colored chalt,
.yardstick

Pupil: Straightedge, compass, aper fasteners, cardboard.

strips

Vocablary: determine

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

The brief section onSeeing Triangles in the
pupil text will help children "see" triangles in
gedmetric figures. Do this work orally with tOem
as they.loqk at the pictures of the barn, napkin,
and star in their texts.

. 1

348
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TRIANGLES

Seeing Triangles ,

_ dt

4! .

4

Exploration

- Here are sketches of a barn, a folded paper napkin,

and a six pointed sta.14.,

Trace the triangles in, each picture with the tip of your

finger. Hbw many triangles' did you find in the picture of

the six pointed star? Did you firid as many as eight?

349

.359
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4

Exercise Set 6

Trace, with your, finger the triangles in the following

figures. Tell how many yoU found in each case.

A
1.

(Neu. D Plod 4 QPN , 4 /41/19

2.

3. 4

5

AES, d ,t3EC d CED,*4 ADC,
. 4 C8A, 411,7E:9, d kVA , 4873C )

X

Y

...r/t.t, d ik r, d 7xv,

Pyr771 4 car, d Witz

I.

3

360

40,6
Attc)8,,aeGA,,LIAGF",,mccif

Z E6D, DGC,, ).c

(52., ;;;>ir; R.5r, d R.sw
,CI'Rrgel, 4 Rrx /6.1,r

°



Making a Triangle with Strips

,t,At this time there is value in a teacher
drirstIatignnelor=o:ing.the,Construction

.

.

.

Materials Needed:

The teacher ahoUld have'a kit of plastic or cardboard.

strips and paper fasteners. A Rit should have a dozen paper

fasteners and at, least

2. strips - 12 inOgs long

2 strips - 11-inches long

1 strip - 9 inchbs ong

2 strips-- S'inches long

1 strip - 7 inches long

1 strip - 10 inches long

The strips may be an inch' wide with'holes tirade
a half in each end. A compass point makes
su ab oles. It should be brought'out that
when wo strips are fastened together and one
strip is rotated around the fastener, then the
endpoint of that strip traces a circlb. Be sure
that when the third strip is selected to attach
.at 'N, the sum ofthe lengths Of strip PZ and
strip,.,-WN is 'greater than the "length of'strip

Tb'assure this, choose one 12 inch strip,.
one 10 inch strip and one '9 inch strip.4-

I

351
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O

Teacher Demonstration: Making a Triangle with Strips

'Choose-a 12 inch strip. Name one hole P,
ar4 the other hole N. Attach a 10 inch strip
at P and a 9 inch strip at N, as shove in the,.
figure. .1

P N

a

YOW may wish to ask ,the-following questions as
you proceed with the demonstration' lesson.

1. Can,I swing strip PZ around n(19)What kind .of geometric
.

figure does point Z trace*if I swing the strip al/,.Vie

way around? (42 ei:vette.,0

2. How can I make point W trace the, same kind of 'geometric
A

Al) 4'figure? (Z, AVA/4"4-'444'

3. Watch as I swing both stripe around at the same time:

When are the points Z add W farthest apart?
z, / A/ 4244. .0...x/

When are they closeat?
(a.Aluw,2. (3.4c41-, 010.... 40,G- .t1A- 4-ageeg. II, l e

4. Can Z andtl W fall on the same point? Now I put a

aihgle fastener through W and Z. What geometric

figure is forme& by the three stripslan Z swing either'

strip around now? (-no-)

352
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5. Now I'choose three other strips whose lengths are the

.same as 'PZ, PP, and NW, and attach them to fofm a

triangle.

6.. I plaCe these two mode s'of triangles so that one

fits eXactl,;', on the of er. What can you tell me

about the two .models of triangles? (74.4.0.t.4)

If' three Ades of one triangle ',lave the same lengths

as three sides of ariather triangle, then' the triangles are

congruent.

0,
Make two triangles of different .shapes using
paper strips. Make a third triangle congruent
to one of these triangles. Letter the vertices
of the triangles which are congruent to each
other. 0

Is t S.third triangle congruent to both of the other

tri gle/ you watched me Construct?6i
Lit- ir.et4oft- 'ea er-xe., ,44_,Lt 400.,..212.04,rfleti)

List the corresponding vertices of the congruent

triangles.

.List the corresponding sides of-the congruLt triangles.

9
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Copying a Triangle
..

Thet expl9ratio6 in Copying.a Triangle is
in sufficient detail in the pupil text to provide
a suitable development for tte teacher to follow.

. ,

The teacher might carry through the entire
construction for copying a triangle at the board
with pupil participation whenever indicated. Use
one color of chalk to make the arc whose radius

,is the length or AB. Use a cohttrasting color
to make the_ rc whose radius is the length of BC.
This refers to Exploration on Copying a Triangle.
Repeat the construction, this time having pupils
work at their seats. Have each pupil start with a
tfiangle Of the same general, shape and size of
hIABC in the text.

After working through t e exploration for

fi
constructing a triangle in e Pupil's Text ih
Constructing a Triangle Gi ,Three Segments and
before'the,pupijs attempt the exercises, the °'

teacher should emphasize that it is not always
possible to make a triangle with sides whose
lengths will be those of just ara.three line
segments.' , . .



Teaching Procedure

Do you think we can always construct a triangle when

we are given three line segments to use for sides?

Choose, three line segments whose measures, in inches,

are 2, 3, and 7. Can we construct.a triangle using

line segments with these measures? (WO) ,

Let the children experiment to see the
difficulty which arises.

Demonstrate at the board, how you' would
try to draw a triangle using sides whose lengths
are 2, 3, and 7 inches. The children will
be doing the same'work at their seats. Foryour
drawing 'at the board, ube sides four times as
great as the 2, 3, and 7. This would,give you
dengthsof 8, 12 and 28 inches with which to
:.warkand.will be a scale drawing of the shorter
segments. ,Children can see your work better if

..you use these longer segments.

-

P. O.:.

.7 mr4es /orgy
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Why.cant,t. we make a

measures, in inches are 2,

-At Now let's try this:

triangle with the sides whose
4 14,44444j41;44474$444W.4"-
3 , and 7? 46' A4444 "'424-4'ot,..-114,7a4,444,1616-44
Make a triangle with sides

whose measures, i inches, are '3, 3, and 6.

Again do your demonstration at the board
while the children do it at their seats. You
might use lengths of 12, 12, and 34' inches
at the board.

10 3 ire ches Agq , hIchsAw
c

6 inches /ony

is

Have we made a triangle? Why not?( tke Lu.4.1

(14 11414h444,0.- 01.44LVZ
Bring out that the sum of thethe measures of

two sides of a triangle must be greater than the
measures of the third side, otherwise a triangle
'will not be formed.

The exploration 14 "How many Sides, Determine
Exactly One Triangle" is in sufficient detail.in
the pupil text to provide a suitable development
for the teacher to follow.

'356



Bring out that:

(1) two triangles are not congruent if
". only one pair of corresponding sides

are congruentf

Q(2) \two triangles are not congruent if
only two pairs of corresponding sides
are congruent;

, (3) two triangles are congruent if all
three pairs of corresponding siTea-S-
of the triangles'are congruent.

Since all triangles with sides congruent to three'
given line segments' are congruent, we say that
these three', given line segments determine a
triangle. 4

9
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. Copying a Triangle

1 Exploration

When you, saw a triangle. made with 'the,. strips, do you

remembeir that two of the attached'strips could be moved
around?

a.

Here are three strips llke the ones I used before. *I will
pAthe model on the chalkboard, holding strip PQ firmly in
place. With the chalkpoint.through'the hole at R, 'I wirl,
swing PR around. ithat figure dpes the chalk point trace ?(4.nate)

Let's do the same thing with the other strip. Do the two arcs
41 mad cross each other? Ag. 7Anit

tkt. AtZOK #44.Lteto

Does this suggest how you Might use compass to copy a
'triangle? )

r
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Copying a Triangle

Exploration

Trace ABC on another sheet of paper.

ace
4>
K on this same sheet of paper.

We mayistaft by copying .AC on line

K. Call the ends of the segment T

and S. Your copy should look like

this.

A

2. Then place the points of your couaes,

at ..A and B. Move your compass so
4

.that the sharp point is on point T.

Swing the pencil point to make an arc.

3. Copy Mr. This time put the sharp

point of your compass at S. and

swing the pencil point to make an

4.c. Label the intersection of

the two arcs Q..

Draw 741 and QS. Your copy of

A ABC willbe named A T4.S . Is

A T4S -1* A ABC ?ri frIOW can y,ou be

sure? :s% :4

359
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Exercise Set 7

A
In each of the following exercises draw your own line

k and choose some point on it to be an endpoint of the line
4-4

segment you copy on k,

I. Copy each of the following triangles using a compass

and-straightedge.

B )

- 360

Copy the triangle whose

'Interior is shaded.

O

-e,
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i'191

BRAINTWISTER

2. a) How does the length of WU compare with

6

t that of in the figure below?
\ (WE AD

b) How does the length of

MT compare with that

of. DE?
(EIS a.a.. g A... Azte)

-.0) What can you predict

about A ABC and " A ABD

8 .

(:0 45c = A RQ8 k3)
T)

361
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1

Constructing a Triangle, Given Three Segments

r

'gxploration

,

You have been copying triangles. However, you might be-
-.

.given these line segments and be asked to'construct a triangle

4

M , N

1

,

41whose sides have the lengths of these segments. Of course,
MI #

you woul need to choose your own line k and point p

it. Does it matter which ofithe three given segments you

copSr On line k? (moo) If you copy RS on line k, which

two segments will yoU use for finding the intersection of.the

arcsia,,,,eilm)Could you copy TM on line k?,

Could you'colpy NQ on line- k? &.41.),)

If each child in the class constructs a-triangle using

RS; TM) NQ as lerigths of sides, what can'you,predict about

all the resulting trianglei?

er, AZ--4-424

362 Olt
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Exercise Set 8

4
O

If possible, in each exercise construot a triangle

using the lengths of the given line segments for''the lengths

- 46f the sides of the triangle-. If it is not possible, tell why.

\*.

5.

7.

R.

WOW

2.

o

6.

8.

10.

363
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A

How Many Sides Determine, Exactly One Triangle ?

Exploration '

Be sure to read all thekinstructions for each problem

before you start. This will help yod,in arranging your

drawings on your paper.

,
1.. a) Draw five congruent line segments, each about four

'inches fOng. Call them W Lb, EY, UT% and pm.

:b 'Draw.a triangle using M'for one side.

t

0

c) 'Draw a differently shaped triangle on each of the

other segments.
-

d) If you had fifty congruent segments, could you draw a

triangle on eapeof them, each one different in shape,

and size from the other 49, triangles? (.21A-4-')

a) Draw five new congruent 'segments.

b)> Draw a special sixth segment different in

length.

On each of the first Ave Bei:lents draw ,a triangle.

This time, make the-qiecond sidilkf'elch triangle

congruent to your sixth segment.,
. .

'>"

Try tomake each triangle different in size.and

shape from all others. Can you. do' this?

,364

4
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..--

3,. "a) Draw three new congruept segments.

) Draw a foarth segment not congruent to any one of

the first three.

:41

c) Draw a fifth segment not congruent to any one-of these
IMPKte 4

Lour segments .e Choose the length,of this fifth
,

segment carefully. We Want to construct a triangle

on each of yoUr first three segments with sides '-

congruent to the fourph .and fifth segmdnts.

d) Draw three triangles on the first three segments.

In each triangle, make'the se9ond side congruenCto

the fourth segmentlrand the third side congruentto

the fifth,.8egment.

!St

e) Can you Ire each triangle different in size and
.`

'- shape from'ihy of the ocher's? ('n°)

-f) What is true about all'" your triangles?
A

Because all of the triangles are cbngruehtlrwesay

that three sides determine exactly ,one triangle.

rt

4 ''Did two sides determine,_exaotly one triangle? (110)

Did one side dptermine.exactly one triangle? bu)
r '

fa

:

365.
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COPYING AN ANGLE USING STRAIGHTEDGE AND COMPASS

Objective: To develop the following understandings and, skills.

(1), An angle may be ,copied by making its an angle of a

triangle, and then Copying. that triangle.

(A It is more conVenispt to make it an angle, of an

isosceles triangle,, and then copy that triangle.

(J) Skill in using a compass should be increased.

Materials Needed :

Teacher: Yardstick or meter stick, string and chalk or

blackboard compass, colored 'chalk; plastic sheet-

for tracing 2.

Pupil: Compass, straightedge;, paper transparent enough

to be used as tracing paper -

Vocabulary: No new words are included. .9

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Effective use of tnis
.
section depends upon certain concepts-

developed previously. Some 'or the'se have been ment;oned. abOve .

' Review what is meant by
. . v.

.(1) An angle (set of points of two ib vs with'same endpoint

but not on same line);

',, e (2) a ray, (the union of one point (the endpoint of the ray)
!"

I-
of a fine and the set of all poibt.s4of the ,line in one

-direction from this 'endpoint); '
,

, :

(3 ) , angle of a triangle . , .

The sidesrOf 'a triangle are segments 140ale the sideg of an angle'; e f \.
are Irayg. ,n 'A

r
C, angle BA is the angle 44termindd by. .:AB

_ and XU, but Aq include.p4nes not, on AB and AC
Thpan an00 ,a' triang ie ti.t. dltermined by, . <- .7,

the ' triangle, but the anfile ly not a s4bset
.'

of the triangle. ,--.'.
. .

,1

. IV,
,

'"' '
7,- .

I'

A

r
e t

866'--;

O
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COPYING AN AIGLgrUSING URAIGHTEDGE'ANDCOMPASS

Exploration,

0

You have learned how to copy line segments and triangles ,

'using the straightedge and compass. Now-you will learn how

to oopY,On angle using the straighter and compass.

1. Do you remember'how to copy a triangle using the

straightedge and. compass?./Draw a triangle and .

_copy it.

2. When'You copied the triangle, did you also copy

its angles? (11.'4')

*
3. Suppose you wish to copy LC.-

(When we name an angle by a
.

singlejletter, we mean the
, .

angle w ose vertex is the

r(la

J,

gint med by that,aetter.) C 1 >

How could you make, part of tp

two sides of a triangle? Draw a
,

a t'tiangle, °The ,dashed
4

line wil
.1.,

the.angle y9u are copy4ng.

-416.

0ike a- copy of the ttiangle you made In ikercise 3,:f

Is

dashed line to complete

I help to keep in nand

I
1

1

5. Which angle of the triangle that yoU madlyin gxercis 4

do.yom think is congruent to LC? Trace this angle and

place it on LC t.p.see whether it is a (copy. .

.

S



44.

If n6 pupil thinks,vf an answer for Exercise. 6,
ask, "HoW 'could you have choseKI point R and
point S?" Which segments could have been made
the same length.") Bring out that choosing an
isosceles triangle-wouid,make the constructiof
simpler:

00

I

I

9

6r

. } ..
.

.
.

In discussing the,Summary it might be wise to
carry out the steps on the board at the pupils do ;=.-
the construction at their seats. Be sure to discuss-
"the questions, following Step 5, so that reasons'
fdr the validit'of the protedure,are

.
u ..

,c , .
rstood.,

.
.

. . .

368
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. . .;-
. In ,Facercise.,1 ydu Made LC an angle of a -triangle.-

.

Would 'some special triangle( have made the construction Y

.easier?. Can you think of -a special triangle .Which

v

- .

Would. hae required fevipr changes 1.1V the'. distanae

between the points of your qompass?-4./;

7.
4

Li'ot the things you do in: Copying* "angle, nd then
.

age how your list compares with the list i the-
4

following summary . ..

,

r

" To copy an angle stieh -as: LC
--

. .
fmake it an angle of a triangle.- Next,-
copy the triangle by, making the three)copy

.
. .

, . .

Sides tAe.aame.lengthi'aa, the three

k sides* thejrst triangle
The' r011owink procedure Can

;,be usect:

.

/
2*: _b_raw"-A-he hea _line _10eigtlieht

The. veriex,,o-f-the"...angle4we
r °wish tq!,:bopyl is-

C as -=E1__center =con-Struct

air: arc tint thesides,--at
.

are`

,
, ,. -

ms's triangle

. "
. .

- . ,

1. s
,

-----------------------

.

.
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3. DraW a ray (leave enough

room so you can construct

the triangle using part of

this ray) and call the endpoint, D.

4. With point 11 as the center

and with 'the same setting.Ot

your compass as in Step 1,

construct an arc. Call the

point` where 'this arc intersects

the ray, point' E.

'5: Change the setting of your

compass so that its point'are

al points A and B ofZpCA.

Keep this setting and place

the point of the.compasi at

-and draw an arc which

ilatersects the first arc.

cam the point of intersection.
,

7of, the two arcs F.

6. Draw DF.

D

Have youlflma-de LFDE OCA? Let us see.

Draw BA and IT.

Is O FDE ABCA?1.W.hy?

(vga.Fa-,4.4*.titcu. e.,,,fiLycwc;over1-144-z-,1Z-)

370
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r

Is LFDE ZPCA?" Why?

4

+ We know 4FDE ABCA because, we have made three sides
a II

of one triangle congruent to three sides of-the other triangle. di

We have chosen two sides the same length for convenience. Now,

__since we know thatworrespond g angles of congruent triangles

are congruent, we know-that gf.DE'= LpCk.

A

, -

1

38i
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ExSrdise Set 9

.1.. Make an angle Shout; like:. Z.ly on your

u l neusing the e\ tokte have o illined- -
....=

1 for the other-angles ..vt.

Copy i

ikeii:Clo",:ttie° same'

ij

033

0 A
E

41.
372
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00. C OKPARInQ' SIESOF ANGLES-

Objeqtive:-4,.TaAevelop the following understandings and skills:

,The sizes of angles can be cempared.
4

.

'(2) The sizes of angles may be compared by\use of tracings

or compass dhd....dtraightedge construction.

Neededflf.
.

Teacher: chalkboard compass or string compass, meterstick

or yardstick,, colored chalk, tracing plastic

o

Pupil: compass, straightedge, tracing paper

*tested. Teaching Bfoceduret:

.

, The definition of an angle asia set of Point,s,,----,
of t o rays suggests that, since q ray has only,lane
endpo nt and therefore has no definite lengtn:,°-the
idea f he "size" of an angle,has no meaning.

- Howe , intuition tells us that some angles are
"lar er insize" than others'. In this section we
define what is meant by thig term, that is,,how
sizes of angles are compared.

We examine first, the ease in which the angles
have one ray in common with the second ray of one
angle lying in .the interior of the other angle.
The sketch of the three roads represents such a
situation. It will probablybe necessary to review
the meaning of nintel-ior of an angle" and,"exterior
of an angle." You may wish to have the pupils
observe that all points in.a plane are in one of-
three sets: the set, 4tof points liphe interior, the
set of points in the exterior, And the set of points
on the angle itself; and that no point is in more
than one of these sets.

We next examine the case which both rays
of oneangle lie in the interior of the other angle.
The questions in Exerc4es 11-15, provide practice
in identifying a gles.larger in size and smaller
.in size thap giv angles,,usingilhe definitions
which have been eveloped.

373

183
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( Foercise 16 shows a case 'or congruent angles.
The pupils shoufd,note that the tracipi of one
angle can be placed to°fit exactly on the other;
therefore,.81hce a ray"of one angle does, not fall
in the intArior of the dther, they have the same
'size. -'

'f..! . ..
In.Exerc'Ise Set 10, Exercise 8; the pup/1s

may.fail to recognize that f is in the interior
or. qeABC, since the sides are the rays -CA and

.-CB, not the segrants CA and CB.

The eXploration "Angles Without a Common
Ray," deals with comParihig sizes of angles which
have no point in eommon. Most pupils will use
th& tracing method without difficulty, but some' .

may place perfectly ti'n'e vertices and one pair of .

rays of theitlo angles, but place the second pair
of'206.ys in opposite hall' planes. Note that in
Exercise 2, either ED or EF .may be,,,placed op
either ,Be or BA. The second pair of rays must
ther),..be placed on the same side of the first ray.
,This exploratId4:sutgests placing a tracing of
one ang1J,on the otner. Exercise Set 12 provides
practice for this.

.

, , ,

Using the "Congrue;lt Angle Construction," the
next exploration, suggeSts,we of the, compass con-

'struCtion for congruent angles to make a copy of
one of the angles in-such a position as to compare

.their sizes. - ,
. . ,

'I

In using the compass construction' for copying
ark angle, work through the construction on the .

board as the.pupils work On their papers. Consider-
atioft of Exerc se 3 and.4 iRlthis explpnation, is
import* for phasizing the basic idea'dev6loped
infithi sects

x . ,

The Expa 'Mons d'rid Exertises should make it
possible in ma y,cases for the. pupils to decide:,
which of two angles has'the larger size without '
using either the ti4acing or.the co Structi.op proce-
dure. In Exercise Se ,18', Exerc'i es, 1-5", they
should be able, in mriy exercips,,to make the

scomparison intuitiv tr. This will be more ditifcult
in Exercises 6-11. Furthermore, since the angles
.to be compared are angles of trian or of other
polYgons, some pupils may need he is in applying-t
tracing or constrution procedure ,

3.74
C
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COMPARING SIZES dP ANGLES

Three"-roads run from a point in the town of Ashton--one

to Bayshore, one to Camden and one tb Devon. The man in the

sketch is walking tbward Ashton. When he cOMes to the .

.intersection in Ashton, he will choose whether he will folloW

the. road to Camden or the road to Devon. We sometimes iay,

"The Camden road anglei off from thp Bayshore road." If he
-

goes to Camden he turns bff "at an angle" of one size. If

he goes to Devon, he turns off"atan angle" of a different

size. Let ussee what wemean by the "size" of an angle.

4

_4

I

4

Road to Boyshore

et.
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Angles With a Common Ray

Expl,biiation

The 14rst sketch below snows the Bayshore and Camden roads.
,

,The second shows'the Bayshore and Devon roads. Think of the,

roads as representing rays With endpoint A. Which angle do

you think has the larger size? (.74: .

Av.,/ .16G "ft .)

4,

>
;B A B

'1.- Recall what we mean by the word "angle.", How have

,we defined it? (4/...-j--

2. Name the sides of LBAC and LBAD. Are the sides

segmentd4 rays, or lines ?. (AFA, g,/48, ."0-4-,)

3.- Do the sides of an angle have, a definite length?(A)

4. Do you thin the size of,an angle depends on the lengths

of the sides\you actually draw?,

It is clear that the size of an angle cannot depend on

the length of its sides, since rays have no definite

length.

To see what is meant by "One angle is iai:ger in Biz* than

AnOther angle," look at the sketch.'of the toads to Bayshore,

Camden, and Devon.

376
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41.

Name the sides of L13 A0: -(i75,1 1C

, Name the sides of zsp.
, What ray is' a side of both angles31 102

\

6. Is point. C in the'ihterior, or,in the exterior:

`of ZBAD? (.1-tr,;-)
. .

7. '- {except for point A) in the, interior,

or 'ins the exterior oft /Bp?' (1-""r).

Because a) 4BAD and (BAC both have side 3'4 and

4irpOint C: is ill the interior of LEAD,

We say that,tlie4rizt of LEAD is larger than the size

of 4134C. (Or ri,:can say that the size of LBAC is

smaller than t*dize of Z$AD.)

377
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To Emmet

. 8. Name all the angles in the sketch. (Tirre are sixes.)
/Mc L SAE, L 15AD, L CAE, L CAD, ZEAL, )

-4
9. Look at LCAE. What nays are its, sides21AC,AE)

)
10. Are E and C in the

0

interior of LBA1:4` Because E

and 'C are in the interior 'of LEAD we say, "The

size of LBAD is larger thin the size of LCAE."

(Or, "The size of LCAE is smaller than .the size

of ZI3AD . ")
.

11. Name an angle whose size 1s smaller than the size of
WO) ,

ZDAC.\ Name another one that appears to be smaller.(trIc) e

How -ban you be sure your answer is right?
zwx. & DAS 41-1 P#C-- J....a hi A:.4 Ditc, at-. 4 DIM, 4 BAc...4.4..a. 4,4-E

12. Name an angle of larger size tfut2kAD. (4 CAD .

. Name another one ow can you be sure? (4 -6.; -t^cAr4 -""4"4'lle
4 CAI , !CAD a.a L SAD 4...

(2.1. . )
%CAD

-a:4-w... 1.441.9pi 46Ao 4AAD 4156
13. Name three angles,- each- of larger size than LEAC.

(L DAG LEAS) 4-0/15 , .0.16
14. Suppose another' town, Parley, is on the Ashton- Camden '

Road. Copy the sketch and represent Parley bs \point F.

15: Nhat can you say about the sizes Of LCAE and ZFAE?

About ZDA and 4DAC? LBAC and ZFAB?

214.44646.4 1:/0.4.:4, e111-4. Y44;0140.*
,- 2z .

/
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16., In this sketch, L4pc- is congruent to LRST.

A R

a) Trgce LABC on tracing paper. Place B on

S and BC on SW. Put BA on the R -side

of TS. 'Must BA lie on SR?

b) Is either of these angles larger than the other?(X)

c). If two ahgles are congruent, can the size of' one

be larger than ,the size of the other? (No)

Summary

The examples above show:

1. The size of one angle is smaller thin the size of

a second angle:

a) If the angles have one ray it common, and

a point op the otherray of the first Angle

lies in the interior Of the second angle..

b) If a point on each ray of the first angle
.

.

lies in the interior of the second angle.

2,, Congruent anglqs have the sdme size.

379
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Exercise Set la

1. a) Trace Choose -a point

in the- interior. at ZRST`:

Call this point, W. Diaw
.

SW .

'4
b) Compare the size of 'LAST,

'
with the size of ZRSW.
(..7/....i...tiRsr:::Lyr,../..,Z4.4. Ow)

c) Comb are the size off,: LRST

with the size of ZWST.
.ft. sr x4.44, f

:42 a) Trace ZXY2 and point - 4.; --,

Point K is -in the
, .

of LXYZ. Draw YK.

A

b) compare the sizes of ZXYZ
.,

and Z"XYr'G/444i., eZ.VY:i -4
-4.,..w..., .gi. .."1,, 0, 4 )(PK.) . Y

, ) 'Compare the sizes of ZICYZ, . >. .

and ZXYZ. 44.4,:/ .Z Y 2 :s; 'LC.
.: 145 . i

_..0 ,3. e ) Cut along YX
_.

and YZ and tear along tte .gagged
'.

curve. Fold alSpg *YK. Does YZ fall along rX?.)

*1

p

.f

b) Is ZXYX =="'LKYz ? ,

4. In the interior or Zzyx4 place a point N near Z.'

,

, and -draw YEN: Fold along ° YN. Which has 'the -larger
. .

71 size, LXYN er ZNYZi? .(4.2c^')

)
5. Draw, an -angle . Name it R. Choo.se. a point iall istr ..., .

s) so "that you ,(can .be stare the size' of 'LSPM is .smaller- , -. ,

,
than the -size Of 'ZMPR., Where did yoll p1ace S?

(.5 ..../....JU 2, tilu...1 ...c.i.G.4.X...., Z MAR,) .

380
S.
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:

6. Using t& angle of exercise 5, choose a point (call t

T) :so you ,can be sure that the size of .ZTPM is 'larger -

than the size of ...4MS. Where dicl ypy Place vs (4/7"--:fiefti,

24/1PR' %.4 4..16 .pz >77 14. /1,14. .14 4.,470.1

.1.1.1i4.a."...4.2..."71" akr;P:4.7, 11. 41PA ZA". oth;

7.. a ) poitt ' in 'the interior of

ZBAC shown in this figure? (10'"')
7

b) Is it 'in- the interior of CABC?(

of ZACB?

Is E in the interior of LACB

shown in ne figure? (t-;-.)

15) Is it in the interior of ZBAC? 04)

Of ZCBA? (

9.. a) Draw ,6 ABC :and 'label a point D as in the

*
previous sketch, then draw AD.

b) What twotangles are smaller in size than ZCABi
(L CAD /Mg ).

. 10. a ), Draw. a .6 ABC and labc1 a point E as in the

, .

sketch above . Draw

b) 'Whetangle of ABC is smaller in size than

.ZEBC? (4' '95C-)

1 3§1-
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Angles Without a Common Ray

Exploration

9

Yiu know how the sizes of two angles are compared when

the two angles have one ray in.common, or when the rays (exoept

'for the vertex) of one are in the interior of the other. How

shall we oompare the sizes of two angles which are not placed

in either bf these ways?

Copy ZDEIP. by.tracing ii 'on-thin paper. Copy the

letters, too.

2. a) How should the rays of ZPEP be placeon LABC

to compare-the sizes of the angles ? Yot may want ..>

Flo 214-.444
to turn your tracing over. 41 4.. 8A .....JEbz4g 44:4

b)
AP It 04

Is there more than one way .to place
' EF in order

to compare its size with that of ABC? ()1.14-.41-tA-24

4ard. .2 )
3. How do the sizes of LABC and ZDEP compare?

.c.18C Ley, e )

4

382
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'Fxercis Set 11

1. Trace 2.03 on thin paper.. Then

compare the size of, LcAB with

the size of eadh angle below.

(1/. .414 Z CA6 .4. hoe,

v.

'6

4 C1113.4

A.. z G.)

J

( 4,1;4

L

383

393
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Using the Congruent Angle-Construbtion

Exploration'

,
> ,. ,

You know how to construct an angle congruent to.a given

angle, and you km* that congruent angles haVe the same size.

Can'you use what you lipow to compare the sizes of two angles,

no matter what.thsir positiop?

1. a) Look at LABC and ZPIEF. Where should .01EF be

copied/so as to compare the sizes? What point .should

you use.asverlex?.

b) What ray should you use as one side,of the copy?

.4r $

'' 384
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2. ai.In the figu?.e6, LOG was constructed congruent
.

to ZpEF, so they have the same size. What angles

can we compare now? (.44,5G..a..../ Z ,PSC)

'11)
What does this tell us about the sizes"bf LABG

and LABC? f 456 IL` 1"4";-t f 4BC .)

,
o

)

3. a) In what other
fposWon could be copy ZDEF to

. . ,

.

compare its size with-/ the size of LABC? Could

we use some point other than B as iiertex?()

b) Could we use a ray different from Er, as41

41 side 1 ( IPA,/ ire 6.---411. -------j-

a) Gould the comparison be the same? (`Ad -)

:4. a) Could we copy LABC instead of LPEF? .

b) If so, what .point should be theNerteic?,

-4
9 c) What ray should 'IL a 'side?' (ED F

'Exercise Set 12

I. Copy LABC and LDEF by tracing them on thin paper.

Use yol- compass and'straightedgeto,cons-truct an

angle congruent'to -ZpoEF sorou can compare the

, sizes Of. the angles.' /
/
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:-,

2. Conpare the of LRST and LPQR,.

a P
>

.74 Xsr )
-

a

4*

3., dompare tsfie sizes of LABC and .4irrs.
(.14

l'17- 5 .)

M

When-yok.f understand' what is -meant by 4 "The size, of LA

is larger than the size of LB;" and what is mear0 by "LA 2.* LB, "

you can often tell by logking at two angles which has the larger..,

size. You can also .tell whether they may be congruent.

386

396
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If you,canit decide which.is larger, trace one angle on thin

/

\_!

paper and place the tracing on the other angle, or,use yours

compass And' straightedge to construct congruent angles%

1 P213

Exercise Set 13

Compare the sizes.ipf LA and Ls in each pair below.

i;

A

(A

3.

A

5.

A

.T

B

(L 8):

B A

Z. A

387

397
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In the Qigures betloW, LA and .Lb are angles of triangles

or angles -of other polygons. I2 each figure, Compare the sizes

of LA and. LB as you did in Exercises 1 to 5.
. t

A

(.71.4.RiZAA:21",r
,

7

8.
9

A

( L
ZEfa) A

n

388

398 -
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SUGGESTED TEST ITEMS 0

'These sample test questions aie meant to serve as

suggestions for types of items which the teacher may want

to include An a unit test.

1. Choose the item from Column 2 that matches each item-
.

in Column 1. Write the Word'in the spac'e provided.

A. Matching Symbols

Cdlumn 1 Column 2

--a:
. AB

a. ray

b. liqe

c. segment

d. angle

tE e. triangle

b f. a is greater than b.

+-a.

GH g. a is less than b

(61,..4 14,0 Ie a < b h. congruent

I

389'

399
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B. Matching the word with the sentence/ / ,

that describes it.

(1.4.401,20.5>A triangle with only two

sides,that are congruent

,A connected part of a circle

A set of points of two rays

which have a common endpoin

and which do not lie in the

same straight line

A triangle which has at least

two sides which are congruent

to each other

S
A part of a line which

includes two endpoints and

all points of the line

between them

The intersection of two sides/

of a triangle,

i .

)
A triangle which has three angles,

-

each congruent to the other two

The set of points in a plane

all of which are equidistant

from a given point.,,

390

400

k. isosceles

1. vertex



2. Chabse the paitis or i'igure whiCh' appear to be congruent.

(e)

(i)

(g) (h)

tk)

(rn) (n) (p)

(eill"4.-efV; W440. N440 4)4.1;44 (L. 12.4:):(44401 if)"(4)

Suppose we

a) List the

b) :List the

,

know tnat A PQ,1111 A S;17;/.:,

corresponding' vertices. PjzAt:40., 2) (q-42.- 79 044414)Li.
. .

(corresponding sides. L .04,4LT
s2.;,..4. _....w

, ttter.4ws

391

401

.44

.



4. 'Suppose we know that LCD =If AFGH. List the congruent

angles.
i(i

0

ti

(z.. OC E "---2.:i Z GPW
.e- CEO E--v .L.F*6

Z. E DC 24' Z #0 F
5 a) Suppose you hate two triangles, A ABC and ADEF. All,t a, /

ybu know about them is that AB l' EF.4ean you be

certain that the two triangles are congruent?( ,&

b) Suppose you have two triangles, ARST and AXZY. All

you know about them is that

fr
RS -11'

ST SY, and-

. RT XY.

(r)Can you be certain that the two triangle are congrue t?

e) Suppose you have two triangles AGHI and d JKL. All

you,,know about them is that ry

i = TEL and

, UT 1' 7L.

714Can you be Lain that the two triangles are congru(end

392

402
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,

/J

1f

Suppose you have twO'trAangles,

you know about theMiis'that

LP,

.LN LQ,p and

and A PQ,R. 'All'

441)

Can you be certain that the two triangles are congr1nt?

e) Suppose you have two trianglds, ASTU andA,VWX.

you know about them is that

S corresponds to V,

T corresponds to W, and

corrg-5(7Zds to X. ,(14
Can you be certain that the two triangles are congruent?

6. Choose the situations which you 'think best illustrate

the use of the' idea of congruence.

a) -Lining shelves'4Of a dish closet with paper.

b) Covering Aving room floor with wall-to-wal; carpeting.

c) EnlArging a photo0aph..

d) Fitting a coffee table with a glass top:

Use your compass,And.straightedge

to copy AB on AC so that

A is one endpoint of the copy.

.393
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A

' e

.8., Point '0' is the,center.of the

ctrcle k3f which MP is an arc.

Us6 only your straightedge to

draw three' line segments of the

same leigth in this figure.

9 Use your compass to find four

different pairsiof congruent

segments

your answers.

10. Complete the

in the figure. List'.

(A0 46,u1)
140 a44. 80 8D
DR' 0.44 C

following sentences to compare

Use "lfrger than,"

as."

angle6:

the same

0

.D

1. The size .of LA is

2. The size or zp is

3. The size of LC is

N,
'4. Thsize of LE is

5. The size of LA is

6. The size of LA is

7. The size of LE is

8. The size of LB is

f

U smaller-than, "

(r21-5/tl)the

(4.4c440414,4!the

P1(4,14.1A.0 the

feid44141644m4he

the

the

the

the

394.

404

the sizes of

or "about-

size ofLC.

size of LE.

size of LF.
, -

size of LC.

size of LF.

size of

size,WA-LA.

size of LC.



ii. Bob is at the'top of a lighthouse. He sees two ships

C and -D Ai shown below. A, C, and b are on the
..

Is the size of &BD- greater than, lesS than, or the

same as thessizq of LABC?

Xiere, da-u-teg, 4-13,0.4 rgArt,t, tRIA4A-46

442" K'41-f-t- 6146 )
122 a/' Yse compass and straightedge

to show that the size of 'ZA0B

is smaller than the size of

LPOC:

lite compass and straigbOdge

to shoW that the size of LBOC

is larger than the size o-f

LDOC.

4 69?)

t



13. Use your compags and

straightedge to Make a copy

of AABC .onyour, paper.,

14. Use your compass and

straightedge tomake a

triangle: whose sides

have, the lengths of the

three given line segbents.

0

15: Make a triangle :whose sides have measure's, in inches" Of-

2, ', and 8, ifkpbssible Wbry24-f-4j-et.:/.4-1:44,-e-14 *4144-, 1;e44."41; ZA) .4L424 lucatlfc da.t.

16. Use your compass and
g3

straightedge to copy 'LT

on your paper.

17. Use your'compass and

straightedge to copy. LA

so that the copy has point
A
D as its vertex; One side

shall be DE and the

interior of the angle
.I', AIf

, shall be below- EF.
( ,

1( 1 I = . 4 I >
.. E- D Ff

,

396

406,
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Chapter 5

'EXTENDING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION II

PURPOSE OF UNIT'

,

The-purpose of this unit is to,.help,pupils

bec,ome more proficient in multiplying and `dividing

using "large numbers.
, .

MATTeMiti'ICAL BACKGEOUND '

The mathematical background for thi unit is

presented' in Chatter, 3.

0

4

397-
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TEACHING: THE UNIT

/

ThiS 'chapter is organized in the followirigWaYT'''

1. There are-teaching suggestions and explorations

which appear only.in the teacher's commentary.

2. Ther4 are summaries and explorations which

appear only in the pupil text.

3. There are pupil exercises to be done

independently?,

0
It is recommended that whenever exploration sections

appear in the commentary, these should be followed befo.
work done with pupils on the material in the pupil
teXt

i

4 N.

The explorations in the pupi], text are designed
to serve as guides to pupil discovery. Tlier are to be
read' and discussed by teacher and pupils. It is

essei3tial that teachers ,be thoroughly familiar with the'
teaching suggestions, which usually precede the explo-
rations, as well as the explorations thtmselves before

.--lessons are. undertaken.

In those few instances where additional teaching
suggastions are not given, it is recommended that 'the,

teacher 'take time to qonsider what possible questions

or difficulties might arise in his particular class.
* .

The development and utilization of shortened forms
in thedivision procesS is probably more individual

th'an many other skills which pupils acquire. Therefore,
the teacher must be particularly alert to the thinking

V

398

408
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of his pupils.' He must be ready to offer leadihg

questions especially in relation to multiplqs,

`place value, and "helpers" 'to Aid children .in

their own discoveries. 1

It shouldbe emphasized that pppils shorten

their work only to their level oe understanding.

Pupils should not be encouraged to adopt shorter

procedures they are 'not able to comprehend. On

the other handy. when a pupil eV0ences that he is

*ableto shorten hfsAwork with understanding; he

should be encouraged to do so.
. v.i

, 'It must be recognized that some pupils may

not be, ready to shorten their work as 'quickly as

'others during the course of this chapter. Such

pupils should not be forced to do so at this time

Rather, they are'to be encouraged throughout the

rest of the year to shorten their work as they 0

become able.

Maintenance and improvement of techniques of

diviblon must not be neglected after the con-

clilsiori of this unit; rather, they must be

dontinued throughout the fifp and sixth grades;

399

409
r*
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)MULTIPLYING 'LARGE NUMBERS go,

Objective: 'To help pupils become, more proficient in

multiplying using large whole numbers

/.
Teaching Suggestions:

/
In this chapter pupils learn that a

knowledge of place valueogfords a shorter
and more efficient algoTiSm for multipli-
cation.

4.0

As an introduction to this chapter,
review multiplication as follows. Compare
.the two forms only if pupils need the
review. Pupils who are not using a short
form Should be encouraged to do so. Yet,
the longer form or modification of it may
be more'desirable for individual pupils.

346

)(<

6)
200

-750 x 346
X^4

5 x 30o 150o
40 x 6 - 24o
4o x 40 1600
40 x 300 12000

*., 15570
..,

.

EXamples like the ones below some-
tunes offer unexpected problems to '

children, For this reason, some like o,

these should be included-during an'

346

exploration lesson.

4o x 346,,

43 x 370,

82 x 409, etc.

400,

410

1



These examples may be worked in different
ways according to the level of achievement of
the pupils.

346 . 346
x 4o x

3.60cx
12000
1.31377

370 370

no 1.-.4_ij3:1S1)-3)
x43
laio

x 3

9oo I (40X 3701 3.4800

12000 43 "
2800 1 V VTO) 15910

15910' .
0

409 409
x 82r 2 )..,_s(244,21---sre

Boo IA% 4 9 g574
720

32000
3-357Er

After review, extend the scope of
multiplication examples to include larger
numbers. Such exercisesas

542 x 836 and'

56 x 9578

should be worked together by pupils -and
teacher. ,

Attention should be given-to the way
in which partial products are -obtained.

Before assigning Exercise Set 1, read
and discuss with pupils the section en-
titled Multiplying Laxte-Numbers in the
pupil text. ,

After Exercise, Set 1 has been completed,
read with the pupils the section entitled
Multiplying Larger Numbers. Children then
should be able to complete Exercise Set 2
independently.

401

411
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Chapter 5 /

EXTENDING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION II

MULTIPLYING LARGE NUMBERS

'In Chapter 3 you learned how to find 'the product of two

numbers. Now we want to find shorter ways to find these

prOducts .. Let's look at these multiplication examprea.

Example 1:

437

x 39

6

270 ),

3600.,

210

900

12000

17043

Multiply

437

437 and 39.

437

L<_3_2

3933

13110

17043

Example 2 Multiply 456 and 805

8o5 805

x'' 456
,

') 456
c

30 6 )_1LS(:2_.o- 483o

4800
5

4o25o

250

40000

2000

320000 -

36708o

22000

367080

-

Explain how to' get each of the partial products in the

shorter form of these examplps.

4-02
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Exercise Set 1

Use a vertical form to compute the following.

-( 1 86 -y 923 (79, 3 7e)

2. 48 x 654 (31, 392)

3. 5-7 x 874 (49, We),

4, 473 x 52 624, 594

36 x 504 (4,1441)

6. 56 x 780 (43po)

68 x 5346-610 5"

8. 76 x 3498 (245; 24s)

9. 4038 x 79 (3/9,002)

10. 57 x 7239 (4/2,4.15)

11.

12.

16.

14.

15.

16.

625 x 834 (52/, 25'6)

658 x 762

846 x 648 (s//,e, 209) ,f

n6-7 x 546

971 x 356

656 x 75o

(331, 422)

(.14.5, 74)

(4 9.2,D00)

-1

18. 384 x 507 094, 429)

19. .834 x 720 (400,,./p.a)

03.

20. 345 x 637 (,7/ 7, 74-5...)

403
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Use mathematical sentences to help solve the following

problems. Express each answer in a complete sentence..

21. There are 64 rows of seats -in the auditorium.

There are 45 seats in each -row. How many people

x
= 2, 9 o

2 , OW ..aysie 1,

22. John kept a record of how ,much gasoline his family

car used on their vacation last summer. They used

can be seated .in the auditorium?"

167 gallons. If they can travel 18 miles on,each

gallon of gas, how many miles did they travel during

( x /47 .1/ h = 3001thbir vacation?

23. A brick wall is 126% bricks .long and 42 bricks

high. How many bricks are there in the wall?
( Ala x 1/.24. n = 5, 2 9.2 31..:4. cut 5 2 9.2 j

24. If 76 nails are used in making a shoe, how many

nails ,ar_e_needed_to make--23 -pairs
c4axAi=r "23)(74 = .0,494 A444,4,(74:: PI 0+ ="3494,n= 3494

25. A helicopter makes a round trip of

of. these shoes?

4.4Ae

102 miles three

times daily to collect and deliver mail, in the San

Francisco Bay area. How many miles- does it travel

in a year? (rote: Use 365 days.)

/3Y/0.7

304

n' ife
\VZ

(3 X /0a) X 3 Ze =

..= /16 496'

404

414

tfr
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MULTIPLYING LARGER NUMBERS

Example. le Multiply 11365 and 7439.

.7439 1

x4365 V *,

37195

446340

2231700

29756000

32471235

How many partial products are there in this example? (40

Example 2: Multiply 5063 and 8309. if

814)i
$

X 5063

24927

498540

41545000

42°68467

Notice that there are only 3 partial products in this'i:t

example. Explain how each of these partial products was

obtained.

Multiply the numbers in the folloWini example and

compare the product with the product in example 2.

. 5063

x 133_09_

Are the products the ,same?Vo) Why? (.
Are the partia1 productsthe sameO, Why?(//471

405

415;

O
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Exercise Set 2

Uge a vertical form to find the product of each of these

pairs of numbers.

2.

3 .

It.

6.

..
7.

..s

8.

9.

'10.

537 and 4372 ( 2, 397,74? . 3542 and

200 and 317 (4 3, iloo) 12. 234 and

98 and 897 (14,11.2) 131,... 909 and

4569 and 5007 .2,f76,993) 14 231 and

.410

957 and 8060 (7, 7/3 .42°) 15. .3570 and

357 and 892 (31g, **JO 16. 8971 and

5430 and t9 (4,0/ 2 ,77) 17 . 2003 and
ti

709 and 5080 (3,02/, 7-1a) 18. 3672 and

101 and 525 (5.3., 92 3) 19. 8080 and

3586 and, 367 (1,3/4,042) 20. 2712 and

406

( 416

4673 (/4,s5-1,940

3112 (729,2°S)

673 (411, 7,5'7)

706 (/43,094)

4987 (I7, 94 (re)

6173 (6-s; 377,993)

"
2131 (4,265',313)

4819 0 7, 05; 344

5599 q--4.; 2 3 0)

3486 (
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.

Use mathematical sentenpes to help solve the following

problems. Express each'answer in a complete sentence.
1

4

21. A cab driver makes many trips to and from a large city

airport. He drives about 315 miles eday. About

hoW many miles does he drive in 28 days?

(2ix 3/5,:n 2,1 9, 22
st20

4- 2.9

22. A grapefruit orchard ha's 32 ,rows of grapefruit trees

with 45 trees in each-row. How many trees, are. there

in the orchard? (32"5.'"1 )h= 1440,

23. A jet plane travels 485 miles per hour on the average.
.

le, One month it is flown 114 hours. If that is an

verage month, how many miles is it flown in a year ,

7114 x 41orx I 2 z 4
n. i i 3,4,0

UV x 441r. i A
fir- ii3,4LZO

lit eh.L__. A; , 43,410)/ ... 11,...e. .1 .
e .

24. The Lincoln family spent $224 for an 8-day trip.

If they'spent the same amount each day, how much

should they plan to save for* nextlyearts 21-day

trip? iiiil 4. 2=1. - 614 4P) x al,: n .24..31.41I' or' .424........4I 6-1112 v. J1
21? x).1:7. n N- 54)8

25. There Were 103 'passengers on a jet,plane going .frovi

New York Toronto. Each passenger waa allowed to

take 66 pounds of luggage without charge. If each .

passenger- took the full amount, how many pounds of

fr e luggage were carried? '

4. x I 0'3 .- z A

- n = 4 792, 4' 7" 0.'"'" VIA4 111m l' --.4 "-"-41.)

,

407



A SHORTER FORM FOR MULTWLYING

0

Objective: To develop a shorter form for multiplying

v

Teaching Suggestions;

At this time it might be well to call
attention to a way of shortening the form
or recording partial products.

Put several examples on the chalkboard
and ask pupils to discover a shorter way.
which has been used to record the partial
products. As in the earlier development,
pupils should not be given a rule but should
be led through examples to discover one for
themselves, although theymay hot be able to.
verbalize it precisely. Neither should all
pupils be expected to arrive at the same
level of achievement at the same time.
course, pupils should be-encouraged to use
shorter forms as soon as, they appear ready
for them.

You may wish to use such examples as
the follving:

562 562

x4/ x47
3934 3934

22480 . 2248

26414 26414

362 362

x 475 x 475

1810 1810

25340 253?

144800 1448

171950 171950

408

418
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N
h SHORTER FORM FOR MULTIPLYING A

Study the following examples. See what has bee

DV

done to s4ort6il the way we record the partial products.

Why tan we do- this?

A Example 1:

5476

x 3528

43 808

'1.09520

2738000

.16428000

19319328

5476

x 3528

43808",

10952

2738o

16428

19319328

Example 2:

439 439

x605 x 6o5

2195 2195

263400 2634

265595 265595

44.

409 .

419

O

O

1
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Exercise S etq

Use a vertical form to find r,htr)product of each. of.'

these pairs of numbers :

1. 47 and 6,3

2. 92 and 78

(.7, fsi)

0/74) 12 .

3.

k,

40)..478 and 356 70, /4.0 13. 3049 and 4340 0,232, 4

r
/ t4. 4234 and 6209 ( 2 4,2 .9i; 9e4) 1 89 and 740 :( 740

25 and 2359 (0,9 's1)
4,

465 and 750 (341, 76-°)

5.

6.

7.

8.

9

10.

/

465 and 688 (3H, 9.10) 15.

407 and 629 (. .5%, 003) '16.

634 and 6070 (3, S41.9.1396) 17.

97 and 401 (31,,,97) 18.

392 and 847 (332, 020) lg.

54 and 286 (/.5, 444) 20.

410

420

7294 and -325 0,370,4-51)

96 and 2289 74, 742)

'73: 496 (34, .7 PAO

ow

207 and 639 0311,2?3.)

36 and' 74 (2., t44)'

66 and 247 (/4/3°2):

6
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EXPRESSING NUMBERS TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLE OF TEN

Objective: lb develop skill in expressing numbers to the

4- nearest multiple of 10

Teaching Suggestions:

Expressing numbers as multiples of 10 and
100 is useful in dividing by larger numbers.
Although there are several techniques for ex-
pressing numbers as multiples, only one technique
is used throughout the unit,

The number line is a helpful visual aid,
therefore it is used throughout the exploration.
You shoUld have,a number line with points
labeled from 20 'hrough 50 on the chalk-
board befdre the lesson begins.

It kg important that children be led to
discover a way to determine the nearer multiple
of 10 to any number. The' development of
formal rules should be-avoided because it ,

fr-I e tly leads to rote learning rather than
nderstanding.

Exploration: Look at the number line on the chalkboard,

20 22 24 26. 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 .42 44 46 48 50

Find 28 on £he number line. Is it closer to 20 or

. 30? (30) If you were asked to express .28 to the nearer

multiple of ,10, would you choose 20 or 30? (30)

Why? C 28 is nearer to '30' than 20 on the number line.)

Find 37 on.th'e number line. Is. it closer to 30 or

40? (40) If you ,were to express 37 to the nearer multiple .

of 10, would you choose- 30 or 40? £40)

Is 24 ClOger to 20 or to 30? (20) How should 24

be expressed to the nearer multiple of 10? (20)

.4
-411
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Ob.

Consider the points shown from 20 through 30. If we

were to choose the nearer multiple of 10 to 21, 22, 23,
or 24, what number should we choose? (20) If we were to
choose the nearer multiple of 10 to 26, 27, 28, or 29,

c''what number should Iv' choOse? (30)
.

What about 25? Is it closer to 20 or ,30? (25 is

the same distance froni-----26 as from 30.)

How can we choose the nearer multiple of 10, 25?

Should we choose 20 or 36? (We donit know.>

Except when we save 5 in the onest place, it.is easy
to see the nearest multiple of 10 to knumber on the number
line. How can we know the nearest multiple of ten to a 'number

when we have no number line? Is there a way to discover

quickly the nearest multiple of 10 to any number?

(."

Some child will suggest,that if the onest
digit is less than 5, think of the next lower
multiple of 10. If the onest digit is,gr er
than 5, think of the,next greater mult le of
10. You should not expect the child to tate
this idea in such-precise language, nor is it
desirable that he do so.% It is important for
children to be able to undersTEnd and use this
knowledge.

When we have a 5 in the onest place,
lead children to see that to find the nearest .

multiple of 10 we will have to make ail
...agreement that eteryone will do the same thing.
Lead children to Wee to use the next higher
multiple of 10. 4 ,

412

422

a
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Letts find how well we can use sour new way to find the

nearest multiple,of 10 to armumber. What is the nearest

multiple of 10 to 42? (40) to '56? (60)-

to 75? (80) to k91? (50) to 15? (20)

Consider 144. What'number would we use as the nearest

multiple of 10 to 144% Should it be 140 or 150? (140)

Why? (If we had a number line, 144 is nearer to 140

than 150.) Do you think the way we. -found the nearest

multiple of 10 earlier will help us with numbers like 144?

(Yes)

What is the nearest multiple of 10 to 279? (280

to 345? c350) to 572? (570).

't-

Read and discuss with the pupils the
section in the pupil text entitled
Expressing Numbers to the' Nearer Multiple
P-
of Ten. If you feel that adtVtional
1717sHEIce is necessary, provide other oral
qr written exercises.

413

423
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EXPRESSING NUMBERS TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLE OF TEN
4

40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58. 60 62 6

We have usQa.a-number line to help us see that:

53 is nearer to 50 than 60.,

58 is nearer to 60 han 50.

1."

We have discovered a way to find the 'nearest multiple

4

of 10 to a number without using a number line.
,

That is the nearest multiple of 10 to each of these

numbers? J
920e) 61 64 383 631'0) 134 (130)

49 (CO 34, 6° 285 (2,49 .288 0 "f

476 (0°)

341 (00)

675 11,i4I0

75 (e) 46 (go) 567 (0 )

o -

83 efv) 58 (447) .684. (4.00

Is , .4

17 (;0) 25 .(10) 139 (/ 1/0)

co.

414'

424
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EXPRESSING NUMBERS TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLE OF ONE HUNDRED
.

Objective: To develop skill in expressing numbers to the',

neatest multiple of 100
/

A number line numbered 100 through 200

Exploration:

Look at the number line on the chalkbdard.*

100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

Find 160 on the number We. Is it nearer to- 100

or 200? (200) What number would we use as the nearer

multipliVof 100 to 160? (200

Find 125 orb the number line. Iscit nearer to 100 or

200? (100)!.. What number should we choose as the nearer

,multiple of 100 to 125? (100) How could we find these.

multiples if we did not have the number line? (We could

work with multiples of 100 just as we did with multiples

of 10 only now we look at the tens' place of our numerals)

Is lO neater to 100 or 200? .(It is half-way

between them.)

When we were finding the nearest multiple of 10 to

numbers like 45, 65,..125, etc., what did we do? (We agreed

to choose the higher multiple when the number was half-way

between the two multiples.)

What shall we do here? '(Let us again agree,to choose the

next higher multiple of 100.)

4 What shall ,we choose, for 150? (200) 350? (400)

.01

What is the nearest multiple of 100 to each of these

numbers?

170

212

(200)

(200)

195

486

(200)

(5oo)- 7

(400) 130 (100).429

128 (100) 253 (300)

25o (300) 75o (8o0!)

J

4g5

4
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EXPRESSING RIMERS TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLE OF ONE HUNDRED

'100 110 ° 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210`,

We have used a number line to help us see that:

142 is nearer to 100 than 200;

167 is nearer to 200 than 100.

We have discovered a way to find the nearest multiple

of 100 to a number without using a number line.

What'is the nearest multiple of 100 to each of these

numbers?

145 000)

155 67,10)

186 (200

174;(2tho)

156 (2,10)

253 .(0°)

203 (200)

450 (600 666 ( ?06)

230 (10°):- 623 (440

4\--850 00o) 346 (w)

290 0049 304 (/00)

224 4.40 572 (10.0)'

4^

4).6

426

65o (760)

g57 (900)

*749 04



DIVISION

Objective: To help pupils become more proficient'in dividing

using large numbers

.Teadhing Suggestions:

The exploration in the pupil text reviews
the language and techniques of division.
Increased emphasis is placed on the importance
of place value in using shorter forms. Qt the
end of the review, it is suggested that pupils
try to find a still shorter way of dividing
whting only the quotient and remainder. En-
courage children to- shorten their work. Do
not tell them at this time. With under-
standing, children can develop short cuts on
their own.

Read and discuss Review of Division in
the pupil text. If some pupil cannot shorten
their work readily, reassure thqm that they
will receive help later in t e chapter. Do
not dwell on a shorter fo t this time;.
rather, be supportive.

1R

417

.427
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`PLEVIEU OF DIVISION
3

Exploration

In Chapter 3 we learned about 'a shorter form for dividing.

The boxes below show'several forms, for dividing 836 ,by 6.

Longer Forms

A Shorter Form

139

6 rib7

600

236

180

56

_211

2

When 836 is divided by 6, what is the quotient? What

is the remainder?.

Find a mathematical sentence that tells us that when we

divide 836 by 6, the quotient Is 139 and the remainder is 2.

We may say that 100 and 30 and 9 are, parts of the

quotient. Using place value, explain how'the shorter form

tells us this.

418

4 2.8
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In this chapter we are going to learn about dividing

by larger n Hers. We al4b will learn things that can

help us .ecome more skillful when we divide.

Can you find a short way to divide 928 by 6 so

that you need to write only the quotient and remainder?

If you cannot discover'this short way of dividing,

this chapter will help you with it ,later.

4

419

429
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Exercise Set 4

For each of the following, divide the .first

number by the second., .Write a mathematical sentence

to describe the result.

*
1.

1

579 by 8

(72x101-.5

7. 4758 by 9

if ?SS -= (6-A S s 9 4

2. 6847 by 9 8. 1690 by 5

r 4,847= (740,x 7)-1- 7 /690= (33,9 xs) 4- 0

3. 4496 by 8 9. 5670 by 6

4 4 94 = ,SZ 7o = 9445-x

4. 4701 by 8 10. 3549 by 5

70/ = (sin x ,s0 = (7o? xs) I- it

5. 1728 by 9 11. 5535 7

/ 72,91= /9.2 x 553 S = 9,%) x 7, f 6

6, 2505 by 5 12.. 6572 by 8

.? SOPX64. 6s7 =. (gal x 4
s,0

420

43o.
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1

DIVIDING F4Y NUMBERS GREATER THAN 10 AND LESS THAN 100

Teaching Suggestions

Throughout'Uhe remainder of this unit,
considerable exploratory material has been
included in the pupil book. It is im-
portant to follow the development carefully.
Note that much of it is done by raising
questions. These are not necessarily all of
the questions that need to b asked about
the examples. Indeed, you may need. to ask
many additional questions% It is hoped that
pupils by,thinking,-discussing, and com-
puting pill develop insight into the Process.

Essentially, the intent ofthis unit Is
to, guide through inqUiry, rather than to
achieve rote learning. , 4

4

431.
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DIVIDING BY NUMBERS GREATER THAN 10' AND LESS THAN 100

Exploration

Let us divide 859 b 23. First, we will use one of the

long forms. After we do this, maybe you can see how we can'use

a shorter fdim.

t

30°'

23 ) 859

690

-1,69

A. Will the quotient be at least 10?--,144..-A231th=2"'-'123°)

Will the quotient be as great as. loo?60,........Alxw.2pte.....l.w..:nw0

What does this information tell usq.1.11-.T.J,»/Ji.r...-24-/.0
/00.)

B. We can use multiples of '10 to help us find part of the

quotient.-'

What are the multiples of 10 that are less than- 100?
(/o,ao,30,

We try to find the largest multiple of 19 that will lie

part of the quotient.

What is 10 x 23? (230) What. is 30 x 23?

What is 20 x 23? (49 What is 40 x 23?

Have we found the largest multiple of 19 that will bp

part of the quotient?( :tr) What is it? (.10)'

How do w, know that 30 is the largest multiple of' 10

that will be part of the quotient? &,6x173=49,0] 40)(13=9'2o,
946 >

Now explain the work shown in the boxes near thetop.bf the

page:

422
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C. Now we will find the remaining pant of the quotient.

How do we know that the remaining part of the quotient

(A!, 0, 2 3 O / 69.)will be 1e'ss than 10?

thatWe try's-to find the largest number so that that number times

23 will be' no greater than 169. What*Ts it? (7)

How did you find that 7 the largest to

Now explain how the work in the boxes below was completed.

37

7

30

23 ) 859 23 =59

, 690 690 30-

' 169 169

1.63_ 161
A

8 8,

.

37

'We divided 859. by 23.

What is the quotient? (37)

What is theremainderi (0

Write -a thematical sentence that tells us these
251 =(37 x 23)+93

Show how,to cheek yourwork.
/((a3
za
14/

2,5-9

423
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t

Now let us divide 1724 by 67. TWofforms for doing this

are shov2--in the boxes below.

5

20 ,

67 77.7T

1340

384

335

49

4

67 1724

1340 20'

384.

335* 5

49 , 25

Answer these questions,about the division.
D

How do we know that the quotient must'be greater than 10

iodo,, (10 %A 67= 4,7o v x 7 = 700 is.A4it 470 < /724
700 / 4 ".2....i.ot )... 2,-;41Zidu. ..../.4...41t))

but 1pseipap
. ,

. I'

quo di ept

as the first

oft10' help us fiidt egfitst. part of the

slan'we find the laygeq multiple of 10 to Use
'

gi the qudtie-mt?, What ins it? (2o)

we know that the reM
40
4Oing' pal.eOf the *tientHow do

Will be less than 10?, ((3..-{ x47.-r- 470

4. 10
How can we find the remaining°pAr

is it' (5)

We divided 1724 by 67.

What is thequotient?,(.16)

What is the remainder?-, (44

Write a s9ntence thatitells us
0 .5-A4= (a.x47,)+41 i

I

,7O-r3 94,

the ciUc)14&-nt; What

,

424

434

these things.
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Exercise Set 5

Divide the ,first number by the second number,. Write

a mathematical sentence to describe the result.

44.

1.. 164
Go 1-

by 82
(p. x 7)+30i

2. 34n by 43.

410 -.,.../x,57.)442.1
,

3. 2681 by 39
-74.0=094,9)4.29

4. 2464 by 57

[2461 (3-7 x413)443/

5. 695 by 94

[4 ?"=. x 3 7]

6. 4090 by 73
Li/ow = (?3 i.54.) 4 21

7. 5136 by 66

LS /34 -= (44 x 77),5-itj

8. 184 by 27

7:()L2 2J

9. 6434 by 75'

1 443 si 07S x95)+6-q

510' by 88

Es703 "=. (.9) x .s7) 2 71

425

435-
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Use mathematical sentences to help solve the following

problems. Express each answer in a'completq sentence.

11. It Cost .$128 for a btis to take 32' .fifth- graders

to the state capitol. How much does each pupil have
411

to pay? [12P xtii) r (6-4( /`7 4.40]

12. A box holds 24 books. How many boxes will be needed

-to hold 984 books? z. (24x )-7) 4-r \41/46...,,,iyi..kiaa.
4/=h

1". A store Fad a sale on one model of a bicycle. 68

bitycles of this model were sold for a total amount

of $2,856. yhat was the sale price

1-1 h-

14. Jane has 630. stamps that she wants
.

envelopes. If she puts 45 stamps in each envelope,

.

hpw man 7 envelopeswill she need? ,

'4,3o s

/4= K 7- ,.....+..,
I-

4
,

1
15. An,automobile is moving at a speed of 28 feet

per second. Howmany seconds will it take itwto.move

of a bicycle?

112.]1

to put into

=nO

{980 feet? 5' 00 :--(2.e x h) 4-1:
3,5-

A

J

41.

9,0612.41:31

I



FINDING SHORTER WAYS OF DIVIDING

Teaching Suggestions:

1'

, This pupil exploration contains several
shortened forms. Depending upon your class,
you'may wish to emphasize only 'part of it at
this time. There is some advantage, however,
for_pupils to have several shortened forms
before them. Because developing a shorter
form varies with the individual, the display,
of several forms suggests various possi-
bilities to children.

Throughout the work try to encourage
pupils to select the one forth that they
understand best and then concentrate on it.
Children should not be expected to'have
equal, mastery ofall shortened forths. 'They
should shorten-their work only in-so-far as
they understand it.

In this-lesson, it will be profitable
to write on the chalkboard examples similar
to those in the pupil exploration. You may
wish to begin by showing either Form I or
Form II (whichever your class has used),6.,.
and comparing it with Form A. When this
comparison is made, the work should be .put
on the0oard 116 the discussion unfolds. .

This °gases pupils to focus more directlyz
on the topic under discussion.

As seems - advisable, continue Comparing
the'other foMs. Remember, it is not ex-
pected that all children will attain the
level of skill-needed kor Form C. For some
children, the introduction of Form C may

, need to be delayed until later. In any
event,. this'exploration is one to which-you
may want to return frequently.

When children are asked to e ain'the
work in examples, the.--may needto be guided
by'leading questions provied by the teadher.
Such questions shouidlitervb to emphasize the
importance Or place value.

.1" 427

437r
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FINDING SHORTER WAYS OF -DIVIDING _

Exploration

Let us think about dividing 836 by 6.

We have learned-how to,shoren our work f om either one

or the two foims at the left to the one at the right.

139

9

30

100

6 TT57.;

'600

236

180

56

54

2

600 100

236

180 30

56

4 9

,139

We divided 836 by 6.

/

What is the quotient? (/3/P

-
What is the remainder? (.2)

139 '

o 1751C

600

236

18a.

56

54°

What mathematical sentence tells us thepe t4ngs?
1.-234z. (to X/340 4.21.

Explain how we used place value to shorten the writing

of .the qilotient nuteralcin the form at the right.

2

;I4

428
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+.1

Now let us see how we can shorten our work'even more.

. 13? 139

6 nb7 6 T$ -- -

600 is- 6 (. 6'hundreds)

236 236

180 18 (18 tens)

56 56

54 54(54 ones)

*2 . ° 2

We have.used..place value to help us shorten the writs
Alb

of the quotient numeral. In the forM at the right we also

use place value to help us shorten other parts of our

work.

4
.

.How did we use place value to shorten the mriting

of 60,,.)?*. 6.,)4 _4,..,1..4J J G. ...,,tt, .,:.. .w, .,4.1,,,,,L...-

..-,...... 60 0.)

. How did we use place value to shorten the writing

of 180? (2...).e /

Why.is 54. written the same way in both forms?

-24 17.-S

, 429
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Can we shorten our work even more than we have already?

Look at the forms below.

,

A. B. / C..
139 lr 139 . . 1 13 (e) r 2

/6 FUg 6 16 6 1?q6
6 4 ,6r
236 23

k
18 18 *:. c

56 ' A 56
A

o I---"
.'-' 54 54

'%r

2 .2

In Form `B., eXplainhow you could use each of these

"helpers", alqng with plaire. value, .to work theexample.

4
.When dividing the Ilundreds,.thinlc:

. ; )

84.6. Tle quotient'is 1; the remainder is 2.

f'
When dividing the tens, think: .

23 6,. , The quotient is . 3; the 4rem3rie-r-lz 5_*

When dividing the ones, think:

56: 6. The 'quotient is 9; the 'remainder is -2:

Could yqu us e these same "helpers" with Form tl
(

lain.

What does It r,)2
ft

mean in Form pt?

If ,you have a good memory, you 'dontt-even have to rite
.

the (2) and the (5) in Form C. If you remember them, all you

need to white is the quotient and the remaihder:

139 r 2.

s430

'440 ,
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Let us study together three forms of dividing for the

example,

A.

7

238

)167o.

1670 4-7

B.

238

C

'77

2 3 8 r h

44,c,7 ) 167o
.

114

27o

21

27

21

6o 0:

56 .

6o

56.,

*,

ZP0P1-ain how you coulde each of'' these "helpers'',

aZong with place value, i-n forms,'B and C.

- .
:

when dividing the hundreds, think:
. .

16÷ To. The quotient 4 2;

.0-When diyidingethe-tenS, think:

27+7. The quotient is 3;

,When dividing-the ones; think,

60+7. The quotient is .a;

431

411.

.

%.,

.

the-remainder is 2.

the remainder is 6.

the remainder is. 4.
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Exercise Set 6

Find each quotient and remainder using the'shortest

form you can.

17

2.

5.

;1, I"
3 T-79

).3 r3
4

19 r 2

5 772

47 r t
2

131 r-

.7

15- r3
ThT3-

22 r),
7.. 6) 1334

57 r
8., 9 vst

I

r3'
9. 7 9250

234; r3'
10. 4 ) 9455

22741 r
11. 3 ) 8624

'141492
12. 5) 9620

/40.4 .r3s
.13. 6 ) 8427

/2/04r .1
14. 8 ) 96834.

636 r-:3-
2 5 7

Note that remainders are.written'bY the
quotients, only because the work is not
shown. Whenever pupils shsA 'their work, the
remaindep should be found in the usual
'position in the ilgorism.-

. In most exercises, the pupils' work,
should appear'in this fashion.

.

, 54
30 757.8

112ee
120

lb

432'

442 .

-

It
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USING siloRtIo. fORMS WHEN DIVISORS ARE MULTIPLES OF TEN

Teaching Suggestions:

This exploration closely parallels.the
prededing one in which the work with
divisors less than 10 was'shortened.
Again you may find it desirable to Kork and
compare some examples on the chalkboard.
The following is a suggestion.

Example:

Form A Form B 'Form C

211 211 211
40 FT477 4o ) t5.1179 401 d479

8000 8o 8o
479 479 w --47-
o° 4o 46

_79 79
ho

1

40 4o

39 39 . 39,

Questions such as the following should
be asked:

How!do we use plice'valueto shorten
thewritir of 8000?

H o we use place value to shorten
tile writ ng of 400?

Why is 46 .written the same way in ,

'both forms?

lain how we use these' "helpers",
alongtv rti.th place value, to work the example.

When ding the'hundreds, think:,
8 4. The quotient is 2.

Wile:R./dividing the tens, think:
4 The'quotient is 1.

When divicling-the-one6, think:
7 4. The quotierit-I-s--1.4,

Is ,

In Form C, why do we write in the work
just 47 rather than A79? ,'

'433

443
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USING SHORTER FORMS WHEN DIVISORS ARE MULTIPLES OF TEN

Exploration

Here are some of the- ways we can shorten our work when

'we divide 8469 by 30.

A.

282

301775-
sw.P'

6000-

B. C.

282-

30 TTTO 30 )

6o 60

282

, 00°
, 2469 % 2469 246

'1
2400 240 240

69 '69 69

6o 6o 6o

9 9 9
k

Here are some"gf the ways, we 'can shorten our 'work when

we divide 9382 by 70:

B. C.

134 134
. 134

70 T 93$? 70 ) 9382 4- 70 775E
7000 7o 7o

2382 23 82 238

2100 210

282

280

210

282 , 282

280, 280

2 2

A

434

444
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Study carefully each bet of examples on the preceding

page.

What is the quotient and remainder When 8469 is divided
(20)

by 30?" Write a mathematical sentence that tells thip.
[ 9#49= (prx ;9.1) f

What is the quotient and remainder when 9382 is divided

4)
by 70

0
Write a mathematical sentence that tells thp.

*[9.3S'2=elox/34)-i-Aj.

When dividing, 8469 by 30, how could you use each
. -

,of these as nhe4lers"?

4

8,i- 3 24 -:- 3 6 + 3

When dividing 9382' by 70, how could you use each of
ttt .

these as'"helpers "?

23 + 7 28 7

Which form do'you -tuiderstand best for working each

'ample?

If you can use a shorter form than the ones given on

the preceding page, use the chalkboard to show and explain

it to' other pupils 'In. the class.
;

435

445 c
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Exercise Set 7

Divide. Use the_shortest form that you can.

1/45-4 r r 414
1. 30 nr673' 7. 50 ) 749b

r4 4.2? r32
2. 7o ) 6586 9O)38642

231 r
3. 4o) 9274

r-4,o .

4* 80) 9000

5. 6o illg? 43

3 72 r
6. 20 ) 7459

!136

,446..

326 r 19
20 ) 6538

/ 99 r43
10. 80 Tn,

23 r
11. 70 T7877

992 r 4 9
12. 90 8t5429

16.

. :.

ft
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WORKING WITH DIVISORS BETWEEN 10 AND 100

Exploration

We have been working with divisors that are multiples oi

10. We have used "helpers" to find parts of the quotient. We

can use the same kind of "helper" when working with divisors

between 10 and 100.

Here is an example for us to try: 975+23

Our quotient must be between 10 and 100.. Why?.,)
( /0 x 230, /0 x .7 ,2 sea 2.). oa.e 44.0 23o < ...130v> 7"

Is 23' nearer.. to 20 or to 30? ( 20)

Since 23 is nearer to 20, let us use 9+2

as a "helper" to try to find the firs,t paTtof

the.qdftient. For 9 = 2, we think "4",,

Does the 4 written above the 7 tell us that

(74A.-)

(a 41- /.1. 4o ).
the firs,t part of'th10212tient is 40? Why?

Can the remaining part of the quotient be as

56-)great as 10? Explain.
1
/s,234,130. 2,10>-5.4r-

Now let us use 5+- 2 as a "helper" to find the

remaining part of the quotient. For 5 2, we

think "". Why is the 2 written above the s'

2 21. ,th 0/24
4F' 5? What is the quotient when we divide 975 by

(4.2)

23? What is the remainder;
0
Is the remainder

less than the divisor?(P4d)

23 )975

4

23 ) 975

920.

55

4-2

23 ). 976,

920

55'

46

9

. Cheek

23

//Does 975 = (42 x 23) + 9? (2-k)_ x 42

;4-6

The check at the right will tell us. . 9k
:

.. '966'

+ .9

975

1437

447.
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Now let us try this example; 1939 68

Our quotient must be between 10 and 100.

11.9 (//> iir-4.90 /.0 4244 )4:-.4 .90 f
WI* a..l 42607 i ;3 /, /4).1/.0
Is 68 nearer) to 6o. or to 70? ( 749

T

Since 68 is nearer to 70, let us use 19 7

as a. "helper" /Do try to find the f- irst part of

the quotient For ,19 4- 7, think "2".

Does the 2 written above the 3 tell us that
2

the first part of the quotient is 20? Why2 68 ) 1939

Can the remaining part of the quotient be as.. 1360.
gceat as 10? Explain. 1

(-41
579

Now lelt us ise 574- 7 as a "helper" to fInd.

theremaining part of the quotient.

For 57i- 7,_ think "8",.

Why is the 8 written where it
./1.4 -CM)

What is the qubtient when we divide 1939 4

jAp..(°)by What is the remairAer? (36)

Is the remainder less than the divisor? (24$4,)

28
68 ) 1939

1360

579.
544,

35

A

Write the mathematical, sentence that goes with this

exaMple. Z/13 9= (6Qx.10 +36j LQ

. $

s'

.j.t

4t
Show the check for the work.

/ I)
22_i.

/93?

.43?

448
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Exercise Set 8

Divide. Check your answers.

1. 63 ) 2042
r 2 to

8.

55 r 34
2. 36 ) 2014 9.

3. 29 ) 1962

r 354
5. 67 T3727

47 r

4-3 ')-y5-9
6 73 ) 319d-

37 r/9
7. 92,) 3423 .

2, r
4. 88 ) 574t5,

flh

Ow.

Ift

439

449

,1,0.

11

12.

13.

14.

) 9-f) 3A1'4/i-

7/ r 7
21 ) 149b

I 4

s.
23 r

78 ) 1t:528

/41 r
55 ) 23

go v-
84 ) 6766

,

49
r'32

r 25
97 ) 4386

.
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40

QUOTIENTS GREATER
.
THAN 100

We will stud these examples together.
s

A
How do we know the quotient will -be between

/ft, x SA= 340/3 /o.42
100 and 1000? 3.?Ao<0.7*--/ raode 7 4,76-4t;

Is 32 nearer to 30 or to 40? (go)
Explain how we could use .each of these -"helpers"

to find parts of the quotient.

8 + 3. 23 ± 3. 11+ 3.

The First pa:rt: of the quotient is 200.

How do we know that it could not be as much'

as 300? x 94 00 geJ W.00 7 ' 7.5* .)
,

,

8754 +32

273
32 V375.1r

.6100

2354
2240

1

C 96.
18

. _.
.

.The second part of the quotient is 70. How

do we know thatit could not/ be as much as 80? 9" 32."'"-4°)
a sic) > 2 3-5.11.

Explain why each digit of the quotient numeral is plaSea
v-

where it is.

What is the quotient? (2 73),

What is the remainder? ( ig)

Is the remainder less than the divisor?
\ '

Write the'mathematical Sentence for

/
t is example.

J976'ai= (3ty73) 4 /9

(2;,-)

Show the check for your work.

440

49.
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1

OOP

How do we know the quotient be
/m, x Si 40 , /0601s7z

between 100 and '1000? < / 6-01'f 0,..-61 .5-744° kV/
a4.;1!14/...A.1 i a

Is 57 nearer to 50 .qr to 60? (60)

How can we use eash of these "helpers" to

xU., oft the quo tieT

19+ 6.

Howcan we know that the first part of the.

quotient is not as great ellts 300? (,300 Y6-7./?/00 /woo >./5-0/4<)'

If

15014 +57

263

57 ) 15014
11400

3614
3420
194

171

23

How can we IOTA that the second part 'of

the quotient is not as great as 70? (7.0 3,?e, 34/4).

ExiblalliWhy each digit of the quotient numeral is placad

where it is.

What is the quotient? (.24-3)

1.1haIS' the remainder? (.2-1)

Is the remainder less than the

Write thenigthematical sentence fdr this
1/..9f0/51 (.4572c a L 3).4- .x.3

4 o

divisor?

Shdw the check for yoUr

441

451 .

example.

C 3
X37

3 /
/ 7 7

7-4,/.46

o
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AA*

Exelain the work for these examples.

Be sure to tell why a zero had to be written in each

quotient numeral.

17)86 5

320

54.)1.72db.

16200

1066

1080

6

or.

For each,exadple:

D°

. 18376 --.139t

406.
89 ).1637b

17800

576

534

42

p

0.
.

Write the matheindei ';.htence. /72/g =65'4 x.340)

I 9...394 7., (29 204) 4- 42
Show a check for the work:

320 Gsy
'7

e

4
442

45,2
0;o
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Exerci.se Set 9 ow

Divide. Use the shortest form that you can.
- I

__.,......

64 r 24
1. 38 ) 7094

143 ' r
2. 82 13)-32

3.

/29 r i/
65 817-4.6

. 9QZ i 7?

93 973.405

294 r 42
) 13954

3 9P r sit
56 57F34- 2

Pli r
7. 74 ) 60026

P9g r /:7
8. 18 ) 5b001

p.

U.
9..

10.

11.,

12.

13

x,75

21

89

53

32

V-

5)

f

34249

1141 rr 9687

330 r-*,a
) 82810

.11111.435'

,

44,1-119 -

2Ais
) 7840

443

453

/,
G6-7 r2?

15. 67 .) 44046 .v
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1 ,
Use` mathematical sentences to help solve the followin V

problems. Expreas each answer in a corplete. 'sentence.

16. A cattle rancher has 9,792 acres of land. He estimates

that it takes 38 acres of land to pr6vide grass for one

cow.' What is the largest number of cows he can hive on

his ranch? 9', 7 7,? = (39Yr)) + r

13 r. 261 r:2
.2.5-7 c....)

17. There are ,31 rows of seats on one side of a focAall

field. There are seats for' 6,572 peOple. If each

row has the_ same number of seats, how many seats are In

each row. tv57 , (3 !xi) 4.r aotartaE%t a /2 ,A......ty
a r:212 .e. 21 et,..r.

18: A machine made 9,503 pencils In 43 miriVtes.. How

many pencils did it make in -1 minute?
9 -5-d37 (-906 X ri ) + Y- V,,ii ...1,.... 4 .2 2 i fuL....,...e,)

..4.- .4-....4. ...........4rl -z- ; 2

19. A b 'fok company can pack 58 book's in each box. Hoig

*anY boxes will be needed to pack 39,018 books? -

C9,

3 90/ 4, =(57 r 4 7 2)Ail 2 .

20. There were 50,902 visitors to a park in -62 days. If

the same number of people Visited the park each day, how'

many .people visited the park each day?
, ,

n = PA/

444

4 5 4.



MORE ABOUT USING HELPERS WHEN DIVIDING

Teaching Suggestions:

The exploration in the pupil text is
for the purpose of indicating to pupils that
Thelpersh d8 not always lead to correct
partial quotients. As You discuss this with
pupils, you may find it necessary to raise
other questions which are pertinent to your
particular classroom discussion.

Although it seems inadv-isable to include
more examples in the pupil text, the teacher
may wish to use additional ones to the extent.
that children need them. A procedure similar
to that ofYthe pupil exploration is recom-
mended.

Appropriate examples:

261 r 12,

.-25,) b015

4113

354 731 ;-

415 r 4

27),i11209

. -
1

68 r 7

35 ) 2367,

296 r 12

6-5\ )' 19252

445

455

-MO

1

4

A*
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MORErABOUT USING HELPERS WHEN DIVIDING

Exploration

The "helpers".we use when dividing will not always

lead us to a correct part of the quotient.

will see this an example, such as:

Ys.

905 ÷ 24.

To try to find the first part of the quotient

we can use 94-- 2 a° "helper," and

think "h."

Is 40 the first part of the quotient? (A)

How can you tell that 40 is too great? (940> 9o5.)

Pr,

4

2h ) 905

96

116

Let usnow-use 30 as the fdrsk, part of

the quc$tient.

explain the work in the 'box.

E

3

24 ) 905

720
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To try/ to find the remaining part of the

quotient we can use 7j3--1--. 2 as a "helper, ".

and think "9."

Is 9 the remaining part of the quotient? (,)

How can you tell that 99 is tGio great? (2)/. 7 i's)

39

) 905

720

185

216

Let us now use 8 as

part of the quotient.

How do we know that

the remaining

8 J.6 too great? (19.7>195)

.

24

38

9

) 905

720

185

192

Is " 7 the remaining part of

How does the work in the box

We divided 905 by 24.

What is the'.olluotien't? ( 3 7).

What' is the remainder? (17)

Is the remainder less than4the divisor?

the quotient? (1;e)

show this?/iL I < liPS)

4161 7.<

0*

`41

447

457

(-)

Pri

37

24 ) 905
720
185

168

0
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Now let-us work with the example; 1 9 3 6 .

To try to find the first part' of the quotient,

we can use 19-4-4 as a,"helper," and think

"4," Look carefully at the work in the box.

How can we know that 40 is not the greatest
. .

multiple of 10 we can use as the first
/34..-----e- /Os 3 4 . 1 4 g 4.,,,,4

(40 A: - n.t., t Alt 1.-T-7-=9-11
part .(:)14 the quotient? .s&D< #75-. at

./0....... Co... ......4. . y

.Let us now use 50 as the first part ofrthe

quotient. Is this

(the
greatest multiple, ,L,!

) t4

, .

tm,:--
>14.;

4.....;.4.4,,....,/oxf4.,0-
of 10 we can use?-"Dcplain, 4./.."4.-----

:

To try to find the remaining part of the

,quotient, we can use 11.4- 4 as a "helper"

and think "2."
. f

How can-we tell that 2 is hd't the

greatest number to use for the remaining

part' of the quotient
. 3 >137496w

Let us use 3 as the remaining part of
.4(

the quotient. Is this the greatest

number we can use? EXplainft,1=2:ltiem)

We divided 191 by 36.

What ia the quotient? (.55)

What is theremainder? (7)

4
'36 ) 1915
. 1440

475_,

5

36 ) 1915

1800

115 .

52,

36 ) 1915

1800

115

72

' 43

53

36 ) 1915

1800

115
,

10,8

7'

"Helpers" do not always lead us to correct'parta of

the quotient.

0 '
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Divide.

1Lz r

1. 75 ) 3156

, Exercise Set 10

5.Z ,r4o
9. 93 ) 467b

12

2. 18 ) 1o56 lo: 37 ) 1554

/49
3. 54 ) 9160

4. 38
/22 r

5 \

4f r
5.. 37

14
6. 28 F2-68-g

I

21') 1428

*3 r V
8. 81 T7471

, 449

4.59

3V r
11. 14 T-537

O

471\
12. 58 ) 38918 .

, 43.5"

13. 75) 32631

2/5'

14. 92 ) 1978o

411.r 0
15. 94 ).5827o

r '

16. 75 3inMD
-
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r

Use mathematical 'sentences to help solve the following

problems. Express each answet in a complete sentence.

17. A machine produces .348 spoons an hour. How many

dozen will it produce in 8 hours of continuous

operation341k= (121'11)4r n = Ph' X g
? h =21 0 11 A9941R

A 76,4 = 51 4-5= Vx.2 q
. 5 = g3.1

= 23.1

312. Cory-.. 47.-'.41
.

18. An auditorium is to be used for a meeting of 958

pe/sons. If each row seats 21 persons, how many

rows will be needed? ysy= (21=y1)+y-
nizA r = / 3

4-

1:4"

19. Robert reads approximately 96 words a minute. How

'many minutes will it take hip to read a story of 1056

words?
josh 94 x 11) +v-

n -7/

/06-4

f

20. A grapefruit orchard has .864 trees in. 32 rows.

How ,many trees are 'there In each .row?
0,444= (3.?) ii)+r ,

-
yi = 2

.,
r7

1.1.4.o..-4-11 2'J 74-4,1.4 1... 4148-J .

450

460

6".
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SHORTENING OUR ,WORK

Exploration

ON.

We can use plabe value to shorten our wprk with division

examples when divisors are between 10 and 100.

Think of dividing 17836 by 45.

A. B.

396 396 396

45 ) 17836 45 ) 17836
,

.13500 135

4336 /.1336

4050 ik05

286. 286

,.. '

45 17836

135-

433,

405:

.286

270 270

16 16

Does. 17836 = x 45) 4. 1,6? OjAwl

.

: liPlain how Form B, is shorter than'Form A.
.

how:F G is shorter ,than Form B.

451

-461

41
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Exerclbe Set 11

Divide. Use the shortest form you can.

0

7 r AL
1. 77

2. 32 ) 2176

394 r4
3. 19 7F-3(75

/21 r4 /7

4. 58 ) 7441

5. .29
322 r 27

(.9365

5'4
6. ,86 ) 43688

379
7. 18 ) b804

3I2 r'6
8. 86 ) 27413
1/4

452

. 6 731

9. 58 ) 39092

10. 28

11.

12. 14

13. 25

14. 73

15. 19

4627-N

442 r44
) 45310.

spy r 4
) 7116

0."

-23-13 r 2°
) 111345

9fa r 44
) 61366!

3QSr /S
) 7330
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Use mathematical sentences to help solve the following

problems_ Express each answer in a complete sentence.

16. The committee has 685 -tickets for the school play.

They put 15 'ticketa in each package. How, many

packages of tickets did they have? Were there any

left over? If so, how many?
4 gr= (45-x /i) r

e =4.5 r-

17. Mr. Jones sold 32 television sets for $11,040. If

these' were all of the same model, what was the price

of one set? VI -= 341s- r= o

18. Ann wants to make 12 curtains, She needs 42 inches

of materifil,for each curtain. How many yards of

materiaVdoes she need? 6-04

:Soil -.. (31.. Pi) 4 1--

ri = /4'
C = /a 1 Ai 2

.4. /4 ?..-.4_ i 1.4......",./.

19. The Boy .Scouts were having a party. Their mothers

baked 134 cupcakes for the party. If each of the 67

boys had the7me number of cupcakes, how many would
/3.41..= (47 x n) + r

each boy eat? =

20. Jean packed 288 oranges into boies4 If each box

holds 36 oranges,, how many boxes did she fill?

(2 '9 = . (34; ii) ÷
-fl

453

463

no,


